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ABSTRACT
Elizabeth Gaskell’s commitment to and understanding of 
her art are considered in the context in which she wrote.
She was active at a time when some of the greatest Victorian 
novels were being produced and the form was beginning to be 
discussed seriously, but while the general understanding of 
it was increasing in a creative environment favourable to 
the emergence of novels, the process was of necessity 
unsystematic. Her environment undoubtedly influences Mrs 
Gaskell but she is no more systematic than her contemporaries. 
This does not mean, however, that she did not think about 
what she was doing, and what is known of her working habits 
is considered, as well as the scattered but often illuminat­
ing remarks to be found in her correspondence which reveal 
something of the development of her artistic position. This 
is extended by a reading of her novels, the biography of 
Charlotte Bronte and Cousin Phillis. The evolution of each 
work is discussed as well as the reaction of contemporaries 
and there is an emphasis on the novelist's changing sense of 
the potentialities and form of the novel, as well as the 
gathering complexity of her approach to it which is 
reflected in the organisation and greater achievement of 
her work as time goes on. Mrs Gaskell is not innovative in 
her thought about the novel but she tackles it sensitively 
and responsibly, her theortical position being strongly 
influenced by what she learns in her own practice.
H. C.
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REFERENCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
As there is no fully satisfactory collected edition 
of the Works of Elizabeth Gaskell, all references to 
the text are to be found in the first edition in volume 
form, except for North and South where the second 
edition has been used, and Cousin Phillis where the 
monthly parts in Cornhill are cited. All of these will 
be found listed in the bibliography. References to the 
works have been incorporated in the text.
Full references to author, title and date (place of 
publication as well if this is not London) are generally 
given in footnotes. Where mention of the work is again 
made within the same section or sub-section and there 
is no possibility of ambiguity a shorter form has been 
adopted, Latin reference tags such as ibid, and op, 
cit. have been avoided. Where a work occurs again 
somewhat later it is repeated in full on first occurrence 
but may be abbreviated in subsequent references within 
the section.
The following abbreviations have been used for 
frequently occurring works:
Letters The Letters of Mrs Gaskell, edited by
3.A.V. Chappie and Arthur Pollard 
(Manchester, 1956)
Bronte Letters The Brontes: Their Lives, Friend­
ships and Correspondence in Four 
Volumes, edited by T.3. Wise and 
B.A. Symington (Oxford, 1932)
Dickens Letters The Letters of Charles Dickens, 
edited by Walter Dexter, The 
Nonesuch Dickens (1938)
Knutsford edition The Works of Mrs. Gaskell, The
Knutsford edition, edited by A.W. 
Ward (1905)
I THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Elizabeth Gaskell died suddenly on the afternoon of 
12 November 1855, at The Lawn, Holybourne, near Alton 
in Hampshire, the home that she was purchasing secretly 
with the proceeds of her writing to provide her family 
with a pleasant country retreat and a place to which 
she could persuade her hard-working husband, William, to 
retire when he should give up his ministry in Manchester. 
She was surrounded by her daughters and son-in-law when 
she collapsed in their midst, struck down by heart disease. 
The effect on the family was devastating, though they bore 
it with great fortitude; Meta, however, was unable to thank
Ellen Nussey for her expression of condolences till more 
than two months afterwards.^ The literary world was 
restrained in its response by the shock of personal loss. 
In the Obituary articles which appeared in the succeeding 
weeks all were united in praise of her personnel charm, her 
warm personality and the good influence that she exercised 
on all who came in contact with her but they were more 
guarded in their estimate of her achievement. The time 
was felt to be inappropriate to attempt a definitive
^See E. Thurstan Holland's account of their reactions 
in a letter to Charles Eliot Norton, 18 Novr 1865, 
Letters, pp. 970-971. Meta Gaskell wrote from 
Plymouth Grove on 22 Oanuary 1855. Her letter is 
printed by C.K. Shorter in "A Literary Letter; A 
Visit to Hampshire Literary Shrines", Sphere, 73 
(1918), 148.
evaluation, since that in any case would be the function 
of posterity, but the merits of each of the books were 
compared and a tentative synthesis was given. Lord 
Houghton quoted a recent remark by George Sand: "Mrs.
Gaskell has done what neither I nor other female writers 
in France can accomplish —  she has written novels which 
excite the deepest interest in men of the world, and 
which every girl will be the better for reading", and 
went on to add that "Her books will be studied in years 
to come, both for their merits of style and incident, and 
as a faithful picture of good English life and sound
2
English manners, beyond the accidents of class or fashion." 
The Saturday Review did not find her unique or original 
while indeed she was sometimes indiscreet and onesided in 
her social views but it went on bravely to predict that she
3
had achieved a success that would live long after her. The 
Athenaeum would not go even this far; beyond a few innocuous 
remarks on each of the books it would not hazard an overall
4
assessment. In the United States, The Nation was prepared 
to claim that
In power of delineation, in the finish of her word-painting, 
in the grace of her style, she perhaps excelled any of her
^Pall Mall Gazette, 14 November 1855, 10. Reprinted in 
Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser,
15 November 1855, 3.
3
Saturday Review, 20, 18 November 1855, 638.
^Athenaeum, 18 November 1855, 589-90.
fellow-writers. Moreover, in these days when Carlyle 
and Ruskin have done so much to destroy the grand 
simplicity of English writing, it is no small praise 
to say that she wrote plain Saxon English.^
One of the longest and most interesting accounts was that
of David Masson who pointed out that
Neither necessity, nor the unsatisfied solitude of a 
single life, nor, as I fancy, an irresistable impulse, 
threw her into the paths of literature. She wrote, as 
the birds sing, because she liked to write; and ceased 
writing when the fancy left her. And the result of this 
was, that all her works have, in their own way, a degree 
of perfection and completeness rare in these days, when 
successful authoresses pour out volume after volume with­
out pause or waiting.6
Masson also perceived a gentle sadness in her works which 
were redolent of the pleasures of home and family. Her 
style was never slovenly but suffered because she had come 
to writing late. Something of the fire of youth was miss­
ing and she could not depict passion (so both Ruth and 
Sylvia's Lovers are failures). He ended by paraphrasing 
George Sand's remark and, while not knowing what Mrs 
Gaskell's place in literature would be, he was certain it 
would be a high one.
All of these claims are modest enough and it is no 
doubt a mistake to expect too much of an Obituary which 
has other more immediate functions than arriving at a firm 
sense of the importance of the deceased. Nevertheless they 
are a guide to the point which Mrs Gaskell's reputation had
^Nation, 7 December 1865, 717.
^Macmillan's Magazine, 13 (1365), 154.
reached at the time of her death and indeed are not at 
variance with views expressed in articles written soon 
afterwards but when the immediate shock had had some
7
chance to subside. They lay the basis for what has
become the conventional view of Mrs Gaskell. She is
unusual among women novelists of the period (or at least
among the most prominent) in being both married and giving
every sign of leading a happy family life. Little is
really known of the conjugal arrangements of Elizabeth
and William Gaskell and despite attempts by Aina Rubenius
to prove that the marriage was not as successful as is 
8
usually claimed no evidence has been forthcoming which
would definitely establish the contrary. Surviving letters
to her daughters ana their faithfulness to her memory give
strong reasons for belief in the happiness of her relations 
g
with her children. As the wife of a minister and through
7
See "Mrs, Gaskell", Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine,
2 (1866), 90-3; 102-6. This paper is full of errors 
such as the informaticn that Mrs Gaskell's maiden name' 
was "Stromkin" and its generally uninformed tone is 
emphasised when the writer at the end confesses to not 
having read Cranford. See also "The Works of Mrs. 
Gaskell", British Quarterly Review, 45 (1867), 399-429 
which is pious and unadventurous.
8The Woman Question in Mrs. Gaskell's Life and Works 
(Upsala, 1950). This is a major part of her thesis.
q
It is for this reason that our knowledge of Mrs Gaskell's 
life before she began to write is so thin. In obedience 
to their mother's expressed wish that her biography be 
not written they refused to co-operate with those seeking 
details of her life, and before her death Meta destroyed
10
her own family background she has firm connections with 
Unitarian Christianity in the North of England. Although 
she seldom discusses religious questions as such (except 
when she is worried about Marianne's coming under the 
influence of Dr, Manning in Rome^^or is slightly amused 
by the gravity of Charles Bosanquet who is alarmed to 
learn she is a dissenter as well as disagreeing with her 
rejection of Evangelicalism^^), there is every indication 
that she was a convinced Christian who, while taking her 
creed seriously, had a degree of tolerance of others' 
views which was consistent with her generally liberal out­
look. We know her life was a very active one and that her 
writing was only a part of it, the most common notion being 
that it had to squeeze itself in among her multifarious 
other activities as best it might. These included much active 
social work among the poor, frequent trips within Britain 
and abroad, and much entertaining and visiting of her many 
friends. It is not surprising that Mrs Gaskell should seem 
to present the stereotype of the Victorian matron with all 
the conventional views such a person is assumed to have had
a considerable quantity of family papers, including, 
presumably, her mother's letters to herself.
^°April 22nd 11852], Letters, No. 504, pp. 682-3.
^^April 16th 1861, Letters, No. 435, pp. 647-51.
11
and that the degree of commitment to her writing should
be suspect. Contrary to the beliefs of those Obituary
writers, posterity has not been able to sort out its
attitude to Elizabeth Gaskell as an artist while it has
always been in agreement with her contemporaries'
admiration for her as a woman. Indeed, the appreciation
of the latter has often interfered with our ability to
perceive the essentials of the former and as we shall
see has been used as a means of attacking her for not
being sufficiently thoroughgoing as an artist. While
Cranford has always been a favourite, going through more
editions than the other novels, and The Life of Charlotte
Bronte has had a vogue for reasons not necessarily related
to Mrs Gaskell, her general reputation has had a partial
eclipse. Mrs Chadwick's was the first fullscale study
published and it was fully successful neither as biography 
12
nor criticism. Studies between the wars did little more 
than indicate that she appealed to a few enthusiasts. It 
is only since Miss Rubenius and in particular in the several 
studies published in the nineteen sixties about the time of 
the centenary of her death, and since, (of which the most 
valuable contribution is undoubtedly the edition of her 
letters) that any fullscale attempt has been made to come 
12
Mrs. Gaskell; Haunts, Homes, and Stories (1910,
Second Revised Edition, 1913).
12
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to terms with Mrs Gaskell's work.
While most recent writers agree that she has not had
her due there has by no means been a consensus on what
constitutes her achievement. Writers in the fifties
singled out what are termed the industrial novels, North
and South and especially Mary Barton, as of the greatest
importance. They have tended to be favourably compared
with relevant works by minor and nearly forgotten novelists
like Mrs Trollope and Charlotte Elizabeth as well as greater
contemporaries like Charles Kingsley, Disraeli and Dickens.
On the other hand, for more recent commentators the books
written since the Life would appear to show the strongest ---
artistic grasp. Dr Wright^^and Professor Pollard^^see the
last work, Wives and Daughters, as the finest, while 
17
Professor Hardy, in a stimulating short paper, is most in
13
Annette 8. Hopkins' Elizabeth Gaskell: Her Life and 
Work (1952) should be mentioned as it is the only 
attempt at a full-scale biography. It is indispensable 
but makes little contribution to criticism.
14
See Arnold Kettle, "The Early Victorian Social-Problem 
Novel" in From Dickens to Hardy, edited by Boris Ford, 
Pelican Guide to English Literature, (Harmondsworth,
1958), Vol. 6, pp. 178-83, and Raymond Williams,
Culture and Society 1780-1950 (1958), pp. 37-92.
^^Mrs. Gaskell: The Basis for Reassessment (1955).
^^Mrs Gaskell: Novelist and Biographer (Manchester,
1965).
17
"Mrs Gaskell and George Eliot" in The Victorians, 
edited by Arthur Pollard, Sphere History of Literature 
in the English Language, Vol. 5 (1969), pp. 169-82.
13
favour of Sylvia's Lovers. While there would seem to be
a general shift in critical esteem from the earlier to
the later work this is by no means a simple matter.
Cranford has retained favour all along and while weaknesses
in Mary Carton would now receive more prominence than
formerly, North and South has gained defenders who would
X8
see it as the better book of those two. It is possible 
to account for this situation by saying that it is only 
to be expected when a writer who has for so long been 
denied much serious attention is rediscovered. While Mrs 
Gaskell's reputation is being revived and it is admitted 
that there is much of importance in her that has been over­
looked there is bound to be some dispute about where this 
is best located. Such a claim would be an odd one, for if 
the renewed response to Mrs Gaskell is genuine it should be 
capable of definition with greater clarity than has so far 
been the case. Nobody believes that her books are equally 
good, yet the identification of their relative merits has 
been very indistinct indeed.
The central reason for this appears in the kinds of 
assumptions that are made about how Mrs Gaskell functions 
as a writer. We commonly encounter statements like this 
18See, for example, Angus Easson's Introduction to 
his edition of North and South, Oxford English 
Novels (1973).
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about her:
But Mrs. Gaskell's excellence as a novelist is inseparable 
from her goodness as a woman —  she is innocent of the 
dedication, the devious ruthlessness, the sheer egoism of 
the artist whose art has climbed out of the dimension of 
his daily personal being.
A reviewer of the edition of the letters observes:
But what the letters lack is any sense of passionate 
commitment to or involvement with writing, such as we 
find in the letters of Dickens and George Eliot. If Mrs. 
Gaskell was a professional writer in the deepest sense, 
then her correspondence does not reveal the fact.20
These observations become articulated in a more specific
worry about her, followed immediately by the attempt to
find excuses:
Nor did she have a consciously worked-out aesthetic. But 
then very few novelists do. Originality in fiction is far —  
more likely to be a question of making new types of subject- 
matter amenable to traditional treatment for the first time, 
or of being forced to look at conventional subject-matter 
with fresh eyes. And Mrs. Gaskell's originality comes about 
in both these ways, as the result of a collision between 
temperament and material.21
This line of thought reaches its apotheosis with Dr Wright.
This is the more interesting as he is the only person who
devotes himself to an extended discussion of Mrs. Gaskell's
technique which occupies the last two chapters of his book
under the major headings of "Form" and "Style". He finds it
is easier to discover evidence of an artistic consciousness
under the latter heading but his initial statement of its
^^Dohn Bayley, "Why Read Mrs. Gaskell?", Sunday 
Teleoraoh, 14 November 1965, 18.
20John Lucas, "Mrs. Gaskell Reconsidered", Victorian 
Studies, 11 (1968), 529.
PI
John Gross, "Mrs. Gaskell" in The Victorian Novel:
15
significance is so representative and direct when compared 
to what merely underlies the thinking of others that it 
should be quoted in full:
• . • anyone who wishes to show that she was in fact a 
conscious artist with a fine control of her craft must 
admit that she lays herself open to adverse criticism in 
her protestations that being an author is a subsidiary 
and spare-time occupation. Yet she is not the dilettante 
that she makes out. There is a growing body of evidence 
to show that the Victorian novelists as a whole were care­
ful and; at their best, inventive craftsmen in their work, 
and Mrs. Gaskell was no exception. It would be curious if 
she were. She wrote for nearly twenty years, was a friend 
of many of the leading writers of her day, and had as her 
editors and publishers first Dickens and then Thackeray 
and George Smith. It is difficult to see how she could 
have avoided discussing her work sometimes at the 
professional l e v e l . 22
All of the authors cited express some admiration for Mrs ___
Gaskell and this gives their writing a certain tone. Like 
the writers of the Obituary articles they are impressed by 
her personality as a woman. She is witty, charming, likeable 
(all readers of her letters would agree) and good. Yet the 
difficulty remains as intransigently as ever it did of 
coming to terms with her central achievement as an artist. 
What is remarkable is the kind of solution adopted: because 
she was a good woman therefore she wrote good books. No one 
has discovered any great commitment in her various writings
Modern Essavs in Criticism, edited by Ian Watt 
(New York, 1971), p. 219. See also his "Early- 
Victorian Writer with Charm", Listener, 73 (1965), 
361, for a similar statement,
^^Wright, Mrs Gaskell, pp. 229-30.
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so the answer must be in her "temperament". It is difficult 
to think of any other writer for whom a similar claim would 
be made or for a moment allowed to stand. Conversely it is 
hard to think of someone whose works are condemned because 
he is felt to be an unpleasant character or because he did 
things in his life that his readers cannot endorse. To 
argue in such a way would open the critic to a sharp 
rebuke for introducing irrelevancies. Thus baldly stated, 
this tendency is more pronounced in some of the writers 
cited above than in others. Dr Wright is a little more 
subtle but even so he allows his knowledge of Mrs Gaskell’s 
life to cloud his judgement. Like John Lucas he assumes 
that the Gaskell letters will not repay close investigation. 
He is aware of her extremely multifarious activities as 
well as some of her statements on her life and work (one 
of which he quotes) and does his best to save her from the 
charge of dilettantism that begins to loom. He falls back 
on what "must" have been the case, rather than saying what 
was. Again we are being offered excuses for what could be 
a serious oharge, rather than meeting it head-on.
The implications of this approach can be seen in a 
remark by Virginia Woolf who, enthusiastic as she was about 
woman-novelists, was startled to find herself enjoying Mrs 
Gaskell so much. "For a moment it seems surprising that we
17
should still be reading her books . . . She seems a
23
sympathetic amateur beside a professional in earnest."
It is not a big step from this position to the person 
who tells us that we should not be reading her at all. 
There have been few commentators who have completely 
dismissed Mrs Gaskell’s claims to serious consideration 
as a novelist. Lewis Melville was one of the earliest. 
He has a generally low opinion of her except in Cranford 
which he admires for its humour, a quality he finds 
generally lacking. He is somewhat idiosyncratic in his 
views, taking up the old accusations of bias of some of 
the earliest reviewers and indeed frequently misreading 
or overstating. (Few readers, for example, would agree 
with him that Mary Barton, whatever its weaknesses, "is 
almost a tract."^^). More challenging is H.P. Collins 
who uses her frequent identification with Victorian 
matronhood against her. For him even the usual name 
given her ("Mrs") detracts from her intellectually and 
contributes to a general impression of dowdiness. "Any 
complexity she has —  and art does not go far without 
complexity —  is in herself, it is not fashioned in the 
^^’’Mrs. Gaskell", TLS, 29. September 1910, 349.
24
Victorian Novelists (1906), p. 207. See also his 
"The Centenary of Mrs. Gaskell", Nineteenth Century 
and After, 63 (1910), 467-82.
18
25
creative process," She is ingenuous, impoverished, full 
of good feeling for others like strikers and unmarried 
mothers but lacks the audacity to transform them in art.
She is only a "partial artist". "It is not so much that 
there is evasion of realities in religion and realities 
in sex, as that the author is not deliberately conscious." 
[author’s italicsj . Mr Collins is beating Mrs Gaskell’s 
defenders at their- own game. He concedes her personal 
niceness but is frankly seeing it as evidence of a moral 
and artistic stupidity which vitiates her work and deprives 
it of any interest whatever. His attack is occasioned by 
the publication of Miss Hopkins’ biography and the Chiltern 
edition of North and South. He makes little detailed 
reference to any of the works, a little more being given 
to North and South than to any of the others. But granting 
the case for Mrs Gaskell as an artist that has begun to 
develop, he does not really have to. His attack is enough 
to demolish the shaky props of her artistic reputation.
Dr Wright’s general defence in terms of the Victorian 
literary milieu of which she formed a part does not help 
either. It is true that the success of Mary Barton brought 
her instantly before the world of letters and, once her 
identity was established, she went to many literary gather-
^^"The Naked Sensibility: Elizabeth Gaskell", Essays in 
Criticism, 3 (1953), 61.
^^Collins, p. 66.
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ings, including parties at Dickens’ house and the celebrated 
breakfasts of the octogenarian poet Samuel Rogers at which 
many of the great writers of the day were present. She also 
received many letters of congratulation from other writers, 
being particularly moved by Carlyle’s (it is worth noting, 
incidentally, that he was not a novelist). It is a little 
misleading, however, to claim too much for these literary 
’’friendships" as the word suggests more intimacy than is 
warranted. It is well-known that a considerable amount 
of Mrs Gaskell’s life revolved around her family, so much 
of her energy was spent on them. Moreover, she lived in 
Manchester and so was only feted by the literary world on 
her irregular visits to London. Remarkably few of her 
surviving letters are addressed to fellow authors and, in 
those, there is little discussion of literary matters. It 
is possible that some of greater significance with regard 
to this have been lost, but this does not seem likely. We 
might expect that a letter containing extended consideration 
of the art of fiction would have been preserved by its 
recipient, particularly in view of Mrs Gaskell’s increasing 
fame, but there is no indication in her letters that we have 
or in those of any important figure with whom she had contact, 
that a letter of this kind was ever written. Her most 
voluminous correspondence with a literary person is that 
with Charles Eliot Norton whom she met in Rome in 1857. Her
20
affection for him is demonstrated by a number of long and 
intimate letters. Certainly there is literary matter 
there but not what one could actually call a discussion 
of her art, and again it must be emphasised that, though
27
cultured and a scholar, Norton was not a novelist himself. 
Her most celebrated literary friendship is with Charlotte 
Bronte, but they only met a few times as the intimacy was 
contracted towards the end of Charlotte’s life. Their 
discussion of theoretical aspects of literature, either 
verbally or in writing, is strictly limited; the question 
of influence, if any, is raised only after her death when 
Mrs Gaskell gathers materials for the biography. Her most 
intimate friends, like the Winkworths, or less intimate, 
like the Kay-Shuttleworths, were of course well-educated 
people with a great interest in all imaginative literature. 
There is evidence from the letters that Mrs Gaskell dis­
cussed her reading and her writing with them and, unless 
she never spoke of such matters at all (hardly a likely 
supposition) we would seem to be on firm ground in suppos­
ing she would have had many discussions on literary topics 
with them in any case. They were not, however, creative 
writers in the same way as she and their knowledge and
27
Both sides of this correspondence are most easily 
studied in Letters of Mrs. Gaskell and Charles 
Eliot Norton 1855-1855, edited by Jane Whitehill 
(1932).
21
experience would have been different. Her involvement 
with them was on other levels primarily and we are in no 
position to make inferences about their positive influences 
on the evolution of her art.
The three figures whom Dr Wright singles out are
worthy of notice. Dickens admired her early in her career
and was most anxious to have her as a contributor to
Household Words. He wrote flatteringly "that there is no
living English writer whose aid I would desire to enlist
28
in preference to the authoress of Mary Barton." The
result was his publication of "Lizzie Leigh", followed by
two novels and other short stories throughout the remainder
of her writing life. With progress of time the two fell
out quite seriously. With the wrangle over publication of
North and South they could never feel quite the same way
towards each other again, Mrs Gaskell changed her
publishers from Chapman and Hall to Smith, Elder and Co.
from the time of The Life of Charlotte Bronte and, besides
letting Smith have her long works, she was anxious that her
best short works, like Cousin Phillis, should come out in
his new periodical. The Cornhill. We find her lamenting
of one work, "I know it is fated to go to this new Dickensy 
29
periodical." The history of their dealings with one 
28
Dickens Letters, vol. II, p. 202.
^^March 9th [1659], Letters, No. 418, p. 538. She is 
speaking of the newly founded All the Year Round,
22
another must suggest that his influence over her was
restricted. Nor did Thackeray exercise more guidance.
He may have been editor of The Cornhill but Mrs Gaskell
always tended to have more dealings with George Smith,
its publisher. Much as she might have admired Thackeray's
own works she did not like writing for him. She could
see the possibility of his having "a noble & warm self"
30
but she could not "get near it". Smith himself and his
reader, U.S. Williams, (the famous gentleman whose 
encouragement at the time of his rejecting The Professor 
paved the way for his firm’s coup with Dane Eyre) both 
got on extremely well with Mrs Gaskell but their 
influence with her was confined to matters of a business 
nature. Smith had qualms about the libellous parts of 
The Life of Charlotte Bronte, but, though all names of 
those concerned were omitted from the published version, 
he could not altogether prevent her going ahead with them. 
It was only after the legal dispute that arose on pub­
lication that she was induced to change them. She did 
not like her work to be interfered with by anyone. She 
writes in anger to her daughter over his handling of a 
manuscript and adds that she had vowed never to publish 
with him again when he had gone against her wishes in 
changing the title of "A Night’s Work" to "A Dark Night’s
30
Letters, No. 442, pp. 575-7, See also No. 451a, p. 595.
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Work" (which might seem to be a trivial point to one 
who did not have definite ideas about her work). Her 
professional relationship with him was a business one.
If he did not like her books he was not obliged to take 
them but she says, significantly, "I do not imagine him 
to be any great judge of it from an artistic point of 
view."^ ^
The question as to whether Mrs Gaskell or any other 
writer is a "conscious artist" is a very complex one and 
cannot be taken for granted. Its being asked at all 
implies some doubt about her functioning which cannot be 
dispelled without a willingness to confront the issues 
involved. Above all we must settle what it means. It 
is interesting that the two words "conscious" and "artist" 
should be linked in this way. It might have been thought 
that the word "artist" in itself implies some level of 
consciousness, that the author is creatively aware of the 
significance of his experience and is committed to rendering 
it as faithfully as lies within his power. He must control 
and shape his experience within the form he chooses to 
express it and this means that he must have an understanding 
and mastery of the form itself. As readers we will judge 
his success as an artist from the twofold standpoint of his
^^Letters, No. 524, p. 703.
^^Letters, No. 499, p. 675.
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capacity to respond to life in all its multiplicity and 
to render it coherent and meaningful through his under­
standing of the artistic medium he employs. Ultimately 
these two become one; what is written is inseparable from 
how it is written. The use of the word "conscious" in 
connection with Mrs Gaskell's "artistry" is not, however, 
entirely redundant. To ask whether she is a "conscious 
artist" is not the same as to ask whether she is an artist 
at all. To an extent the latter question is answered by 
the fact that she wrote novels and that the novel is an 
art form. It is also the case that despite the vagaries 
of her reputation over the years people have made some 
claims for them along the lines of artistic merit and, 
unless they have all been totally misled, it would seem 
that her achievement is in some sense of an artistic 
order. Nor is it a matter of asking how "good" an artist 
Mrs Gaskell is. Finally this is the question that will 
count most and it is the one which the commentators quoted 
above who have mentioned "artistic consciousness" or 
"conscious aesthetic" have had in mind. It has been felt 
necessary on their part to either claim that Mrs Gaskell 
is conscious in this way or that it does not matter one 
way or the other in order to go on to arrive at an 
assessment of what she has done. It must be conceded that 
it is not always felt to be necessary to enquire into the
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consciousness of every artist. Nobody asks whether Dante 
or Shakespeare or Milton is a conscious artist. It is 
taken for granted while an effort is made to come to 
terms with the magnitude of their achievement. They are 
acknowledged leaders in their field and in their times 
whose influence permeates the writings of their contemp­
oraries and is felt subsequently. Much of our understand­
ing of art and the artist depends upon our perceptions of 
geniuses like these. In asking whether or how far Mrs 
Gaskell is a conscious artist we are conceding her an 
artist’s status but are attempting to determine issues 
such as the following: Granted she has some awareness of _ 
what she is doing how full, how sophisticated is it? Is 
it intuitive or purposive? And granted some purpose, is 
there but one or are there several, not all of them 
necessarily understood equally clearly (this arises very 
strongly in the earlier novels)? Is she able to articulate 
her perceptions by a thorough grasp of the novel’s potent­
ialities or are they vitiated by lack of skill, bad manage­
ment, too simple an approach to the form? We are led from 
here to a consideration of her individual status as a 
novelist and to the kind of literary milieu in which she 
is working,
A major reason for this is connected with how we have
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become accustomed to think about the novel. It is worth­
while to reflect upon what was meant by the novel at the 
time when Mrs Gaskell began to write. Although Mary Barton 
was first published in October 1848 this was some time 
after it had been written. Chapman and Hall had it on
hand over a year before that date, so it cannot have been
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finished much later than the end of August 1847. Mrs 
Gaskell’s son, Willie, died on 10 August 1845 and she is 
believed to have begun it after that event. It is possible, 
notwithstanding, that she had been contemplating it before­
hand, though there is no direct evidence for this supposition. 
At this time Dickens had just brought out Martin Chuzzlewit, 
and only his other early novels, Pickwick Papers, Oliver 
Twist, Nicholas Nickleby, Barnaby Rudqe, and The Old Curiosity 
Shop, had preceded it. None of Thackeray's greatest work had 
come to light. Vanity Fair eventuated later in the decade, 
as did the Brontes' first novels. The most important novelist 
whom she could have known, apart from Dickens, was Disraeli 
whose Sybil appeared in 1845 and had been preceded by 
several other works, including Coninosby (1844), She may 
also have been familiar with Bulwer-Lytton, W. Harrison 
Ainsworth, G.P.R. Oames and Charles Lever, all of whom had
begun publishing in the twenties or thirties, but it cannot 
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Letters, No. 42, p. 75. See also Annette 8. Hopkins,
"Mary Barton; A Victorian Best Seller", Trollopian,
3 (1948), 1-18.
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be claimed that any of these has had lasting importance 
in the evolution of the English novel, Dickens was the 
most significant novelist since Scott but he had not yet 
produced his greatest works and none of the other leading 
Victorian novelists had appeared on the scene. Most of 
the finest achievements of the Victorian novel which are 
part of our commonplace conception of the form had not 
happened. Many of them occurred contemporaneously with 
Mrs Gaskell's own creation from the late forties into the 
mid-sixties (and thereafter, though her death in 1865 
makes this no longer relevant to her) so that it may be 
said of her that she is participating in that astonish­
ingly fertile era from near the beginning of its most 
worthwhile endeavours. The novel, when she began writing, 
meant Defoe, Richardson, Fielding and the eighteenth 
century, followed by Jane Austen and Sir Walter Scott.
How extensive was Mrs Gaskell's familiarity with such 
writers as-these cannot be determined (none of them is 
discussed at length in her letters though passing references 
are made to Defoe and Scott, for example) but it is known 
that she had read at least some of their works and, 
further, that if she knew and had thought anything at all 
about the novel they would have to have been her source 
materials. There were few others of any value. Our own 
sense of the novelist's capabilities is derived, in
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addition, from the whole Victorian period and from the 
practice of a large number of twentieth century novelists, 
a few of acknowledged greatness, down to our own day. 
Moreover, the burgeoning of the form in this period has 
led to the propounding of theories about it that we tend 
to take for granted. It is salutary to recall that that 
influential essay on the novel by one of the most 
influential of theorists, "The Art of Fiction" by Henry 
Dames, did not appear till 1885, twenty years after Mrs 
Gaskell's death; his commentary on his own practice in 
a series of prefaces to his work was not published till 
much later and they do not embody his first articulation _
of how he operates but rather where he had arrived after 
a lifetime of writing, and writing about, n o v e l s . D . H .  
Lawrence, (with Conrad) the next major novelist after 
Dames, is also a major theorist about the novel; it is 
small wonder that our thinking about the form has since 
been strongly coloured by Damesian or Lawrentian terms.
Added to this is the work of lesser writers like E.M.
Forster or Percy Lubbock who continue and extend discussion.
^^Even if Dames had written each preface as he wrote 
his books none would have been available to Mrs 
Gaskell who was dead before he began his creative 
life.
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The debate on the theoretical bases of fiction and how
we should approach it is by no means over. It was Mark
Schorer who in a seminal article on technique first
published in 1948 drew new attention to what that could
■ 35
mean for the novelist. Critics of the last twenty years
have been concerned that most of our ideas about the
workings of language in literature have been derived
from consideration of the lyric poem. More work has been
devoted to this than to fiction and the methods of
criticism of poetry have tended to be applied without
due consideration to what is a very different literary
3fi
form, Wayne C . Booth’s The Rhetoric of Fiction has
proved so influential because he has made an extended
attempt to set out the peculiar ways in which novelists
create, and influence their readers. His work has been
37followed up by Barbara Hardy’s discussions of form, W,
D, Harvey’s consideration of mimesis through the workings 
38
of character and David Lodge’s approach to the ways
39
language can be used in the novel. The mention of these
names by no means exhausts the list of those who have 
35
In "Technique as Discovery", Hudson Review, 1 (1948), 
67-87.
^^(Chicago, 1961).
37
The Appropriate Form; An Essay on the Novel (1964).
3fl
Character and the Nove\ (1965),
39Language of Fiction; Essays in Criticism and Verbal 
Analysis of the English Novel (London and New York,
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concerned themselves with attempting to clarify some of 
these issues. A series of approaches to a theory of the 
novel in Navel under the title "Towards a Poetics of 
Fiction" is an indication that we have not yet arrived 
at anything fully satisfactory.^^ Contemporary views are 
heavily influenced by the artistic commitment of Oames 
and Lawrence as well as by the practice of other modern 
novelists. It is not surprising, then, that in speaking 
of consciousness we should almost unthinkingly demand 
something that measures up to them. We can so misjudge 
Mrs Gaskell and the literary milieu in which she was
working. This is not to say that what has been learnt ____
from Oamesean and post-Oamesean criticism should not be 
applied to Mrs Gaskell or the novelists of the pre- 
Victorian period or that they are to be judged by some 
other, inferior standards of their own. But it does mean 
that consciousness as so far defined will have a different 
meaning for Mrs Gaskell and her contemporaries from that 
of later writers.
She is a participant in the debate which really gathered 
momentum from the fifties onwards as to what the novel is and
1956).
4°See Novel, 1 (1957), 45-52; 1, (1968), 158-59; 2 
(1968), 5-14; 2 (1969), 101-11; 5 (1972), 215-24,
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what it can do. This was conducted, on the whole, at 
two levels: in the actual work of creation of all the 
novelists of the period and in the regular reviewing of 
the various periodicals which abounded. Some people, 
like Mrs Gaskell and Dickens, were fundamentally 
practitioners of the novel. They did not engage in much 
systematic discussion of the principles of their art.
Because of Dickens’ work as an editor there seems much 
more in his private correspondence which illuminates his 
practice as a writer. There is also editorial comment 
in Household Words and All the Year Round to augment 
this. But when all is said and done he never systematic- — 
ally treated his art in an extended work; our knowledge of 
his literary position has to be gleaned from this material. 
Mrs Gaskell’s comment is less abundant and it has been 
generally assumed, without justification, that it would 
not repay detailed examination. Because her views are 
scattered ’throughout the letters within much inconsequential 
chat about her other interests and the various happenings 
of her life it is assumed that she has almost nothing to 
say or nothing, at any rate, worth the trouble to determine. 
It is forgotten that all correspondence by its very nature 
tends to be unsystematic but is not on that account 
neglected in the case of other writers. With them we are
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sometimes more fortunate in that we can expand the 
knowledge gained from letters by reference to other 
matter. Some writers such as George Eliot, Henry 
Dames, Geraldine Dewsbury, or Margaret Oliphant 
combined a career as a novelist with some writing of 
reviews for magazines. The two activities were not 
necessarily of equal importance to each person. George 
Eliot started out her career in this sort of journalism 
on the Westminster Review for which she wrote a great 
deal before venturing into fiction with Scenes of 
Clerical Life in 1857. Her career as a novelist then 
assumed the greater importance. Geraldine Dewsbury was 
a far from distinguished novelist who wrote far from 
distinguished reviews particularly for The Athenaeum, but 
the journalistic bent was probably rather stronger in her 
than the creative. Henry Dames’ importance, as we have 
seen, is considerable in both criticism and practice.
There was also a class of men, of whom Richard Holt Hutton 
of The Spectator, and George Henry Lewes of The Leader and 
other periodicals, were distinguished representatives, who 
did not write novels themselves but who were influential 
in determining attitudes to them through their careers 
in critical journalism. Their function was an informative 
one, to enable their readers who could not keep up with all
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the new works which were appearing to determine which they 
wanted to read. Hence there was usually much quotation 
and summary of the plot. But there was also an attempt 
made to pass judgement on the new books, to guide readers 
even further into what was worthwhile, and it was from 
this that the idea of what was appropriate in a novel 
began to develop.
This was a considerable shift of emphasis in periodical
literature. At the beginning of the century when the
Edinburgh Review and the Quarterly were in their hey-day
such novels as there were were not considered worthy of
notice in their pages, as Francis Jeffrey pointed out in
his Preface to his Contributions to the Edinburgh Review 
41
in 1842, Poetry, history, biography, science and 
philosophy were all noticed but the novel was an insig­
nificant and transient phenomenon unworthy of serious 
attention. Jeffrey also pointed out that this situation 
had changed through the influence of Scott, Jane Austen 
and the French novelists, but in fact this old attitude 
died hard. In 1850, a contributor to The Athenaeum could 
still regard it as
41
Quoted by Richard Stang, The Theory of the Novel in 
England 1350-1870 (1959), p. 3.
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a work of polite literature, to be read aloud in the 
family circle while the members are pursuing some 
graceful or fanciful work after the severer duties 
and studies of the day are c l o s e d . 42
Seven years later this view was only slightly modified by
the Spectator for which the novel was merely
a series of probable events presented in the form of an 
interesting story, carried on by actors dramatically 
developed, and containing broad views of life from which 
some lesson may be gathered.43
Kenneth Graham maintains that suspicion of the legitimacy 
of the novel as a literary form persisted well into the 
mid-Victorian period, "All the journals of the time 
questioned the phenomenon of its popularity, and recog­
nized the immense predominance of novels as one of the
controversial features of an epoch of science and social 
44
observation." His study and those of other writers have 
made clear the enormous extent to which the form was 
discussed at the time, starting roughly from the late 
forties and persisting to the end of the century. It was 
tackled from every conceivable point of view: plot,
42
From a review of Alton Locke, 7 September 1850.
Quoted by 3.D. Jump, "Weekly Reviewing in the 
Eighteen-Fifties", Review of English Studies, 24 
(1948), 51.
"^ 4^ July 1857. Quoted by Jump, p. 56. Mr Jump continues 
his discussion of the period in a further article, 
"Weekly Reviewing in the Eighteen-Sixties", Review of 
English Studies", 3, NS (1952), 244-62.
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character, structure, didacticism, realism, idealism, 
entertainment, methods of narration and many other 
aspects, depending upon the bent of the critic and the 
task he had in hand (various issues would arise depend­
ing on the work he had in front of him to review).
Opinions expressed in the journals were quite eclectic 
and could range from the triviality of a Henry Fothergill 
Chorley who wanted mild amusement from his reading and
judged books purely on the grounds of whether they were
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pleasant or unpleasant to the sometimes slick and 
gratuitously spiteful pronouncements of the Spectator or 
the Saturday, from those who had a particular axe to grind 
in matters of morality, politics or religion to those like 
Hutton or W.C. Roscoe who had some intellectual distinct­
ion and tried to evolve a theory of the novel whereby they 
could achieve real standards in judging new works. There 
were many mere hacks in the field who had to produce their 
given number of words to meet the deadline of their 
editions. Pronouncements could be coloured by personal 
animosities or tangential issues. There was no ground of 
agreement. Not only could there be vast differences in 
standpoint between various journals but different 
contributors to the one publication might be at variance
^^See David Skilton, Anthony Trollope and His Contemp­
oraries; A Study in the Theory and Conventions of 
Mid-Victorian Fiction (1972), pp. 2-3.
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in the demands they made on writers and indeed might 
well be inconsistent or self-contradictory in what they 
wrote at different times. Hence the demands made on 
writers could also be at odds: it was difficult to 
reconcile the desire for mimetic realism or "truth to 
life" with the convention that some issues (e.g. 
sexual morality) either should not be discussed or 
should not be discussed in such a way as to bring a 
blush to a young person’s cheek when the literature was 
intended for family reading (or might fall into the 
hands of women or young people); while some readers 
felt that part of the novel’s justification was the 
inculcation of a lesson others objected to being 
preached at;^^ a writer could even be taken to task for 
the inaccuracy of his treatment of dialect or for his 
reproducing the language of vulgar persons or because 
it was simply incomprehensible.
Some of the consequences of Victorian criticism can 
be seen in their influence over the reputation of one 
man. Anthony Trollope is interesting in relation to Mrs 
Gaskell because his writing career began at much the same 
time (his first novel, The Macdermots of Ballycloran, was 
published in 1847) and continued until his death in 1832 
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George Meredith, for example. See Stang, p. 39.
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and thereafter, in that Mr Scarborough’s Family, An
Old Man’s Love and the unfinished The Landleaquers were
all brought out posthumously. Like her he begins work
while Victorian criticism of fiction, like the fiction
itself, is in its formative phase but since he wrote
for seventeen years after her he had more opportunity to
see some of its trends more firmly established. After a
slow start Trollope can be said to have arrived as a
novelist with the publication of Barchester Towers in
1857, His reputation was at its peak in the sixties
when he was able to command sums of three thousand
pounds and more for his works but went into a steady
decline afterwards. The Trollopian mode of realism
was to cause the greatest difficulty for his critics,
’’I think that the highest merit which a novel can have
consists in perfect delineation of character, rather
than in plot, or humour, or pathos,’’ he wrote in his 
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Autobionraghy. Trollope was often criticised for the 
clumsiness of his plots and for the lack of tension 
induced by his insistence on revealing almost everything 
to the reader at an early stage, rather than surprising 
him in the manner of the "sensation" novelists. At first 
he was regarded as having great promise, almost good
^^World’s Classics Edition (1953; reprinted, 1968), 
p. 143.
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enough to be ranked with Thackeray, but gradually the 
critics lost patience with him. He either could not or 
would not heed their strictures by amending certain 
faults and thereby take his place among the first rank 
of novelists. He was accused of writing too fast and 
too much, of hasty, careless work in which a literal 
photographic realism operated instead of the novelist 
employing imagination. As time goes on we see imagin­
ation becoming more and more valued and the need to 
define it in relation to the novel in order to vindicate 
the claims of the latter to be regarded as a major form 
of art. As this demand became more articulate, unease 
that was always engendered to some extent by Trollope 
became open dissatisfaction. He began to seen too 
facile-, too undemanding in his handling of fiction, and 
this judgement was confirmed with the publication of the 
Autobiography in 1883 on the evidence of Trollope’s own
statements about his way of working, his aims as a
48
novelist and his sense of the value of fiction.
Trollope seemed at odds with the most important attributes 
of an artist and must be written off. It was not consider­
ed whether the opposition between his "realism" and 
48All of these matters are discussed at length in 
Skilton, See also Trollope; The Critical Heritage, 
edited by Donald Smalley (London and New York,
1969),
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"imagination" as it was being understood was quite the
simple matter it sounds nor what creative processes were
49
needed in the fashioning of his kind of art.
A writer could cause problems for his critics not 
only because of his failure to measure up to what they 
thought a novel should be but also because of the 
individual expectations aroused by his work. George Eliot’s 
success with Scenes of Clerical Life (1857) and Adam Bede
(1859) impeded appreciation of her subsequent writings for 
many years. The Mill on the Floss (i860) was eagerly 
anticipated because of what its author had done before and 
caused a commensurate disappointment when that was not 
repeated. This feeling was intensified when George Eliot 
forsook the locality of rural England altogether with 
Romola (1862-3)^ a book which gave continued evidence of 
its author’s powers but was greeted without enthusiasm. 
There was some recovery with Middlemarch (1871-2) which 
could be recognised as a great work but its considerable 
difference from George Eliot’s first novels could still 
give rise to some disquiet. For many readers her early
• 49
Trollope differs interestingly from Mrs Gaskell 
in that he has been thought an inferior artist 
at least in part on the basis of his published 
statements. Her equivocal position results in 
part from her not being though.to have said enough.
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books would remain preferable to anything she produced 
a f t e r w a r d s , A  similar situation can be traced in the 
critical reaction to Dickens in mid-career. Bleak House 
(1852-3) for many marked the beginning of a decline in 
his powers. It was felt to be dreary and oppressive, 
lacking in the humour to which his readers had become 
accustomed. As a result, Hard Times (1854) which follow­
ed it was given briefer notices than was usual and A Tale 
of Two Cities (1859) was hardly discussed at all. Little 
Dorrit (1855-7), on the other hand, was roundly condemned 
as one of the worst of his novels and it was not until 
Great Expectations (1860-1) and Our Mutual Friend (1864-5)
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that there was a partial recovery in his critical fortunes.
In 1863, Richard Simpson stated what was probably a
widely held critical orthodoxy.
The elements of a novel are three —  the plot, the 
development by description and dialogue, and the characters.
In the best specimens the three elements are in more or less 
perfect equilibrium; but excellent works have been written 
in which one of them has complete preponderance.^^
Novels were frequently judged with regard to these character­
istics. Trollope, Thackeray and Dickens were held to be
^^See George Eliot; The Critical Heritage, edited by 
David Carroll (1971). The introduction (pp. 1-48) 
is particularly helpful.
^^See Dickens: The Critical Heritage, edited by Philip
Collins (1971).
'Home and Foreiqi 
Eliot: The Critical Heritage, p. 227.
^^H eign Review, 3 (1863). Quoted from George
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weak in their ability to construct a plot, and this was
a great deficiency. On the other hand, the best plot-
maker of all was Wilkie Collins and he would have been
ranked as inferior to most of these. He was taken to
task for the neglect of character in most of his books,
while his greatest popular success, The Woman in White
(i860), owed much of its appeal to the depiction of Count
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Tosco as well as its skilfully constructed narrative.
If the equilibrium that Simpson maintained was ideal 
was often sought, it was rarely found in any given work. 
The question then was how much "preponderance" could be 
granted to any one of his "elements" and whether some 
were inherently more important than others (characters 
more than plot, for example). Writers would put their own 
emphases according to the exigencies of what they were 
involved with creating, arousing hostility, acclaim or 
more mixed and ambivalent feelings in the critic which 
depended upon the rigidity of his demands as well as the 
individual power of the work he was criticising.
Several conclusions can be drawn from an awareness 
of the status of fiction as it developed in the journals. 
The first concerns the interplay between critics and
^^See Wilkie Collins; The Critical Heritage, edited 
by Norman Page (London and Boston, 1974).
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authors, criticism and authorship. Each new book, and 
especially each important book by a major writer, was 
a challenge to the formulation of meaningful standards 
of what a novel should be like. The critics had to 
find some way of accounting for the power of the work 
to which they were responding and with the arrival of 
new works there was a development in the complexity of 
their ideas about fiction. Though writers could learn 
from what was written about themselves and others they 
too stood to gain most from their reading of new books 
and in their own practice in writing their own. This 
last factor is of the greatest importance in Mrs 
Gaskell’s development as a novelist and will be 
examined later. Secondly, the whole process was by its 
very nature unsystematic, inconsistent, often self- 
contradictory. Individual critics could have irrelevant 
or simple-minded views about fiction well on into the 
century while their more intelligent colleagues were 
responding more subtly and developing important theories 
of the functioning of the art. It is therefore un­
reasonable to expect that a practising novelist would 
be any more systematic. The fact that Mrs Gaskell does 
not apparently arrive at a coherent theoretical basis 
for her art does not warrant our assuming that she did
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not think about it at all or that her understanding of 
it is negligible or that she has no artistic commitment. 
Her perceptions of fiction are entitled to the closest 
examination before any conclusions are drawn* Finally, 
it is important to be aware of the nature of the specific 
reactions of author and critics to one another. The 
reception of a novel on its first appearance is a 
mirror of the understanding of fiction available in the 
literary milieu at that time, as well as highlighting 
those features of the particular book which appeared 
most relevant to contemporaries with whose judgements 
we may or may not agree. Given the literary climate, an 
author's feelings about the way he is treated may give 
valuable information about both his theory and practice. 
This is the case with Mrs Gaskell whose handling by 
critics ever three of her works was quite harsh and led 
to the hardening of definite attitudes.
In a letter to her publisher about Mary Barton she 
claims not to have taken much notice of reviews "except 
the one or two which I respect because I know something 
of the character of the writers".Nevertheless she is 
disconcerted by the "angry feeling" she holds them 
responsible for inducing in those she lives amongst and
54Letter to Edward Chapman, /. ? 3 January 1849J, 
Letters, No, 38, p. 69.
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is evidently disturbed by the charge that a book she
"wrote so earnestly & from the fulness of my heart" "wd
do harm." She follows up with a rather plaintive plea:
I wish people wd tell authors privately & fully what are 
their real faults. I, for one should be thankful. I 
try and find out the places where Mr Forster said I 
strained after commonplace materials for effect, till 
the whole book dances before my eyes as a commonplace 
piece of effect. The best way is to put it on one side 
altogether, and to try & ’do silently good actions which
is far more indispensable’.^5
Evidently, for all her protestations, she had taken some 
notice of the reviews. Even if it is only in the case of 
someone like Mr Forster whom she respects she has obviously 
looked at her own work in the light of complaints made 
against it to determine for herself their justification.
She takes seriously the charge that her work could in some 
way be damaging to the community, yet she cannot find any 
justification for anyone’s saying so. She is very sensitive 
to criticism and she remained so, but her reaction here is 
more naive and uncertain than it was to be later on. She 
is a very new author, not sure of her powers, who cannot 
ignore the opinions expressed by others; Forster disturbs 
her, while Carlyle’s opinion in a letter is a balm. She 
is forced to examine her motives and achievement from 
another perspective and this makes her anxious about the 
value of her book. Her wish for an all-seeing, infallible
^^Letters, p. 59,
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advisor to make everything right is revealing. The 
critical reaction to Mary Barton had been mixed, 
generally favourable, though offering some strong 
opposition. Her experience with Ruth was even more dis­
tressing, actually making her ill. By the time she was 
writing The Life of Charlotte Bronte (destined to raise 
the greatest storm of all) she could make discriminations 
in the light of her experience. She could praise The 
Examiner for its generosity while finding it undiscriminat- 
ing and she was prepared to read The Athenaeum'^^ It is not 
severity in a reviewer she objected to so much as "super­
cilious, or personal ones, or impertinently flattering
57
ones," It was the spirit in which the review was conducted
that so depressed her and she was prepared to admit this
was a weakness, A few months later, however, she told Smith:
I never want to see or hear of any reviews; when I have 
done with a book I want to shake off the recollection 
thereof forever. Besides I do not like reviewing, as it 
is carried on in England.58
She was also expressing to him impatience to get the Life 
on which she was then working finished so she could be 
out of England by the time the reviews appeared. There 
are no further references to critics in her later letters
October 1856], Letters, No. 315, p. 419.
5?0ct. 2nd [1856], Letters, No. 314, p. 418.
58[? 11 February 1857], Letters, No. 344, p. 446.
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and it can only be assumed that she was taking less and 
less notice of them. She had evidently been over­
sensitive to criticism, letting it worry her too much, 
and it could be felt that her flight at publication was 
merely escaping from what she found unpleasant. There 
was probably a good deal of this in it, but there was 
also the result of her own experience. She had dis­
covered that whatever she wrote would probably be liked 
by some and not by others with often the same features 
singled out for commendation or censure by different 
reviewers. There would appear little point in contin­
ually trying to adapt her practice to demands such as 
these. Moreover, she was gaining more of a sense of her 
own strengths and limitations. She could write in a 
certain way and there was little point in attempting to 
force alterations to suit others. Hence she becomes more 
impatient about the pretensions of some journalists to 
instruct writers in how they should go about their 
business. There is a strong feeling which is in accord 
with other views of Mrs Gaskell and which gains force 
with her experience that in matters affecting her creative 
life she will go her own way without interference from 
anyone.
Mrs Gaskell’s response to her critics would seem to 
indicate that she attached some importance to her writing.
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She was anxious that it should be received in the right
spirit and done justice. She was impatient with English
reviewers because she felt they were inadequate on all
these counts. Her response also suggests that the
belief that she is a part-time novelist with an
incomplete commitment should be investigated. It has
its origins in how her working habits have been understood.
She was a very efficient housekeeper whose hospitality at
her home in Plymouth Grove became celebrated. Visitors
would be regaled with delicious jams, creams, cupcakes,
all of which were home-made. She kept a cow so as to
59
ensure fresh milk for the nursery. Her skill in select­
ing and training servants was renowned and they tended to 
remain with her for years ; ^ *^there are frequent references 
in the letters to Hearn who was always very well treated 
by the family, particularly in times of illness affecting 
her or her relations. One friend, Susanna Winkworth, has 
crystallised this impression:
When, a few years later, all the world was admiring her 
novels, we felt that what she had actually published was 
a mere fraction of what she might have written, had her
^^Flora Masson, "The Gaskell Centenary", Manchester
Guardian, 29 September 1910, 4.
^*^Masson, p. 4. See also G.3.S., "Mrs. Gaskell and 
Her Novels", Cornhill Magazine, 29 (1874), 192.
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life been a less many-sided one; so that fine as it was, 
it scarcely gave an adequate idea of her highest powers; 
but her other occupations left her little time for literary 
work. Her books, indeed, were only written when all 
possible domestic and social claims had been satisfied.
Not only was she a devoted wife and mother, but her actual 
household cares were a positive delight to her. She was 
more proud of her cows and poultry, pigs and vegetables, 
than of her literary triumphs, and trained a succession 
of young women into first-rate cooks. Nor did she ever 
forget the special duties of a minister’s wife. Her 
stories reveal an intimate knowledge of the lives of the 
Manchester artizans or the Cumberland peasants that could 
only have sprung from personal intercourse; and she was, 
in fact, almost adored by the poorer members of her 
husband’s flock, who little knew, while she was listening 
to their troubles or prescribing for their ailments, how 
bright a star she was in the great social w o r l d . 51
This is often taken to indicate that her writing was only
a means of filling up her spare time. Moreover, it is
argued, she had no sense of proportion in that she could
value all her other activities as much as what she was
doing in fiction. She did not give it the pre-eminence in
her life to which it is entitled as the high calling it is
and, as Miss Winkworth tells us, did not produce nearly as
much good work as she might otherwise have been capable of
doing. In fact this is to misread her situation and to
misunderstand the responsibilities of an artist. Mrs
Gaskell did have a large number of demands upon her time.
She was obliged to run her house for her family whatever
^V.emorials of Two Sisters; Susanna and Catherine 
Winkworth, edited by their niece, Margaret 3. Shaen 
(1908), pp. 24-5. George A. Payne refers to this in 
his "Gaskell Centenary", Manchester City News, 10 
September 1910, 2.
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other occupations she might wish to pursue and the fact 
that she did so with zest is no comment at all on her
attitude to her art. It simply means that she took
seriously all she did, devoted herself to it fully what­
ever it might be when she was doing it and displayed 
considerable capacity to enjoy her life to the full. It 
is a mistaken romantic view which can assert that being 
an artist is incompatible with doing anything else. Miss 
Winkworth may be right in stating that Mrs Gaskell’s 
being so busy deprived the world of many a work because 
she did not have time to write it but again this is a 
misfortune rather than proof of artistic irresponsibility; 
we can only wish that her other duties had not deprived us
of the opportunity to read such works. Further, it can be
asserted that because she was so busy Mrs Gaskell made sure 
that she made the maximum use of her time. While she worked 
with Travers Madge and Thomas Wright, the prison philanthrop­
ist, held a sewing class, visited the sick and attempted to
redeem fallen women, she would not allow the congregation
6 2
to usurp her time as a minister’s wife. She was not 
available for pointless general visiting or pottering about 
the parish. Her work for the church was unstinted but it 
was purposive. Similarly, the assertion that she was
"The Anniversary of Mrs. Gaskell’s Girth",
Manchester Guardian, 29 September 1891, 5; Mat 
Hompes, "Mrs. Gaskell", Gentleman’s Magazine, 279
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"more proud" of her domestic than of her literary accomplish­
ments cannot be allowed to stand. It may be that she had 
more to say about her domestic triumphs but this could well 
have been because she was aware that finally they were of 
less importance than her writing. She was characteristically 
modest about making any claims for herself, as her early 
doubts because of criticisms of her first work suggest, "I 
do not think I ever cared for literary fame; nor do I think 
it a thing that ought to be cared for. It comes and it 
goes," For one who made such an immediate impact on the 
literary scene Mrs Gaskell is remarkable for not letting 
it go to her head. She writes with detachment and humour 
of a very early visit to a dinner at Dickens' at which 
were present many of the celebrities of the century, more
interested in informing her correspondent about the lively
64
atmosphere than in being carried away by it herself.
About the same time she assures a friend that, while 
grateful for proffered advice on the matter, she does not 
think being "lionized""could alter me from my own self,"
"I hardly understand what is meant by the term," She felt 
that praise to her face was a greater impertinence than 
b l a m e , A n  independent witness confirms this. On one 
(1395), 128,
^^Letters, No. 515, p. 694.
^^Letter to Anne Green, ^13 May 1849], Letters, No. 45a, 
pp , 823-9.
Letter to Unknown Correspondent, [l 8 March 1849],
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occasion at a gathering in London the hostess attempted
to "lionize" the author and she was determined against it.
She perceived at the far end of the room a sofa pushed 
up into a corner, and well protected by a large table in 
front of it. In an unguarded moment she ensconced her­
self at the very furthest end of it, motioning to myself 
and another young friend to follow and protect her retreat. 
We two girls were only too pleased to be thus honoured.
She made us sit between herself and the rest of the party, 
thus keeping them at bay for a great part of the evening, 
while engaging us in continuous and delightful conversation. 
We felt very naughty, and I believe we all three enjoyed 
ourselves very much. The hostess, meantime, in vain 
brought up one great notability after another to be 
introduced to the now famous authoress.
This is the behaviour of one who, while socially at ease, 
is unaffected by kudos. She is sceptical about it, not 
because she thinks that recognition as a writer is valueless 
because writing Itself is so trivial a pastime, but because 
she knows that her craft is too important and too personal 
for this kind of attention to be adequate. She can dismiss 
it from her own appreciation of her imperfections and of 
the need to try to overcome them by conscientious devotion 
to her task as author, Mrs Gaskell seeks no superficial
Letters, No. 40, p. 71,
^^E,F, Bridell-Fox, "Memories", Girl's Own Paper, 11 
(1990), 650.
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The contrast with her friend, Charlotte Bronte, 
who was self-conscious in large groups of any 
sort, is marked. Charlotte shunned others 
because of her shyness but she too was untouched 
at the deepest level by what they thought of her art,
52
rewards for her work. She is not impressed by something 
as ephemeral as fame, yet she has sufficient self-doubt 
to take blame even too much to heart. Unlike so many of 
her contemporaries, among women novelists, at any rate, 
she lives in middle class comfort supported by her 
husband. Though her writings afford a welcome augment­
ation of his salary she has no need to write to support 
herself. Her concern with standards, the personal cost 
to her in terms of nervous energy and valuable time of 
which she never had enough with her many pressing 
engagements, all make it clear that she was not simply 
whiling away an idle hour. Writing did not provide her 
with any light rewards. It was a serious business.
This can be seen in the way she organised her time.
In a characteristically lighthearted letter to Charles 
Eliot Norton she outlines an astonishing catalogue of 
duties she has performed "and it's not ^ past 10 yet I 
Despite her tone she is making a serious point about her 
situation:
If I had a library like yours, all undisturbed for hours, 
how I would writel Mrs Chapone's letters should be nothing 
to mine! I would outdo Rasselas in fiction. But you see 
every body comes to me perpetually,^^
She had no study, no ready means of secluding herself, and 
so of necessity her work had to be done in the midst of
^®Decr [7 1857] , Letters, No, 384, p, 490,
^^Letters, p, 439,
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many other contending cares. She was constantly subject 
to interruption so that her dedication and powers of 
concentration are the more astonishing; she needed the 
former to develop the latter. She also used her ingenuity 
to gain the maximum periods of quiet.
Her daughters recall to-day that as children they went in 
and out to her freely when she was writing, and were never 
reproved for disturbing her. She would stay her pen, lift 
her eyes from the manuscript and enter into their nursery 
troubles, or school-room difficulties, with that beautiful 
motherly sympathy which they love to recall, and having 
satisfied them resume the writing of the story in hand 
quite undisturbed, no spell broken or thoughts gone straying, 
apparently. That she was able to write without absolute 
seclusion her daughters attribute to the fact that she 
never entertained the idea of shutting herself off from 
her family, and did the greater part of her work in the 
midst of the home circle simply as a matter of course.
There was, however, some part of it done in stricter 
privacy, Mrs, Gaskell was an indifferent sleeper, and in 
consequence rose early and wrote for several hours in her 
room before breakfast. Afterwards she sat down to her 
writing table at the further end of the dining-room, having 
her books of reference in a case on her left, and wrote 
steadily on throughout the morning, the after part of the 
day being devoted to the many religious, philanthropic and 
social interests which filled up her busy life,?^
That Mrs Gaskell saw her life in terms of many contending
but not necessarily incompatible duties there can be no
doubt. Her beginning to write so late in life adds credence
to such a view. Her daughters were old enough for her to
have sufficient time to work to the crowded schedule which
70
Marion Leslie, "Mrs. Gaskell’s House and its Memories",
Woman at Home (June, 1897), 762-3, See also Sarah A,
Tooley, "The Centenary of Mrs, Gaskell", Cornhill
Magazine, 29, NS (1910), 324,
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has been outlined above; before that was so, any serious 
attempt to be a writer was not feasible. It was not 
that one duty was felt to exceed any other in importance 
but, at a given time, one might have a higher priority. 
This had much to do with the status of women in the nine­
teenth century which made it difficult for them to pursue 
any other career except that of a wife and mother, unless 
driven to it by necessity when they were hard-put to 
find an occupation compatible with their role as the 
gentler sex (the usual choices were some form of teaching 
or authorship). It was unheard of that a woman’s pursuit 
of any vocation of her own should rank with her husband's 
and any arrangement between husband and wife, such as 
often prevails at the present day, whereby they made 
provision for their joint pursuit of their careers would 
have been very rare indeed. Overcoming these problems 
depended on the ability and determination of the lady, and 
it is an awareness of this that colours Mrs Gaskell's 
statements on women as artists, "Women, must give up
living an artist’s life, if home duties are to be 
71
paramount," This does not mean that women cannot be
artists or only at the expense of having or running 
71
Letter to Eliza Fox,/]C, February 1850], Letters,
No* 68, p. 106,
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properly a home. There is an explicit comparison with
men who are freer agents and can be more singleminded in
their pursuits. No woman can hope for that freedom unless
she is a bluestocking, but it is an error to assume that
a woman’s life in art should take the same form as a man’s.
From her observation of others (e.g. in music) and her own
practice she believes a woman should strive to keep a
balance between the cares of the home and her creative
work. If this is properly understood, "I have no doubt
that the cultivation of each tends to keep the other in 
72
a healthy state,’’ She adds that there is a need to
avoid succumbing to a selfish individualism while one
recognises one’s capabilities and the obligation to
bring them to fruition, ’’I do believe we have all some
appointed work to do’’; therefore we must ’’define it and
73
make it clear to ourselves, (that’s the hard part),’’
In a broad sense, Mrs Gaskell is affirming the respons­
ibility of' an artist. He must have an awareness of him­
self which is surely generally recognised as a central 
goal of the artist. Without at least attempting to find 
out what he can do he will be able to do nothing, Mrs 
Gaskell’s whole functioning appears as highly introspective. 
72
Letters, p. 106,
^^Letters, p, 107,
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This illuminates the advice she gives to an aspiring
lady novelist in response to the latter*s solicitation
of advice about a manuscript she has submitted for
comment. This is one of only two such letters from
Mrs Gaskell that survive, but there must have been
many others, successful writers being open to this
kind of request and references elsewhere reveal that
74
this was no isolated occurrence. She has not seen the 
MS as she is on holiday and it has not been forwarded 
with the lady’s letter. It is apparent that she does 
not expect much of it when she does see it (and for the 
good reason that of all the applicants to her in the 
past for whom she has acted only one has been success­
ful in getting a work published). The letter is kindly 
and gives much good advice about her correspondent’s 
becoming a good cook and needlewoman to look after her 
husband and children; in short she urges her to concentrate 
on being a .good housewife rather than pinning too many 
hopes on a career as a novelist. While admitting the 
pleasure in the "exercise of a talent or power" the
74 r
Letter to an Unknown Correspondent, Sept 25, L ?
1862], Letters, No. 515, pp. 693-6. There is a
reference to other beginning authors who have
applied to Mrs Gaskell without success p. 695. See
also Deer [7 1857], No. 384, p. 489.
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question of the cost at which this can be done is raised.
It cannot be managed at the expense of other duties which
a wife must perform (especially the care of children) and
moreover "When you are forty, and if you have a gift for
being an authoress you will write ten times as good a
novel as you could do now, just because you will have
gone through so much more of the interests of a wife and 
75
mother," The assertion of the value of experience to a 
writer is interesting but what is even more telling in 
this letter is the belief that to be a writer one must 
have the talent in the first place; it is that that 
counts. In the nicest possible way Mrs Gaskell is dis­
couraging this woman because she suspects she does not 
have it. If one cannot be a good writer, if that is not 
one’s vocation, one should not meddle with it at all 
because every aspect of life will suffer. Unequivocally 
she is asserting the need for the highest possible 
standards in the pursuit of writing, as in everything 
else. But there is this difference. If being a good 
housewife, her normal occupation, does not come easily 
to a woman she must concentrate and persevere to improve 
herself; if she cannot be a good writer, there is no 
purpose in persevering and she should leave it alone.
Mrs Gaskell’s perception of her own position has evidently 
75Letters, p. 695.
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some complexity*
The degree of complexity as reflected in her conception 
of the highest aims of the novelist still needs to be 
considered. While it must now be apparent that she 
approaches her task with some seriousness the sharpness of 
her understanding must be clarified. To write a novel 
such as Mary Barton with the aim of helping to reconcile 
masters and men would not be inconsistent with dedication 
but it would hardly reflect a very sophisticated under­
standing of what an artist can do. The scantness of 
literary references in the letters makes them an 
ambiguous and inadequate source of evidence of Mrs 
Gaskell’s developing views on literature. Some of the 
comments are contained within a phrase or sentence or 
two, prompted by a correspondent or occurring to her on 
the spur of the moment. There are a few which form a 
larger section of one letter or which receive recurrent 
mention over a series of letters. They cannot give us 
complete access to Mrs Gaskell’s sensibility but they 
cannot be ignored on that account. They are frequently 
suggestive and they do point to important trends in her
development which illuminate the work; they can set us 
76
There is a discussion of this letter, including the 
problem of dating it, in Annette 3. Hopkins, "A Letter 
of Advice from the Author of Cranford to an Aspiring 
Novelist", Princeton University Library Chronicle, 15
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in certain directions in reading the work, even though
they do not answer all our questions about it. Their
timing has some importance and there is some variation
in the quality of comments at an earlier stage and at 
77
a later. In those statements that occur during the
writing and just after the publication of Mary Barton
there appears a fairly simple conception of how art
(at any rate, in the novel) may be explained and
justified. There is a recurrence to "truth" which can
78
be established by a direct comparison with life. This 
is the fundamental justification of her own first novel 
under attack. She defends the position she has taken in 
these terms:
I can only say I wanted to represent the subject in the 
light in which some of the workmen certainly consider 
to be true, not that I dare to say it is the abstract
(1954), 142-50.
77They afford some basis for rebutting the argument 
of Miriam Allott who in Elizabeth Gaskell, Writers 
and Their Work Series (i960) claims that "We cannot 
properly speak of development in connection with 
Mrs. Gaskell’s art, although she improves technic­
ally in her later books and is better at disguising 
her weaknesses of construction." (p. 14).
78other writers discuss fiction in terms of truth but 
not always as literal-mindedly as Mrs Gaskell. See 
Dickens’s Preface to Oliver Twist (1842) or his 
letter to Forster (1859) quoted in Novelists on the 
Novel, edited by Miriam Allott (1959), p. 66. See 
also G.H. Lewes’ views on art and reality in 
Literary Criticism of George Henry Lewes, edited by 
Alice R. Kaminsky, Regents Critics Series (Lincoln, 
Nebraska, 1964), pp. 37-90.
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79absolute truth.
The character of Oohn Barton is the initial conception
of the book which provided all its impetus and "nobody
and nothing" was as "real", yet the clinching defence
of his creation is that though "the circumstances are
different, . . . the character and some of the speeches,
80
are exactly a poor man I know." Moreover, she has
tried to approach the setting down of his misfortunes as
she would those of a person in real life:
I told the story according to a fancy of my own; to 
really SEE the scenes I tried to describe, (and they 
WERE as real as my own life at the time) and then to 
tell them as nearly as I could, as if I were speaking 
to a friend over the fire on a winter's night and 
describing real occurrences,®^
Art, it would seem, should be based as closely as possible 
on the author's personal observation and can be justified 
by reference back to the original source of inspiration.
It is not right that she should be criticised as she has 
been because in essence she is doing no more than write 
what she has seen and heard with complete honesty. To 
prove the mimetic exactness of her work she can, if called 
upon, produce witnesses. That this will not entirely do, 
however, is imperfectly apparent even to herself in her
^^Letter to Mary Ewart, [7 late 1848], Letters,
No. 36, p. 67.
®^Lettsr to Eliza Fox, May 29, 1349, Letters, No.48, 
p. 82.
PI
Letters, p. 82.
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reference to the words "abstract" and "absolute" to 
describe what the truth she renders is not. These.are 
singularly final and detached epithets to apply to any 
account of human experience and she falls back on them 
so that, while defending her own honesty and accuracy 
in her undertaking, she can admit that she has not 
given the last word (and, as is strongly implied, no 
one can). A year later she modifies this stance to 
counter the charge that she has been biased. Indeed 
her feelings have been most engaged on one side and 
for that reason she cannot write from the other. But 
again she reiterates;
I believe what I have said in Mary Barton to be 
perfectly true, but by no means the whole truth; and 
I have always felt deeply annoyed at anyone, or any 
set of people who chose to consider that I had 
manifested the whole truth; I do not think it is 
possible to do this in any one work of fiction.
Still the justification is in terms of the material
presented. There has been absolute fidelity to that
and therefore the novel has validity. But under the
barrage of opposition she has encountered she has been
forced to work out the kind of truth she has presented;
moreover, she must make reference to how it can be
presented in the form she has chosen, although the
^^Letter to Lady Kay-Shuttleworth, Buly 16. [_?
IBSOj, Letters, No. 72a, p. 119.
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exact nature of how she is limited is not detailed.
Her defence of Ruth is still in terms of its truth;
she has been concerned to present "a very plain and
earnest truth" uncompromised by "romantic incidents
83
or exaggerated writing." She had, moreover, expected
there would be controversy about it so that she was
more careful than ever about how she could present
the subject; "I don’t mean as to it’s /TsicJ merely
literary merits, but as to whether my subject was a
84
fit one for fiction." She is still preoccupied by 
the importance of her subject as one to be considered 
by the fiction-reading public but skates over its 
literary implications. She emphasises her own care in 
going about it but is not prepared to regard this as a 
purely literary matter. The subject must somehow 
justify itself or find a response in the goodwill of 
the reader; the role of the author in bringing about 
that response is hinted at but confused. The same 
state of mind exhibits itself in her references to her 
reading at about this time. She can dismiss the 
absurdities of Mrs Crowe in Susan Honley which "is a 
R3
Letter to R. Monckton Milnes, Feb. 10th. 
ri853]. Letters, No. 152, p. 225.
84
Letter to Lady Kay-Shuttleworth, April 7. 
fl853], Letters, No. 154 p. 227.
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series of most unnatural adventures, naturally told,
in a commonplace way; but some people can’t even.be
common-place naturally, Here "natural" is a rough
synonym for "true" and the novel can easily be
rejected because none of it has even a meagre bearing
on real life. That this criterion cannot be pushed
too far is only too apparent in Miss Martineau’s The
Hour and the Man where there is great interest in the
characters, especially Toussaint, the hero but
The story is too like reading a history —  one knows
all along how it must end, —  & there’s a map at the
beginning like a history.86
In purely "natural" or "truthtelling" terms this would
not matter; it would surely be an advantage but when 
Mrs Gaskell touches upon form the touchstone is rapidly 
found wanting. Similarly, in the presence of a great 
artist, the first she mentions and the one with whom 
she was to have the strongest connection, the appeal to 
verisimilitude is utterly useless. Having read Bane 
Eyre for the first time she is struck by its power but 
unable to account for it and takes the opposite view of 
the various friends she consults to clear up her opinion.
^^Letter to Catherine Winkworth, Nov. 2nd, 1848,
Letters, No. 29, p. 60.
^^Letter to ? Anne Robson, [2Z December 1841] ,
Letters, No. 16, p. 47.
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She does not mention whether it is "true", for this is
obviously an inadequate gauge in dealing with a Bane
Eyre or a Rochester, and there can be no dispute about
the romantic propensities of the story. Consequently,
she is left without a way of assessing it, wondering
87whether she likes it or not.
It is in relation to the creative power of Miss 
Bronte that she expresses an awareness of a deeper 
sort of truth than has so far been referred to. Hearing 
that her friend, Miss Mulock, has another work advertised 
she gives way to concern;
I wish she had some other means of support besides 
writing; I think it bad in it's TsicJ effect upon her 
writing, which must be pumped up instead of bubbling 
out; and very bad for her health, poor girl.®®
She then goes on to quote Miss Bronte's view as expressed
to her that she would prefer to work as a governess than
be forced to write in a certain way, not "out of the ful-
89
ness of one's heart, spontaneously." The truth that is 
suffering here is not a matter of fidelity to observable
®^Letter to ? Anne Shaen, f? 24 April 1848], Letters, 
No. 25a, p. 57.
^^Letter to Maria Bames, Oct. 29. ^ 1851], Letters,
No. 105, p. 167.
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Letters, p. 168.
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facts whose mainsprings are in an external situation but
rather to oneself. It is something like Trollope's
dictum that a writer should have a story to tell and not
90
have to tell a story. The situation of the artist is
the focus of attention, Mrs Gaskell further pursues it
in a comparison between herself and Charlotte Bronte in
the same letter in which she differentiates between the
substance of a novel and its literary qualities.
The difference between Miss Bronte and me is that she 
puts all her naughtiness into her books, and I put all 
my goodness. I am sure she works off a great deal 
that is morbid into her writing, and out of her life; 
and my books are so far better than I am that I often 
feel ashamed of having written them and as if I were a
hypocrite.
This interplay between life-and art is developed in her
response to l/illette which she believes "to be a very
correct account of one part of her life", not as "she
would pass through it now, as her present self" for
"it reveals depths in her mind, aye, and in her heart
92
too which I doubt if ever any one has fathomed." Mrs 
Gaskell is isolating a major difference between her own 
work and that of her friend. The latter is highly 
introspective, relying strongly on her own experiences 
90
Autobiography, p. 197.
^^Letter to Lady Kay-Shuttleworth, April 7. ilQb2>], 
Letters, No. 154, p. 228.
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as the raw material of her art. Aware of charges of 
impropriety which had been made against all the Brontes 
she draws a distinction between the issues that dominate 
Charlotte's work and the very different impression she 
made on those she met. Not only has Miss Bronte relied 
on her own experiences but they are markedly different 
from those of someone so divergent in character as Mrs 
Gaskell herself. Moreover, those experiences are 
viewed from a perspective in time. She recalls events 
that happened to her at the Pensionnat Heger to which 
she would have a different attitude if they were to 
happen to her in the present. She is affected by 
the emotions she felt then but they are altered by her 
altered perspective. Because the artist changes and 
the agent of that change is his own experience his 
attitude to the depiction of it in his art can never 
be a simple one. We are interested in the "mind" and 
"heart" i.e. the complexity of feeling and sensibility 
that is Charlotte Bronte, not in issues of "abstract 
or "absolute" truth to the outside world. If this is 
still in essence an account of the artist's material 
it is more aware of the limitless variations in which 
that can be presented to him and emphasises the primacy 
of his role in what will eventually happen to it.
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By the time she was writing The Life of Charlotte 
Bronte she had had more time to contemplate the complexities 
involved in the art of writing. In accepting the charge to 
do so she was most desirous of making her readers appreciate 
Charlotte Bronte, the woman, rather than Currer Bell, the 
author. Consequently the finished biography is notable 
for the degree to which it eschews much literary comment. 
Certainly there is no attempt to assess the works as such 
or arrive at an overall sense of their place in literature; 
we are given more specific comment on the books in her 
letters than in her major work. Her reasons are that her 
acquaintance with Charlotte Bronte during her life and the — 
fruits of her extensive researches afterwards in the 
compiling of the biography convinced her of the uniqueness 
of her subject's personality which it was her primary 
duty to reveal through her work. She also felt that 
readers were in a position to make up their own minds 
from their reading of her books and that they would only 
wish to read an account of the artist's life because of 
the depth of their response to the artist. Hence her 
solicitude over the publication of The Professor. Before 
reading it she was afraid of its effects upon living 
people, notably the Hegers, but finding there was 
nothing to fear on that score she could see no barrier
68
to going ahead with it. Indeed, she was convinced of
its usefulness in displaying the development of the
writer’s mind. There was some value in its being
published before her own book because readers could
then approach that with a complete sense in their own
93minds of Charlotte's artistic achievements,' There 
is a separation of the artist from her art in a need 
to vindicate the artist as a person from charges of 
coarseness or other undesirable feeling arising from 
her work. There is no questioning of the legitimacy 
of this proceeding, Mrs Gaskell has not fully 
confronted the significance of the connection between 
the two and she makes no attempt to defend the work.
To defend the personality she assembles materials 
relating strictly thereto, which is surely legitimate 
enough. What she does not question is the adequacy of 
strict propriety as grounds for judging a work of art 
and therefore she disables herself for a description 
of Charlotte Bronte's creative process, should she 
even have desired to give one. So her limitations as 
93
Several letters deal with this issue. See Letter 
to George Smith, [l August 1856], Letters, No.
299, p. 401; Letter to George Smith, Augt 13 
ri856], Letters, No. 301, p. 403; Letter to Emily 
Shaen, [7 and 8 September 1856], Letters, No 308, 
pp. 409-10; Letter to George Smith, Oct, 2nd 
fl856]. Letters, No, 314, p, 417,
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a critic of the Brontes are revealed. In the biography 
she is never particularly sympathetic to Emily, about 
whom she can discover very little definite information 
to dispel the enigma; what she does know, however, she 
does not find attractive, and Emily’s self-sufficient 
will was not the quality one would have expected to 
find an answering response in Mrs Gaskell’s temperament. 
It is not surprising that she should tell one correspond­
ent that she does not prefer Wutherinq Heights to other
94
works of the Brontes nor that she should make no
attempt to defend that work or The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall with its scenes of drunkenness and debauchery from
95
the charge of coarseness. What is revealing is her 
levelling it herself against The Professor which she 
finds "disfigured by more coarseness, —  & profanity 
in quoting texts of Scripture disagreeably than in any 
of her other works." Against this "the most charming 
woman she ever drew, and a glimpse of that woman as a 
mother" is of no a v a i l . H e r  response to the Bronte 
94
Letter to ? Mr Anderson, Deer 9th 1857, Letters,
No. 385, p. 494.
^^Letter to George Smith, December 29th 1856,
Letters, No. 328, p. 432. Mrs Gaskell was more 
appreciative of the gentle Anne Bronte than of 
Emily, on the whole; it was the material of 
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall that presented her 
with difficulties.
^^Letter to Emily Shaen, Ll and 8 September 1856],
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juvenilia is also partial. She included a sample of
one page in the Life as well as a description of some
of the other materials to which she had access, but she
never conducted a detailed examination or attempted to
relate them in any way to the Brontes’ (or Charlotte’s,
since she was the main concern) overall development.
They are merely "the wildest & most incoherent things. . .
They give one the idea of creative power carried to the
97
verge of insanity." Nevertheless, the Brontes do make 
Mrs Gaskell aware of the force of "creative power" and 
at least to some extent evaluate them in terms of it. 
Nothing more simple than that will do. She fails through - 
them to respond to it fully and recognise the way in which 
its dynamism determines how we must read their work.
Charlotte Bronte presented a challenge to Mrs Gaskell’s 
simplistic views of her art as stated in her early letters 
in at least one other way in addition to her example. In 
a letter to her friend she asks:
A thought comes to me. Do you, who have so many 
friends —  so large a circle of acquintance —  find it 
easy, when you sit down to write, to isolate yourself
Letters, No. 308, p. 410.
Letter to George Smith, f? 25 Duly 1856], Letters,
No. 297, p. 398.
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from all those ties, and their sweet associations, so 
as to be quite your own woman, uninfluenced unswayed 
by the consciousness of.how your work may affect other 
minds; what blame, what sympathy it may call forth?
Does no luminous cloud ever come between you and the 
severe Truth as you know it in your own secret and 
clear-seeing soul? In a.word, are you never tempted 
to make your characters more amiable than the Life, by 
the inclination to assimilate your thoughts to the 
thoughts of those who always feel kindly, but sometimes 
fail to see justly? Don’t answer the question; it is 
not intended to be a n s w e r e d . 98
Charlotte Bronte is most interested in the different 
situations of the two writers and what effect, if any, 
they have on their approaches to their craft. Her 
"Truth" is thus different from Mrs Gaskell’s "truth" —  
it is an inner conviction, a fidelity of response which 
is unshaken by what anyone else may say about it. It is 
the most vital source of the artist’s ability to create. 
We do not know what Mrs Gaskell’s reply was but it is 
firm evidence that her formulation of her position was 
being challenged in as many words. Her comment on Miss 
Mulock emphasises her deepening awareness that what she 
produces (or anyone else, for that matter) will depend 
upon herself. She is not taking life down as she sees 
it and putting it on the page in front of her. Her 
acquaintance with other writers and their works as well 
as the responses of her own readers tell her that. She
Duly 9th, 1853, Bronte Letters, vol. IV, pp.
76-7.
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is led to formulate the unreasonableness of the demands 
that can be made upon her in another way which is a sort
of reply to Miss Bronte made five years after her original
letter.
I quite understand an Editor’s desire to please his 
readers, but . . . I can not (it is not will not) write
at all if I ever think of my readers, & what impression
I am making on them. ’If they don’t like me, they must 
lump me’ to use a Lancashire proverb. It is from no 
despising my readers. I am sure I don’t do that, but 
if I ever let the thought or consciousness of them come 
between me & my subject I could not write at all.99
This is a clear statement of Miss Bronte’s "Truth" with
the full recognition that there can be no compromising
about it. Not only is there no attempt to justify it;
there is no need. She accepts responsibility within
herself for what she writes and will be answerable to
nobody for this. The remedy of those who object is to
cease reading her. In relation to her own work she has
reached a point where she can dismiss the appositeness of
a certain kind of comment. Much that is said about a
work of art is an attempt to subvert the artist’s
principles and this cannot be accepted without striking
at the very foundations of any creative activity. In
the point at which she has arrived in her own labours
she has nullified the position she was assuming in
go
Letter to Charles Eliot Norton, May 10th /_and
14th 1858], Letters, No. 394, p. 503.
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relation to Charlotte Bronte that the artist can or 
should be defended from the consequences of his 
endeavours.
That the relationship between the artist and his
work had not been fully clarified for Mrs Gaskell
becomes apparent in her concern throughout 1359 over
the authorship of Scenes of Clerical Life and Adam Bede,
Early in that year she expresses dissatisfaction with
Rita by Hamilton Aide. She objects to being introduced
to the society of disreputable characters such as one
is at pains to avoid in real life.
I don’t think it is ’corrupting’, but it is dis­
agreeable, —  a sort of dragging one’s petticoats 
through mud. I wish the little gentleman, —  who 
really seems more than commonly good (for a man, —  
begging your& your son’s pardon,) had not written 
this book; because it gives one a sort of distrust of 
his previous life.100
Mrs Gaskell knows and likes Aide and this makes the 
reading of his book the more distasteful. She is not 
condemning it on moral grounds, though she strongly 
implies that others might, but she is disconcerted by 
the conclusions about his personal character that she is 
inclined to draw. He is reasonable on the surface but
^^^Letter to George Smith, Febry 14th £l859j|.
Letters, No. 413, pp. 528-9. She gives a 
more admiring account of Aide’s Carr of 
Carrlyon in a later letter to Smith, March 
28thL? 1862], Letters, No. 502, p. 679.
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there must be a skeleton in the closet for him to write 
such a book. As one might expect it is her reading of 
a great artist which offers the profoundest challenge to 
this naive view and forces her to recognise its in­
adequacy. This is not done without a struggle.
It is indicative of Mrs Gaskell’s perceptiveness
that she should have immediately realised George Eliot’s
power on the very first appearance of the Scenes in
Blackwood’s Magazine in 1857. She writes to Norton
pointing them out proudly as a discovery of her own and
urging him to read them.^^^ In March, 1859, she requests
a copy of Adam Bede of Bohn Blackwood on the ground of
102
her admiration for it and its predecessor. In Bune 
she writes to George Eliot (whom she calls "Mr ’Gilbert 
Elliott’") expressing her delight at the compliment being 
paid her in some quarters in her being suspected of 
writing Adam Bede. If she had written it "I should neither 
be to have nor to hold with pride & delight in myself" and, 
since George Eliot will not acknowledge authorship, she 
closes by playfully suggesting that in future she will
^°^Decr [l 1857], Letters, No. 384, p. 493.
^^^March 5th 1859, Letters, No. 415, p. 531.
See also Nos. 416 and 417, pp. 532-3.
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appropriate it to herself, Writing to Norton she pays 
as high a compliment when she remarks, think I have 
a feeling that it is not worth while trying to write, 
while there are such books as Adam Bede & Scenes from 
Clerical Life —  I set 'Banet's Repentance’ above all, 
s t i l l . I t  is in this context that she embarks upon 
the controversy over authorship in a quite extended 
series of letters. Curiosity to know who has written 
the books she so much admires is certainly present in 
much of the correspondence so far cited but this becomes 
tempered with alarm when she thinks she has found out.
Unlike most literary topics (apart from fairly brief 
business communications to her publishers or letters in 
association with her enquiries and progress with Charlotte 
Bronte's Life), this one absorbs several whole letters as 
she considers in detail the progress of the mounting 
speculation. Her first reaction is one of distress that 
Miss Evans, who is living in sin with Mr Lewes, could be 
the author. She shares this feeling with many persons —
Mrs Smith, Mr Quirk, Miss Ewert, groups of clergymen and 
others —  and is eager for any evidence that will contradict
^°^3une 3 [l859j, Letters, No. 431, p. 559.
^^^October 25 [and 30 1859], Letters, No. 444, 
p. 581.
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the assertion. She quotes gossip such as that of Mr 
Quirk, Vicar of Nuneaton, who claims to have seen the 
MS of Scenes before it was published in the handwriting 
of Mr Boseph Liggins, who also showed him the manuscript^^^ 
She becomes a supporter of Liggins's claim, constantly 
bringing up corroborative evidence such as the testimony 
of a friend of a friend who was told by Liggins "distinctly 
in so many words" that he was the author^^^or the group 
of clergymen who were told by him that it was not surpris­
ing they should see similarities between the style of Adam
Bede and Goldsmith, since Goldsmith was one of his favourite 
107
authors. Despite this speculation and despite her plea
to Smith that he deny Miss Evans* claim she is led most
reluctantly to accept that Liggins did not write the books
and Miss Evans did. She sets out her reasons most
elaborately in five letters, three to Harriet and two to
Maria Martineau; they are primarily the "Eliot disavowal
of the name of Liggins" and the evidence of Liggins’s 
108
eccentricities. The revelation is most disheartening
^°^Letter to George Smith, Augt 4 [1859], Letters,
No, 438, pp. 566-7.
^°^Letter to George Smith, [? 1 October 1859],
Letters, No. 442, p. 578,
^^^Letter to George Smith, November 30th [l859]
Letters, No. 451, p. 594,
lOBggg Letters to Harriet Martineau, [? Late 
October 1859], Letters, No. 444b, pp. 903-4;
[29 October 1859], Letters, No. 445, pp. 583-6;
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because "Miss Evans' life taken at the best construction,
does so jar against the beautiful book that one cannot
help hoping against hope,"^^^ Moreover,
I would rather they had not been written by Miss Evans, 
it is true; but justice should be done to all; & after 
all the writing such a book should raise her in every 
one's opinion, because no dramatic power would, I think 
enable her to think & say such noble things, unless her 
own character —  perhaps somewhere hidden away from our
sight at present, —  has such possibilities of greatness
& goodness in it.110
She also tries to find excuses in Mr Lewes' reputed bad 
character,^^^though it is difficult to see how this is 
much help to Miss Evans. She is driven back to the 
books in order to check her response and has to admit 
to George Eliot that she was right in her first feelings 
of admiration. She apologizes for having upheld the 
"rascal" Liggins but concludes on a characteristic note:
Deer 7th [1859], No. 451++, pp. 909-10;
Letters to Maria Martineau, Novr 4th [1859], 
Letters, No. 446+, pp. 904-5; Deer 6. 1859,
Letters, No, 451+, pp. 908-9,
^°^Letter to George Smith, Augt 4 [1859], Letters,
No. 438, p. 566,
^^°Letter to ? Harriet Martineau, [? Late October 
1859], Letters, No. 444b, p. 903.
^^^Letter to Charles Eliot Norton, October 25 
[and 30 1859], Letters, No. 444, 
p. 582.
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I should not be quite true to my ending, if I did not 
say before I concluded that I wish you were Mrs 
Lewes,
She is forced to come to terms with this reality in some
way and confesses to Smith soon afterwards:
Do you know I can’t help liking her, —  because she 
wrote those books. Yes I do! I have tried to be moral,
& dislike her & dislike her books —  but it won't do. 
There is not a wrong word, or a wrong thought in them, I 
do believe, —  and though I should have been more 
'comfortable', for some indefinable reason, if a man had 
written them instead of a woman, yet I think the author 
must be a noble creature; and I shut my eyes to the 
awkward blot in her life.113
Intermingled as it is with a total situation which 
features idle curiosity, scandal-mongering, dishonesty 
and some small-mindedness, this is not a trivial matter 
for Mrs Gaskell, whatever it might mean to her contempor­
aries. It exercised her mind and caused her real concern 
over many months. Certainly she is revealed as a 
conventional Victorian middleclass dame, shocked at im­
proper behaviour, by this more than by any other single 
instance. It may appear presumptuous that she should 
put any "construction" on another person's life, the 
facts of which she has only at second hand and some 
distance from the event, let alone judge her so harshly. 
But her agitation is considerable and has to do with
^^^Novr 10th 11859], Letters, No. 449, p. 592.
^^^November 30th [1859], Letters, No. 451, p.
594.
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fundamental principles, as much as with matters of 
middle class respectability. She apprehends problems 
with the work of Charlotte Bronte or Aide which she feels 
put them, as people, in a poor light, and tries to find 
means of explaining this away. Here she is faced with 
a reverse situation, books of undeniable merit, indeed 
of greatness, and yet a writer whose character is open 
to the worst imputations. It is difficult to deal with 
this too because in this case she does not know Miss 
Evans personally and cannot find excuses from her 
acquaintance to account for this apparently disturbing 
disparity. She is driven to suggest there must be an 
underlying nobility there or, much more lamely, that 
it is all somehow Lewes's fault; but none of this is 
satisfying. Her whole assumption about a simple relation 
between author and work (which she has already undermined 
in her statements about her own practice) is rendered 
untenable. Her apparent adherence to her point of view 
in wishing that Miss Evans really was Mrs Lewes or that 
someone else had written the books does not alter this.
It is uncomfortable but she has had to face the fact 
that authorship cannot be judged or restricted by the 
application of a simple, everyday morality. It is 
sigrificant that she can finally express personal liking
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for Miss Evans because of her books. Her situation has 
not changed. Her behaviour towards Lewes is exactly 
the same, but Mrs Gaskell has been altered. Because 
she has been questioning George Eliot and her art in 
terms of personal character she must express her changed 
attitude to them also in terms of character. Hence the 
"liking". What she recognises is that all she really 
knows about this lady is what she has written in her 
books. Her private life is closed to the world and 
by rights ought to be; it is an irrelevance. The most 
important thing we can know about an artist is his 
work. That we can and must judge but everything else 
not only does not count but may be misleading. She 
is forced to affirm the integrity of a work of art 
which must stand or fall in relation to itself and its 
effect on the reader.
After this important controversy the remaining 
letters of Mrs Gaskell have little direct bearing on 
her consideration of her art, even though they are 
contemporaneous with the production of some of her most 
remarkable work. This is, of course, partly fortuitous. 
No occasion such as that afforded by the Brontes or 
George Eliot, arose. But there is some indication that 
her thinking had taken an explicit form. Years before-
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hand she had been puzzled by the distinction she had 
had to draw between statements in real life and state­
ments in art.
Do you think I cd say or write in a letter (except one 
that I was sure wd be regarded as private by some dear 
friend) what I have said both in M3 & Ruth? It may 
seem strange & I can’t myself account for it, —  but it 
is so. —
Her varied experiences had put her in more of a position 
to "account for it," The artist and the work were distinct 
and only the latter could or should be judged. She becomes 
more discreet in her own relations with her public. Mary 
Barton had been preceded by a Preface setting out something 
of the author's position and intentions; there was a much 
briefer authorial note accompanying the first volume 
publication of North and South, so as to account for the 
author's dissatisfaction with the serial publication and 
subsequent alterations to the text. By 1850 she rejects 
the whole idea of a preface or introductory chapter "as 
bringing’me so personally before the p u b l i c . I n  the 
same spirit and in a note which is remarkably severely 
uncompromising for one of Mrs Gaskell's temperament she 
rejects a request from an unknown correspondent that she 
furnish details of her life. She finds the practice of
^^^Letter to F.B. Purnivall, [6 December 1853],
Letters, No. 171, pp. 255-5.
^^^Letter to Unknown Correspondent, Ap; 16th 1860, 
Letters, No. 463, p. 613.
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writing memoirs of living people totally objectionable 
and indeed impertinent. Her public have a right to 
access to her only through her w r i t i n g s . I t  seems 
safe to conclude that Mrs Gaskell had arrived at very 
definite ideas of her status as an artist and how her 
work should be assessed.
When we come to consider her grasp of the technical 
and formal aspects of the novel we find the letters at 
their least helpful. This is not surprising in view of 
the deepening of her view of the form in the letters 
already looked at. For a complete novice such as she 
was at the outset of her career it was not to be expected 
that she would have a sophisticated approach to technique, 
let alone its wider implications for the appreciation of 
form. She most completely faced problems of construction 
in the actual writing of the novels in the difficulties 
presented by her subjects. Undoubtedly the need of any 
artist to be faithful to his imagination which was 
occupying her in the ways described was the big influence 
on her practice; she did not arrive at it at a theoretical 
level. She began her writing career with the knowledge 
that she possessed some talent as a story teller. She
^^^Bune 4th [? 1865], Letters, No. 571, pp.
761-2.
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was fertile and inventive of narratives which pleased
her and afforded amusement to her auditors# It is
recorded that she exercised this gift while still at
school and that she took great delight in observing
117
their effects on others. She specialised in
stories of the supernatural and was always interested
in hearing about reported sightings of ghosts from
local people and in making the effort to witness any
apparitions whose existence was advised. How seriously
she took the matter is open to doubt, though Canon Hare
avers that if she had been allowed to speak in an Oxford
debate on the subject she "would probably have carried
 ^] 8
the motion in favour of ghosts at once."^' Be that as 
it may, the supernatural does not figure in any of her 
most important works though it occurs in several short 
stories, one of the finest of which, "The Old Nurse’s 
Story", is also a ghost story. Narrative facility, 
then, was about the one quality she knew she possessed 
for authorship. It does not seem that she planned 
ahead in much detail. The only surviving outline is 
that for Mary Barton and it is very différer., in detail 
117.
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Mat Hompes, "Mrs. Gaskell", Gentleman’s Magazine, 
279 (1895), 129-30.
The Storv of My Life (1696), Vol. II, p. 224.
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and design from the finished book.^^^ Lady Ritchie
maintains that the novelist "never failed to write
down at length the sketch of the story that was to be"^^^
before beginning a book and claims this on the authority
of Mrs Gaskell’s daughters. One of them,at any rate,
disagrees. "Sometimes she planned her novels more or
less beforehand", writes Marianne, Mrs Holland, "but
in many cases, certainly in that of ’Wives and Daughters’,
she had very little plot made beforehand, but planned
121
her story as she wrote," We could add Cranford to
the list of unplanned works and we know that there were
modifications and changes of mind in the conception of
• 122
North and South from letters. This is not to say 
that the writing was haphazard or that she began a new 
book with no idea of where it was going. The general 
conception of the story with its major characters was 
there, but their final form could only be arrived at 
1 1 9
This is discussed in the next section below.
^^^Blackstick Papers (1908), p. 215.
^^^From a letter to Edna Lyall quoted by the latter 
in "Mrs. Gaskell", included in Women Novelists 
of Queen Victoria’s Reion: A Book of Appreciations 
(1897), p. 144.
122The composition of these works is discussed 
below.
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in the course of composition, as specific problems 
connected with rendering her central interests became 
apparent,
Mrs Gaskell’s concern for a good plot in a novel 
is expressed in her only surviving statement on form 
of any consequence, a letter to Herbert Grey. He had 
written a novel called The Three Paths and submitted 
it to her for comment before attempting publication 
(it did appear in print the same year) and her remarks 
are a response to what she considers his strengths and 
weaknesses as a writer. Foremost among the latter is 
his carelessness about his plot, his failure to think 
hard enough about it as he remains content simply to 
use it as a "medium".
The plot must grow, and culminate in a crisis; not a 
character must be introduced who does not conduce to 
this growth & progress of events. The plot is like the 
anatomical drawing of an artist; he must have an idea 
of his skeleton, before he can clothe it with muscle & 
flesh, much more before he can drape it. Study hard 
at your plot . , , Then set to & imagine yourself a 
spectator & auditor of every scene & eventi . . .  If 
you but think eagerly of your story till you see it in 
action, words, good simple strong words, will come, —  
just as if you saw an accident in the street that 
impressed you strongly you would describe it forcibly.
Plot, then, is the nub of a novel, on the careful
construction of which all else depends. One may have
[After 15 March 1859], Letters, No. 420, p.542.
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other considerations, themes, ideas, one wishes to 
communicate to the reader but if they are allowed to 
get the upper hand or if one tries to start with 
them the novel's success will be seriously jeopardised. 
She has already rejected the idea that a novel can
124
simply be a "vehicle" or "medium" to introduce ideas.
If that is the writer's interest he had better try the 
essay: a novel is something else. For reader and 
writer the progress of a novel is the progress of its 
plot. For the former to enjoy the story it must be 
vividly before him, fully imagined, carefully wrought 
so that he can be involved with the reality of the 
characters, convinced by their actions and so care 
what happens to them. The writer's predicament arises 
from this. The analogy with the artist (i.e. painter 
or sculptor) is interesting, just as is a later reference 
to Shakespeare and the early dramatists going to old 
Italian stories for a starting point in constructing 
their great tragedies. The very broad outlines the 
novelist decides upon like those of these other artists 
determine the final form of the work. They must be 
economical and carefully worked out because they are 
124,
Letters, p. 541.
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fundamental to every other attribute; unity, style,
characterisation, the artist's shaping of his
experience of life. But like any fundamental they
are not the whole; that emerges when the basics are
understood. There are two sources from which a
novelist can draw; introspection and his own experience.
The safest plan is for him to "observe what is out of
[him], instead of examining what is jjn £himj." Turning
to Defoe one observes "the healthy way in which he sets
125
objects not feelings before you." An understanding 
of this will determine the novelist's own position in 
relation to his novel. As he fills out his basic 
outline his material will come not from himself alone 
but from his interaction with the world around him. In 
rejecting "introspection" as a novelist's primary 
source Mrs Gaskell is rather putting an emphasis 
t'han dismissing it outright. Certainly a novelist's 
thought about the world and his sense of his own place 
in it will matter but she reiterates that indeed there 
is a connection between a person's thought about the 
world and his experience; it is this which gives his 
thought any meaning or substance. A novel, therefore.
1 oq
Letters, p. 541.
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can only work through the careful selection and render­
ing of experience. If this is done properly the effect 
on his individual thought will be present in the novel. 
She is opting for the novel's dramatic possibilities of 
enacting experience rather than philosophising about it.
The most powerful resources at the disposal of a 
novelist are those things he himself has lived through, 
those people he has met, those places he has been to.
He must start there to derive his original plot. But 
an associated paradox is that he should not be writing 
just about himself, even though he should be most 
strongly concerned with what is personal to him. This 
is a further aspect of the rejection of introspection. 
The reader should not be burdened with the writer's 
general theories of life; he should have his awareness 
of life's possibilities made greater by the author's 
revelations beyond his own experience. This brings 
about a necessary detachment in the writer who becomes 
in one respect a reporter, faithful to the situation 
he is depicting, alive to every aspect that matters in 
enabling others to understand it. This will have a 
desirable effect on the style (an aspect about which 
much less is said because Mrs Gaskell feels that Grey's
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style is good); it will help the writer achieve simplic­
ity in choice of words and limit the number to the barest 
minimum that will achieve his purposes, but all of this 
necessary selection will be directed by the need to 
"advance the action of the story.
This letter is important for three reasons. Firstly, 
it approaches from another point of view the functioning 
and value of a novel which we have noted as exercising 
Mrs Gaskell's mind from the outset of her career as a 
novelist. She states in so many words the novelist's 
responsibilities to his readers. Secondly, it is a 
statement of method which has been worked out by Mrs 
Gaskell after several years of thought and practical 
effort. It is a valuable guide to our understanding of 
how her own novels are structured and what she thinks 
structure is. How it affects her writing in practice is 
another matter which can only be determined by detailed 
reference to her own books. Finally, it occurs in 1859, 
after which she makes few statements of any kind about 
her work and when it would appear that the main features 
of her understanding of the novel had been clarified. It 
immediately precedes her maturest work. There is little
^^^Letters, p. 542.
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else she adds to these pronouncements. Her comments
on other books are far briefer, limited in number and
concerned mainly to communicate her enthusiasm; nothing
127
is said about structure. A passing reference to the
role of some minor characters in North and South, of
little interest to other characters in the tale as they
would be in real life, mentions that "they were wanted
to fill up unimportant places in the story, when other-
128wise there would have been unsightly gaps." This is 
an illustration of the way in which the original 
conception of the story has been expanded. There is a 
purpose for including such characters which is related 
back to the need to come to terms with real life. It 
is this that always concerns her as a novelist but by 
the time of the Herbert Grey letter it has revealed 
itself in all its complexity, transcending the direct 
"truth" of Mary Barton days.
In her own practice we know that Mrs Gaskell kept
fairly closely to her advice. The two main sources of 
127
She is enthusiastic about the first number of 
Little Dorrit which she reads over somebody’s 
shoulder in a railway carriage. Letter to 
Marianne and Margaret Emily Gaskell, [? Late 
1855], Letters, No. 273, p.373. She wishes that 
Framley Parsonage would go on for ever in Corn- 
hill. Letter to George Smith, March 1st [1860], 
Letters, No. 456, p. 602.
12S
Letter to William Fairbairn, [? Summer 1855],
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her inspiration are Manchester, where she lived out
her adult life, and Knutsford, the locality of her
girlhood. These two places feature in various guises 
129
in all the novels, either separately or even both 
together in Cranford (under the pseudonyms of Drumble 
and Cranford respectively). It is easier to locate 
areas in those places that she has directly used than 
to be sure about the appearance of people she knew 
in her writings.
"I do not think my mother ever consciously took her 
characters from special individuals", says Mrs Holland, 
"but we who knew often thought we recognised people, 
and would tell her, ’Oh, so and so is just like Mr. 
Blank,’ or something of that kind; and she would say, 
’So it is, but I never meant it for him,’ And really 
many of the characters are from originals, or rather 
are like originals, but they were not consciously 
meant to be like." 130
On one occasion the novelist was acutely embarrassed by 
a man who thought the character of Thornton in North 
and South was based upon himself. "The fine character 
of Thornton had been suggested by a philanthropist in
Letters, No. 249, p. 353.
129Except Sylvia’s Lovers, though it is possible 
to argue that her girlhood life in the country 
influenced her depiction of country scenes in 
this novel.
1 Tn
Quoted by Edna Lyall, p. 144. See also Lewis 
Melville, "The Centenary of Mrs. Gaskell", 
Nineteenth Century and After, 68 (1910),
468.
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Manchester, but it was not the gentleman who bowed before 
131
her," The warning we should heed here is that while 
utilising her own experience Mrs Gaskell should be 
remembered to transmute it in her imagination for her 
particular purposes. It was not the depiction of any 
one of her acquaintance that she was about; indeed, 
any one character may have been an amalgam of features 
from several people she knew or knew about. Her use 
of such resources was determined by the needs of her 
story and was merely the starting point for the creation 
of her imaginary world.
The volume of Mrs Gaskell’s statements on her art
and an awareness of the context in which she wrote go
a fair way towards countering the criticisms made of her
by H.P. Collins. We can be very definite in asserting
that she did have an awareness of the artist’s importance
and that, in her novels she was actuated by a strong sense
of responsibility. The quality of her awareness, however,
is variable and changes throughout her writing career as
she gains more experience of the form of the novel and
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her own ability to do something with it. To completely
^^^Sarah A. Tooley, "The Centenary of Mrs Gaskell", 
Cornhill Magazine, 29, NS (1910), 324.
^^^An interesting discussion of Mrs Gaskell’s
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understand her art an examination of her novels is 
called for. Moreover, The Life of Charlotte Bronte 
cannot be neglected in such a proceeding. While not a 
novel itself, it deals with one of the greatest of the 
Victorian novelists and bears upon Mrs Gaskell’s 
thinking about the form. In an account of her major 
work it must be included because of its status as one 
of the foremost biographies of the language. This 
claim which has been made for it since its publication 
and has usually ranked it as inferior only to Boswell’s 
Bohnson or Lockhart’s Scott necessitates an examination 
of its literary qualities and its place in Mrs Gaskell’s 
total output. Moreover, biography is arguably an art- 
form in itself and its different requirements place in 
greater relief the problems this writer faced as a 
novelist.
In the discussion which follows Cousin Phillis is 
dealt with but no other of the short stories or long 
short stories, like My Lady Ludlow or "Lois the Witch". 
This is because it was felt that Elizabeth Gaskell’s
attitude to form is given by B. McVeagh,
"Notes on Mrs, Gaskell’s Narrative Technique", 
Essays in Criticism, 18 (1958), 461-70. He 
maintains that even her best stories are 
structureless, relying on an accumulation of 
scenes which has its best operation in her 
quieter, pastoral stories.
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chief claim to fame rests upon her career as a novelist
and in particular in her participation in the foundation
of the Victorian novel. She wrote some fine short
stories but on the whole her performance in this form
is uneven, a fact of which she is quite well aware. Thus
she thanks a friend for his "kindness" about "The Doom
of the Griffiths" but in her view "The story, per se,
is an old rubbishy one , , , the only merit whereof is
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that it is founded on fact." She goes even farther 
about the Sunday-school style tale, "Bessy’s Troubles 
at Home". "The children who like Bessy’s Troubles are 
great geese, & no judges at all, which children general­
ly are, for it is complete rubbish I am sorry to say,"^^^ 
On another occasion she mentions the impending re­
publication of a whole group of her tales which she is 
glad to hear are liked by working-men and women but her 
overall verdict on them (they "are all moral & sensible") 
and her generally dismissive tone as though they are
hardly worth worrying about does not encourage one to
135
believe she sets them at a high valuation. It is true
^^^Letter to Charles Eliot Norton, Deer £7 1857], 
Letters, No. 384, p. 483.
^^^Letter to Marianne Gaskell, [18 February 1852], 
Letters, No. 114a, p. 845.
^^^Letter to Unknown Correspondent, Duly 27 [Ï855],
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that a writer’s views of his work are not always 
reliable. Readers do not agree with them in every 
case on what constitutes their best efforts. But in 
these cases cited there would be few dissenters from 
Mrs Gaskell. Many of her short stories are of little 
merit because they are potboilers, dashed off to pay 
for a holiday abroad or to meet pressure from a 
publisher whom she owes one or for some other purpose.
Others are a cruder version of the germ of an idea
developed more fully in a subsequent novel, like 
"Lizzie Leigh" with Ruth or "Mr Harrison’s Confessions" 
with Cranford; some may even rework material that has 
been used in a novel, like parts of My Lady Ludlow.
Some stories reflect the author’s interest in a variety 
of subjects: French history and customs ("The Grey 
Woman"); ghosts ("The Old Nurse’s Story"); colourful 
historical associations, like the tale of Higgins the 
Highwayman who lived at Knutsford in the eighteenth 
century ("The Squire’s Story"). Most can be dismissed;
a few have some merit. The main reason for excluding
Letters, No. 260, p. 365.
An account of Higgins’ career is given by Henry 
Green in his Knutsford,Its Traditions and History: 
with Reminiscences, Anecdotes, and Notices of the 
Neighbourhood (1859), pp. 119-30.
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them is the variety of purposes that can be found in 
them, of varying seriousness. In a situation where 
Mrs Gaskell's artistic purposes are in doubt it is 
more easy to discuss them in her major works. If a 
short story is good it is hardly enough to save a 
reputation under attack; conversely, a bad story may 
add to the arguments of those who assail but will 
not be conclusive either. The enormous variation 
among these works would simply cloud the issue, so 
they are omitted. An exception is made with Cousin 
Phillis which is one of the last written, because it 
is more substantial than most (almost a novella, though 
not the longest of these she wrote); Mrs Gaskell 
evidently felt highly pleased with it, wanting it to 
go to The Cornhill (where it first appeared) rather 
than to Dickens from whom she tried to keep the best 
of her later work; and the story has always enjoyed a 
high reputation among those who admire its author. With 
each work an effort is made to trace its genesis, to 
assess its reception at the time of its first appearance 
and Mrs Gaskell's response, and to understand her 
mastery of the form in which she writes.
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II THE WORKS 
MARY BARTON
When Mary Barton was published in 1848 it was its
author's first appearance in print with a work of any
length or importance* Her first publication had appeared
more than ten years before when she and her husband
jointly wrote "Sketches among the Poor No. 1" and it was
carried by Blackwood's Magazine.^ This was a not very
distinguished poem meant to be the first of a series in
the manner of Crabbe; no successors followed, though the
author records considerable excitement at seeing this
2
first of her productions in print. Her next publication 
was a contribution to William Howitt's Visits to Remarkable
3
Places in 1840. Apart from working on a few short stories 
which were not published until afterwards, Mrs Gaskell 
produced nothing before she began Mary Barton in 1845, 
finishing it in 1847. Not only is this work a first novel; 
it is its author's first sustained artistic endeavour.
Very little is known about the manner in which she 
worked on this novel or how far it was subject to revision.
^Blackwoods Edinburgh Monthly Magazine, 41 (1837),48-50.
^Letter to Bohn Blackwood, March 9th fl859j , Letters,
No, 417, p. 533. "It was worth very little; but I was 
very much pleased, and very proud to see it in print."
^This was a very short piece, "Clopton House", which 
recorded a long—remembered girlhood experience.
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She composed it in secret and published it anonymously, 
her last-minute attempt to have the masculine nom-de— 
plume, "Stephen Berwick", appear on the title page being 
frustrated by the fact that her publisher only received 
the letter making this suggestion a few days before
4
publication. Very few people were in the secret of who 
had written the book when it first came out. As we have 
seen Mrs Gaskell was even anxious to conceal her sex and 
some reviewers referred to the author as "he",^ while 
others were astute enough to guess that such a work 
could only have been produced by a woman. This practice 
was quite common among lady authors at the time. There 
was some concern that it was not quite respectable that 
a lady should publish under her own name and many an 
aspring lady-novelist either published anonymously or 
like George Eliot assumed a male penname. It may be 
that Mrs Gaskell, no stranger to the dictates of 
convention, merely followed this common practice; it 
may be that she had some inkling when she wrote the book 
that it could prove to be controversial and she wished 
to protect her minister—husband from any scandal attendant
^Letter to Edward Chapman, Oct. 19th [1848] , Letters, 
No. 28, pp. 59-60. See also Annette 8. Hopkins,
"Mary Barton: A Victorian Best Seller", Trollopian,
3 (1948), 27
^For example, Athenaeum, 21 October 1848, 1050-1.
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on such a work being written by his wife, or it is even 
possible that she had so little faith in her untested 
powers that she did not wish her name to be associated 
with a disastrous failure, pilloried in the journals of 
the day. Whatever the reason, she made every effort to 
counter speculation that she was the author of what was 
becoming a celebrated, or, at any rate, much talked of 
work. She wrote in answer to a suggestion by her good 
friend Catherine Winkworth that she might have written 
it
By the way, Emily was curious to know the name of the 
person who wrote 'Mary Barton' (a book she saw at Plas 
Penrhyn), and I am happy in being able to satisfy her 
Eve-like craving, Marianne Darbishire told me it was 
ascertained to be the production of a Mrs Wheeler, a 
clergyman's wife, who once upon a time was a Miss 
Stone, and wrote a book called 'The Cotton-Lord'.6
Two stories (sometimes considered to be contradictory 
but which are really complementary) exist as to the reason 
Mrs Gaskell began the novel. One is that after the death 
of her beloved only son Willie from scarlet fever in 1845
7
which left her prostrated with grief her husband suggested 
that she might write a long story in order to take her mind 
^Novr 11th, 1848, Letters, No. 30, p. 52.
n
"/'Rjecollections of 3 years ago came over me so 
strongly — ", she writes, "when I used to sit up in 
the room so often in the evenings reading by the fire, 
and watching my darling darlino Willie, who now sleeps 
sounder still in the dull, dreary chapel-yard at 
Warrington. That wound will never heal on earth, 
although hardly any one knows how it has changed me." 
Letter to ? Anne Shaen [l 24 April 1948], Letters,
No. 25a, p. 57.
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off her sad loss. The other is recorded by Mary Howitt
in her Autobiography, She writes of the encouragement
given the budding authoress by her husband after he had
seen her "Clopton Hall” and continues
This led to the production of the beautiful story of 
"Mary Barton", the first volume of which was sent in 
MS, to my husband, stating this to be the result of his 
advice. We were both delighted with it, and a few 
months later Mrs, Gaskell came up to London, and to our 
house, with the work completed. Everybody knows how 
rapturously it was received; and from that time she 
became one of the favourite writers of fiction.®
It is not surprising that Mrs Howitt should wish to
promote the importance of her husband’s and her own
early association with the successful authoress and
there is no reason to doubt that Mrs Gaskell should
have been encouraged by their advice. However, we
should be wary of overestimating the importance of either
account. The Howitts were merely recognising a talent,
not putting it there, and it is more than likely that Mrs
Gaskell would have embarked on further writing enterprises
if she had never encountered them. After all, their
contribution was at best only minimal. The reverend
William Gaskell would not have suggested that his wife
take up such an occupation if he were not aware that she
had the aspirations and the talent to carry it into effect,
®Mary Howitt: An Autobiography, edited by her 
daughter, Margaret Howitt (1889), vol. II, pp,
28-9,
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Both accounts leave unanswered the essential question;
Why did Mrs Gaskell write the novel she did and, more 
specifically, why did she choose the issues she event­
ually took up and what was her overall artistic purpose 
(if she had one) in doing so? For help in these matters 
we must look elsewhere.
The earliest document relevant here is her first out­
line plan for the novel in the Shorter Collection in the
g
Brotherton Library, University of Leeds. She begins by 
setting out what she intends to do chapter by chapter but 
after finishing the first (which is substantially as it 
appears in the final draft) and attempting the second she 
settles for a broader, three-volume structure. It is 
evident that she has not yet worked out the details of 
the book and is setting down in as orderly a fashion as 
she can the main events and stages through which the story 
will pass. The names are different; in this version the 
names of the chief characters. Bartons and Wilsons, have 
been transposed while Mr Carson is called Mr Chadwick,
Much of the plot is vague, still requiring a good deal of 
working out, but some features are worth noting. Firstly,
^This has been printed in Edgar Wright, Mrs Gaskell:
The Basis for Reassessment (1965), pp, 265-7, and 
there is also a discussion of changes for the final 
version (pp. 267-8), It is also to be Found in the 
edition of the novel edited by Stephen Gill for the 
Penguin English Library (Harmondsworth 1970), 
pp, 467-8,
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the number of death scenes mentioned is restricted to 
Alice Wilson (i,e, Mrs John Barton), Thomas Barton 
(George Wilson), "Death at the Bartons'" in Vol. II 
(possibly the twins, though we are told in Vol. I that 
"Widow Barton (Wilson) strives on to keep her delicate 
twins with the help of her son Thomas (Jem) and 
succeeds"), the murder of Mr Chadwick (Carson), Aunt 
Esther and "Father's death of remorse —  Widow Barton's." 
Secondly, the role to be taken by Wilson (John Barton) 
is clearly to be bound up with Chartism and Trade Unions 
from the first and to involve him in murder, although 
the details are not spelled out; it would appear that 
Mrs Gaskell has in mind a deterioration similar to that 
which actually takes place in the novel with some slight 
differences e.g. the failure of Bradshaw and Co. is to 
lead to his dismissal and later re-employment by Chadwick 
and Co., while in the novel the failure of Hunter and Co. 
is recalled as an incident that greatly has affected John 
Barton and he later loses his job because of Chartist and 
Trade Union activities. It is interesting that very little 
prominence is given to Job Leigh (sic,), except that he 
instigates Wilson's joining a Chartist Club and is there­
fore rather at variance with the later Job Legh who is 
not impressed by working men's associations. This is a 
very significant difference as will appear later.
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Similarly, there is no character who clearly corresponds 
to the Alice Wilson of the novel; the Aunt Esther 
mentioned seems like an amalgam of Alice and the novel's 
Aunt Esther, The Alice aspect is very slight, however, 
and occurs in Vol. II where Aunt Esther and Mary sit up 
by turns during "Death at the Bartons", and in Vol, III 
with "Aunt Esther's childishness" and "Aunt Esther's 
death". After the first few scenes the Aunt Esther 
character who appears in the novel is lost sight of. 
Thirdly, Mary's complications with her lovers are much 
as they later become, and she has the main role in 
discovering the murderer. Finally, the genesis of the' 
extremely important scenes which occur in chapters XV,
XVI, and XVII emerges succinctly at the end of Vol, II 
as "Trade Unions, and desperation, Mr Chadwick murdered," 
We may mark particularly that Barton is more prominent in 
this outline than he was to become in the novel. His 
career up to the murder was to occupy the first two 
volumes of the three planned. The third volume would 
deal with the wrongful arrest of Wilson and Mary's 
discovery of the real murderer with the help of Margaret, 
The sensational excesses of Mary's pursuit of Will to 
provide an alibi are not mentioned and it is clear that 
the amount of space they occupy in the two volume structure 
that eventually emerged is a decided shift in the novel's
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emphases. This is worth stressing in connection with the 
great prominence that was to be afforded Job Legh and 
Alice Wilson when the author actually wrote her story.
As important for our understanding of Mrs Gaskell's 
developing conception of the novel (partial though that 
must be) are two letters written early in 1849 after it 
had become known that she was the author of Mary Barton 
and the controversy that she may have anticipated became 
a reality. In the first she is delighted that her 
correspondent has felt that John Barton is more centrally 
important than his daughter and that the work could more 
aptly bear his name. She confides that
'John Barton' was the original name, as being the central 
figure to my mind; indeed I had so long felt that the 
bewildered life of an ignorant thoughtful man of strong 
power of sympathy, dwelling in a town so full of striking 
contrasts as this is, was a tragic poem, that in writing 
he was l ?1 my 'hero'; and it was a London thought coming 
through the publisher that it must be called Mary B,^®
It is generally accepted that this change was made because
Chapman felt that the acknowledged hero of a novel's being
a murderer would be too much for Victorian sensibilities,
though if this is so some of his difficulties at least were
shared by the author. The second letter is the fuller
discussion of the two and arises from some more sympathetic
remarks on the book by Mr Sam Greg than were given by most
^°Letter to Miss Lamont, Jan - 5th [1849] , Letters, No,
39, p, 70,
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of the Greg family. One passage further reinforces the 
above:
'John Barton* was the original title of the book. Round 
the character of John Barton all the others formed them­
selves; he was my hero, the person with whom all my 
sympathies went, with whom I tried to identify myself at 
the time, because I believed from personal observation 
that such men were not uncommon, and would well reward 
such sympathy and love as should throw light down upon 
their groping search after the causes of suffering, and 
the reason why suffering is sent, and what they can do 
to lighten it.^l
and should be read in conjunction with an earlier comment 
in the same letter that
The whole tale grew up in my mind as imperceptibly as a 
seed germinates in the earth, so I cannot trace back now 
why or how such a thing was written, or such a character 
or circumstance introduced, (There is one exception to 
this which I will name a f t e r w a r d s ,
Most readers have agreed with Mrs Gaskell that John Barton 
is the most interesting character in the novel. He is 
certainly the one who was the centre of controversy when 
it was first published and he has been more or less crucial 
to appreciations of it ever since. Most later critics have 
felt that the first part of the novel is better than the 
second because he is dominant in the former whereas in the 
latter he is much less prominent and has forfeited all 
those sympathies which Mrs Gaskell mentions. It is worth 
bearing in mind that she feels the need to defend him, that
l^Letter to Mrs Greg, [7 Early 1849] , Letters, No, 42, 
p. 74,
^^Letters, p, 74,
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she sees him as embodying her major response to the 
sufferings and bewilderment of the poor (as she makes 
clear in other parts of the letter to Mrs Greg) and that 
her recollection of the act of creation of what amounts 
to a considerable section of the novel remains indistinct.
As we have already seen, that is the part subject to the 
most modification in the course of writing.
In these letters and in several others Mrs Gaskell 
is responding to the considerable critical disturbance 
that this first novel provoked. It created a furore among 
some of the wealthy circles of Manchester and led to three
13
trenchant indictments in print, in The Manchester Guardian, 
The British Quarterly Review^^and The Edinburgh Review. 
the latter by Sam Greg's brother, William Rathbone Greg.
The Guardian admitted that the tale as a whole was 
"beautifully written" and sure to sustain the interest of 
readers; it quibbled about the incorrectness of dialect as 
full of "Scotticisms"; but its gravest charge was that the 
book was untruthful as a depiction of Manchester life. It 
libelled Manchester workmen, who never committed a murder, 
and masters, who excelled in acts of public and private
^^28 February 1849, 7,
"^^ 9 (1849), 117-36.
1^89 (1849), 402-35. This was reprinted in Greg's 
Mistaken Aims and Attainable Ideals of the 
Class (1876), pp. 111-73 .
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benevolence. The reviewer quoted his personal experience 
to prove that a whole family could be better provided for 
in that city than elsewhere in the whole country. A 
week later a correspondent took him to task for complain­
ing about "passages in a work of fiction which are not 
literally true" but in an editorial comment the newspaper 
maintained its objections to misrepresenting masters as 
generally harsh. It added that if a complaint could 
justly be made against the reviewer it was that he had not 
gone far enough in this vein; he had under-emphasised the 
novel’s "tendency to induce the working classes to believe 
that it is to their employers, and not to themselves, that 
they must look for an amelioration of their condition in
society," an objection taken up and developed by U.R. Greg
17
in his review published a few months later. The British 
Quarterly found that the cottage scenes could be recommend­
ed because they were evidently based accurately on the 
author’s experience. This was a welcome change from the 
rest which was roundly condemned for not originating in 
first-hand observation, for exaggeration and misrepresent­
ation of the lives of Lancashire operatives, the injustice 
done to employers, and not taking into sufficient account
“ p. 7.
^^7 March 1849, 8.
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the improvidence of the operatives. Other investigators,
like Lord Ashley (a social reformer, not an imaginative
artist) had also got the facts wrong, and the reviewer
offered his own observations in refutation of all these
false reporters. He concluded with a reprimand:
More than one modern writer of fiction, even among those 
who hold the foremost rank, need to be admonished, that 
to exhibit a caricature, which they cannot but know that 
the majority of their readers will accept as a portrait, 
is nothing less than an act of dishonesty, unless it be 
the result of sheer ignorance: there are cases in which 
ignorance treads hard upon the heels of wilful mis­
representation,^®
Greg was rather more temperate. He disagreed that the
authoress (as he recognised she was) was completely
ignorant of what she was writing about. She had evidently ----
been intimate at the firesides of the poor and he
acknowledged many of their virtues which she depicted,
such as "their mutual helpfulness and unbounded kindliness
19
towards each other". He was, nevertheless, conscious of
grave errors in the book and was particularly put out by
the portrait of John Barton whom he saw as "unhappily true
to life" as an individual but a gross misrepresentation of 
on
a group. He felt Barton to be entirely responsible for 
his own sufferings because of his improvidence, the 
familiar charge against the working classes. Mrs Gaskell
IGp. 132.
19p. 406.
20p. 412.
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should have presented the side of the masters and the 
fact that they too suffer when times are bad, and the 
poor should be urged to emulate them so that by their 
own actions they might be enabled to elevate their 
position. He pointed out the weaknesses of the working 
classes, such as their lack of moral fibre which 
allowed them to be easily influenced by agitators; he 
instanced examples to disprove that masters generally 
cared nothing for the welfare of their operatives and 
he discussed the economic relationship of the two 
classes to show that the poor were in a better situation 
than the novel suggested. The major charge which Mrs 
Gaskell was obliged to answer is contained here: the
book is unfair and untrue and it tends to provoke class
hatred.
The truth that was being demanded is that fidelity 
to the facts of the observable situation that she 
claimed in her own defence to be trying to give. This
arose from a response to John Barton which evoked the
main purport of each writer's discussion. Other matters 
might be mentioned but it was through him that they were 
led to consider the novelist's attitude to the working 
classes and how they related to the employing classes. 
The novel was then found wanting but not on strictly 
literary grounds. The question asked was not whether
110
the portrait of John Barton was powerful, compelling or 
supported by the context of the novel (or, if so, only 
in passing), nor whether he was in himself a tragic 
figure; much more concern was shown for what he reflected 
of the situation in Manchester in the 1840s, or there­
abouts, than what he was in himself, and there was a rush 
to suggest that more could be found in favour of the 
masters than was represented by Harry Carson, The more 
approving notices offer on the whole more literary 
qualities to assist in assessing the novel and provide 
a broader sense of its impact, but they cannot ignore 
the issues raised by John Barton. Samuel Bamford, the 
famous Lancashire radical and orator, for example, gives 
praise which is only the condemnation of the hostile 
reviewers in reverse; he claims to have seen "hundreds'* 
of John Bartons, whereas the basis of the criticisms is 
that he is atypical, and the nobility of a Jem and the 
everyday qualities of Mary are shared by many Lancashire 
operatives, factory girls and dressmakers. His only 
attempt at a literary observation is in suggesting some 
slight improvement in the handling of the dialect and
even that is at bottom a question of the overall accuracy
21
of Mrs Gaskell’s observation of facts. Another
^^Letter to Mrs Gaskell, Mar. 9th, 1849, quoted in 
full in "Letters Addressed to Mrs Gaskell by 
Celebrated Contemporaries Now in the Possession
Ill
correspondent, a workingman from Rochdale, is brought to
see the relationship of employers and employed in a new
light, recognising that employers too had their grievances
and that the two classes would best serve their interests
22
by working together. The Athenaeum wonders whether it
is right "to make Fiction the vehicle for a plain and
23
matter-of-fact exposition of social evils", thereby
assuming that that is what the author is doing, but it
finds the life of the working classes depicted fairly.
There is some resort to the hackneyed machinery of fiction
but not often, and moments of sadness, whimsy and dialect
are handled quite well. Another reviewer praises its
"extreme naturalness"^^ while a third feels that "It
25
embodies the dominant feeling of our times," For The 
Examiner, "The book is an ungilded and sorrowful picture 
of the life of the class of workpeople in such a town as 
Manchester, with which circumstances seem to have made 
the writer more than ordinarily familiar," F raser's
of the John Rylands Library", edited by Ross D, 
Waller, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, 19 
(1935), 7-8,
^^According to a report of Julia Gaskell, quoted by 
Sarah A. Tooley, "Ladies of Manchester", Woman at 
Home (March 1897), 488,
^^21 October 1848, 1050,
Z^North British Review, 15 (1851), 425. The reviewer 
was Gregory Smith.
^^Westminster Review, 51 (1849), 48.
25
4 November 1848, 708, Written, apparently, by John
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urges anyone wishing to understand the industrial situation 
27
to read it. The Inquirer disagrees with the author's 
detractors, finding in the novel a "self-evident truthful­
ness" that illuminated the lives of the poor; he is
particularly attracted by such minor characters as old
28
Alice and Job Legh, J,J, Tayler is aware of the charge
that the novel promotes class antagonism but he sees this
as superficial. The authoress depicts an exceptional
29
rather than "the normal condition of social feeling".
She has met her responsibilities insofar as she has 
truthfully represented feelings that actually existed.
There may be other matters that could be investigated 
but the mere fact of their existence does not invalidate 
her presentation of one aspect of life. Moreover, he 
gives a fairly full account of how that is enhanced —  
by her eye for detail, her touches of pathos, her
Forster, this review afforded Mrs Gaskell some 
gratification. See Letters to Edward Chapman, 
Deer 7th 1848, Letters, No. 34, p, 65 and 
f? 3 January 184977 Letters, No, 38, p,69,
2^39 (1849), 429-32, The reviewer was Charles 
Kingsley, always sympathetic to Mrs Gaskell,
^^11 November 1848, 710-11,
^^Prospective Review, 5 (1849), 39, Tayler was 
a friend of the Gaskells but probably did 
not know of the novel's authorship when he 
wrote this review.
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characterisation, especially of Jem (there are some
blemishes in Mary's fickleness against her subsequent
heroism, and in John Barton's "nobleness and benevolence
of* • • spirit" in contrast with his "wild and erring 
30
career"). For all of these commentators, whatever 
their awareness of literary qualities and preparedness 
to discuss them, the fundamental issue is still whether 
they can accept what is said about class conflict and 
operatives' lives. Because for them these things are 
accurately described the novel can be judged a success; 
for their colleagues who do not agree on this matter it 
is a failure.
That the debate should have assumed this form is an 
indication of how far Mrs Gaskell was attuned to the 
views on the novel that were current with many people 
at this time. She does not comment on the nature of the 
adverse criticisms or question their relevance; she 
seeks to answer them by finding means of establishing 
that she has not been untruthful in her use of observable 
facts. This is a response in kind prompted by the nature 
of the attacks on her but she gives no indication of 
finding those attacks illegitimate. Indeed, she admits 
that she wants the truth of what she has written to be 
acknowledged so that something may then be done to 
52.
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remedy evil. She has attempted to open men's eyes so 
that they may bring about changes for the better. The 
novel has had,therefore, a consciously polemical purpose 
and the critics cannot be blamed for taking it in this 
spirit. There is an underlying belief, shared by both 
novelist and critics, that the novel can in some sense 
teach and a concern that it should get the lesson right. 
They also agree that John Barton is the key figure in 
what the novel is articulating as he is most represent­
ative of the case for the poor. It is when we come to 
examine his status in the novel that the issue becomes 
more complicated, Mrs Gaskell may have started by 
believing that a novelist can be a reformer and have 
still held to this belief after she was finished, but 
she found in the course of composition that enlightening 
her readers by simply revealing the facts was easier 
said than done. She locates the novel's main concerns 
in Barton about whom its conception was developed but 
she encountered formal problems in the writing which 
transformed it into something more than is suggested 
by her detractors or her own defence. This becomes 
apparent when Barton's role and the overall balance the 
novel achieves, are examined,
^^Letter to Edward Holland, January 13th 1849, 
Letters, No, 39a, p, 827,
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Since the earliest attacks it has become a critical
commonplace that the first half of the novel where John
Barton appears more in evidence is the most powerful,
whereas, so it is argued, Mary, who has been in the
background up to that point is thrown more into the
foreground later on to justify the "London thought" of
3 2
the publisher and the book’s new title. When we last 
see him, on his deathbed and finally reconciled with Mr 
Carson, he is felt to be a pale shadow of his former 
self, When we turn back to the text it becomes evident 
that this is questionable, John Barton is prominent in 
the novel throughout its first seventeen chapters and he 
virtually drops out of notice, apart from brief mentions 
mainly relating to his whereabouts, after the murder. He 
does not reappear until after the excitement of Jem’s 
trial and acquittal is all over, half way through Vol,
II,Chapter XVII when he is indeed a broken man tormented 
by his guilty conscience; in Vol, II,Chapter XVIE we have 
his confession, reconciliation and death. However, when 
we look at those first seventeen chapters we find that he 
is by no means equally prominent in all of them; indeed 
those which matter most in this regard are Chapters I,
interesting reversal of the position of Tayler 
who sees the strength of the novel in its second 
half: after the murder.
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III, VI, VIII, IX, X, XV, XVI, XVII, just over half of 
those in question. Of course, he is not entirely absent 
from the others, being either mentioned or appearing 
briefly but on those occasions somebody else has the 
centre-stage and more often than not it is his daughter 
Mary who appears throughout in some sense or other. Both 
Job Legh and Alice Wilson, though secondary to the 
Bartons, appear in a few important scenes. The point I 
am making is simply that although Barton’s departure 
from the novel is sudden and felt strongly throughout 
its fabric the transition is not so abrupt as it is often 
made to appear, Mary Barton, above all, is not thrown 
suddenly into the limelight. Till this point she (with 
Job, Alice and Margaret) has tended to share it with her 
father, whereas after Vol, I, Chapter XVII she becomes the 
most important of the novel’s concerns and even in Vol, II, 
Chapters XVII and XVIII Barton never regains that status,
John Barton is presented in the beginning of the book
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as at the centre of a "tragic poem", in Mrs Gaskell’s 
words, which she sees the lives of the operatives to be.
Letter to Miss Lamont, Jan - 5th flB49] , Letters,
No, 39, p, 70. Although there is some dispute about 
whether the word should be "magic" or "tragic" in 
the letter to Mrs Greg it seems highly likely that 
Mrs Gaskell repeats the phrase there (See Letters,
No, 42, p, 74), Chappie and Pollard give the two 
variant readings in their edition and mention that
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This seems to indicate that from the outset she was aware 
of his representative status as a human being; but the 
very use of that term also indicates that her view of 
him is not only sociological, as those of her early 
critics tend to become, but very much a literary one.
His significance as a leading character in a literary 
work, rather than a tract put out to help amend a 
series of abuses worrying its author, is made clear 
from the opening scenes in which he appears. It is 
true that George Wilson's offhand comment that "Thou 
never could abide the gentlefolk" (Vol. I, p. 10) 
produces a lengthy condemnation of them from Barton 
which is both eloquent and vehement but it serves the 
purpose of establishing the preoccupations, later to 
develop into obsessions, which motivate his character. 
After these passing remarks the issue is dropped, Mrs 
Gaskell concentrates rather on the Barton-Wilson 
families as" part of the larger group of merrymaking 
workers who are having a pleasant day out and whose 
strongest preoccupations are with their own personal 
problems. We hear more of the Barton family's concern 
about the mysteriously absent Esther than of wider
they have copied the letter from a printed source, 
presumably Ward in the Introduction to Mary Barton 
in volume I of the Knutsford edition where he gives 
the word as "magic", (p. Ixiii).
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questions of political economy. Yet the two become
associated in our minds all the more strongly for the
fact that John Barton's feelings are evidently engaged
deeply in both issues. We are thereby prepared for the
way in which large economic questions concerning how
society is run and the capacity for suffering of
individual people who must live in it will be inextricably
linked. Through the character of Barton more than any
other, even the Davenports at a later stage, we are made
aware of the desperation induced by poverty. We have been
informed that he is a "good, steady workman" who lives an
ordinary decent life, who loves his family and does his
best to provide for them. Vet none of these qualities are
enough to protect him from hardship and suffering such as
that caused by the sudden death of his wife or, earlier
still, the death of his only son Tom when he is unable to
provide him with enough nourishment because the failure of
Hunter and Co, has thrown him out of work.
It was during this time his little son, the apple of his 
eye, the cynosure of all his strong power of love, fell 
ill of the scarlet fever. They dragged him through the 
crisis, but his life hung on a gossamer thread. Every 
thing, the doctor said, depended on good nourishment, on 
generous living, to keep up the little fellow's strength, 
in the prostration in which the fever had left him.
Mocking words! when the commonest food in the house would 
not furnish one little meal. Barton tried credit; but it 
was worn out at the little provision shops, which were now 
suffering in their turn. He thought it would be no sin to 
steal, and would have stolen; but he could not get the 
opportunity in the few days the child lingered. Hungry 
himself, almost to an animal pitch of ravenousness^buo
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with the bodily pain swallowed up in anxiety for his 
little sinking lad, he stood at one of the shop windows 
where all edible luxuries are displayed; haunches of 
venison, Stilton cheeses, moulds of jelly —  all 
appetising sights to the common passer by. And out of 
this shop came Mrs. Hunter! She crossed to her carriage, 
followed by the shopman loaded with purchases for a 
party. The door was quickly slammed to, and she drove 
away; and Barton returned home with a bitter spirit of 
wrath in his heart, to see his only boy a corpse!
(Vol, I, pp.33-4)
There is a fearfully tragic inevitability in this chain 
of events. The death of Barton’s son is hideously 
gratuitous; it is not the fault of either Mr or Mrs 
Hunter, still less is it Barton's for all the charges 
of improvidence that Mrs Gaskell anticipates might be 
hurled at him immediately before she writes this passage. 
But it is not the boy's fault either and he nevertheless 
lies dead. No one is to blame and yet it is only too 
plausible that John Barton in his bitter impotence should 
experience a most desolating sense of blame against the 
masters. He feels the situation in a fully human way and 
reacts totally in that context. Arguments about the 
habits of operatives or masters' responsibilities become 
totally irrelevant here. All that matters is that John 
Barton's anguish is fully credible and contributes to our 
belief in his gloomy resentment throughout the first 
seventeen chapters.
The passage quoted is quite representative of the 
impetus behind all of Barton's feelings and actions.
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Many other instances could be cited from Chapter III, 
from which it comes, which augment and refine the 
picture of a not-too-articulate man isolated wit^lin his 
own personal sufferings, as all men are, unable to fully 
understand them and above all unable to know how to 
mitigate them. He is no philosopher. He could not 
possibly discuss at any length the workings of even the 
political system, let alone anything as abstract as 
economics. When he joins the group which is to go to 
London to present the petition to Parliament many of 
the well-wishers are utterly confused about what can be 
done; they believe, with Mrs Wilson, that somehow if the 
Queen could be brought to intervene or Prince Albert, 
whom she is bound to obey because he is her husband, all 
their problems would be magically swept away. Barton does 
not quite share that degree of naivety nor would we expect 
him to with his involvement in the realities of the case 
through his trade union and Chartist activities. But he 
does not fully appreciate the situation either. He may 
not believe in the Queen's intervention; he does believe 
that Parliament can and will act at a stroke to raise 
their wages and allow them to live decently. It is the 
failure of this action that intensifies his bitterness. 
Because he is no philosopher, because like thousands 
around him whom he meets in the course of his daily life
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he desperately seeks a solution, he finds someone whom 
he can blame. As he sees it, some people have more than 
enough money and a good many others do not. There must 
be somebody to blame and it appears to him to be 
masters. Parliament and the whole alien complex 
represented by inhospitable London, This is an essential 
ingredient of his later action.
An important facet of our overall response to Barton 
and most significant in the critical fate of the book is 
the sheer stature of the man. Whether she fully realises 
it or not (and there is some doubt about this) Mrs 
Gaskell has created a man with an intensity of feeling on 
a grand scale. While he appears ultimately as an isolated 
figure Barton's power has much to do with the degree to 
which he feels for others. He acknowledges a class 
solidarity which draws an unpassable line between "them" 
(whom he identifies with the masters) and "us", and the 
dichotomy is real because of the way in which he sets it 
up, "Han they ever seen a child o' their'n die for want 
o' food?" (Vol, I, p, 99) he asks George Wilson and the 
question is quite unanswerable for both fathers have seen 
their children die because of the wretchedness of the 
situation in which they were forced to live. He has 
already forcefully told Wilson the bleak truth that a
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workman's only capital is his labour, which, unlike that 
of the master, does not appreciate simply with the 
passage of time nor can the operative allow it to be 
idle and still earn interest from it. The differences 
transcend any theory. Barton's lack of selfishness or 
meanness is demonstrated throughout the whole scene in 
which it takes place (Chapter VI), Not only does he 
immediately set out with Wilson to visit the Davenports 
and do what he can generally to relieve their distress 
when the former relates their shocking plight because of 
the closure of Carson's mill after the fire; although in 
straitened circumstances himself he pawns a few of his 
own possessions in order to get five shillings with which 
to buy them food. Moreover, the structuring of the 
chapter adds weight to the feelings, already mentioned 
above, which he expresses about the differences of the 
rich and the poor, Mrs Gaskell describes in some detail 
the squalid.and unhealthy circumstances in which the 
Davenport family are forced to live. Poverty transforms 
them almost into something less than human; the children 
groan frightfully for lack of food, the mother is too
^^Arthur Pollard has discussed the accuracy of Mrs 
Gaskell's depiction of the wretchedness of the 
poor in Manchester in Mrs Gaskell: Novelise end 
Biographer (Manchester, 1965), pp, 36-40. Some 
contemporary accounts will be found in the 
Bibliography,
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faint to retain consciousness and can barely be revived 
even with the forced effort of feeding her, and the 
father, dying of typhoid fever, is transformed from a 
pious "Methodee" to a raving, swearing blasphemer* We 
feel for them the more because their position is rendered 
through such far from impartial observers as Barton and 
Wilson. The interest is not a sociological one because 
we are made to share in their involvement, an involve­
ment which heightens our appreciation of Barton who is 
far from being the grim figure nursing his wrongs as he 
becomes totally absorbed with easing the distress of a 
group of people barely known to him. This picture is 
nicely balanced against that in the Carson house when 
George Wilson goes to seek help for Davenport as a 
former operative of Carson's, though now laid off. When 
he arrives he is yearning for food as he waits in the 
kitchen among the pleasant bickerings of the servants 
who unwittingly ignore his hunger (though this is 
remedied before he leaves when the cook has time to 
think about his pale state). He puts the case to Mr 
Carson who is only able to give him an infirmary order 
for Monday, while young Harry offers him five shillings 
to assist as he leaves. When hs arrives back Davenport 
is already dead. Much is made of the prosperity of the 
Carsons who manifestly want for noth ing and especially
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so in comparison with the Davenports. It is plain that 
Mr Carson is prepared to be of help but his provision 
of the infirmary order is pitifully inadequate. Even 
Harry shows some good nature which is worth bearing in 
mind in the context of his other conduct and the cook 
is not lacking in fellow-feeling. What they do is in­
adequate, although, since Davenport is already dead 
when Wilson arrives back there is probably very little 
they could do; but what is most significant is that they 
do not begin to understand the problem with which they 
are confronted. It is the situation of the servants 
when Wilson first arrives and yearns for food, "If the 
servants had known this, they would have willingly given 
him meat and bread in abundance; but they were like the 
rest of us, and not feeling hunger themselves, forgot it 
was possible another might," (Vol. I, p, lOl) It is 
through ignorance, not malice, that this situation occurs. 
The Carsons simply do not understand the problem they are 
asked to help with, just as the operatives (and in 
particular Barton) do not recognise this fact about the 
masters. It is notable, too, that Mrs Gaskell makes us 
realise that this is not only a failing of these few 
fallible people but is something all of us, no matter 
how well-meaning, share in many comparable situations.
The whole incident serves to emphasise how pivotal are
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Barton’s remarks in the middle of the chapter quoted 
above.
A paradox of Barton’s nature is his inability to 
share his own deepest feelings with anyone, A turning 
point in his career is reached when he resigns his job 
to join the Trade Union delegation to Westminster, still 
with some hope that redress is possible. When that 
fails he becomes taciturn and moody, barely able to 
force himself to impart the news to his eager auditors. 
His hurt is too great. Because of his part in the 
delegation no one will re-employ him and this brings 
in its train penury and starvation akin to that of the 
Davenports, Yet his sturdy independence does not enable 
him to benefit from the thoughtfulness of others or even 
from his own actions. Because he has been such a politic­
al activist his Trade Union would be willing to support 
him more than some others to retain his loyalty but he 
refuses its offer on the grounds that others have greater 
need. He is forced to turn in on himself, to brood and 
to suffer in silence. This is not only the case in his 
attitude to outsiders. The sufferings which should unite 
him to his daughter whom he loves more passionately than 
anyone else in the world serve only to make a greater 
cleavage between them than had ever existed, despite the 
fact that the death of their wife and mother had led him
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to tell her, ’’Child, we must be all to one another, now 
gone,” (Vol. I, p. 29) At one point, to his 
subsequent humiliation, he even strikes her. (Vol, I, 
p, 180) This is made all the more telling in that our 
view of the defeated Barton at the beginning of Chapter 
X is presented largely through Mary, She does not 
understand what he is going through, that it is more 
than mere deprivation of his physical needs. They 
seldom speak and it is she who takes on the responsibility 
of pawning oddments of their belongings one by one to get 
money by which they can live. She is sustained by the 
vanity of having caught the eye of Mr Carson and the 
dream of one day marrying him and being removed from the 
desperation of survival. It is in this delusion that she 
takes refuge when her father’s blow makes apparent to her 
the extent of their separation. For Barton’s suffering 
is of a different order. He has no dreams with which to 
console himself. Such as he had have been irrevocably 
destroyed. His is an active spirit which cannot meekly 
accept its given lot, which still arrogantly defies an 
alienating world and impotently seeks some way of over­
coming what seems to be a hopeless impasse,
Mrs Gaskell suggests a powerful image of Barton’s 
"monomania”:
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I have somewhere read a forcibly described punishment 
among the Italians, worthy of a Borgia, The supposed 
or real criminal was shut up in a room, supplied with 
every convenience and luxury; and at first mourned 
little over his imprisonment. But day by day he became 
aware that the space between the walls of his apartment 
was narrowing, and then he understood the end. Those 
painted walls would come into hideous nearness, and at 
last crush the life out of him, (Uol, I, p, 265),
This eloquently pinpoints how Barton is at the mercy of
his own morbidly inward-looking obsessions and at the
same time at the centre of forces essentially outside
his control. The true nature of his predicament is
revealed by the actions that take place in Chapters XV
and XVI, Having given this testimony to the state of
his mind Mrs Gaskell shifts her perspective to take in
the broad economic position in Manchester in which he
finds himself. As has been so often the case in all of
the conflicts and sufferings which have touched Bohn
Barton in the past the situation is beset by the mutual
suspicion and hostility and essential ignorance about
each other’s real position which afflict the main
participants, Mrs Gaskell is at pains to make us realise
that the whole deplorable business is not brought about
by the graspingness of plutocratic masters who have no
concern for the welfare of their operatives, any more
than those operatives can be rightfully held responsible
for their predicament. There has been an economic
recession which is invisible to the operatives who
can only see signs of continuing prosperity in the
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daily lives of the employers while they starve. Those 
employers, on the other hand, are more conscious of the 
difficulties of their own position which it seems un­
reasonable that the employees should not recognise (even 
though they have made no attempt to explain it) and in 
addition feel that the lower classes should keep their 
places. They own the capital; it should be accepted as 
their right to do with it as they see fit. The result 
is a disastrous combination of irresist&ble forces and 
immovable objects. Economic questions of survival and 
of what is just are submerged in the antipathetic issue 
of who is to prevail. Hence the meeting of the two 
forces is a debacle. The question is not discussed in 
terms of competing arguments and mutual respect for 
each other’s rights. The operatives are united in 
their demands for a living wage, come what may; hence 
they reject the offer of a shilling a week more that 
is made to them, Mrs Gaskell’s understanding of the 
situation is made the more telling in her depiction 
of the reaction of the masters. She has shown them as 
far from united, the offer of a shilling deriving from 
a majority of only one vote. Similarly, when the 
operatives stand firm in their demands, the result is 
to tip the balance of the masters’ side into the hands 
of the hardliners led by Harry Carson who then refuse
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to have any further parley and in addition proscribe 
membership of Trade Unions for any seeking their 
employ. This, too, is far from unanimous as their 
conflicting aims continue to divide the masters. But 
this is not of any use to the workers for whom Carson 
as de facto leader of the opposition to their cause 
(a position heightened by his unfeeling caricature 
retrieved by a worker after the meeting) becomes a 
symbol of the tyranny they need to overcome. The 
conflict is polarised and at its two ends stand two 
men, Carson and Barton,
At the Trade Union meeting after this the final 
stages of Barton’s tragedy are revealed. He has been 
absent from the confrontation because he has witnessed 
the anguish of Bonas Higginbotham, torn by the horror 
of his having thrown vitriol in a knob-stick’s face. 
Barton’s account of the injured man’s agony (Vol. I, 
pp. 297-8) is a poignant testimony of the senselessness 
of the violence that their desperate situation has 
already led the men to. The knob-sticks are just as 
miserable as they and in treating them in this manner the 
rebellious operatives are virtually turning upon them­
selves, His very sensitivity to this suffering, his 
customary large—heartedness with respect to those with
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whom he so passionately identifies, precipitates him 
into a course of action which is ironically at odds 
with such feelings.
It’s the masters as has wrought this woe; it’s the 
masters as should pay for it. Him as called me coward 
just now, may try if I am one or not. Set me to serve 
out the masters, and see if there’s ought I’ll stick 
at.” (Vol, I, p, 299)
Bohn Barton’s story is virtually over from this point.
His fate is sealed. Already, in the next chapter, as 
he makes preparations to go out and murder Carson, we 
have hints of the degradation which will overtake him 
when next we meet him at the time of his confession 
and death. Having taken his decision there is no 
going back. He can never be the man he was.
In Bohn Barton Mrs Gaskell has wrought an imagin­
ative achievement of a high order. It is remarkable 
that he should almost entirely drop out of the remain­
ing two thirds of the novel and that in his reappearances, 
especially his last, he should be a pale shadow of the 
dominant figure we first meet. The reason is to be 
found in Mrs Gaskell’s imperfect grasp of the meaning of 
form in the novel. Her conception had been straight­
forward. She wanted to embody her experiences of the 
life of the poor in Manchester in a way that would be 
accessible to others. Nothing could be simpler than to 
create a hero who could embody their aspirations and
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typify their sufferings. Barton is an honest worker, 
concerned for his family, afflicted by hard times and 
economic forces beyond his control and his understanding, 
who takes the only remedies the poor can conceive through 
Chartist associations and Trade Unions, As we have seen, 
however, she has not found it adequate to present a mere 
cipher to illustrate certain points of view. She knows 
nothing of political economy, as she points out in her 
Preface, but she does know people. No two people are 
alike and Bohn Barton is of necessity sharply individual­
ised. From this it becomes necessary to stress that he 
is not a mouthpiece for her views or those of the whole 
of the working classes. He certainly represents the 
feelings of some but there are other possibilities.
Hence, even in the first section where he is predominant, 
there are other points of view available among his 
acquaintance —  the Wilsons, the Davenports, Margaret, 
Bob, Alice and even Mary, None of these feels as deeply 
as he but tht does not mean their experience is invalid. 
The squalor to which the Davenports are reduced renders 
them incapable of thinking about anything. They can 
only accept the sufferings inflicted upon them. Indeed, 
Barton is moved by the way in which the unkindness of 
their fate can transform them into almost a new species 
of barely human wreckage. The Wilsons are also decent
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enough but less introspective than Barton, not driven 
by their own troubles and witnessing those of others to 
a desperate sense of injustice in the way they must live. 
They are the sort of people who do not get involved, but 
the consequences of Barton’s involvement present Mrs 
Gaskell with an artistic dilemma which she finds in­
soluble* Faced with the intransigence of his position, 
influenced by accidental circumstances. Barton realises 
his tragic potential in committing the murder. It is 
here that Mrs Gaskell’s idea that his life could be a 
’’tragic poem” makes sense. But at the very moment that 
he realises this aspect of her conception of the novel 
she feels compelled to withdraw her sympathy from him.
She cannot accept the prospect of writing a novel about 
him any more because she does not want to have a 
murderer for a hero. This matter goes beyond a mere 
question of taste, the belief that her public could not 
accept such a hero. In all likelihood they could not, 
even if they could take the immorality of a Becky Sharp 
at about the same time they were reading this novel. It 
is not because she is a minister’s wife, either, that 
she draws back, for if she had been afraid of creating 
scandal by persevering with it she had the protection 
of anonymity to shield her husband from embarrassment.
It is because of the inconsistencies with which she
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approaches her task. Her recognition that a novel is 
about people and the integrity with which she views 
Bohn Barton's development have endowed him with his 
power. Granted his temper and his circumstances it is 
unavoidable that he should become involved in tragedy.
At the same time she has a simplified view of the 
novelist's mission (or at least of her own in this 
novel) which induces her to believe he is a represent­
ative man, in some way typical of Mancunian operatives. 
She cannot put him forward as a type when he breaks the 
law in this most violent way and so he must be abandoned. 
She cannot reconcile his other representativeness which 
is true of all men, which transcends his particular 
situation in its relevance to human beings, with this 
narrow attempt to enlighten the world about the problems 
of Manchester's poor which is an aspect of the rendering 
of the "typical" that she has had in mind in her original 
purpose.
The novel is thereby forced to take a dramatic change 
in direction. A psychological study of Bohn Barton as a 
result of his guilt for his actions, the implications of 
his changed status as a murderer, the chain of events 
that lead to his death, all of these are irrelevant, or, 
at least, viewed from a changed perspective. The
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resolution of the confusion in which Bern Wilson is 
suspected of being the murderer is part of the events 
that lead to Barton's death, but they are no longer 
seen from his point of view, New characters take 
over and, in particular, Mary Barton, who becomes the 
most important one. The new Mary is an outgrowth of 
the one we meet in the early chapters, but there is a 
considerable change in the interest she excites. She 
is never as completely subordinate as is sometimes 
claimed, although she does not attain overall prominence 
until after the murder of Carson. She is well to the 
fore in most of those chapters where her father does 
not appear or receives only a scant mention. When the 
reasons are investigated they become obvious. It is 
through her associations with them that we meet Bob 
Legh, Alice Wilson and Margaret Bennings, all of whom 
attain considerable importance in the tale. Several 
chapters are devoted to her early meetings with them and 
discussions which bring out their bearing upon certain 
themes, none of which have direct reference to Bohn.
Most notably of all, it is here that she experiences 
her most trying moral conflict, leading to the eventual 
realisation that she had only been infatuated with the 
idea of wealth and social status attached to Harry 
Carson while she really loves Bern, a whole sequence of
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events which will provide an apparent motivation for the 
murder and all that follows therefrom. Her conflicting 
impulses do have considerable interest in their own right. 
From the very opening of the book we are informed of the 
foolish behaviour of Aunt Esther whose beauty Mary has 
inherited and who has put some of her own flighty ideas 
into the child's head. We have strong reason to suspect 
what this has led to and this is confirmed at the end of 
Chapter X when she tries to communicate her fears about 
Carson's interest in Mary to Barton who spurns her and 
is instrumental in her commital to prison for a month as 
a prostitute. She is anxious that Mary should avoid her 
fate, the danger of which seems all the more pressing as 
Carson becomes increasingly importunate and employs 
Sally Lidbetter to coax Mary into accepting a situation 
whose upshot is obvious. We know of course that Mary 
has marriage in mind but there is some tension between 
this wish and the possibility that she might forego it 
in the vain acceptance of what Carson may offer her.
Her avoidance of 3em and her hard thoughts about him 
intensify this. Therefore the scene where Bern makes 
his proposal and is rejected by Mary who has determined 
not to have him is not without its effectiveness. Her 
recognition just as he flees out the door that it is
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him that she loves and no other, her despair that she 
may now have lost him and her momentary hatred of Carson 
as though he were to blame for her action, are moving. 
Indeed the combination of ignorance and wrong-headedness 
that she displays show her to be at least in some sense 
her father's daughter, although the interest in the scene 
never really approaches that generated in his fortunes.
The whole business of her confusion over her true emotions 
which later brings with it the accusation that she has 
been a mere flibbertigibbet is the single most interest­
ing thing about Mary in the whole book. It is further 
significant that her honest, albeit silly, behaviour 
leads later to reproaches, particularly in her friend 
Margaret, that Mary feels their force, and is obliged to 
live them down.
Unhappily, such an interest as this is not aroused 
by Mary elsewhere in the book. She becomes more and more 
of the conventional heroine as the story progresses and 
she falls further under the influence of her friends.
Her chief preoccupation throughout most of its length is 
with the fate of Bern and her efforts to save his life.
The accumulation of evidence against him which she refuses 
to accept despite its circumstantially damaging character, 
the excitement of the scenes at Liverpool as she tries
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desperately to get to Will’s ship and appears almost to 
have lost out after all her efforts,^^and the climax in 
the courtroom, are rendered with great competence. But 
it does not evoke the kind of attention which is demand­
ed by Barton's experiences. The reason is that most of 
these scenes are simply working out the complications 
of the plot. The dominant worry is whether Mary will 
find Will in time and whether his evidence will be 
sufficient to save 3em, We can at no point have any 
real doubt about his innocence because he has been 
rendered at all times as the fine, upstanding hero, 
very worthy of the heroine Mary becomes. There are no 
complexities in his character and it would be in­
conceivable that he could be guilty of such an act, 
whatever the provocation. In any case, doubts would 
be laid to rest by Mary's discovery in Vol. 11^Chapter 
V that her father is the murderer. Her response to 
this discovery is quite representative of Mrs Gaskell's 
writing in this part of the novel.
She felt it was of no use to conjecture his motives.
His actions had become so wild and irregular of late, 
that she could not reason upon them. Besides, was it 
not enough to know that he was guilty of this terrible 
offence. Her love for her father seemed to return with 
painful force, mixed up as it was with horror at his 
crime. That dear father, who was once so kind, so warm-
^^Mrs Gaskell indulges in quite a few dramatic 
moments and cliff-hanger endings here. See, for 
example, the conclusions to Vol. II,Chapters IX 
and X.
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hearted, so ready to help either man or beast in distress, 
to murder! (Vol. II, p. 71)
The range of feelings here is almost schematic. Mary feels 
revolted by her father's act to the extent that she must 
withdraw her love but immediately afterwards it returns 
as it should in any dutiful daughter. She cannot under­
stand his motives but she is able to take heart from the 
fact that her own father's guilt definitely establishes 
her lover's innocence. As a register of the shock of 
finding a beloved parent guilty of so dreadful a crime 
this is, to say the least, perfunctory, and it is because 
Mrs Gaskell shows no great psychological interest in what 
that could mean to Mary, though there is concern that she 
should feel appropriate emotions. This compares 
interestingly with Mary's earlier reaction to the plea 
of the little Italian boy with the white mouse whom she 
meets after she hears about Bem's arrest.
With his soft voice, and pleading looks, he uttered, 
in his pretty broken English, the word
"Hungry! so hungry."
And, as if to aid by gesture the effect of the 
solitary word, he pointed to his mouth, with its white 
quivering lips.
Mary answered him impatiently,
"Oh, lad, hunger is nothing —  nothing!"
And she rapidly passed on. (Vol. II, p. 46)
She thinks better of it immediately afterwards and gives 
him something to eat, but one cannot help thinking that 
Bohn Barton would never have behaved in that way. At his
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most desperate his self—absorption is never concerned 
purely with his own private woes; if anything his acute 
responsiveness to the sufferings of others serves merely 
to deepen his own. But this reaction of Mary’s is only 
a logical extension of the kind of thinking to which 
she has been exposed through Alice, Bob and Margaret.
Alice is always held up for example by the other 
characters as a model of Christian fortitude. And not 
without reason. Her only response to the onset of hard­
ship is unquestioning acceptance of it as God’s will, 
and not only is this not doubted by the other characters: 
it is given approval. Her piety is apparently sufficient 
imprimatur for whatever nonsense she may speak, A 
similar unquestioning acceptance exists in the relation­
ship of Bob and Margaret. It is treated as entirely 
commendable that she should be sewing black mourning for 
hours on end to the ruination of her sight in order that 
he may have sufficient money to purchase scientific 
specimens. She suffers in silence and even quotes old 
Alice to justify carrying on in this manner "’Well, dear, 
you must mind this, when you’re going to Set and be low 
about any thing, "An anxious mind is never a holy mind".’ 
Oh, Mary, I have so often checked my grumbling sin’ she 
said that." (Vol. I, p. 70) The reward for such
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resignation is total blindness. Destitution would no 
doubt follow, since old Bob spends more time indulging 
his hobby than contributing to their support, if it 
were not for her ability to earn money by her singing.
It is hardly necessary to say that the resignation 
itself contributes no good, though good is the intention; 
it is purely fortuitous that she has another means of 
livelihood available to her, Mrs Gaskell acknowledges 
the unmitigated calamity of blindness on the last page 
when with a final touch of sentimentality she allows 
Margaret to regain her sight. Resignation is the key­
note of Bob’s advice to Mary when she tries to enlist 
his aid to prove that Bern is innocent. His constant 
theme as she lays before him such evidence as she is 
prepared to disclose (she does not want to incriminate 
her father) is ’’Don’t build too much on it, my dear." 
(Vol. II, p. 94) It is not only that he does not have 
possession of the full facts that causes him to give 
this counsel. It is his overall attitude of mind.
What Mary tells him should arouse some doubt about the 
convincingness of the circumstantial prosecution case. 
Such doubt might in another be reinforced by his 
knowledge of Bern’s character over a period of years.
Yet his impulse is not the active one that Mary proposes, 
to find the missing witness and clinch the matter one
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way or the other. He has almost no hope of Bem’s innocence 
and bends himself towards preparing her to face the shock 
of his finally being proved a murderer and executed. The 
good nature of his action is not in dispute here. It is
a friendly act to prepare her to bear up if things should
go wrong. It is simply his belief that there really is 
no hope of saving Bem, The logical outcome of his 
position would be to admit that one’s hands were tied,
that one was powerless to influence events, and to sit
back and await the outcome which would certainly be 
bleak for Bem.
A further logical extension of this position is in 
the denouement of the novel. Bem’s continuing at the 
foundry is made untenable by the attitude of his work­
mates who are hostile to him despite the verdict of not 
guilty. Moreover, the economic hardships endured by so 
many people and which have been a major concern of the 
book remain unresolved. If one accepts Bob’s position 
(or Alice’s, for that matter) one has to believe that
there is no way out and that in any case one individual
35
(or small group of them) is not going to be able to have 
any influence on events. Either they put up with things
^^In this connection it is worth noting Bob’s 
lack of enthusiasm for trade unions.
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as they are or they get out. Bern and Mary and later
Will, Margaret and Bob himself opt for the latter 
37
course. The futility of this action is a long way 
from Bohn Barton,
The ending of the novel demonstrates its paradoxes 
and contradictions. Because she cannot fit the 
complexities raised by Barton into her original scheme 
Mrs Gaskell changes its direction a third of the way 
through. Instead of depicting the plight of the poor 
through one man, Bohn Barton, she emphasises the mis­
fortunes of another man, Bem Wilson. In doing so, she 
gives what were originally subordinate characters central 
prominence, Mary is thrown into sharpest relief, shedding 
some of her characteristics as a subsidiary, such as her 
not knowing her own mind about who she really loves as 
she is flattered by Carson’s attentions, to become a fully- 
fledged heroine who dominates the further action of the 
story; yet we feel the effects of her hasty promotion as 
there is no way in which her creator can invest her with 
greater depth for her new role. Her overwhelming thought 
is to save Bem and all she needs to do this are fortitude, 
ingenuity and the blind faith of a lover. Nothing else in
^^Maria Edgeworth was one of the earliest critics of 
this ending in a letter reproduced in Waller which 
comments interestingly on other aspects of the novel 
as well (See pp. 9-12).
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her is tested. Since her position is altered, so is 
that of her friends. They are still secondary but, as 
there is nothing more powerful to stand against rheir 
values (especially those of Alice), these are affirmed 
by default. Hence, Christian principles like brotherly 
love, faith in God, the need for fortitude and 
resignation in the face of hardship, the desire for 
reconciliation, predominate, and seem pedestrian because 
this is the nature of those who hold them. On the other 
hand. Barton is changed into a secondary character who 
has to be fitted into these new values, so at variance 
with what he was initially. There is a notional gesturing 
towards the original conception in the strong man broken 
by guilt. It is only too credible that one who was 
actuated like Barton by the desire to benefit his fellow 
man should suffer terribly for taking a life to achieve 
that goal. But we have instead a new Barton, mouthing 
platitudes with a glibness worthy of old Alice, The man 
who has been unable to find words to communicate and has 
frequently approached blasphemy in what he has said now 
garrulously points out that his whole life is an un­
fortunate mistake which might never have happened if only 
he had adhered to the Gospel, It is at this point that 
we most strongly feel how the novel’s tone has altered.
Its new values are inadequate to solve the complexities
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with which it began and those who hold them seek an 
answer in a new society,
it is somewhat ironic that Mary Barton concludes 
at such a remove from . remedying the lives of the 
operatives but Mrs Gaskell is not simply being evasive. 
Her misconception of the legitimate concerns of a novel 
has led to an alteration in its tone which is beyond 
her control. The success of her work had depended upon 
maintenance of sympathy with her central character. As 
she pointed out, without him, in the first place, there 
could have been no beginning to write. In the writing, 
however, she discovered that the integrity of her 
presentation of Barton conflicted with the simplicity 
of her aims. She could not write a propagandist novel 
through him, but because her sense of the novel depended 
so much on rapport with her central character, she could 
not continue successfully without him. There was thus a 
need to find a substitute in Mary, but this could not be 
done without completely changing the book. As a result, 
the novel lacks unity. The sense of structure with 
which its author began had been so rudimentary that 
she could not so abruptly change its direction without 
doing it violence. It is for this reason even more than 
her simplistic views of the social import of the novel
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that Mary Barton is marred. Provided she had unstintingly 
followed through the consequences of Bohn Barton’s career 
instead of taking up completely new issues, she had some 
chance of sustaining the novel’s power, even if she had 
written rather a different book than she expected. But 
that expectation overwhelmed her and she had not sufficient­
ly thought out the fact that her commitment to a certain 
narrative impetus through Barton would determine the 
shape of the work. The novel fails because its author 
thinks too much about the material to include in it and too 
little about its form.
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RUTH
For her next book Mrs Gaskell chose a subject even
more contentious than Mary Barton, The plight of the
unmarried mother was not only a social issue but raised
moral questions as well. Sexual misbehaviour was felt
to be particularly reprehensible in a woman and was not
to be generally discussed in polite society, at least if
there were ladies present, A woman should be ignorant of
such misdemeanours or act as though she were. This was
such a sensitive area that there were bound to be those
who would feel that it was unmentionable, no matter how
it was treated, and Mrs Gaskell expected some adverse
reaction,^ Ruth was much more widely noticed than her
first novel, on the whole favourably in the journals, but
Mrs Gaskell was unprepared for the virulence with which
she was assailed by some of her opponents. Even those who
2
approved of the book had some reservations and, as was 
typical of her, it was these she felt more strongly than 
their praise. Four reviews she found particularly distress-
As she told Anne Robson [Before 27 Banuary 18533 ,
Letters, No, 148, p, 220, She had previously 
expressed reluctance to publish at all to ? Marianne 
Gaskell [? October 1852J , Letters, No. 135, p,204,
2
Athenaeum, 15 Banuary 1853, 76-8, for instance, though 
it was much more temperate than some reviews. Others 
which were generally complimentary made unfavourable 
comparisons with Mary Barton or detected limitations 
in Ruth.
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3
ing: The Spectator, Literary Gazette, Sharpe’s and Colborn’s.
I don’t know of a newspaper [she writes] which has praised 
it but the Examiner, wh, was bound to for Chapman’s sake —  
and that’s that, and be hanged to it,
In the same letter she reports that at least one London 
library, Bell, "has had to withdraw it from circulation on 
account of ’its being unfit for family reading’," Several 
heads of families burnt the book while others forbade their 
wives or daughters to read it; this was the more mortifying 
because one such disapproving family sat next to the
5
Gaskells at Chapel, Bosephine Butler recorded the "fatally
false" response aroused in certain young men at Oxford;
A moral lapse in a woman was spoken of as an immensely worse 
thing than in a man; there was no comparison to be formed 
between them, A pure woman, it was reiterated, should be 
absolutely ignorant of a certain class of evils in the world, 
albeit those evils bore with murderous cruelty on other 
women. One young man seriously declared that he would not 
allow his own mother to read such a book as that under 
discussion —  a book which seemed to me to have a very g 
wholesome tendency, though dealing with a painful subject.
The result of the controversy was to make the author extremely
7
ill with what she describes as a ’’’Ruth’ fever" and this must
3
Letter to Eliza Fox,f ? Early February] 1853, Letters,
No, 151, p, 223, The four articles referred to were 
as follows: Spectator, 15 Banuary 1853, 61-2; Literary 
Gazette, 22 Banuary 1353, 79-80; Sharpe’s London Magazine, 
2, NS (1853), 125-6; New Monthly Magazine, 97 (1853),197-8,
4
Letters, p, 223,
^Letter to Eliza Fox, Monday, L? Early February] 1653, 
Letters, No, 150, p, 223,
^Bosephine E, Butler: An Autobiographical Memoir, edited 
by George U, and Lucy A, Bohnson (Bristol & London, 1909), 
p , 31,
^Letters, p, 222,
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have lasted several weeks because even as late as March 
23rd, 1853, Catherine Winkworth reported to Emma Shaen 
that
Lily herself has been rather ailing and low-spirited 
lately; she takes to heart very much all the evil that 
is said of "Ruth", and, of course, a great deal said; 
among others at Knutsford,
There is small wonder that Mrs Gaskell should have 
wondered whether she "must be an improper woman without
g
knowing it, I do so manage to shock people"; however.
Miss Winkworth adds
But then she gets the very highest praise from Mr, Scott 
and Bunsen, and from Mr, Maurice and Archdeacon Hare, from 
Hallam and Monckton Milnes, besides many other less 
celebrated names, each testifying moreover to its meeting 
with appreciation among the best of their friends • , ,
Old Lady Stanley sends word, with some truth, "that all 
the men who are worth caring about like it: it is only the 
poor ignorant women who are shocked"; and Bishop Stanley’s 
widow writes that her sons and all the younger men she 
hears speak of it say that "it is one of the most virtue- 
stirring works they have ever read."9
These were not the only expressions of support which
counterbalanced the upset of so much opposition, Kingsley
wrote that -the "painful speeches" to which she had been
subjected on account of her book "raised all my indignation
and disgust" and added that all his acquaintance had "but
one unanimous opinion of the beauty and righteousness of
the book, and that, above all, from real ladies, and really
^Letters, p, 223, 
g
Memorials of Two Sisters: Susanna and Catherine 
Winkworth, edited by their niece, Margaret J,
Shaen (1908), pp, 103-4,
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good w o m e n . R i c h a r d  Cobden "blessed her, as I closed
the book, for her courage and h u m a n i t y , E l i z a b e t h
Barrett Browning, while regretting the necessity that
Ruth should die, could still add that "I love and honour
your books —  especially ’Ruth’ which is noble as well as
beautiful, which contains truths purifying and purely put,
yet treats of a subject scarcely ever boldy treated of
12
except when taken up by unclean hands," Charlotte
Bronte had already postponed the publication of her own
novel at Mrs Gaskell’s instigation so that the two might
not appear together, explaining her ready acquiescence in
these terms: ’’’Villette’ has indeed no right to push itself
before ’Ruth’, There is a goodness, a philanthropic
purpose, a social use in the latter, to which the former
cannot for an instant pretend; nor can it claim precedence
13
on the ground of surpassing power’’. Archdeacon Hare even 
went so far when he "heard that your virtuous friends had 
burnt ’Ruth', fthatj after an exclamation of horror, he 
quieted down with the remark, ’Well, the Bible has been
^^25 Duly 1853, See Charles Kingsley: His Letters and 
Memories of His Life, edited by his wife (1877), 
vol. I, p, 370,
^^"Letters Addressed to Mrs Gaskell by Celebrated
Contemporaries Now in the Possession of the Bohn
Rylands Library", edited by Ross D, Waller,
Bulletin of the Bohn Rvlands library, 19 (1935),
19, Also quoted by Ward, in slightly different 
form,in his Introduction to the Knutsford Edition, 
vol, II, p, xiv,
^^Waller, p, 42,
13Bronte Letters, vol, IV, pp, 34-5.
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burnt, and many other precious books have met with the 
same fate, which yet have done their work**”^^
It is worthwhile in the knowledge that the controversy 
could generate such heat to consider what light it throws 
upon the work at issue. Since many of the objections were 
common to several writers it is probably most efficacious 
to summarise broadly what they were rather than repetitious- 
ly follow them through several periodicals.^^ They come 
under three main headings. The first was simply in terms 
of the mechanics of the book and management of the plot.
It was felt that a girl of Ruth*s age (sixteen years when 
the novel opens) and working for several months in a 
sempstresses establishment could not fail either to learn 
that there were wealthy gentlemen of rakish disposition 
who would happily seduce any unwary poor girl and abandon 
her afterwards without compunction or that it was a serious 
compromise of her good name to be on intimate terms with a 
gentleman not one's husband in public; it was incredible 
that Ruth should not know that her conduct with Mr 
Bellingham was morally wrong long before the rude awakening 
at Mrs Morgan's inn given by the child who hit her because 
14
Quoted in Ward, Knutsford edition, vol. II, p. xiv.
^^The journals from which this has been drawn, along 
with the arguments in favour of the novel that follow, 
are listed in the Bibliography.
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she was a "bad” woman about to kiss his sister, and that 
all she could feel up to this time was a vague sense of 
unease, Mr Benson as a Dissenting minister could not 
have been party to the lie that leads to Ruth's undoing 
two thirds of the way through the book, although it was 
generally conceded that the nature of the sufferings 
caused by it vindicated Mrs Gaskell from the indefensible 
course of upholding this action. Leonard's reaction when 
he is told of his mother's past was also felt by some to 
be unreal from a child of his age who could not be expected 
to understand such matters, especially as he is not shown 
as being incommoded by the jeers or buffets of the populace 
of Eccleston; one writer, though, found that " ii^ he effect 
produced upon Leonard by the knowledge of his mother's 
disgrace is powerfully drawn; we feel an intense sorrow for 
the poor c h i l d . A  few objections were also made to the 
love affair of Jemima and Mr Farquhar as being irrelevant 
to the main story and making the novel overlong.
The second group of criticisms was closely related to 
these, indeed overlaps with them; it concerned the artistic 
flaws in the novel. Ruth's portrait was said to be 
idealized, against what is found in everyday life; Mrs 
Gaskell had been self-defeating in introducing so many 
extenuating circumstances* In the same vein, it was claimed
^^Prospective Review. 9 (1853), 239,
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that there could be no strength of temptation in such 
a one as Mr Bellingham who was too crudely a weak- 
kneed sensualist. The Literary Gazette, much to Mrs 
Gaskell's chagrin, condemned it more roundly as 
"insufferably dull. The story is meagre, improbable, 
and uninteresting, and the style laboured and artificial." 
It led to "sentimentality" rather than " s e n t i m e n t " . T o  
The Spectator problems arose because too much was "derived
from cogitation rather than from life", so that the effect
 ^ 18 
was abstract.
The last criticisms, and those which were probably
most hurtful to the author, were those on moral grounds.
They came from many quarters but could be epitomised for
sheer spiteful relish by the article that appeared in
Sharpe * s. It begins by professing puzzlement as to the
author's intentions and states that if they are to excite
sympathy for those who have fallen "she has failed, because
her portrait is untrue to the daily experience of actual
life; she rubs against the reader's moral sense of truth,
and Ruth, in her childlike purity and innocence, is not a
19
veritable type of her class," With mounting sarcasm the
reviewer gives an outline of the story and especially
*^^ p, 79 and p. 80.
18
p. 61.
125.
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attacks Mrs Gaskell's "strong propensity to look on the
20
wrong side of what are termed 'respectable persons'"
as represented by Mr Bradshaw and, apparently, the class
of gentlemen in the shape of Mr Bellingham. The parting
shafts are fired on behalf of the most sacred inner
sanctum of the stereotype of Victorian morality:
We would open every door to the penitent woman —  we 
would, as we have said, woo her back to virtue; we 
would soothe her, and employ her, but we would not 
place her as a teacher in a family —  there is some­
thing revolting in such a communion between the maiden 
girl and the spotted woman . . .  [Of Bradshaw’s reaction] 
We ask any father of a family, would he not have done 
the same thing? What could any honest man feel but 
disgust at such an imposition? • • • but we protest 
against such a book being received into families, it 
would be the certain uprooting of the very innocence 
which is so frequently dwelt upon by the author with 
pleasure and delight.21
The basic case for the book can be more briefly given 
because it is of a piece with that made by Mrs Gaskell's 
correspondents quoted above and is in many ways the 
antithesis of the attacks upon her. Though most found 
Benson's action hard to swallow, some could praise the 
credibility of Ruth's personal innocence or, as seen, be 
moved by Leonard's reaction to the discovery of his 
mother's guilt. The Spectator, otherwise captious, 
singled out Mr Bradshaw as the greatest achievement of 
the book, and while it thought Sally was "rather a bore" 
°^p. 126.
125.
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it was unique in this for she was the one character most 
commonly held up as a triumph of the author's invention. 
Praise was given to Mrs Gaskell's powers of description 
of nature, sense of locality and her handling of the 
concluding scenes. The major claims made in the novel's 
favour were on behalf of its simplicity, holy pathos, 
unobtrusive moral elements and, above all, its truth.
On this occasion, like the last, the verisimilitude of 
the writer in dealing with her material is appealed to 
in the last resort to vindicate her practice. The tone 
adopted is usually one of glowing admiration for the 
courage with which she illuminates the position of women 
with misfortunes similar to Ruth's.
Despite the familiar appeal to "truth" as arbiter, 
already encountered in relation to Mary Barton, what is 
involved in it is much less clear-cut than it was there. 
The charges made against Ruth that it is idealized and 
that the plot is mishandled are much more weighty than 
attacks on the earlier occasion. Since they touch upon 
structure and characterisation it is not enough to affirm 
in rebuttal that the book is true. What that means in 
literary terms roust be argued fully. The moral objections 
bring up ethical principles which are a somewhat different 
province, but these too are not disposed of by the kind of 
defence made for the book. The two points of view on the
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novel never come together in meaningful exchange. The
reason is that at. no stage does anyone stop to ask what
Mrs Gaskell's purpose is in this novel. Only Sharpe's
raises any question that it could be far from obvious,
but this is rather in the sarcastic spirit of finding
yet another means of attacking the unfortunate author
than in the making of a genuine enquiry, Ruth, so it
is alleged, is a simple moral fable ("a tract combined
22
with a picture-book", according to Lady Ritchie ) 
which has two central tendencies: to make out a case 
for a class of females which was very badly treated by 
contemporary society, to assert that they were not 
always fully responsible for their plight and that 
society was disproportionately hard on them and easy 
on their seducers, to plead that those who had made 
sincere repentance and done penance for their conduct 
should be received back into its ranks by society; the 
second tendency was to point out that a lie is never 
justified, even in the hope that good may come out of it, 
and that we must always have the moral strength to face 
the consequences of our actions, whatever they may be, 
and especially if we wish to promote the welfare of 
others. These assumptions underlie the thinking of each 
reviewer. He believes he knows what Mrs Gaskell is
^^Blackstick Papers (1908), p, 223,
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getting at; however, he has a few objections as to how 
she goes about itê Ruth is a book with a clear social 
intent to change men's minds and reform the community. 
What is revealing is that, though sociological matters 
are raised, the reviewers cannot fully discuss the 
novel in these terms.
Mrs Gaskell has not left a record of the stages of
composition of Ruth. Undoubtedly her work in Manchester
among fallen women had given her a considerable insight
23
into their condition. She must also have known that by 
no means all of them were seduced innocents, deprived of 
their virtue before they could realise what that would 
mean. Some took to prostitution because of frightful 
poverty; some were abandoned by lovers to whom they had 
yielded on promise of marriage; some may even have been 
unfortunate enough to have their lovers die before they 
had a chance to marry them. Myriad possibilities present 
themselves, but absolute ignorance of all aspects of sex, 
such as Ruth's, would seem to be the greatest conceivable 
rarity, if it ever existed at all. Some indication of the 
23Two letters to Dickens written three years before 
and dealing with a young sempstress, also sixteen 
years old, are interesting in connection with Ruth.
See Janry 8. /]l850j , Letters, No. 61, pp. 98-100;
Oany 12th [1850] , Letters, No. 62, p. 100.
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author's feelings about the novel is given in her 
correspondence after publication while the controversy 
was at its peak. She writes to Anne Robson in late 
January 1853;
In short the only comparison I can find for myself is 
to St Sebastian tied to a tree to be shot at with 
arrows; but I knew it before so it comes upon me as 
no surprize, —  as what must be endured with as much 
quiet seeming, & as little inward pain as I can. Of 
course it is a prohibited book in this, as in many 
other households; not a book for young people, unless 
read with someone older (l mean to read it with MA 
some quiet time or other;) but I have spoken out my 
mind in the best way I can, and I have no doubt that 
what was meant so earnestly must do some good, though 
perhaps not all the good, or not the very good I meant.
I am in a quiver of pain about it. I can't tell you 
how much I need strength. I could have put out much 
more power, but that I wanted to keep it quiet in tone, 
lest by the slightest exaggeration, or over-strained 
sentiment I might weaken the force of what I had to
say.24
Her tone is evidently coloured by the upset caused by 
the attacks upon her. Hence, she explicitly sees her­
self as a martyr and also feels she must justify herself 
from the accusation of corrupting youth. She does not 
prohibit her daughters' reading the book because she 
inconsistently thinks it may have a bad effect on them. 
She simply recognises that the issues involved are 
delicate and serious and the young person exposed to 
them will need adult guidance as an aid to understanding. 
Nevertheless, there is some self-doubt here, possibly 
induced by the violence of the reaction, but possibly
^^Letters, No. 148, pp. 220-1.
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also the result of an already existing uncertainty about 
what she could achieve in this novel. She believes she 
has spoken very plainly and that that in itself must be 
valuable. At the same time she is aware of the need for 
control if her utterance is to be understood. Otherwise, 
it will not do the "good" that is intended. It is at 
this point that the greatest ambiguities emerge. We 
must ask in what way the novel is intended to do good.
Is it meant to be morally uplifting, teaching a lesson 
which will change people's behaviour for the better?
Will it afford more personal insight by dramatizing 
some of the potential of human behaviour? Will it do 
good for the reader or the fallen woman? There is no 
way of determining from this or any other extract from 
Mrs Gaskell's letters at the time how far she has 
confronted these issues and attempted to sort them out 
in her own mind. We know that the character of John 
Barton arises from the close observation of a social 
situation, though he quickly transcends these facts 
and so poses problems for his creator, Ruth's connect­
ion with this kind of situation is less clear. Her 
conduct would meet with hostility anywhere so that her 
sufferings arise from a general attitude in society as 
a whole.
In common with John Barton, Ruth embodies a good deal
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of the reader's response to the novel in which she appears. 
In her case, however, that interest is sustained through­
out the book and does not alter in kind at any stage. She 
is both heroine and central character and this dual 
function is never in doubt. As she had tried to do in 
her first novel, Mrs Gaskell makes one character focus 
the work's concerns and so Ruth is essential to its final 
structure. For this reason discussion of the book has 
dwelt upon what we make of her. For this reason, too, 
what we feel about the seduction, and in particular 
Ruth's role in it, is fundamental to our reading of the 
novel and our conception of Mrs Gaskell's purpose in it.
The seduction occurs because of the unfortunate combination 
of Ruth's circumstances and her innocence. The girl whom 
we first meet is all alone in the world, her parents having 
recently died and her guardian not being overly interested 
in her; her employer, Mrs Mason, is too preoccupied with 
her own affairs to spare much time for one such as Ruth, 
except as she reflects credit on her establishment, Ruth 
is entirely ignorant of the world by virtue of her back­
ground and is candid, open, trusting, accepting. Thus the 
objection that her social situation is such that it is 
impossible to believe in the ignorance which allows her to 
be entrapped by Mr Bellingham is not a very telling one.
Her innocence is not only a product of how she is placed
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but of her very nature. She accepts everything that she 
is told by others at face value. Thus she is surprised 
and discomforted when she is chosen by Mrs Mason to be 
one of the four girls to accompany her to the annual 
hunt-ball, Mrs Mason has promised this as a reward for 
diligence, yet Ruth feels she has not been as painstaking 
as her friend Jenny who has not been chosen and offends 
Mrs Mason by telling her so. She does not realise that 
Mrs Mason's professions have nothing to do with it and 
that she was chosen because she is beautiful, not for 
any moral quality, although Jenny and most of the others 
know the real reason. She even offends some of her 
associates when she acknowledges "YesJ I know I am pretty" 
when someone tells her that she is "prettier than any of 
them", (Uol, I, p, 24) She is utterly without guile in 
the most elementary of everyday affairs. She is also 
ultra-sensitive to others and desires, to make a good 
impression; She is markedly upset when Mrs Mason in one 
of her frequent fits of pique unjustly accuses her of 
shirking her duties; it is notable that she feels no 
anger or resentment such as, for example, Jemima Bradshaw 
might have done in a similar position. She overestimates 
the importance of Mr Bellingham's unthinking good deed in 
saving the boy from drowning. Anyone, at least at first, 
might have made the mistake of crediting him with more
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concern for the boy's welfare than his selfish nature is 
capable of and might also not have realised that the 
whole incident merely provides Bellingham with an excuse 
for continuing to see her; only Ruth would go further 
and imagine he is reproaching her for neglect of duty 
when her circumstances prevent her visiting the boy as 
she had promised, and go on to glamorize his exploit as 
risking his life (when the act had only involved his 
stooping from his horse in the stream) to render the 
imaginary reproaches more forceful. It is not enough 
for her that she should obey her own conscience in her 
conduct. She must not only do her duty as she sees it 
but it must be acknowledged by others that she is doing 
so. Because no one has told her that it is wrong to go 
on seeing Mr Bellingham and because she values his regard 
(as well as because she is unconsciously attracted to him) 
she continues to go along with him until she is cursorily 
dismissed by Mrs Mason, She has a vague sense of wrong 
but this is easily suppressed because she has no one to 
articulate it for her. She is a totally unreflective, 
unaware person. For her to become conscious of the 
difficult position in which she is placing herself would 
require an effort of mind of which she is incapable. She 
would also have to make a decision and throughout the book 
this is constitutionally beyond her.
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Considerations such as these dispose of the criticism 
that Bellingham is so shallow that it is impossible that 
Ruth could have any regard for him. In fact their 
relationship has little to do with his personal qualities 
for Ruth has no idea what they are until much later when 
they have been demonstrated for her by her own experience 
and by the explicitness of others. She is most governed 
by his position in society as a gentleman and by his 
ability to command; it is but natural in one such as Ruth 
that she should obey, and her dismissal by Mrs Mason, 
which leaves her no one else to turn to, makes it the 
more easy that she should accept his protection. It is 
here that the novel becomes perplexing. Chapter IV closes 
with Ruth entering Mr Bellingham's carriage, asking him to 
take her to her friends at Milham Grange with whom she has 
a tenuous link but who are the only persons she can think 
of to help her out in this difficulty. They drive to 
London, Chapter V opens six months later in North Wales 
when their ensuing relationship is all but over. We are 
denied even a glimpse of their physical intimacy. We have 
seen that Ruth's reasons for consenting to go with 
Bellingham are but dimly sexual. She is capable of 
exerting strong physical attractions which are even acknow­
ledged by her own sex but she has not recognised these 
powers, Bellingham's motives are totally sensual as we
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have been assured by his first meeting with Ruth at the 
ball and in their subsequent encounters. We are never 
told how these two different natures react to one 
another in sexual intercourse, nor can we infer from 
hints subsequently what their first physical encounter 
is like or what holds them together in the six months 
afterwards. We do not know whether Bellingham first 
gets her into bed by some ruse, through threats or by 
making her aware of her helplessness. In fact, none 
of these fits very well with Ruth's continuing love for 
him in North Wales, What we are asked to believe is 
that she has never thought about her relationship with 
him during that time at all. Having such a pliable 
nature which will submit to authority rather than 
questioning it, she simply submits in this. Dickens, 
the reviewer in The Literary Gazette and some other 
readers drew attention to a feature which is interest­
ing in this connection, Dickens wrote to Mrs Gaskell;
She would never —  I am ready to make affidavit before 
any authority in the land —  have called her seducer 
"Sir", when they were living at that hotel in Wales, A 
girl pretending to be what she really was would have 
done it, but she —  neverî2S
Mrs Gaskell took notice, for all such references were 
omitted in the second edition of 1855, and have been in
^^3 May 1853, Dickens Letters, vol. II, pp.459-60, 
See also Literary Gazette, 22 January 1853, 79.
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subsequent reprints. But nothing else was changed. The 
tone of their relationship remains as it was before 
Bellingham induced her to go with him. Her actions are 
totally dependent on his whims, her moods affected by 
his; she still does all she can to please him, while any 
of her feelings are mainly a source of annoyance to him.
Her first inkling of her real position only occurs when 
she is struck by the little boy and called a bad woman.
It has not arisen for her previously and she responds in 
passive silence;
The tears fell quickly down Ruth's cheeks, but she 
did not speak. She could not put into words the sense 
she was just beginning to entertain of the estimation 
in which she was henceforth to be held. She thought he 
IBellinghamJ would be as much grieved as she was at what 
had taken place that morning; she fancied she should sink 
in his opinion if she told him how others regarded her; 
besides, it seemed ungenerous to dilate upon the suffer­
ing of which he was the cause, (Vol. 1, pp,147-8)
Not only does she begin to suffer when she realises the
good opinion of others is withdrawn. She imagines that
her new status will be equally a revelation to Bellingham
who will think the worse of her also; it does not occur to
her that if anything has been done wrong then the guilt is
shared.
It is with this question of guilt that the novelist's 
greatest problem arises. We are to believe that Ruth is 
so ignorant and naive that she does not know the difference 
between right and wrong. She only learns it when her
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society gives her a new identity, the stereotype of the 
"fallen woman" which she adopts without question. This 
is an extremely onerous burden. For Mrs Bellingham, 
blinded by love of her son, she is a temptress who has 
cunningly brought him to evil. Mr Benson may be more 
charitably disposed and charmed by her extreme youth, 
but he knows as well as anyone what it means to have 
this identity —  it is to be a pariah, quite beyond the 
pale. Initially both his sister and Sally want nothing 
to do with her because of it. She offends their sense 
of respectability and, moreover, they know she will have 
the same effect on everyone else, Mr Bradshaw's are the 
standards they have in mind here and there can be no 
doubt of how he would feel (as indeed proves to be the 
case), Mr Bradshaw becomes very powerfully the arbiter 
of society's attitude to Ruth once it has given her this 
identity. This is a very one-sided view that apportions 
her all the responsibility, whereas Bellingham can escape 
freely. The kindness of the Benson household enables 
them to see the pathos of Ruth's undefended situation and 
modify their initial harsh view. Consequently a false 
duality arises, Mrs Gaskell seems to be claiming that 
Ruth was not guilty at all, that it was all because of 
Bellingham's conniving (though she does not face the 
significance of such moral stupidity squarely); on the 
other hand, even those who befriend her believe that she
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has something to expiate and the rest of the novel is 
devoted to that expiation as she attempts to prove 
worthy of readmission to society, but, indeed, naver 
quite makes it. This produces tensions in the novel 
that it is impossible to resolve.
In trying to determine why this occurs it is
tempting to fall back on claims that the Victorian
novel is generally reticent on matters relating to sex.
It could be suggested that a Lawrentian bedroom scene
is beyond the powers of a Victorian novelist, and it
might be added that as Mrs Gaskell is the first novelist
to make a fallen woman her heroine she encounters these
26
difficulties more forcefully than other writers. Even 
admitting this, we must stress that the question of 
Ruth's sexuality merits some discussion; it gets no 
comment at all. Further, the problems of human sexuality 
are raised in the writings of Mrs Gaskell's contemporaries 
with more frankness than this. She was well aware of what 
had been achieved in Jane Eyre and had been moved by its 
passionate heroine. Moreover, the theme of seduction had
Somewhat tentatively. Hazel Mews suggests that Mrs 
Gaskell's limitations in this book are "character­
istic of the author's age rather than , , , purely 
personal and artistic." See her Frail Vessels;
Woman's Role in Women's Novels from Fanny Burney 
to George Eliot (1959), p,86.
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been handled fairly recently by two of her contemporaries,
David Copperfield appeared from 1849-50 and the seduction
and abandonment of Little Em’ly by Steerforth presents
some interesting parallels. Steerforth is handsome and
unprincipled with a mother for whom he can do no wrong
and whose wrath is reserved for his unfortunate victim.
Although Em'ly has a family and suitor to care for her
she is not socially superior to Ruth, Without describing
the sexual act, Dickens makes very clear the stages of her
infatuation and disillusionment; she writes letters
expressing her love for Steerforth and her knowledge that
what she is doing is so wrong that it will forever remove
her from her friends; we learn how she is ill-treated by
Steerforth on the continent, how she grows to dislike him
but is in a hopeless predicament which could end in a
brothel or suicide but for the intervention of Mr
Peggotty, The whole incident is only a small part of
David Copperfield and Dickens cannot accept the idea of
Em'ly either marrying Ham or being taken back into
society; hence, he sends her out to Australia with her
family to be rehabilitated. It is because Dickens can
be more explicit about the actual love affair and Mrs
Gaskell makes it the centre of her attention that we have
a right to expect a less reticent treatment on her part, 
Hester Prynne in The Scarlet Letter of 1850 is rather a
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different case in that she shares equal guilt with 
Dimmesdale, willingly taking on the whole punishment 
for their act alone while refusing to disclose his 
identity to the Puritans. Her attachment to Pearl 
parallels Ruth's for Leonard but the idea of her 
child's part in her expiation makes more sense in that 
we know from the beginning the extent of her guilt and 
hence what is being atoned for, Hester is aware of 
the harsh consequences of her actions in that community 
but only sets them at defiance. Six years after Ruth, 
George Eliot deals with the theme of seduction in Adam 
Bede, Hetty Sorrel is as attractive as Ruth, so much so 
that she proves irresistible to Donnithorne who is not 
a mere rake by nature, Hetty's vanity in her appearance 
compounds the illusions that her lover will marry her 
and brings about her tragedy, but again we know the 
varying degrees of responsibility for what happens shared 
by the major characters. The authors of all these books 
give us guidelines for assessing these relationships which 
Mrs Gaskell denies us and for her, if anything, they are 
even more important for the cohesiveness of her novel,
Mrs Gaskell gets into difficulties not because of the 
inherent delicacies of her material but because of what 
she tries to do with it. She is aware of the conventions 
governing women's behaviour which she was to offend in
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writing this book and she feels that they are unjust* It 
is wrong that there should be one law for women who become 
outcasts for one act of folly while men are allowed the 
luxury of sowing their wild oats. It is horrifying that 
some women's lives should be ruined by their having 
imposed upon them the stereotype of the "bad woman". This 
is a cruel denial of experience and she sets out to 
demonstrate this to her readers. Her intention is thus 
partly polemical but in a different way from Mary Barton, 
Ruth is not meant to reveal observable facts which could 
be remedied by economic action once they are understood.
It is to expose the inconsistencies and inhumanity of a 
whole set of social attitudes with the idea of redress 
through a change in men's minds. But the belief that 
there is some desirable action that she can induce 
through her writing damages the novel. Her desire to 
do "good", is, as we have seen, vague, and this is a 
great deal of the trouble, for she has not reconciled 
the artist's need to articulate experience with the 
social worker's desire to do something about it. 
Consequently, she is inconsistent in her writing of the 
novel in ways that have most bearing on its form. She 
begins by being very careful about tone. Because she 
is aware of making out a case in this matter she becomes 
conscious of not wanting to be condemned for being too
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polemical* Hence, the tone is to be deliberately muted 
with no bold strokes in the action which could arouse 
objections. The most stormy scenes in the novel are 
those which involve Mr Bradshaw’s righteous indignation, 
Ruth is never allowed to express powerful feelings as 
this might create problems with acceptance of her as a 
sympathetic character. That this contributes to weaken­
ing the book can be seen in the fact that Ruth, while 
the central character, can never embody strong feelings 
of the author. Consequently, Mrs Gaskell’s own feelings 
tend to be left out altogether. The novel becomes 
excessively reticent most of the time but most important­
ly at the hiatus between Chapters IV and V, Equally 
damaging is that being so intent upon doing "good" 
prevents Mrs Gaskell from thinking through the character 
of Ruth, To make the point that fallen women should not 
be condemned out of hand she feels obliged to make it 
impossible to attack her at all. Thus to combat the 
conventional stereotype she creates a new stereotype of 
her own. While Bellingham is depicted as an unprincipled 
and heartless seducer, Ruth is endowed with almost every 
virtue: she is innocent, humble, thoughtful, pious, 
Christian, gently submissive, self-effacing, beautiful.
She has all of the attributes with which Victorian 
writers could endow their heroines when they were general­
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ising about "Woman" in the abstract, except the usually
77
essential one: virginity (at least after Chapter IV).
In her revulsion against her action, in her insisting on 
pious self-sacrifice throughout the book, there is 
nothing of the sensual female. Her fall occurs because 
of her involvement with something she does not understand 
or know anything about with the result she is never 
sharply individualised when there is a desperate need 
for the novelist to inform us of the particularity of 
this one woman's situation, Ruth becomes a strikingly 
passive character never capable of a positive effort to 
be mistress of her fate. She has no ideas or attitudes 
of her own. All are a response to the society in which 
she lives and to those with whom she comes in contact,
Mrs Gaskell is unable to control the development of 
the novel through Ruth, The character can only be acted 
upon so that the initiative determining what happens to 
her shifts to others, first the Bensons and then Mr 
Bradshaw, Thus it is that when the gravity of her
27Patricia Thomson discusses the ways in which 
some main novelists of the day treated women 
as candidates for matrimony in The Victorian 
Heroine: A Changing Ideal 1837-1873 (1955), 
pp, 90-114, She makes mention of the unusualness 
of Ruth as an unmarried mother being a heroine on 
p, 132,
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position becomes apparent to her Ruth is defeatist, 
attempting to destroy herself to avoid the problem of 
social disapproval. As things are, the only alternatives 
that she can see in society are the female penitentiaries 
which Mrs Bellingham suggests she consider entering to 
expiate her sin or the degradation of a life of 
prostitution. All of these disastrous choices are 
avoided by the intervention of Mr Benson who persuades 
her to conceal the illegitimacy of her coming baby 
behind an assumed widowhood and try to continue in her 
society as though nothing had happened. In this way 
respectability can be retained untarnished. It is 
because she accepts this that Ruth’s next great un­
happiness is to arise, but as with the first case she 
does not bear much of the blame. Because she only has 
Benson to turn to and he comes up with this suggestion 
he must bear the major responsibility, Ruth simply 
acquiesces, Benson has urged this course in deference 
to the power of those forces of respectability which 
Ruth has offended and he is too timorous to meet head 
on. As he knows, it is no light matter to take on Mr 
Bradshaw but it is obvious Mrs Gaskell disapproves of 
his decision because it is equally impossible to live a 
lie. One wrong action has been compounded by another:
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Ah, tempter! unconscious tempter! Here was a way of 
evading the trials for the poor little unborn child, of 
which Mr, Benson had never thought. It was the decision —  
the pivot, on which the fate of years moved; and he 
turned it the wrong way. But it was not for his own sake. 
For himself, he was brave enough to tell the truth; for 
the little helpless baby, about to enter a cruel, biting 
world, he was tempted to evade the difficulty, (Vol. 1, 
pp, 248-9)
The result is to put the emphasis of the book on this second
sin rather than the original one. For the sake of her child
Ruth is put in a false position in which she lives in terror
of being found out by neighbours who will point an accusing
finger at both of them and by Leonard who may withdraw his
love from her for having visited on him the consequences
of her sin. As time goes by the burden of the falsehood
becomes worse. She is grateful to the Bensons for their
sacrifices on her behalf and careful not to compromise
their position in any way. To express her gratitude, she
unassumingly takes on daily tasks around their home and
she is worried about being a financial burden to them.
Thus she is induced to become a governess to the
patronising Mr Bradshaw's children. She is also
desirous of not offending Mr Benson's leading parishoner.
The position Ruth accepts in Eccleston is that of an
exceptionally pious widow; no ordinary degree of piety
will do and it is because of her modest, Christian ways
that Mr Bradshaw wishes her to take charge of his girls.
With her inbuilt desire to please and inability to have
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a will of her own in anything that counts it is not 
difficult for Ruth to fulfil her roles with spectacular 
success. Yet with this goes an exceptional humility, 
reinforced by the attitudes of those who are in her 
secret. She acts as though she is somehow inferior 
to the rest of the population of Eccleston, She is 
allowed to be a devoted mother. Indeed, this is felt 
to be morally beneficial, but she cannot be admitted 
to full communion with her fellows. For her to 
contemplate marriage is out of the question; the 
jealous Jemima is watchful of her conduct towards Mr 
Farquhar, who has apparently amorous intentions towards 
her, ready to expose her should she give the least 
encouragement, when Jemima herself accidentally becomes 
aware of the true situation, Ruth can be more holy than 
the saints in all but one respect, but that makes all 
the difference. During this period Ruth’s innate good­
ness is given full scope. She repays the Bensons’ faith 
in her in full, establishing herself as a useful, decent 
citizen. This makes the more significant her behaviour 
after the cataclysm of exposure. She endures the abuse 
of Mr Bradshaw, his attempts to influence her friends 
against her till he learns that they too are implicated 
in the deception, an eruption of general ill-will which 
denies her the means of a livelihood and forces her back
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onto the charity of the Bensons, and, to her worst of all, 
her son has to share her ignominy and resent her actions 
while suffering on her account. She bears it all with 
her customary unresentful meekness:
That silence as to inward suffering was only one part of 
her peculiar and exquisite sweetness of nature; part of 
the patience with which she "accepted her penance". Her 
true instincts told her that it was not right to disturb 
others with many expressions of her remorse; that the 
holiest repentance consisted in a quiet and daily 
sacrifice. (Vol. Ill, pp. 123-4)
Hard as her lot is she is able to accept it because she 
believes it is just and this conviction is shared by her 
friends as well as her enemies. When he is confronted by 
the irate Mr Bradshaw, Benson has no defence against his 
bitter reflections on his intentions and his integrity, 
for however good the former may be he cannot but feel the 
latter is seriously impugned. He accepts that Bradshaw 
has every right to castigate him for being put upon and 
Mrs Gaskell appears to go along with his sentiments when 
she describes Bradshaw "with a face glowing purple as he 
thought of his wrongs (and real wrongs they were)." (Vol. 
Ill, p. 85) Miss Benson tries to salvage something from 
the wreck but is checked by her brother:
"Poor Ruthi" said Miss Benson. "But at any rate our 
telling a lie has been the saving of her. There is no 
fear of her going wrong now."
"God’s omnipotence did not need our sin." (Vol. Ill, 
pp. 113-14)
This is an indication of the confusion into which the
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novelist has been led by the introduction of the Bensons 
and the decision they have taken about Ruth# If in the 
first place they could have believed that there was some 
bad in her character that might lead to the undoing of 
the good because of her misfortunes, their experience of 
living with her should have convinced them that this was 
not so. There has been no moral change in her; she began 
pious, with an awareness of having done wrong, and that 
wrong must be seen as a temporary aberration. In what 
sense, then, has she been saved? She has been stopped 
from suicide by Mr Benson but that was effected before 
the lie was thought of. She has not been saved from 
ignominy because that is now affecting her and her 
friends. Both the Bensons appear to believe that her 
sin itself, committed in such circumstances, has needed 
atonement which she has had a chance to render. Ruth, 
as is usual with her, goes along with them. If, then, 
she has done penance and had a chance to prove herself 
to others we must wonder why she must be made to suffer 
for a sin which should now merit forgiveness. Benson is 
incapable of defending her from this point of view 
because of his consciousness of having personally wronged 
Bradshaw by allowing him to receive Ruth under false 
pretences. Thus he is made to pay along with Ruth for 
his part in the deception. Confusion enters in that the
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moral implications of the lie become entangled with the 
consequences of the original sin. Ruth is made to pay 
for both together, bearing the brunt without a sense of 
injustice for a sin for which she has no guilt. It is 
fully evident here how imperfectly Mrs Gaskell has 
confronted what is meant by conventional attitudes to 
fallen women. That the problem has always been with 
the heroine is reiterated in the treatment of Leonard. 
The lie was originally told to prevent his enduring 
unmerited sufferings, yet we never see any evidence of 
his being unjustly treated. He gives his mother pain, 
but the reverse is not true. The telling of the lie has 
obscured the true moral issue of the plight of this one 
peccant woman.
The problem is further obscured in the final phases 
of the novel where we see how Ruth has been ennobled by 
her experience which is rather different from consider­
ing how she should have been dealt with in the first 
place. Having been saved she must be seen to be saved 
and the rest of the book is devoted to the working out 
of this necessity. Because she is held so lightly in 
the eyes of her fellowmen, and consequently in her own 
eyes, it is a simple matter for Ruth to make the self- 
sacrifice of becoming a nurse to the sick in time of 
pestilence. On her own account the danger need not
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matter (though she is concerned about herself for Leonard), 
She is the only one prepared to enter the sick wards in 
which large numbers are dying of typhus. In this way she 
can demonstrate to others by selflessly nursing them back 
to health that she is not the loathsome creature they 
thought. We know that this result has been achieved when 
Leonard overhears a group of poor people near the hospital 
singing her praises and all but offering her canonisation: 
"She will be in the light of God’s countenance when you and 
I will be standing afar off" (Vol.Ill, p. 251), and he 
proudly admits to them that she is his mother. This
compares with the scenes at the inn earlier in the book
where Ruth was made to feel the disapproval of others. Mrs
Gaskell is led to the untenable affirmation that what
matters most with regard to one's actions is what other 
people make of them. Ruth is now in a position to offer 
the supreme self-sacrifice. Since she has once been 
seduced and yet is now to be universally acknowledged as 
a saint her position on earth is a difficult one. This 
should enable her to be accepted back on equal terms with 
all the rights and privileges of a full member of society, 
but that is to ask too much. Instead she nurses the 
gravely ill Bellingham whom no one else will look after 
and, in saving him, catches the infection and dies herself. 
After this it is not hard for Bradshaw to be reconciled
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with Benson and Leonard as all join to celebrate the demise 
of one who in life had been misjudged. It is the final 
touch of sentimentality. In order to meet the prejudices 
of a Bradshaw Ruth has to become too holy to live and so 
the issue of his being asked to accept her in life is 
evaded.
Despite her forced atonement, it can be seen that 
Ruth can always retain the sympathy of her creator. 
Throughout all of the shifts in Ruth's career this is 
never in doubt, unlike the case of Bohn Barton. But 
this sympathy is achieved at the expense of the 
imaginative coherence of the novel. It is as though 
she has tried to embody the emotional power of Barton 
in his daughter Mary. She would not run the risk of 
wrecking the structure of her novel again by concentrat­
ing on the affairs of a character about whom her feelings 
would be divided. But Ruth is so debilitated that she 
cannot enable Mrs Gaskell to respond directly to the 
situation she is imagining. The novel does not suffer 
in unity from the change of direction conspicuous in 
Mary Barton; it has a far worse structural deficiency 
of having no identifiable direction at all. Insofar as 
Ruth does have anything meaningful to say, it does so 
through Mr Bradshaw who, while he does not have all her 
sympathy, has some. It is because there is so much that
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is distasteful in him while yet Mrs Gaskell must do him 
justice that she can explore some of the repercussions 
of Victorian conventionality, and not just as it relates 
to fallen women. In him we see the wider importance of 
an inflexible, unimaginative approach to the world.
Mr Bradshaw is made to be so representative of his 
society's ethic, of its assumptions and professions, 
that his fate and the sufferings of his family are of 
no less importance than Ruth's, As an embodiment of 
mid-Victorian bourgeois society his qualities are the 
obverse of hers. He is positive, insistent, dogmatic 
in everything. He is self-righteous, ostentatiously 
Christian, very successful in his business affairs and 
fully cognisant of his rights as a rising capitalist, 
the leading member of his congregation aid the head of 
his family. If Ruth exists as a slave of duty in her 
excessive propensity to yield to the demands of others, 
Bradshaw spells out arrogantly the duties to be expected 
of such a one as she. Hence from the first he is fond 
of patronising her as he already does the Bensons and 
although she at first questions being treated in this 
way she soon succumbs when the Bensons point out to her 
that it is the right thing to do. He enjoys the sense 
of power afforded him by his acknowledged social
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position, and is almost irrationally furious whenever he 
is questioned. He rules his family with a rod of iron 
and will accept no interference from anyone. His wife 
becomes no more than his deputy who must reflect his 
wishes in everything and become the head of a spy net­
work to report anything of significance that happens in 
the family during his absence; as she tells Benson when 
she comes to plead for her son, she tried in the earlier 
years of their marriage to influence him when the child­
ren were due for a whipping but with such lack of success 
that eventually she had to leave off, (Vol.Ill, p.206) 
Bradshaw's need for self-aggrandisement is what causes 
him to meddle in politics so that he, the Dissenting 
businessman, may assert the new thrusting power of the 
bourgeoisie against the entrenched feudal, Tory, Church 
ascendancy of the old Cranworth family. It is for this 
reason he is put out when Mr Donne is not sufficiently 
deferential after his election; he does not sufficiently 
acknowledge the man who has put him where he is,
Mr Bradshaw takes responsibility for everything upon 
himself. He denies his family any right to a will of 
their own and the consequences of this are worked out 
in the fates of his two elder children. He has decided 
that a match between Bemima and his partner, Mr Farquhar, 
would be desirable because the monetary settlement
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involved would not mean the removal of any money from 
the business and because Mr Farquhar is a slightly 
older man whose maturity would exercise a steadying 
influence over his daughter and whose morality is un­
impeachable, The match is quite in accord with the 
girl's heart but she is headstrong, wishing to have 
some say in her own destiny. She knows her father's 
wishes; indeed as she develops in opposition to them 
he is not averse to telling her what they are, (Vol.
II, p, 153) She adopts an appearance of inattention, 
indifference and opposition to Mr Farquhar which is 
really her only means of opposing her father without 
being outright disobedient and rebellious, a course 
that is impossible because it is contrary to the 
habits of a lifetime, Mr Farquhar is so pained by her 
behaviour as to believe that she is morally unsuitable 
to be his wife and for a time to transfer his attentions 
to the unwilling Mrs Denbigh, thus arousing Bemima's 
jealousy which, added to the discovery that her father 
has set Ruth to watch her, brings about a decided 
hostility on Bemima's part towards the woman she has 
hitherto so much admired. Thus Mr Bradshaw's efforts 
to bring about a situation which all those involved 
would admit to be desirable are poisoned by the relation­
ship that exists between his daughter and himself and
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the means he employs. He is used to commanding and it 
is through the method of command that he tries to bring 
about a result, not by actually telling Bemima that she 
must marry Mr Farquhar (this, in all probability, would 
be contrary to the suitor’s wishes; he would be unlikely 
to wish to marry someone who was unwilling) but by mak­
ing it clear that this is what he expects and attempting 
to force Bemima to encourage the man, Bemima later has 
to endure the additional conflict of her jealousy 
prompting her to expose Ruth and her own good nature 
refusing to be a party to such a mean action. The result 
of Mr Bradshaw's will is thus to undermine its very 
object and to inflict unhappiness upon four people, 
including himself. The marriage is only brought about 
by Ruth's exposure occasioning numerous kind acts by 
Mr Farquhar which melt Bemima's outward show of iciness 
towards him and enable her to reciprocate his expressions 
of love. In this way her real feelings which had been 
distorted by the denial of healthy expression become known
Bemima's is a strong and forthright nature. Her 
confrontation with her father is brought on by her lack 
of pretence. She will not play up to Mr Farquhar for the 
sake of winning him, even though this is the dearest wish 
of her life, but the desire to avoid this makes her react 
too far in a contrary direction.
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For an instant she planned to become and to be all he 
could wish her; to change her very nature for him. And 
then a great gush of pride came over her, and she set 
her teeth tight together, and determined that he should 
either love her as she was, or not at all. Unless he 
could take her with all her faults, she would not care 
for his regard; "love" was too noble a word to call 
such cold calculating feeling as his must be, who went 
about with a pattern idea in his mind, trying to find 
a wife to match. Besides, there was something degrad­
ing, Bemima thought, in trying to alter herself to 
gain the love of any human creature, (Uol, II, pp 151-2)
It is fortuitous that this false position is eradicated
and the true emotions of the two lovers are allowed free-
expression. With a nature that is not as forthright as
this problems of more serious consequence arise, Bemima
is never likely to do anything deliberately wrong; indeed,
it is in trying to avoid wronging herself or others that
her dilemma arises. Her brother Richard, however, is a
quite different case. His father believes him to be good
and honourable for no other reason than he appears to do
what he is told without question and faithfully echoes
his father's sentiments. We are given ominous signs of
what is to come in several references to the duplicity
this produces; though straitened for money he will not
ask his father for more because he expects a refusal but
he hopes that expressions that he has quite ample will
lead to voluntary gifts of more (V/ol, III, pp. 48-9);
he tells his sister that he has seen a play she expresses
the desire to see though she knows her father would never
permit it and disgusts her afterwards by joining in the
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condemnation of someone else because, among other things, 
he is a playgoer. (Vol. II, pp. 139-40) It is only too 
plausible that from petty hypocrisy he should be led to 
the felony for which Bradshaw insists that Benson should 
prosecute him.
It is in the scene where Bradshaw makes this demand 
that the personal effects of his self-righteousness upon 
him become manifest. (Chapter VI, Vol. III.pp. 170-203) 
His first reaction is stupefied unbelief. He tries to 
prove that the shares have been parted with by Benson 
who has suffered a temporary lapse of memory. It is . 
important to him, not only because the obvious culprit 
is his only son whom he loves, but because he is unable 
to account for such a thing happening through me who has 
had Richard's obvious advantages.
He could not go on, for his voice was choking, "Of 
course, you understand that I must feel shame at our 
connexion; it is that that is troubling me; that is but 
consistent with a man who has always prided himself on 
the integrity of his name; but as for that boy, who has 
been brought up all his life as I have brought up my 
children, it must be some innate wickedness! Sir, I 
can cut him off, though he has been my right-hand—  
beloved. Let me be no hindrance to the course of 
justice, I beg. He has forged your name —  he has 
defrauded you of money —  of your all, I think you 
said," (Vol. Ill, p. 199),
It is here that the poverty of Mr Bradshaw's inflexible 
morality is revealed. Since he cannot avoid the 
conclusion that his son is guilty as he has at first
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tried to do then there is no other way of dealing with 
him than to subject him to the full rigour of the law. 
This is what society dictates and this is what he 
must believe should happen. Society will cast him off. 
He must do so too with the excuse that his own valued 
good name has been besmirched, Mrs Gaskell has the 
perceptiveness to insist that though his behaviour may 
have led to the growth of hypocrisy in his son he is 
actuated by the deepest sincerity, Ruth has been made 
to suffer not because of hypocrisy but because of a too 
sincerely held belief. There is a rule for everybody 
and punishment must irrevocably follow its breach, 
regardless of circumstances, He therefore attempts to 
apply the rule inflexibly in this case. In the process 
he almost destroys himself and his marriage, Mrs 
Bradshaw comes to Benson afterwards to plead for her 
son; she knows it is against her husband’s wishes but, 
having been forced to choose between son and husband, 
she chooses her son, (Vol. Ill, pp. 205-7) Bradshaw 
pretends to indifference but when he learns that Richard 
has been involved in an accident to the Dover coach he 
breaks down, almost stricken with apoplexy. He can be 
no party to the efforts at rehabilitation of Benson and 
Farquhar but his maintenance of his rigid position 
seriously undermines his health. It is only by the
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end of the book with the redemptive influence of the 
death of the now canonised Ruth that he can loosen his 
position and come back to life. He is contrasted 
forcefully with Benson who refuses to prosecute in 
view of the circumstances and his knowledge of the 
culprit.
Although Mr. Benson had been very calm during 
this interview, he had been much shocked by what had 
been let out respecting Richard’s forgery; not by the 
fact itself so much as by what it was a sign of.
Still he had known the young man from childhood, and 
had seen, and often regretted, that his want of moral 
courage had rendered him peculiarly liable to all the 
bad effects arising from his father’s severe and 
arbitrary mode of treatment, Dick would never have 
had ’’pluck’’ enough to be a hardened villain, under 
any circumstances; but, unless some good influence, 
some strength, was brought to bear upon him, he 
might easily sink into the sneaking scoundrel*
(Vol. Ill, pp, 202-3)
This is precisely the mode of thinking he has used with 
Ruth, His conception of Christianity has little to 
do with mere appearances or the application of rules.
His concern is with the welfare of all and because he 
can see no danger to society in not pursuing Richard 
and understand the way in which the young man’s character 
has been warped by his home experiences he is prepared to 
do all he can to redeem him. Although his unadventurous 
Christianity has led him to meekly accept much at the 
hands of Bradshaw (as has Ruth in faithful mirroring of 
his outlook), it does have the advantage of having out­
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distanced that man’s Old Testament insistence on ’’an eye 
for an eye’’. He acknowledges in the behaviour of others 
a capacity for error that he shares.
It is in this clash that the full implications of 
the dilemma at the heart of this book are revealed, 
Bradshaw’s pharisaism stands condemned because it is 
inhumane. It is not possible to completely reject any 
human being no matter how apparently serious their 
error because the circumstances of that error do make 
a difference and human beings by their very nature 
cannot aspire to perfection. To be as hard as this 
with others is ultimately self-destructive because it 
rebounds upon oneself. Yet Mr Bradshaw, as we have 
seen, is at the centre of conventional Victorian 
behaviour and in particular that insistence that 
appearance is as important as reality. He does 
nothing which anyone at the time could condemn as 
improper; indeed, his fault is to insist too punctil­
iously on propriety. Yet his whole action promotes 
nothing but unhappiness for himself and most of those 
who come into contact with him, as well as hypocrisy 
in the Benson household and his own son as they strive 
desperately to come up to the arbitrary standard of 
behaviour that he enforces. It is the true strength 
and interest of this book to so intimately confront
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what is meant by "Victorian respectability". We experience 
from within the problems it causes and the problems it 
represents,
Ruth is a more evanescent book than Mary Barton because 
the confusions within its author run much deeper. As W.
R, Greg pointed out "what we object to in her book is 
this: that the tone and language habitually adopted through­
out, both by Ruth herself and by her friends when alluding 
to her fault, is at war with this impression [that Ruth’s 
sin is not as bad as Bradshaw's pharisaism] and with the
true tenor of the facts recorded, Mrs Gaskell scarcely
28
seems at one with herself in this matter," The problem, 
though, is not so much with."tone" or "language", such as 
could be demonstrated by a close reading of individual 
passages. It is rather a matter of the novelist’s being 
forced to realise that the problem of form in the novel 
is much more complex than the handling of character. The 
latter is an aspect of form, not the beginning end end of 
it. Her difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that she 
evidently has some ideas on an important issue which she 
wants to share with her readers, but she has not clarified 
them in her own mind and she finds that approaching them 
28Literary and Social Budoments, Fourth edition, 
considerably enlarged (1877), Vol. I, p. 141,
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as she does through character is stultifying. A good 
feature of this is that the overwhelming difficulties 
of the social problem with which she begins help to 
prevent her from imposing a simple formula for dealing 
with it. This helps her see in practical terms how 
complex is the novelist’s task of "telling the truth". 
For this novel it is unfortunate as it results in a 
mass of conflicting tensions and ambivalent attitudes 
that cannot be unscrambled. For Mrs Gaskell it is a 
valuable result that she begins to realise that she 
must think less about the material to be included in 
her novel and more about presenting it in a satisfactory 
way.
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CRANFORD
At the same time that she was engaged in writing Ruth,
Mrs Gaskell began what was to be the most enduring of all
her books with the exception, perhaps, of The Life of 
Charlotte Bronte, Cranford was published in eight parts 
from 13 December 1851, to 21 May 1853, The first four 
were out by 3 April 1852, and there was a break of eight 
months before the issue of the next part, a double 
instalment, on 8 and 15 Oanuary 1853,^ It is not known 
when she began Ruth but it must have been some time 
before "Cur Society at Cranford"; judging by the length
of time she usually took to write a book, it could have
been a year or more, and she must have been at least 
half way through. How long it took to write "Our 
Society", or when it was begun, is also indeterminate, 
but, like most of Mrs Gaskell's short stories, it 
probably was not written long before it was published, 
and so would be unlikely to be commenced much before 
mid-November 1351, It can be stated with certainty that 
the first half of Cranford is contemporaneous with the
^Tha parts were published as follows in Household 
Words : "Our Society at Cranford", 13 December 
1851; "A Love Affair at Cranford", 3 Banuary 
1852; "Memory at Cranford", 13 March 1852; "Visit­
ing at Cranford", 3 April 1852; "The Great Cranford 
Panic", 3 and 15 Banuary 1853; "Stopped Payment at 
Cranford", 2 April 1353; "Friends in Need, at 
Cranford", 7 May 1853; "A Happy Return to Cranford",
21 May 1853,
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second half of Ruth. It seems likely, also, that nothing
more was written until the latter was completed, or
nearly so. Two volumes of Ruth were printed by October
1852, and Mrs Gaskell was writing away at it in doubt as
2
to its appearance that year. She was still expressing
3
doubts about its completion on 15 November, but, by 20 
December she writes with great relief that it is off her 
mind and the remainder is at the printers,^ Since the 
next instalment of Cranford was published so soon after 
in Banuary, it must have been written from about late 
November or early December, Thus, Cranford must have 
been put aside while she concentrated on finishing 
Ruth, but when that had been achieved, the remainder 
followed with great rapidity.
Little direct reference to Cranford survives in 
Mrs Gaskell's correspondence but it would appear that 
she had no intention of writing a work of this length 
when she started. She tells Bohn Ruskin in an important 
letter that
^Letter to ? Eliza Fox, f? October 1852J , Letters,
No. 137, p, 205,
^Letter to Marianne Gaskell, Letters, No. 140, p,209.
^Letter to Eliza Fox, Letters, No, 146, p, 218,
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The beginning of ’Cranford’ was one paper in 'Household 
Words’; and I never meant to write more, so killed 
Capt Brown very much against my will.5
There is a difference in tone between the first two 
chapters and those that follow which gives credence to 
her stated belief that they were intended as an 
autonomous short story. The reason is that Miss 
Deborah Denkyns is of major importance here while Miss 
Matty is overshadowed. She does not emerge as 
significant in her own right until chapter III of the 
finished novel. For this reason, Martin Dodsworth 
contends that the first episode and the rest form two 
unequal parts and he discusses the book in terms of 
the relationship between them,^ As we have seen, how­
ever, there is a much more definite break occasioned 
by the actual course of composition which divides the 
work into two equal halves where some further differences 
of tone are in evidence. It is worth noting here that 
the second paper follows the first in less than a month 
and the next two soon after that before there is a 
lengthy wait for any more. She may not have been fully 
aware of the scope of her material when she began ’’Our 
Society’’ but she very quickly added to it. Moreover,
5 [? Late February 1865] , Letters, No, 562, p, 748.
^’’Women Without Men at Cranford’’, Essays in 
Criticism, 13 (1963), 132-45.
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her letter to Ruskin was written some fifteen years after 
she began publishing. Her recollection of what she was 
feeling at the time may not be entirely reliable. The 
fact that the first paper was so quickly followed up 
points to a need to express certain things which in 
turn account for the close interrelationship of the 
parts (there was very little rewriting necessary for 
book publication). There is a sense of the accidental 
in this book, that Mrs Gaskell is discovering much 
about the Cranford community as she writes, but it is 
misleading to subscribe to the view that she had 
suddenly, and almost without knowing it, written this 
eminently successful book. What is much more likely 
to have happened is that when she started on the 
original short paper some preoccupations and recollect­
ions (chiefly of Knutsford) started to achieve a shape 
that excited her imagination. The whole work did not 
emerge at once. The pause before it was completed 
could well have had an artistic basis as the author 
pondered the significance of the work that had emerged.
It was probably governed more, however, by the pressure 
to finish Ruth, Once that was done, her own incipient
7
dissatisfaction with that work confirmed by the bad
7
In several letters she expresses uncertainty as 
to when Ruth will be published or whether it will 
be published at all. She anticipated and did not 
look forward to the adverse reactions of some
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notices appearing early in the new year had some effect 
on the narrative resolution of Cranford* This can be 
seen in the different sense of purpose that emerges 
there.
Cranford is important in Mrs Gaskell's development 
for the somewhat surprising reason that she does not 
ever think much about it. She begins to write and finds 
that she has a great deal more to say than she had 
anticipated. She has had no opportunity to contemplate 
how her readers will react to it or whether she can 
inculcate some attitude to society through it. In a 
less complicated way than ever before she can grapple 
with the problems of rendering her experience as faith­
fully as possible by finding the form that best suits 
it. This enables her to create in a more relaxed frame . 
of mind and produces in turn a work of a different 
quality than her readers had been led to expect. To be 
able to recommend a new work by the author of Mary Barton 
without having to be disputatious was an agreeable 
sensation for the reviewers when Cranford came out in
people, but if she felt she could not face them, 
why write the book at all? The dissatisfaction 
seems to be governed, at least to some degree, 
by the experience of writing itself. See 
Letters, pp, 204,209,220,
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book form half way through 1853, The Athenaeum, while
wondering whether it had been "commenced by accident"
rather than on a "settled plan", was nevertheless
convinced that it was so wrought "as to produce a
picture of manners, motives and feelings which is
perfect," There was praise for the book’s "touches of
love and kindness", "true womanly tenderness", "rare
humour" and, above all, for "the main figure. Miss
Matilda". It concluded that "there is not a single
blemish or inconsistency to be pointed out, in short,
from first to last . . .  After its kind, this tale
8
cannot be commended too cordially." The Westminster
Review concurred, adding the possibility that it might
g
be considered its author’s "chef-d’oeuvre" with which
The Leader^^agreed, The Examiner began with but one
11 12 
piece of advice: "Read it"! For The Inquirer it was
up to the standard of her earlier works while Tait’s
Edinburgh Magazine thought it superlative as a portrait
13
of certain aspects of "human nature female". The
®25 Dune 1853, 765,
^4, NS (1853), 273,
^°4 (1853), 644-5. The reviewer was G,H, Lewes,
1^23 Duly 1853, 467-8.
^^30 Duly 1853, 484-5.
1^20 (1353), 503-4.
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absence of any views of the authoress that she wishes 
to inculcate is noted with approval as is the fact that 
the work deals with something as limited in scope as 
the lives of a group of spinsters in a dull provincial 
town and yet manages to make something delightful of 
them. Much of the credit was given to the character­
isation of Miss Matty for sustaining the book’s interest.
The response of some of Mrs Gaskell’s greatest 
contemporaries was equally immediate and warm, George 
Eliot first read it in 1857 on a trip up the Rhine when 
she was writing Scenes of Clerical Life and "was conscious, 
while the question of my power was still undecided for me, 
that my feeling towards Life and Art had some affinity 
with the feeling which had inspired ’Cranford’ and the 
earlier chapters of ’Mary Sarton’,"^^ Although he felt 
the need to alter some references to himself because of 
what he represented to her as the already ample number 
occurring elsewhere in the journal he edited, Dickens 
enthusiastically published the segments that were to 
constitute the finished novel in Household Words, I n
^^ The George Eliot Letters, edited by Gordon S.
Haight (London and New Haven, 1954), vol. Ill, p.198,
^^Captain Brown is killed while reading a number of 
the Pickwick Paoers and has various disagreements 
with Miss Deborah Denkyns over the relative merits 
of Dickens and her favourite author, Dr Dohnson,
Dickens changed all references to himself to Hood,
1,90
several letters to her friend, Charlotte Bronte mentions
her great enjoyment of the papers as they appeared in
Household Words; writing on the 9 Duly 1853, she thanks
her for a letter and adds "it was as pleasant as a quiet
chat, as welcome as spring showers, as reviving as a
friend's visit; in short, it was very like a page of
'Cranford',"^^Ruskin was delighted; his mother read the 
17
book five times! In his famous review of Wives and 
Daughters Henry Dames wrote of Cranford that it "seems 
to us manifestly destined in its modest way to become a 
classic,
In varying degrees the many editors and writers of 
introductions to editions, authors of studies of Mrs 
Gaskell and those who in one context or another have 
had occasion to notice Cranford have taken up the 
earliest observations upon it. The work has been 
regarded as a comedy of manners and as gentle satire 
of the foibles of the limited society with which it 
deals. Hence it is usually felt to be "charming".
much to Mrs Gaskell's annoyance. See Dickens 
Letters, vol, II, p, 361,
^^See Bronte Letters, 26 April 1852, vol. III, 
p, 332; 22 May 1352, vol. Ill, p,334; the 
quotation is from 9 Duly 1853, vol, IV, p,76,
17See Ward, Knutsford edition, vol.II, p, xxiv,
l^Nation, 2 (1866), 246,
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"faultless in style", full of nostalgia and sympathy but 
with a miraculous ability to avoid sentimentality. It 
has been compared with authors as diverse as Sterne, 
Goldsmith, Charles Lamb, Dane Austen, Mary Russell
] n
Mitford, Maria Edgeworth and Dohn Galti Efforts have
been made to trace the originals on whom the characters
20
and locations in Cranford are based for it has long 
been recognised that Cranford, like so many of the 
villages described by Mrs Gaskell (Duncombe, Hamley), 
owes much to her recollections of her "dear adopted 
native town" of Knutsford, Thus the affectionate tone 
and the fact that such everyday people as Miss Matty 
and the spinsters of Cranford are at the centre of the 
book are explained. Yet if one looks at claims such 
as these it is hard to discover why it has always been 
so popular. None of the attributes so far mentioned 
indicates any great depth or importance. Quite the 
19
See, for example. Id, Robertson Nicoll, Introduction 
to Cranford (1898), p, x; D.A. Nicklin, Biograph­
ical Introduction to Cranford and Mary Barton 
(1900), p, xi; William Edward Simonds, Introduction 
to Cranford (Boston, 1906), pp, xvii and xxii;
Ward, Knutsford edition, vol, II, pp. xiii-xiv.
This is by no means an exhaustive list.
20
Notably by Beatrix L, Tollemache in Cranford 
Souvenirs and Other Sketches (1900), pp. 1-7,
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reverse is true. It is not enough to claim that there 
was an immediate and continuing response to Mrs 
Gaskell*s not pushing a point of view on complicated 
social matters, for this is only a negative virtue, 
hardly to be welcomed if it accompanies a restricted, 
impoverished range in the novel. Nor is it adequate 
to argue that Cranford's reputation is a mere accident 
since a fickle literary taste sometimes overrates some 
works while overlooking others of more intrinsic worth. 
Writers of the calibre of those already mentioned as 
admiring Cranford are among the greatest intellectuals 
of the Victorian age. As we know, both George Eliot 
and Henry Dames had a greater sense of the theory of 
fiction than Mrs Gaskell and they did not offer 
admiration lightly; each of them takes the book very 
seriously indeed and with a degree of discrimination 
that involves some assessment of themselves as writers 
as well as- the status of art in general. If the 
attitude of mind which sees Cranford as charming is 
not exactly false it cannot be taken as the whole truth 
and insofar as it prevails unchallenged it must be 
regarded as falsifying.
The fragile elements of the book have received most 
attention since the author's death because of the approach
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adopted, Cranford has been typed as a study of provincial
life that lives in its characterisation. Since Miss Matty
is the chief character, it must live through her, and in
order to describe the book an emphasis has been placed on
her qualities. Some commentators are aware that it is
extraordinary that the heroine of such a successful work
should be a middleaged spinster; some are prepared to
ask why and come up with various answers. More often
than not it is concluded that, despite her weaknesses of
intellect and understanding. Miss Matty remains compelling
because "she personifies Mrs, Gaskell's conception of
21
kindness and Christian charity", in short that she is 
a convincing study of simple goodness. While it is true 
that there are few works of literature which examine the 
nature of goodness in the absence of sharp contrasts, such 
a suggestion does not really get us very far. It is not 
easy to make goodness as such seem interesting, for there 
appears little to say about it. It is itself, as 
Shakespeare well knew and exemplified in Cordelia; he 
also knew that, unhappily, goodness has to contend with 
a multiplicity of other human possibilities and may prove 
insufficient in the world. King Lear would hardly be the 
play it is if it were mainly about Cordelia and one cannot 
but conclude that Cranford offers us more than the
David Ascoli, Introduction to Cranford (1952), p,13.
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contemplation of Miss Matty's admirable character. Where­
as it is necessary to describe Mary Barton and Ruth, in 
large measure, by accounting for the author's concern 
for Dohn Barton, Mary Barton and Ruth, it is not adequate 
to approach Cranford through Miss Matty alone. It is 
true that she has the major role to play and succeeds as 
a heroine despite her unpromising characteristics. But 
she changes throughout the book. In the first two 
chapters she has scant mention, being entirely under the 
dominion of her sister. Her biggest moment is when she 
reports in horror that Major Gordon has his arm around 
the waist of Miss Jessie Brown, at which stage she is 
merely giving voice to Cranford respectability. Her own 
personal qualities are given a chance to emerge only 
after Miss Jenkyns' death and they are subject to 
challenge and development by the contingencies of the 
book. She has Mrs Gaskell's sympathy more fully than 
any other major character in her works to date but the 
fact that she takes some time to become centrally 
important shows how much less that matters in determin­
ing the shape of this novel. The emphasis, as the title 
implies, is on a whole community, and at various points 
in the work other characters are thrown into sharp 
relief, sometimes in interaction with Miss Matty but 
by no means always. To deal with a whole group of
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people in this way it is not possible to approach the 
matter entirely through any one character, whatever her 
virtues may be, and so Mrs Gaskell is obliged to find 
some other way of organising her work. The solution 
she adopts has led to some complications in determining 
its form.
Usually, Cranford has been classed with Mrs Gaskell's
novels but there have been writers who have denied it
22
this status. For both Kenneth Hardacre and William 
23
Simonds it is no more than a series of sketches portray­
ing a number of characters and a locality; for Hardacre 
they are squarely in the tradition of the eighteenth
century essayists, Addison, Steele and Goldsmith, A.W,
24
Ward does not go this far; noting the unity of design 
in the prose pieces that compose it he feels it stands 
half way between the two species i.e. the essay and the 
novel. On the other hand, a majority of writers have 
automatically assumed it was a novel. Even so, and how­
ever one chooses to describe it, the perplexities continue. 
Somehow or other it achieves unity. It would appear to 
be a serious criticism of Cranford, as it would not of 
22
Mrs Gaskell; Cranford, Notes on Chosen English Texts 
(1957), p.lO.
23Simonds, p, xvi,
OA
Knutsford edition, vol. II, pp. xii-xiii.
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Essays of Elia or the De Coverley Papers, that the parts
do not form a coherent whole. In this matter writers
are agreed; the original parts must be seen as either
locking or failing to lock together. The most important
factor is the quality of the author's response to what
she is writing about. That Mrs Gaskell was imbued with
Knutsford customs during her extremely happy childhood
passed with Aunt Lumb is common knowledge. Like Mary Smith
between Cranford and Crumble, she gravitated between
Knutsford and Manchester all her life. If her experience
as a comfortably situated member of the middle classes at
Manchester did not enable her to write about the poverty
she saw there without the intervention of a social purpose
to complicate her response as an artist, if this social
purpose carried over when she came to contemplate the
fallen woman in a rural setting, the degree to which she
was committed to Knutsford precluded her writing of it in
that way. Not only were there no social abuses there on
the scale that they existed in Manchester to provoke the
social reformer in her but she had a positive affection
for a place which had given her happiness and security in
her formative years, A letter to Mary Howitt of 18 August 
251838 describes in detail many Cheshire, Lancashire and 
^^Letters, No. 12, pp. 28-33,
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Yorkshire customs, Theie is not much that bears directly
upon Cranford; the letter is chiefly concerned with
superstitions and beliefs she has encountered. Its main
significance is in the great affinity she displays
towards ordinary country people and their ways, the
considerable knowledge she amassed in her daily life
and her willingness to discuss this with others. The
discussion here is in the form of a letter but it must
have frequently come up in the course of conversation
and there may well be other lost letters in which she
writes further about the scenes of her childhood since
the letter in question dates from the period before her
fame when little of her correspondence was kept. She
attempted to render her feelings in a more formal way
in a short essay, "The Last Generation in England",
published in America in Sartain's Union Magazine, July
1849, only a year after Mary Barton,^^This is in every
respect a .forerunner of Cranford, It is simply a series
of recollections, a number of which were embodied in the
later work e,g, the famous story of the cow which fell
into the lime pit and was dressed in flannel waistcoat
This is most readily accessible as an Appendix to 
Cranford, edited with an Introduction and Notes by 
Elizabeth Porges Watson, Oxford English Novels 
(1972), pp. 161-8, It is not included by Ward or 
Shorter in their collected editions. It is interest­
ing in view of the letter discussed above that Miss 
Watson tells us this sketch was contributed to 
Sartain*s by Mary Howitt,
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and drawers, and that of the cat which swallowed the
27
lace with the milk. Knutsford's anonymity is main­
tained, Mrs Gaskell records matters strong in her 
recollection which appeal to her. Not all of them were 
taken up in Cranford but the locale and personalities 
which lie behind that book are to be found here. They 
are the precursors of Cranford before their transform­
ation by her imagination. There is no particular 
structure or argument. It is a discursive essay. There 
is no person who could be taken as a prototype of Miss 
Matty, She is unique to Cranford and this suggests her 
importance in the imaginative evolution of the work,
Mrs Gaskell finds values in Knutsford which it is 
impossible to convey in the essay form. She wishes to 
render the life of the community and so she needs to 
find individual personalities to do this. Miss Matty 
is not a part of the original conception but she 
becomes increasingly important as her feelings and 
values counterpoint those of others and are affected 
by movements in the work as a whole. There is an 
important shift from the evolution of the work depend­
ing on the development of a central character (or 
characters), to the central character arising after 
the author has begun to articulate her response. Her
27
Pp, 163-4, Watson's text.
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creation of the Cranford community has the ease of long 
familiarity to which Miss Matty makes a major contribut­
ion but Mrs Gaskell is free to look beyond her to 
emphasise something about the town. It is in the sense 
of continuing social interaction in which Miss Matty 
gradually takes up position at the centre that the unity 
of the work emerges.
The imaginative integrity of Cranford can be further
appreciated by a glance at "The Cage at Cranford", pub-
28
lished in All the Year Round in November 1853, It
has been generally conceded that this story lacks in 
comparison with the longer work. Mrs Gaskell herself 
was in agreement. She regarded it as a potboiler, un­
worthy to be classed with her best work (the fact that 
it was not published in The Cornhill to which at this 
point in her career she was giving her best writing would 
have been an indication if other evidence were lacking). 
Her daughters believed that she was so strongly disposed 
against it that they prevailed upon Ward to omit it from 
the Knutsford edition in 1905 because, in their opinion, 
it was against their mother's wishes that it should be 
preserved. In view of the amount of really quite un-
^^This is reproduced as an Appendix to Watson, pp, 
168-78, It was also included by Clement K, Shorter 
in The Novels and Tales of Mrs Gaskell, The Worlds 
Classics edition (1907), vol. Ill, pp, 197-209,
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distinguished and routine material that was perpetuated
in that edition without demur this might seem odd if it
were not for the special feeling for Cranford of its 
29
author. That work was finished with its eighth part 
and to try to include something more is like any novelist 
adding on a chapter or two to the end of his completed 
novel years after the event. This is neither possible 
nor desirable, "The Cage at Cranford" deals, interest­
ingly enough, with Miss Pole, Mr Peter and the Gordons 
(who are very insignificant in Cranford), Its most 
notable lack is Miss Matty, This is again a pointer to 
her importance which only supports the view that it is 
an addendum that as such could never recapture the 
flavour of the original,
29
As late as 1865 Mrs Gaskell was telling Ruskin,
"It is the only one of my own books that I can 
read again"; Letters, No, 562, p, 747,
30
"Mr, Harrison's Confessions", published in 
Ladies' Companion, February to April 1851, also 
draws on Knutsford experiences. It is a long 
short story narrated in the first person by a 
man. This in itself helps account for its 
difference from Cranford with its "Amazonian" 
atmosphere; the chain of plot complications 
based mainly on misunderstandings is also cruder,
"The Squire's Story" was contributed to the 
Christmas number of Household Words for 1853 and 
deals with Higgins, the notorious highwayman who 
lived at Knutsford in the eighteenth century. It 
is of no great intrinsic importance. It simply 
reinforces how strongly Mrs Gaskell was 
influenced by Knutsford recollections at this 
period.
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Yet another perspective on the uniqueness of 
Cranford is afforded by a consideration of the writers 
to whom Mrs Gaskell is compared in accounts of this 
book; the main ones are listed earlier in this section.
The fact that they are so different from one another is 
indicative and some are clearly wide of the mark. Thus, 
though Mrs Gaskell and Jane Austen deal with limited 
rural societies, there is a great difference in tone.
Miss Austen's plangent irony and the fact that she deals 
with her milieu in terms of the development of her 
heroines' romantic fortunes are remote from anything 
in Cranford (indeed the first of these qualities is 
vastly different from anything by Mrs Gaskell); moreover, 
where structure seems so important to the understanding 
of Mrs Gaskell's book a comparison with Miss Austen's 
highly wrought art which is unquestionably used to achieve 
a novel is not really helpful except to highlight a 
difference of which we are already conscious, Charles 
Lamb is simply an essayist whose subjects differ from 
Mrs Gaskell's and who, while no doubt a gentle and even 
attractive personality as was she, is far more of a 
sentimentalist. The most apposite comparisons would 
seem to be Miss Mitford, John Galt and, to a lesser 
extent. Miss Edgeworth. Our Village, first published 
as separate contributions to periodicals, appeared in
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book form in 1824. Its authentic grasp of rural life, 
its easy, readable style and above all the considerable 
charm of its author won it a large audience and made it 
an instant success. The First Series went through 
several editions and the demand for more was in­
satiable, In subsequent years Miss Mitford was 
prevailed upon to write four more series and was forced 
to go further afield than her own village of Three Mile 
Cross which had been the original source of inspiration. 
She was running out of material and eventually could 
write no more. The immediate popularity of the two 
writers and the powerful inspiration afforded them by 
their particular villages (this sense of particularity 
is wanting in Jane Austen, for example) relates them 
closely to one another, but there the resemblance ends. 
Essentially, Our Village is formless. It is a series 
of sketches, essays, impressions. Some are concerned 
with personalities, some with places, others with 
specifically rural delights like nutting or walking in 
the countryside and yet others with social enjoyments 
of the village like Miss Mitford's passion, cricket. 
There is no attempt to integrate these in any way.
They are obviously about the same place (until Miss 
Mitford is constrained to go elsewhere, though the 
transition is smooth and the general relatedness of
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the material obvious) but there is no pretension towards 
a unified conception. This is also shown by her ability 
to add new series at will. The addition or subtraction 
of a sketch or two makes no difference to the overall 
effect. If there is any vein like Mrs Gaskell's it is 
that of "The Last Generation in England" which is mostly 
simple recording before her imagination goes to work on 
it for other purposes. She could not write of Cranford 
as Miss Mitford did of Our Village in a letter to a 
friend, of 1824;
Having thus made the best defence I can against your 
criticism, I proceed to your question, 'Are the 
characters and descriptions true?' Yesi Yes! Yesi As 
true as is well possible , , , the picture is a 
likeness , , . the names of the villagers are true.
Miss Mitford is unashamedly an essayist and she makes
it clear that Mrs Gaskell is not, John Galt's Annals
32
of the Parish of 1821, narrated as it is in the first 
person by the old Presbyterian minister, Mr Balwhidder,
31
Quoted in Marjorie Astin, Mary Russell Mitford; Her 
Circle and Her Books (1930), pp, 139-40, Mrs 
Gaskell tells Ruskin that Cranford is "true" in her 
1865 letter (Letters, No. 562, p, 747) and goes on to 
recount another "Cranfordism". By this she indicates 
it is based on fact; she is not attempting merely to 
chronicle what happened,
32
First written, however, in 1813, though rejected for 
publication. The edition I have used is that edited 
by James Kinsley, Oxford English Novels (1967).
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and dealing exclusively with the village of his pastorate,
would seem to have more in common with Cranford. It
raises the problem of form as well, since it was commonly
treated as a novel by contemporaries, while Galt denied
it was his intention to write one. Its strategy is simple,
Balwhidder gives a brief outline of the main events of
each year of his ministry from 1750 to 1810, each year
forming a separate chapter. This gives Galt an opportunity
to reflect on the main movements and changes of the time.
The minister is a very positive character and he dominates
the whole narrative. While we learn something of his
three wives from almost passing references to them, or
are told about the saintliness of Mrs Malcolm or about
those with whom he comes into conflict like Lady Macadam,
Galt is right in his claim that there is not a sufficiency
of plot interest for a novel; more importantly, there is
no sense of the developing interaction of characters. The
work reads like a chronicle or treatise which is precisely
33
its author's view of it. Moreover, the dominance exerted 
by Balwhidder in our reading of the book is very different 
from the role of Mary Smith whose name we do not even know 
till very late in the piece. If Balwhidder were removed 
there could be no book; its strongest characteristic would 
recede. In Cranford very little interest is taken in Mary
^^See Appendix to Kinsley, pp. 209-10,
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Smith, Her absence would have an important technical 
effect on the work but we should not be deprived of 
any essential subject matter. Her importance is in 
the perspective she provides on the events and in the 
way the work achieves a unified structure. Miss 
Edgeworth's Thady Quirk who narrates Castle Rackrent^^ 
is more closely related to Balwhidder than to Mary,
He is a loyal retainer who guilelessly reveals the 
disagreeable nature of his three masters while 
defending them from any assualts made on their 
characters. The story as a whole is not. concerned 
with the attributes of an entire community to the 
extent that Galt and Mrs Gaskell are. Certainly we 
attain a degree of insight into the working of Irish 
life, but we are most aware of the actions of the Irish 
gentry, cf the decline of a family and of its effects 
on the old retainer who is bewildered and grieved by 
what he witnesses. Again the narrator himself is the 
main interest rather than being the means by which the 
author can focus our attention on other things, Castle 
Rackrent is a strictly regional tale whose appeal is 
bound up with its being Irish, just as that of Annals 
of the Parish is Scottish, While it can be said of
^^First published 1800,
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Cranford that it dispalys great empathy with life in an 
English village and it is abundantly clear that the 
author is very knowledgeable about it this source of 
appeal is only one of many and does not account for our 
interest. The most telling aspect of Cranford that 
emerges from a comparison with these three writers is 
that Mrs Gaskell's work is so much richer in texture.
She works with many of the materials that they do but 
she does so much more with them,
Mrs Gaskell's greatest advance in Cranford is with
the method of narration. She abandons the stance of
omniscient author to create the persona of Mary Smith,
This is the only occasion that she does so in any of
her novels and its importance is not simply a technical
one, enabling her to recognise that there are other ways
of telling a story, for she had already used first-
35
person narration in her short stories, Mary Smith is 
a reticent figure. She does not push herself forward 
either in the Cranford community or in the telling of 
the tale. We do not even learn her name until well on 
in the book and then it is not emphasised. The very 
plainness of her name invites one to overlook it or 
35
"Mr. Harrison's Confessions", for instance. This 
method is also adopted for one other major work. 
Cousin Phillis,
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36not to devote undue attention to her. In Mary, the 
author has found a central character through whom the 
story can be registered but she is not the heroine.
She records what happens but afterwards we are hardput 
to say much about her, while we do know through her a 
great deal about the inhabitants of Cranford, She 
changes slightly as the nature of the novel changes, 
becoming more involved in events as events take on 
more significance in the second half. Thus she is a 
part of the concern of the other ladies during the 
great Cranford panic and she tries to induce Miss 
Matty to have a practical attitude to money during 
the failure of the Town and County Bank, But her 
degree of intervention in what happens is limited,
Har actions serve to counterpoint those of others 
and while she is personally very sympathetic to the 
situation of the ladies of Cranford (and in particular 
Miss Matty.) her status as an outsider in the town
It is a truism that Mrs Gaskell does not 
think very carefully about names for her 
characters. Thus one of the Miss Brownings 
in Wives and Daughters is given three 
different first names in the course of that 
book. In Cranford, Miss Barker is called Miss 
Betsy and Miss Betty, The butcher's wife is 
Mrs Smith, It is not being suggested that 
here the choice of name "Mary Smith" is 
deliberate on the author's part, to under­
line her semi-anonymity, but simply that it 
happens to be apposite in the circumstances.
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(though admitted to its best society during her visits, 
she does not live there permanently) contributes to her 
essential detachment. The problem of too close a link 
Detween hero/heroine and central character that had 
been so unfortunate for Mary Barton and Ruth is solved 
by Mary Smith fulfilling the technical functions of the 
latter role while Miss Matty does the former. In this 
way Mrs Gaskell achieves a greater balance between 
involvement with her subject and necessary artistic 
detachment than ever was possible previously,
Mary Smith's relationship to Cranford society i s - 
extremely subtle. Completely at home among the Amazons, 
thoroughly understanding their mores and the strict 
means by which they are enforced, accepting the hier­
archical society which must have someone at its head 
(first Miss Jenkyns and then the Honourable Mrs 
Jamieson), accepted by them as a social equal and 
able to move freely through all their entertainments, 
a young unmarried woman who shows every sign of follow­
ing them into spinsterhood or at any rate an enduring 
single state, she is nevertheless not a denizen of 
Cranford. Little as we know of her we do know that
her home is with her father at Grumble and indeed his 
illness at one point prevents her from continuing at
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Cranford for some time as she must go home to nurse him. 
The novel exists as a series of visits she pays over a 
long period and the careful, detached yet sympathetic 
observations she makes. In this way she is a critical 
determinant of the final form and it is through her that, 
despite its many unusual features, we are enabled to 
feel that Cranford is best regarded as a novel. There 
is no narrative continuity because there is no continuity 
in Mary Smith's stays. Life goes on without interruption 
at Cranford as it does anywhere else but our perspective 
on it is continually interrupted or even truncated by the 
flow of her life in relation to the community. Through 
her what we see is selected and it is invested with a 
characteristic aura through the pattern of her recollect­
ions, The novel has an epistolary quality. There is a 
sense that she does not know what will happen next 
because it has not happened yet. At the same time she 
is in this society without being of it and this provides 
the delicacy of her detachment. She can record the 
society's values without irony for she is too affect­
ionately disposed towards its members to expose them to 
satire in any way. We can see that they are not 
necessarily her values, that they may be eccentric or 
amusing or deluded, and above all contemplate the 
sources from which they come and the way they interact.
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without harshness.
Her strength as a narrator is displayed in the very 
first sentence; "In the first place, Cranford is in 
possession of the Amazons; all the holders of houses, 
above a certain rent, are women," (p,l) This means 
much more than is apparent in the second part of the 
sentence viz, that men are outnumbered overwhelmingly 
in the town by women. In one word, Mary Smith captures 
the basis of the town's life on which she elaborates in 
the first two chapters; "Amazons", Not only have men 
not thrived in Cranford but women have entirely taken 
over. They have established a society on their own 
principles to meet the needs of their case. It is 
highly organised, rigid and has established powerful 
defences, the most potent of which is its presiding 
Hippolyta in the form of Miss Jenkyns, For such a 
society she is a necessity and this need explains the 
apparent paradox of her semi-masculine qualities. If 
Cranford is to survive certain usages must be maintained, 
Circumstances have left this large group of women with a 
moderate social position which they would like as far as 
possible to augment but which is constantly threatened 
by the impecunious state in which most of them find 
themselves, A complicated system of customs and even a 
language of their own has been found to cope with the
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problem. Thus the ritualised fifteen minute morning 
call between the determined hours of twelve and three 
enables a lady nevor to be surprised in her worst gown 
which she is free to wear around the house for the 
remainder of the time (an exception is made by Miss 
Pole who breaks in on Miss Matty and Mary before 
twelve to impart the news of Lady Glenmire's greater 
social faux pas in marrying Mr Hoggins, an event the 
importance of which cancels out the need to observe 
the custom (p. 228)); a lady must be very careful to 
observe propriety in relation to men, especially as 
she is unlikely to ever get the opportunity to marry 
one. The worst sin is to be "vulgar and ostentatious" 
just as the greatest virtue is the practice of 
"elegant economy". The one implies the other and 
prevents the transparent ruses each lady resorts to 
to maintain her position from exciting embarrassing 
comment. Miss Jenkyns is the authority who ensures 
that these rules are enforced and if there is any 
doubt the matter can be taken to her for final 
decision. She organises all entertainments in 
Cranford, decides who shall be allowed to come to 
them and makes the reasons known. Of necessity, she 
must be a reactionary because any form of social 
change presents the greatest threat to her realm.
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She appeals to authority and to the past, Cranford is 
trying to maintain an eighteenth century order in the 
midst of the early decades of the nineteenth (the 
chronology is vague but begins sometime in the 1830s), 
Naturally, as one of the greatest writers of the 
eighteenth century, Or Johnson is her arbiter of a 
good style. This is further reinforced since he was 
so admired by her father and her values and leadership 
are modelled on him. She has to use every means 
available to bolster up a very tenuous position so 
that finally she becomes a parody of a man while at the 
same time repudiating men;
Miss Jenkyns wore a cravat, and a little bonnet like a 
jockey-cap, and altogether had the appearance of a 
strong-minded woman; although she would have despised 
the modern idea of women being equal to men. Equal, 
indeed! she knew they were superior,-(pp, 23-4)
Her aggressiveness, too, is in ironic contrast to the
timidity of her followers, such as Miss Matty who is
terrified when she sees Major Gordon with his arm
around Miss Jessie Brown, although Deborah is flexible
enough to sanction it as the only personal solution for
Jessie once the threat to Cranford represented by her
father is removed. Captain Brown is an unwilling and
unaware Theseus but his challenge is a very real one as
Miss Deborah recognises. He is not wilfully attempting
to overcome the ladies of Cranford; he just treats their
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usages as an irrelevance. He scandalously admits he 
is poor; he advocates the new-fangled writing of 
Dickens against Johnson; he works for the railway, 
Deborah knows he must be overcome and it is the 
fortuitous intervention of that same railway which 
effects his removal. It is only because of this 
that the generous and kindly feeling Miss Jenkyns is 
capable of, but must control, is able to express it­
self in helping out with the Brown family funerals 
and taking care of Miss Jessie in a way which is 
apparently against all the conventions of Cranford,
In these two chapters the tensions which are to inform 
the novel are established. Social change exists and 
will impinge upon the ladies of Cranford, As they see 
it, it can destroy them and must be resisted in every 
way possible. Miss Jenkyns above all embodies this 
practical reactionary spirit, just as Captain Brown 
is its opposite. The problem for the ladies of 
Cranford is how they can shape their lives so that all 
they have worked for and valued will not be swept away 
in the contest.
The conflict enters a new phase with the emergence 
of Miss Matty as the novel's heroine and centre of 
interest. She is completely submerged by her more 
indomitable sister until the latter's death and does
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not appear in the novel at all until chapter II where 
she is shown, to the best of her ability, as trying to 
echo her sister, making herself into a pale imitation 
of her. She tries to learn the rules and apply them. 
Hence her horror about Miss Jessie, the implication 
of whose conduct she cannot see as well as her sister. 
The death of Miss Jenkyns forces her to a reassessment 
of her position, just as it does the Cranford 
community as a whole. The mantle of leadership is 
fairly easily passed to the Honourable Mrs Jamieson 
(her title makes the decision easy for everyone), but 
Mrs Jamieson throughout the course of the novel proves 
to be no Deborah, She has not the resourcefulness or 
flexibility which were the key to the latter’s success 
and so the effects of change do begin to be felt in the 
town. It is an irony that this change should be 
implemented, quite unwittingly, by Miss Jenkyns’ 
younger sister.
The novel moves into a new development in the next 
six chapters i,e, the next three periodical parts.
There is a semblance of stasis here which perhaps more 
than anything else accounts for the difficulty critics 
have experienced of understanding what kind of thing 
Cranford is. The narrative seems to have bogged down 
and the writing concerns itself with the three disparate
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episodes of Miss Matty’s lost love for Mr Holbrook, the 
expulsion of Peter from Cranford long before, and the 
social flutter caused by the arrival of the Honourable 
Mrs Jamieson’s sister-in-law,Lady Glenmire, The 
connecting thread is Miss Matty herself whose recollect­
ions of her own past become the substance of Mary 
Smith’s memories* At the beginning of Chapter III,
Miss Matty is attempting to adjust to Deborah’s death, 
by rigidly adhering to all the principles she in­
culcated during life. She instructs Mary to call her 
Miss Matilda because that is what Deborah preferred.
She worries about the maid, Fanny, having followers 
because she knows that would not be liked and when 
Martha replaces Fanny it is a condition of her employ­
ment that she have nc followers. There is no attempt 
to assess any of these actions, as is characteristic 
of all Miss Matty’s behaviour throughout the book. She 
does not comprehend fully Deborah’s reasons. She only 
knows she had them. She is also unable to think of 
consequences such as the great hardship her direction 
augers to one of Martha’s age and station, Deborah’s 
precepts now have the status of holy writ and are not 
subject even to that degree of modification which she 
could implement to meet special circumstances. Thus, 
the confrontation between the values by which Miss
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Matty especially tries to live and the demands of her 
experience, is exacerbated, Mary emphasises the 
reality of the difficulty by her mention of how, after 
a great struggle to comply with her directions, she 
and Cranford were obliged to give up the attempt to 
call her anything but Miss Matty, (p, 47) More 
important is Miss Matty’s re-encounter with her old 
lover, Thomas Holbrook, whom she was obliged to give 
up, despite the depth of her love for him, because her 
father and sister regarded him as socially her 
inferior. It is worthy of note that during her visit 
she praises a poem he reads her as being like one of 
Johnson’s; when challenged she cannot name either the 
poem or what it is about. She displays neither 
knowledge nor understanding of Johnson, but she knows 
that he is the yardstick she must use when she means 
to give the highest praise. The death of Holbrook 
releases all her pent up and frustrated feeling and 
she tries to get the Cranford milliner to make her a 
widow’s cap "something like the Honourable Mrs, 
Jamieson's", (p, 78) She accepts the rebuke she is 
offered for such a suggestion but the desire is 
indicative of the nature of the feeling she has 
always nursed for Holbrook; in her heart she has been 
his wife. This feeling asserts itself more strongly
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than that for her dead sister and overcomes it* She 
recognises the tragic effect that obedience to her 
family has had on her own life and releases Martha 
from her vow. She will only permit one follower but 
is almost alarmed at the promptitude with which Martha 
names Dem Hearn.
Miss Matty's actions are in stark contrast to 
those of her father from whom her sister's values 
ultimately derive. For him there is a code of behaviour 
which must be observed without compassion. He is dis­
appointed in his son because his school career does not 
follow the eminently serious path he has laid down to 
lead eventually to university and Holy Orders before he 
takes up the living in the gift of his uncle. For this 
reason, he turns more to his elder daughter who shares 
his conventionality of mind, until, after the ejection 
of Peter, she takes on his allotted son's role as main 
stay of his father. After his death, she also inherits 
his authority in the village. The rector fails to 
understand his son's motives. His prankishness, his 
masquerades, his sense of fun, all seem to be merely 
irresponsible and, indeed, in a place like Cranford, 
antisocial. They must be either controlled or 
extirpated. Much of Peter's joking takes the form of 
female impersonation —  he takes in his father by
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assuming the guise of a lady who would like copies of the
rector's sermons; at the time that his father loses his
temper with him he is pretending to be his sister nursing
a child. In a society so female-oriented, whose most
important usages govern the behaviour of women, this is
to challenge its fundamental assumptions. What should
be reverenced is sent up. There is some question about
Peter's motives here: Why should he go against Cranford
in this sexually ambiguous way? It is going too far to
see this as "sexual perversion, disguised in the
37
familiar form of the practical joke." Granted that 
Peter is a maverick who could not easily accept the - 
decorous usages that all around him irresistably suggest 
their ludicrous aspects (his subsequent adventurous life 
in India supports this view), there is no more fitting 
way that he can express this rebellion than in terms of 
the thing itself. As Miss Matty admits, Cranford was 
37
Dodsworth, p. 139, Mr Dodsworth's article is one 
of the most interesting accounts of Cranford 
available. He has some valuable things to say 
on the novel's structure, but I find myself in 
disagreement with his central argument that the 
novel is about "the consequences of attempting 
to repress sexual needs under the cover of 
feminism." (p. 145) A contrary view, provoked 
by Mr Dodsworth, is expressed by Patricia A.
Wolfe, "Structure and Movement in Cranford", 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 23 (1968), 161-76, 
but her claim that "The movement of the book 
can be explained as a progression from psycho­
logical abnormality to psychological normality, 
from a perverted sense of feminism to a natural 
application of femininity" (p. 162) in which
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even more full of old ladies then than at the time at 
which she is recalling these events (p. 102) and it is 
because of this that he so shocks and angers the rector. 
Moreover, there is in Peter a strong sense of the normal 
adolescent's confusion about his own identity and need 
to act out roles. This is not to suggest that he is 
necessarily attracted towards being a woman or in any 
sense unmanly; his behaviour towards his father suggests 
otherwise. But he has not as yet discovered what he 
wants in life or what he himself is. He intuitively 
apprehends that much of the life in the town is 
discordent with his nature and this is the most 
effective means of thumbing his nose at it. This 
may be negative but expresses a truth about his nature. 
It is more, apparently, than the society of Cranford 
can take and Mr Benkyns beats his son unmercifully.
This has the effect of clarifying Peter's position and 
brings him quickly to a decision with disastrous 
consequences for his family. He cannot live in a 
society which so inhibits his attempts to express his 
individuality. His father's blind rage seems to him 
outrageous cruelty and it affects us, as it does Miss
"Matty changes the temperament of the town" 
(p. 162) is overstated.
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Matty in the telling, because it is excessive to the 
situation. There is something seriously wrong with a 
society which cannot more easily cope with the 
individualistic impulses of a Peter; he goes against 
all its carefully maintained beliefs. Peter sees he 
must go if he is to retain his integrity which is 
attacked by his father's unreasoning fury. Without 
knowing it, the rector has destroyed his own family.
He cannot accommodate Peter's values in Cranford and 
yet the lack of them has a devitalising effect on his 
own circle. Her son's departure kills his wife, 
saddens his own life, deprives Deborah of any chance 
she may have had to marry as she loyally sticks by 
him, and inflicts the burden of pathos that underlies 
Miss Matty's experience. Miss Matty has much in 
common with her gentle mother whose character is 
touchingly reflected in the old letters, written 
during her.love affair, that Miss Matty burns, Mrs 
Benkyns has little understanding. She simply loves 
her son and pines away without him. Without approving 
all of Peter's tricks (some of which she knew about 
when he was doing them). Miss Matty could not cease 
to have regard for him personally, even if she might 
wish he would not do such things. Like her mother 
she has maintained her own integrity by respecting his
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and, even more, by being dominated in her response to 
him by her love.
The depth of character revealed in Miss Matty by 
her sufferings is enhanced by the advent of Lady 
Glenmire, At the same time we are informed of the 
impoverishment of Cranford society to be expected from 
the regime of Mrs Jamieson, Whatever their limitations 
of outlook, there is the very strong impression that 
both Mr Jenkyns and Miss Deborah were guided in all 
they did by principles, Mr Jenkyns could not allow 
his son to bring scandal to the neighbourhood by his. 
behaviour; Miss Jenkyns would not permit Captain Brown 
to breach the well-being of the community over which 
she presided, Mrs Jamieson is less high-minded, more 
selfish and more stupid. She is not prepared at first 
to acknowledge the equality of the Cranford ladies and 
Lady Glenmire, On the contrary, she desires to use her 
sister-in-law as a means of social climbing into the 
houses of the county families. So the word goes out 
that there are to be no visits to be exchanged when 
Lady Glenmire arrives and this is only reversed when 
Mrs Jamieson’s social ploy proves unsuccessful. She 
then proposes to use Lady Glenmire to bolster the 
prestige she already enjoys as the Cranford ladies' 
presiding lioness. It is ironic that Lady Glenmire
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should offer none of the advantages Cranford (and Mrs 
Jamieson) had hoped for. She proves to be as poor as 
any of them, has never been at court, and, in the end, 
with her marriage to the universally despised surgeon,
Mr Hoggins (which is only a logical extension of her 
taking people for what they are, rather than 
acknowledging their social pretensions), repudiates 
Cranford ways and Mrs Jamieson's self-interested use 
of her. It is revealing that Miss Pole's reaction to 
Mrs Jamieson's behaviour is outraged disappointment, 
especially as she is deprived of the opportunity to 
show off her new cap. Miss Matty, on the other hand, 
can at first barely understand what Mrs Jamieson is 
talking about, such a course of action being so entirely 
foreign to her. She is neither hurt nor strongly dis­
approving, but she has the natural dignity to know how 
to act. As Mary Smith points out;
I grew very indignant and warm, while with slow 
deliberation she was explaining her wishes to Miss 
Matty, who, a true lady herself, could hardly under­
stand the feeling which made Mrs, Jamieson wish to 
appear to her noble sister-in-law as if she only 
visited "county" families. Miss Matty remained 
puzzled and perplexed long after I had found out the 
object of Mrs, Jamieson's visit, (p, 141)
The most significant phrase here is that Miss Matty is
"a true lady". While others act a part and consciously
weigh up what to do next. Miss Matty is herself. Thinking
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things out is not her forte but she does not have to 
think how a lady should act. She knows intuitively. 
She lives it in everything she does. It seems obvious 
to her that when Mrs Jamieson comes crawling back the 
invitation should be refused and she is again amazed 
when the formerly vehement Miss Pole does not see it 
that way at all; she is only prevailed upon to go by 
Miss Pole's appeal to her sense of her duty to be 
there. Miss Matty's being "true" works in another 
way, besides her being a natural lady in her conduct. 
Her sense of values is sound and she acts on them 
without either ostentation or hesitation. She is in­
capable of a wrong action because of her truth of 
feeling and her truth ^  her feelings, and it is this 
that distinguishes her from everyone else in Cranford, 
She is not dominant, she is not conniving, she is not 
striking poses, like most others. She does not 
continue to adhere to her sister's rules because they 
basically conflict with her own ready response to 
others. Without even knowing it, she sheds them, and 
without knowing it she stands out against the other 
ladies of Cranford,
Looking back over the novel from this point it can 
be seen to be segmented but not fragmented. Although
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the original four instalments deal with different matters 
there are interrelationships between them. Mary Smith 
begins with the immediate past, recounting her own 
experience of the dominance of Miss Deborah. She is 
drawn to the situation of Miss Matty after her sister's 
death and pieces together something of the woman's sad 
history further back in time. There follows, through 
Miss Matty's anecdotes and her mother's letters, a 
recollection of earlier events still which have been 
crucial in the subsequent history of Cranford, Finally, 
we are brought back to the present in the society of 
the Cranford ladies. The freedom to move back and 
forward in time is an innovation in Mrs Gaskell's works. 
Previously she had been so closely tied to the fortunes 
of one character that such flexibility of structure had 
been impossible. The earlier novels began at one point 
in time and in straightforward manner followed through 
the main character's fortunes to a later one. In 
Cranford, the shifts in time could not be managed through 
just one character. Both Mary and Miss Matty are needed, 
Mary's experiences are sufficient to depict the reign of 
Deborah before her sister's emergence in her own right; 
she can also reveal a great deal about Miss Matty and 
Mr Holbrook from her own observations. But going further 
back throws into relief Miss Matty's memories of her early
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family life and the primary sources afforded in her mother’s 
letters. Miss Matty’s personal qualities are established 
but on the whole she has little influence on events. Most 
of the matters recorded have happened before she is able to 
act independently. She has been subject to either her 
father or her elder sister. In the temporal movement of 
the book we are made aware of the major characters and 
influences in Cranford, the tensions that they engender 
and some possible directions in which they can go (e.g. 
the society may become more reactionary and less humane 
because of Mrs Jamieson), It is in this part of the novel 
that we most feel Mrs Gaskell’s procedure has been partly 
accidental. She has embarked upon a full scale work with­
out much sense of it as such until the connections between 
the original parts make it evident to her that further 
contributions will be needed to resolve the issues that 
exist there. At what stage this realisation was reached 
cannot be known but it probably happened before the fourth 
part was completed; indeed, with the introduction of 
"poor Peter" the power of the forces influencing this 
society becomes apparent. This is, however, guesswork.
By the time she had completed the first four instalments,
Mrs Gaskell must have recognised she had two works to 
resolve and chose to finish Ruth first. She may have felt 
that the next contributions to Cranford presented 
difficulties too, and this, as well as pressure to finish
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her second novel, could have influenced her leaving off 
her third for eight months. Nevertheless, when she came 
to write part five it was an extra long instalment dealing 
with the present condition of the town. It determined 
the direction the remaining three would follow, as they 
reveal later events. The narrative has been generated 
by the situation of the town as a whole as set out in the 
novel’s first half. The resolution is achieved through 
Miss Matty but only in her participation in a series of 
events which transcends her individual difficulties.
In the second part, both the values of Cranford and 
Miss Matty’s personal qualities are tested. The novel 
becomes more governed by incident as the nuances of this 
society are expressed in actions. The first important 
event is the advent of Signor Brunoni, the conjuror, with 
which is closely associated the wave of fear about 
robberies. The reaction of Cranford is reflected in Miss 
Pole, It is she who first becomes aware of the arrival 
of Brunoni and whets the appetites of her listeners by 
informing them of her encounter with him. At the 
performance she is sceptical that the man she sees there 
is the same one and doggedly protests about the difference; 
but she is as infatuated as anyone with the air of mystery 
which pervades his arrival. All of the ladies need 
reassurance that they are not enjoying forbidden pleasures
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and are relieved to find that Mr Hayter, the minister, 
is there with some of the poor boys of the parish. It 
is typical of them that they should not have faith in 
their own unaided judgement and that they should look 
to some institutionalised help. Even Mrs Jamieson’s 
presiding genius is not sufficient here; only the 
blessing of the Church provides the needed support 
against anything as inexplicable as the occult.
Brunoni’s presence promotes the fear of violence 
and robbery that sweeps among the Cranford ladies. It 
is Mrs Forrester who makes the connection between this 
sudden outbreak, which it is automatically assumed 
could not be perpetrated by any of the inhabitants of 
the town, and the foreign conjuror. She equates his 
foreignness with French spies on no better evidence 
than his broken English and the suspicious aspects of 
Miss Pole's encounter at the George Inn (pp. 181-2), 
Miss Pole takes up the cry and the whole thing snow­
balls so that Cranford becomes peopled with ruffians, 
one of whom is first a virago and then an Irishman 
disguised as a beggar woman. Miss Pole tells chilling 
stories of the ruses perpetrated by hardened criminals 
to gain entry to houses and recounts acts of bravery 
and instances of good fortune coming to the aid of
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householders. She even leaves her house in terror to 
stay with Miss Matty while accounts of attacks at Mrs 
Jamieson’s and Mr Hoggins’s add to the mania. The 
climax is reached uiith the ladies being carried home 
by chairlift wanting to avoid Darkness Lane and Miss 
Pole and Miss Matty offering the chairmen extra money 
to expedite matters. The whole affair has its ludicrous 
side, especially since the real identity of Brunoni is 
shortly afterwards revealed as that of Samuel Brown, 
who is not only an Englishman with a wife whom he is 
struggling to keep, but is in poor straits through an 
accident, the effects of which the Cranford ladies can 
lessen with their readily proffered help. As Mary Smith 
says:
Somehow, we all forgot to be afraid, I dare say it was, 
that finding out that he who had first excited our love 
of the marvellous by his unprecedented arts, had not 
sufficient every-day gifts to manage a shying horse, 
made us feel as if we were ourselves again, (pp. 209-10)
Fears suddenly recede after this and the real kindness
of the community is allowed to express itself. The panic
aroused by the unknown and external is revealed as having
no substance; looking back, we see a group of elderly
ladies has been behaving in the most absurd fashion. But
it is not entirely so. The fears expressed have a real
basis, as a reading of Mary’s horror of eyes staring at
her in the dark or Miss Matty’s precautions to ensure
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nobody is hiding under her bed, indicate, (pp. 195-7)
The subrational, uncontrolled nature of their response 
suggests strongly that there is a sexual aspect in all 
of this, that the frustrations of these women create 
in them a fear of violent ravishment. When Samuel 
Brown is understood such fears vanish. This is un­
deniably important as a factor in the situation but it 
is not by itself the most outstanding. What matters 
more is that, faced with a threat which strikes home 
to each of them personally, the ladies of Cranford 
finally have no resources within them to fall back 
upon. Mrs Jamieson cannot help them; she is herself 
subject to attack. And they feel powerless to help 
themselves. The very timorous nature of the structure 
they have erected to meet their deepest needs is revealed. 
It is true that Miss Matty is involved in the resulting 
flurry and that she is as concerned as anybody. She 
has no particular insight into what is happening. But 
it is also true that she is rather in the background.
Miss Pole is most prominent. Others make suggestions, 
reveal their fears and she goes along with them. She 
is not innovative and intellectual. She shares, or 
thinks she does, the prejudices of her friends, and 
there is nothing in the predicament that brings out 
her peculiar strengths. If she is seen here with any
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weaknesses, they are only such as are shared by all the 
other ladies.
It is when she is faced with a real crisis at the 
personal level that her true mettle is revealed. Miss 
Deborah Jenkyns’ retention of shares in the Town and 
County Bank in opposition to Mr Smith’s advice is an 
instance of that mistakenness of judgement to which 
arbitrary rulers are prone. Since Miss Matty has made 
every effort to be faithful to her sister’s wishes in 
all other matters, and since she is not gifted with any 
insight into financial affairs (she does not even know 
how they work as is shown by her response to the Bank’s 
failure), it is not surprising that she should have left 
her money in this insecure investment, despite all other 
advice. When she learns that banknotes from the firm 
will no longer be accepted by tradesmen and performs the 
kindly act of redeeming the countyman’s paper with her 
five gold sovereigns at the cost of the new gown for 
herself to which she has been looking forward, the action 
is entirely in accord with her sweetness of disposition. 
But it is more than this. She takes it as a personal 
responsibility of the shareholders and directors, which 
they are bound in honour to observe, that the debts of 
the bank should be met. She would be prepared to expend 
the remnant of her meagre fortune (if Mary and her father
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who help in the managing of her affairs would let her) in 
redeeming the bank’s credit, and her concern is that the 
directors should be suffering because of a sense of guilt 
in letting so many people down. Her generous action in 
Mr Johnson’s shop dramatises her situation beautifully,
Mary Smith plays devil’s advocate, voicing the awareness 
of the reader that Miss Matty’s action, viewed in a certain 
way, is folly. Nobody but Miss Matty would accept such a 
responsibility and, as Mary tartly makes clear, it is no 
solution. Miss Matty cannot take up all the notes 
personally, but this information merely confuses her,
’’My deari I never feel as if my mind was what people 
call very strong; and it’s often hard enough work for me 
to settle what I ought to do with the case right before 
me, I was very thankful to —  I was very thankful, that 
I saw my duty this morning, with the poor man standing 
by me; but it’s rather a strain upon me to keep thinking 
and thinking what I should do if such and such a thing 
happened; and, I believe, I had rather wait and see what 
really does come; and I don’t doubt I shall be helped 
then, if I don’t fidget myself, and get too anxious 
beforehand," (p, 253)
We are not being offered this as a solution to complicated 
financial dealings; obviously as such it gets us nowhere. 
What we are confronting is the spontaneity of Miss Matty’s 
feelings, which are true and genuine. She sees the man in 
the shop deprived of his hard-earned money through no fault 
of his own and, indeed, because of the trust he has placed 
in others. Unhesitatingly she moves to affirm that trust 
and in so doing vindicates the power of her true feeling.
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She can only live by responding to others on an individual 
basis with dignity and integrity, and it is finally for 
this reason that she must part company with her sister 
and the whole Cranford ethos. Miss Matty does have values 
of her own and faced with a crisis such as this she shows 
it is most importantly these by which she lives. Miss 
Matty’s quixotic aspects are present here as well and 
inform her attempts to make a living by selling tea: she 
is worried that her taking it on might injure Mr Johnson's 
business and will only pursue it after his assurances 
that he will not materially be interfered with; she
advises for a time against customers buying green tea----- ----
because she thinks it will disagree with them; she gives 
away to children almost as many sweets as she sells.
But at the same time the strengths of her limitations 
are revealed. Her outlook contrasts with the great 
world:
But my father says, "such simplicity might be very well 
in Cranford, but would never do in the world," And I 
fancy the world must be very bad, for with all my 
father’s suspicion of every one with whom he has dealings, 
and in spite of all his many precautions, he lost upwards 
of a thousand pounds by roguery only last year, (p. 293)
Certainly, such innocence as Miss Matty’s suggests a ready 
victim to be imposed upon and cheated; certainly itis a rare 
quality but, for all that, it has a value, and this is enhanced
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when we are made to see that worldly—wisdom may not be 
enough to deal with life’s challenges.
Miss Matty’s actions are affirmed by the responses 
of her friends. Not only is Martha upset that Miss 
Matty should want to discharge her because she cannot 
afford her wages anymore and insist on offering her a 
pudding which she feels is beyond her means, but she 
wants to go further by accepting her employer as a 
boarder when she and Jem are married. The other ladies 
hold a meeting to make contributions, even without the 
co-ordinating leadership of Mrs Jamieson, Mrs 
Jamieson is prepared to overlook Miss Matty’s damaging 
herself by going into trade because she is a rector’s 
daughter (and as a means of venting her spite against 
the new and thoroughly oblivous Mrs Hoggins), but there 
is a strong feeling that everyone would continue to 
regard and visit her whatever the matriarch’s decision 
had been. Such openness as Miss Matty’s towards others, 
such genuine appreciation for their feelings, evokes an 
answering response, "We all love Miss Matty", says Mary, 
"and I somehow think we are all of us better when she is 
near us," (p. 324) With these words Cranford closes and 
they indicate the extent of Miss Matty’s influence, A 
degree of social harmony has been established that enables
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such former outcasts as Mrs Hoggins and Mrs Fitz—Adam 
to be included, Mrs Jamieson is still the presiding 
social lioness but she no longer is the repository of 
moral values that her predecessors were. This is 
because with her selfish empty-headedness she is much 
less than they, so abrogating the function which gave 
them such power in the lives at Cranford. More 
importantly, the greater inherent worth of Miss Matty 
has shifted this sort of recognition to her. She has 
had a humanising effect on the other inhabitants of 
Cranford, although their overall outlook has not been 
transformed. Social pretension still exists. Mrs 
Jamieson holds out for the old snobbery and its residue 
is still present in most of the society of Cranford,
But in Miss Matty more enduring values are isolated.
Also of great significance in the world of the novel 
is the return of Peter Jenkyns. There is certainly a 
deal of wish-fulfilment in this. We remember that the 
author was the sister of young Stevenson, the sailor who 
disappeared and was never heard from again; we also
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recall that she wrote a paper called "Disappearances" 
treating this subject at length, in which she recalls 
some celebrated unsolved cases of missing persons. It 
is easy to read this in the novel as a development of a
T O
First printed in Household Words, 7 June 1351,
246-50,
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theme with which she was preoccupied and an expression 
of a desire to resurrect her lost brother. 'It is also 
extremely fortunate for Miss Matty. She is relieved 
of the necessity to conduct a business for which she 
is completely unsuited, indeed quite incompetent. One 
of the sources of her suffering has been the loss of 
her family, including, quite early on, Peter. Yet the 
Age’s arrival does furnish a sort of a test for Cranford.
He was evicted because its society was unable to deal 
with him and it has now arrived at a point where it can.
In part, it can even celebrate his return. For all his 
romantic experiences and his material success, even in 
spite of the passing of the years, he remains at heart 
the same Peter. The impish sense of humour is still 
there, making Mrs Jamieson his most natural butt, though 
he tells all the Cranford ladies who will listen (except 
Miss Matty for whom he is very considerate) stories which 
get taller and taller. Mrs Jamieson admits his sitting 
on the floor cross-legged, though Mr Hoggins’s sitting on 
a chair in this fashion formerly was condemned as vulgar.
He tells Mrs Jamieson the most outrageous story of 
shooting a cherubim in the Himalayas and she accepts 
it quite gravely. The irrationality in so much of Cranford 
usage that she so fittingly embodies still remains fair 
game; but its more serious and genuine values, which reside
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in Miss Matty, deserve and receive due respect. He can 
be readmitted because Cranford has become sufficiently 
balanced to accept him and our final impression is of 
the harmony achieved through the development of Miss 
Matty.
In this second half of the novel, the complications 
delineated in the first are worked out. The novel is 
symmetrical because the first part implies the second 
which is the largest single segment of all. For all her 
prominence, there is a strong sense that Mrs Gaskell is 
interested in more than Miss Matty and her predicaments 
as an individual, since these cannot exist apart from 
her participation in a total environment. The author is 
more careful with form in order to make her work 
satisfyingly coherent. The result is certainly a happy 
contrast with Ruth, Mrs Gaskell has written a major 
work in a minor key and it is the latter that is vital 
to her success. Because her material seems in a sense 
unpromising, because she can respond to it without 
ambiguity, she is able to deal more directly with the 
problem of form. The question becomes, once the thematic 
complications have established themselves, how they can 
be best resolved in the writing. In answering it, Mrs 
Gaskell unexpectedly looks at the novel in a different
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way. When she returns in her next novel to the locality 
of Manchester and the subject matter that had fashioned 
her social purpose she has a more complex appreciation 
of the magnitude of the task of conveying a viable 
response to the life that moves her there.
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NORTH AND SOUTH
Her first three novels established Mrs Gaskell’s
reputation as one of the more important novelists of
her day. When North and South was published in two
volumes in 1855 it was widely reviewed but it did not
exite the partisanship of Mary Barton or Ruth, nor
the enthusiasm of Cranford. The notices were generally
briefer and the author was treated as a known quantity
whose efforts could be seen as measuring up or failing
to measure up to past successes. The most enthusiastic
mentions were to be found in The Examiner, The Critic,
The New Monthly Magazine and The Observer.^ All of the
2
others had good things to say (e.g. The Spectator
3
praised the author’s "power"; The Athenaeum was 
convinced she possessed some of the "artist’s best 
qualities") but they were on the whole more tepid than 
on previous occasions, A frequent complainY"was that 
the new book was inferior to its predecessors but it
^Examiner, 21 April 1855, 244-5; Critic, 14 (1855), 
107; New Monthly Magazine, 105 (1855), 429-32 (this 
is part of a general appraisal of Mrs Gaskell’s 
works to date in which North and South is seen as 
"confirming the reputation which had already been 
acquired" (p,432)); Observer, 22 July 1855, 7,
^31 March 1855, 341-2,
^7 April 1855, 403,
^Inquirer, 12 May 1855, 291; Guardian, 22 August 1855, 
6471
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was also criticised because of the treatment of Margaret’s 
lie, the characterisation and the development of the
7
plot; the latter was commonly accounted for by the 
exigencies of the original serial publication and entailed
rewriting, the whole business of serial publication being
8 9
held to be harmful to the novelist. Only The Leader
condemned the subject-matter as inappropriate to fiction
because a two volume novel could not solve the "vexed
questions of labour and capital." The greatest interest
in these reviews is their limited response. They take it
for granted that the work will be a success and make a
hurried mention of its qualities. They emphasise the'
methods employed in writing it and comment on its shape.
What they do not recognise as unusual is that the question
of a purpose, much beyond depicting Margaret Hale’s love
affair with Thornton, does not arise for them, even though
the Northern industrial scene had in Mary Barton forced
more discussion of social issues than literary qualities.
National Review, 1 (1855), 349-50 (reviewer Walter 
BagGhot),
^Athenaeum, 403.
^Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine, 77 (1855), 559-60 (rev­
iewer Margaret Oliphant); Spectator, 342; Leader, 6 
(1855), 356; Inquirer, 291.
7
National Review, 349; Inquirer, 291.
0
National Review, 350,
9
P, 356,
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Mrs Gaskell’s material was familiar but their routine 
manner of treating it was not.
Although the early reviewers’ remarks about North 
and South in themselves offer us little insight into it, 
their changed attitude is a pointer towards the alteration 
that had taken place in the author. She gives them little 
that they can take up in the light of their own beliefs 
about political economy and industrial relations. The 
setting has much in common with Mary Barton (in Milton 
Northern, which forms the bulk of the novel) but the 
treatment of human relationships is different. In fact, 
the reviews are anti-climactic, for even though they could 
make general statements about serial publication and the 
difficulties it imposed upon authors, they had no 
conception of the struggle which Mrs Gaskell had faced 
in writing for this unfamiliar mode. With this novel, 
unlike her others, her greatest trials were to be en­
countered in the course of composition, rather than 
afterwards, and it is from them that we can learn most 
about her evolving powers as a novelist.
Following his policy of enlisting the aid of promis­
ing new authors Dickens had written to Mrs Gaskell in 
1850, inviting her to submit something to Household
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Words. She began with short stories but soon delivered
him Cranford, Dickens must have been highly pleased with
the success of this as well as that of Ruth which, for all
its highly critical notices, had received many more good
ones and confirmed her ability to reach a large reading
p u b l i c , H e  therefore invited her to write a novel to
succeed his own Hard Times which ran in Household Words
from 1 April to 12 August 1854, Despite the widely-held
prejudice against piecemeal publication it was the way
in which many works first reached print at the time,
Dickens himself was very used to it, and, though the
weekly parts of Hard Times gave him more trouble than
monthly parts, he generally found this mode of publication
congenial. Many other of the greatest authors of the
time, including George Eliot, Thackeray and Trollope,
published at least some books in this manner so that in
making his offer to Mrs Gaskell Dickens was introducing
her to a major mode of producing Victorian fiction which
12she had not yet tried. He could not have anticipated
^^See Section I above, p* 21,
l^He wrote to her in praise of Cranford during 
publication in Household Words, See Dickens 
Letters, 4 December 1851, vol.II, p.361; 21 
December 1851, vol.II, p.364.
^^Thackeray normally wrote as he published; Framley 
Parsonage was the only one of his novels that 
Trollope began issuing before he had finished it, 
while George Eliot finished her book& before they
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the problems which serialization would present to an
author with such a different temperament from his own
and, indeed, may have felt that Cranford afforded some
guarantee that she would cope very well. The difference
was, however, that Cranford was not conceived as a
serial nor, indeed, as a novel, and Mrs Gaskell
completed it over an eighteen month period working at
her own pace. She had no deadlines to meet and the
finished book was much shorter than North and South
would be. The new book was to begin to come out from
2 September 1854, and in the event was finished on 27
January 1855. Mrs Gaskell must have begun writing it
13
some time in January or February and she seems to have 
had some misgivings about the enterprise. She had 
never begun publishing a work before she had concluded 
writing it and with her crowded schedules of duties 
of which writing was but one she must have anticipated 
the struggle that would result. Moreover, having to 
work closely with someone else while she wrote was new 
to her and probably gave rise to some apprehension.
saw print. While each writer approached it 
differently, serial publication remained a most 
important means of first introducing a work to 
the public.
13
Seventy six pages were written by mid-May. See 
Letters to John Forster, Letters, Nos. 192, p.282 
and 195, p. 290.
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This probably accounts for her unusual practice,
especially in the early stages, of discussing
possible developments of North and South with friends
and showing the manuscript around; she had never done
this before, nor was she to repeat it afterwards. She
made some reference to Dickens, for in April she
expresses relief that he will not have a strike,^^but
she cannot have given him much idea of her intentions,
for it was not until just before 15 June that he
received the first batch of manuscript which he
enjoyed but "the end of which, I don't in the least 
15
foresee"; he very equably went on to suggest cuts
and divisions for the numbers. Prior to this she had
mentioned to Forster the possibility of introducing a
new character to be in love with Thornton and provide
plot complications;^^ two weeks later she tells him
of Mrs Shaen's liking for what she has seen although
"still I feel it to be flat & grey with no bright
17
clear foreground as yet." Some days later she is
^^In Hard Times; see letter to John Forster, C 23 
April 1854J , Letters, No. 191, p. 281.
^^Dickens Letters, vol Jl, p. 561.
^^Letter to John Forster, [23 April 1854] , Letters, 
No. 191, p. 281.
17
[? 8-14 May 1854] , Letters, No, 192, p.282.
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still not happy with it: "It is dull; & I have never
18
had time to prune it," but she has sent Forster 
seventy six pages by Mrs Shaen (virtually all there 
is and presumably what the latter has been reading).
She writes far from confidently in these letters and 
appears anxious to learn her friends' opinions of 
what she has done so far. It seems likely that she 
has adopted this plan because the novel will be pub­
lished in parts and she wants some idea of how they 
might strike an intelligent reader who has no idea 
of what is to follow. Should there be any major 
criticisms she could deal with them before submitting 
the final draft of these early chapters to Dickens.
It is an attempt to distance herself from her work 
to meet the exigencies of an entirely new situation.
She knows she will have no opportunity to look over 
the completed manuscript before it is published (nor 
will William who had assisted her previously) and she 
has not enough faith in her own unaided judgement in 
these circumstances.
It is this lack of experience on Mrs Gaskell's part 
which helps explain the nature of her conflict with
^®[17 May 1854] , Letters, p. 290.
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Dickens, As Miss Hopkins and Miss Collin^^ have shown,
there was a rapid deterioration in relations between
the two which set in when the author began to send in
sheets. He had felt it would be a simple matter for
her to agree to his suggestions for breaking up the
work for his journal; that had been part of the under-
20
standing when he had made her the request for a novel.
Mrs Gaskell, however, proved far from amenable. He 
felt that the opening was too slow and wanted to 
condense it, but she would not have it interfered with. 
There were delays in sending in copy and proofs which 
severely tried Dickens' patience and she was incapable 
of bearing in mind the need for division as she wrote.
He was a professional, used to exercising careful 
personal control over all that appeared in his magazine 
and with most writers reserved the right to alter their 
manuscripts as he saw fit. He was irritated with Mrs
19
See Annette B. Hopkins, "Dickens and Mrs. Gaskell", 
Huntington Library Quarterly, 9 (1946), 357-85.
This material was subsequently incorporated into 
Elizabeth Gaskell; Her Life and Work (1952),
Chapter VIII, but without the footnotes of the 
original. It discusses Mrs Gaskell's dealings with 
Dickens throughout her writing career, and not just 
North and South. See also Dorothy W. Collin, "The 
Composition of Mrs. Gaskell's North and South", 
Bulletin of the John Rylands LTbrarv, 54 (1971),67-93,
20
Dickens Letters, vol.II, p. 542. Dated 18 February 
1854, this letter urges her to write on in her own 
way without worrying about serial divisions.
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Gaskell's tardiness in coming up with a title, rejected 
her suggestion of "Margaret Hale" and made the counter­
suggestion of "North and South" which was a d o p t e d . H e  
could not be 'so arbitrary as with some other contributors 
with a writer of Mrs Gaskell's increasing eminence but 
he was nevertheless concerned for what must have appeared 
to him irrational female non-cooperativeness which was 
ruining Household Words. On the other hand, Mrs Gaskell 
was in some sense still an amateur, not in a perjorative 
sense of not taking the whole matter sufficiently seriously, 
but in that this method of publishing was entirely new to 
her. She could not appreciate Dickens' editorial problems 
and so could not easily attempt to resolve them. All the 
matters connected with the book were discussed by letter 
with the inevitable limitations this implies and the two 
never had an opportunity to really have out their 
grievances in a dialogue that might well have cleared the 
matter up. Communications became worse and Mrs Gaskell 
became more adamant in sticking to her position and very
21
Or so it is usually believed. It is possible, from 
the context of the letter giving the evidence 
(Dickens Letters, vol.11, p. 571), that they may 
have arrived at the title from mutual agreement, 
for it reads ambiguously. However, Mrs Gaskell 
usually referred to the book as "Margaret Hale" 
and even as late a s [ ?  17 December 1854], was 
suggesting to Dickens that "Death & Variations" 
would have been a better title (Letters, No. 220, 
p. 324). See Collin, pp. 75-5.
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22
distressed about the whole affair.
As time went on she was subject to physical distresj
23
that is reminiscent of her "Ruth fever". As late as
October, when publication was well under way, she could
still make reference to her friends to seek their
opinions of its possible progress. In mid-October she
asks Catherire Winkworth what she thinks of a fire to
burn down Thornton's mills which Margaret can rebuild 
24
larger and better. Later the same month she tells
Emily Shaen how far she has got and of her "puzzle"
about how to develop Thornton's character, though she
25
sees no need to hurry. At this stage she seems to be
taking her close friends into more of her confidence 
22
There were, however, faults on both sides, in­
volving misunderstanding, miscalculation of how 
much of Mrs Gaskell's MS would make a number, 
and poor communications. See Hopkins and, 
especially, Collin, for fuller discussion of 
these matters,
23
She writes, "I have not written one line of 
'Margaret' for three weeks of headaches and 
dizziness". Letter to Unknown Correspondent,
Letters, No. 200, p. 294. Chappie and Pollard 
date this [~? June 1854] , but do not say why.
It could possibly be later (say July or August), 
unless Dickens's earliest suggestion for tamp­
ering with the manuscript of 15 June was already 
very upsetting.
^"^[11 to 14 Oct. 1854], Letters, No. 211, p. 310.
25
Oct. 27th, 1854, Letters, No. 217, p. 321.
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than her editor who has a far greater stake in the out­
come of her efforts. It seems likely that she does so 
because she needs their moral support to deal with the 
constant tension that the limited time and space for 
writing, as well as the evident displeasure of the
editor, created. There is no doubt that her finishing
26
was a source of some relief but engendered dissatis­
faction as well. She writes to Anna Jameson thanking 
her for a note of appreciation and goes on;
I made a half-promise (as perhaps I told you,) to Mr 
Dickens, which he understood as a whole one; and though 
I had the plot and characters in my head long ago, I 
have often been in despair about the working of them 
out; because of course, in this way of publishing it,
I had to write pretty hard without waiting for the 
happy leisure hours. And then 20 numbers was, I found 
my allowance; instead of the too scant 22, which I had 
fancied were included in 'five months'; and at last the 
story is huddled & hurried up: especially in the rapidity 
with which the sudden death of Mr Bell, succeeds to the 
sudden death of Mr Hale. But what could I do? Every 
page was grudged me, just at last, when I did certainly 
infringe all the bounds & limits they set me as to 
quantity.27
She is not-sure whether the result is unsatisfactory or
whether she should try to project herself back into the
Dickens wrote to her on 27 January 1855: "Let me 
congratulate you on the conclusion of your story; 
not because it is the end of a task to which you 
had conceived a dislike (for I imagine you to have 
got the better of that delusion by this time), but 
because it is the vigorous and powerful accomplish­
ment of an anxious labour." Dickens Letters, vol.II, 
p. 618.
/^January 1855], Letters, No. 225, pp. 328-9.
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story and re-write the conclusion. She asks Mrs Jameson's
opinion on this and is thankful for the reply:
—  you tell me just what I wanted to know. If the story 
had been poured just warm out of the mind, it would have 
taken a much larger mould. It was the cruel necessity 
of compressing it that hampered me. And now I can’t do 
much; I may not even succeed when I try, but I will try 
for my own satisfaction even if it does not answer.28
Before North and South appeared in book form the author 
made some additions in an effort to overcome the limit­
ations she felt were foisted upon her but, as the 
reviewers of the day pointed out, she was not entirely 
successful,
Mrs Gaskell is evidently dissatisfied with the novel 
and passes a great deal of the blame onto Dickens. He 
had not made his demands clear to her, he had misunder­
stood her position, and her work had suffered in 
consequence. She was a writer who needed space in which 
to develop and never before had she been so vigorously 
denied it. There was some justice in her complaints. His 
greatest failure was to let her know exactly how much 
space she was allowed, although he was misled by a 
printer's error in this matter. His alarm as to the 
quantity of the MS made him more high-handed, so that 
instead of explaining his problems to her he made demands 
that she limit herself which were resented because they
Jan. 30 [1855], Letters, No. 227, pp 330-1,
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seemed unreasonable, Dickens was not disregarding the 
artistic integrity of her book, which was causing her 
such concern, but he could not see why she could not 
tailor her artistic aspirations to the needs of his 
periodical. This Mrs Gaskell could not do, both 
through inexperience and the stage she had reached in 
her development as a novelist. She did not work well 
under pressure. Had she been clearer about herself, 
she might have stipulated that the novel was to be 
written or almost so before publication began and this 
would have given the two ample time to recognise their 
problems and to resolve them. When she next published 
a novel in serial form it was Wives and Daughters in 
The Cornhill. In this case she was given the greater 
freedom of monthly parts which could be longer than the 
weekly ones of Household Words; this lent itself more 
readily to leisurely development and the problem of 
division arose at greater intervals. Moreover, the 
publication would be over a longer time than the hectic 
five months of Household Words so that there was 
opportunity for pauses and consideration of progress 
without the deadline arising with such relentless 
rapidity, and The Cornhill did not impose restrictions 
on the final work which, in the case of Wives and 
Daunhters, was to be easily Mrs Gaskell's longest novel.
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For all his irritation Dickens bore her no lasting
ill will. In 1859 he was asking for a serial for All 
29
the Year Round, his new periodical, and he continued
to accept shorter works into the 1860s. Mrs Gaskell
never again gave him a long work, most of what he
published being journalistic and inferior. She
increasingly saved her best work, like Cousin Phillis,
for The Cornhill. How far this was a result of lasting
antagonism it is impossible to say. It seems likely
she did not want to repeat the experience she had been
through with another novel but was not averse to turning
a ready penny from the generous Dickens with other things.
It also seems true that she was becoming a better critic
of her own work and wanted the best of it to appear signed
in more prestigious journals in company with the greatest
authors of the day, rather than unacknowledged with some
of the more commonplace, if also anonymous, contributors
to Dickens* Miss Hopkins is probably right to argue that
she held out against him on artistic grounds and that she
was ceasing to be overawed by him as she no doubt had been
at the outset. But it is misleading to contend that she
had made "a positive resolve to stand her ground and not
30
to be cajoled 'even by Mr. Dickens'," It is true that
29
On 20 December 1859 Dickens asked for about four 
hundred pages of her usual MS at two hundred guineas, 
Dickens Letters, vol. Ill, pp. 139-40,
30
Hopkins, Huntington Library Quarterly, 384.
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in North and South Mrs Gaskell gives a more mature 
treatment of social problems than had before been the 
case but this was not the result of a consciously 
thought-out position. It had a great deal to do with 
trial and error. She was not so entirely mistress of 
the form of the novel that she could be flexible in 
meeting Dickens’s demands for changes. In fact, think­
ing about the work as a serial and as a novel was too 
much for her. In this book she was coming to terms 
with the lessons about her art that she had learned from 
her previous works and in trying to do this she disregard­
ed the form of publication. Her opposition is largely a 
question of digging her heels in. She cannot have given 
him a reasoned account of her position and hence he only 
became more incensed. Her uncertainty is pointed up by 
her recourse throughout to her friends for help with 
various complications arising which she was unable, given 
their deteriorating relationship, to discuss with Dickens, 
But, finally, no one could solve her difficulties but her­
self, Granted the straitjacket in which she increasingly 
felt constrained, she had to devise some way of resolving 
her artistic difficulties on her own terms.
In considering how she does this it is worthwhile to 
take note of the return to the industrial North that is
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the major feature of North and South. It has become a 
frequent occurrence for later critics, guided by the 
title that Dickens gave it, to discuss it in terms of 
two contrasted ways of life: that of the thriving, 
prosperous, industrial North with all its social up­
heavals as against the rural, settled, more peaceful
South, variations on Mrs Gaskell's preferences being 
31
given. A more common orthodoxy, as Martin Dodsworth 
32
has pointed out, is that which classifies North and
South as an "industrial" or "social" novel, along with
Mary Barton, One may disapprove of it in these terms
33
like Lord David Cecil or see it as one of its author's 
greatest achievements like John Lucas^^or, alternatively, 
view it as an inferior outgrowth of its companion novel 
in which Mrs Gaskell has become much more conservative
31
See, for example, Elizabeth Bowen in her 
Introduction to the Chiltern edition of the 
novel (1951), pp. v-viii,
32
Introduction to North and South (Harmondsworth,
1970), pp. 8-10.
^^Early Victorian Novelists (1934), Chapter VI 
(esp, pp. 235-6; 239).
^^"Mrs. Gaskell and Brotherhood" in David Howard,
John Lucas and John Goode, Tradition and Tolerance 
in Nineteenth-Century Fiction: Critical Essays 
on Some English and American Novels (1966), 
pp. 174-205.
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and sides with the masters against the operatives, like
35
Arnold Kettle and Raymond Williams. Mrs Gaskell, so 
the arguments run, has responded to the criticisms made 
of her that she was unfair to the masters and promoted 
class hatred, by putting the employers in a much more 
favourable light in her new book. This thinking is in 
line with George Henry Lewes' belief that Geraldine
37Dewsbury's Marian Withers is an answer to Mary Barton. 
with its corollary that this prompted an answer in turn 
from Mrs Gaskell or, at any rate, she was prevailed upon 
to modify her views. The whole question merits investigat­
ion in the light of the controversy about that first novel.
Marian Withers was serialised in the Manchester
Examiner and Times in November 1850, and came out as a 
38
book in 1851. Most of it is a romantic account of amatory 
35
"The Early Victorian Social-Problem Novel" in F rom 
Dickens to Hardy, edited by Boris Ford, Pelican Guide 
to English Literature, vol. 6 (1953), pp. 181-3.
^^Culture and Society 1780-1950 (1958), pp. 91-2.
37Reported in Susanna Howe, Geraldine Jewsbury; Her 
Life and Errors (1935), p. 111.
38
Published by Colburn and Co., 1851. It is discussed 
in relation to Withers' role in it by Ivan Melada 
The Captain of Industry in English Fiction 1821- 
1871 (Albuquerque, 1970), pp. 40-48.
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triflings involving people of rank but in the heroine's 
father, John Withers, can be detected the basis for 
comparison with Mrs Gaskell's treatment of John Barton.
The first chapters trace Withers' life as a waif in 
desperate poverty. Largely through his own efforts 
(he has a talent for inventing machines) he rises in 
the world until he has a mill and wealth of his own.
He is a model employer, concerned for the welfare of 
his workers to whom he gives a fair wage and who respect 
him. He provides them with amenities and like his friend 
Cunningham who marries the heroine he believes in their 
advancement through education, and he rejects the in­
evitability of class warfare. Miss Jewsbury depicts 
several other industrialists who lack these qualities 
but they only heighten Withers' values and it is easy 
enough to contrast him with the Carsons and John Barton, 
each of whom he resembles. A connection with North and 
South can be established through Marian who prefers the 
snobbish pretentions of the Arls and Albert Le Mare at 
first but is introduced to more Stirling qualities through 
Cunningham. There is some parallel here to Margaret Hale's 
prejudices against "trade" which are broken down by her
experiences at Milton Northern and her love for Thornton,
39
Mrs Gaskell undoubtedly knew this book and probably was 
39
Howe (p.130) reports her giving a copy to Prosper
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aware of Lewes' claim about it. She certainly knew 
Miss Jewsbury who lived near the house at Plymouth 
Grove and it would appear that the two women were not 
much in sympathy with one a n o t h e r . T h i s  makes the 
idea of an interchange between them plausible, making 
Miss Jewsbury a notable contributor among others to 
a change in Mrs Gaskell's thinking.
There are, however, some problems with this 
interpretation. Marian Withers came out in 1850, yet 
North and South was not begun till three and a half 
years later. Why did Mrs Gaskell wait so long to take 
up its criticisms and those of her other detractors, in 
the meantime writing two books not concerned with the 
industrial North at all? If she had been stung or 
chastened by attacks at the time, why wait so long to 
bring out her rejoinder? If she had thought about them 
over a period and altered her views as a result, was not 
her recantation arrived at a little late to be of service? 
Moreover, the heat generated by Ruth was greater in some 
quarters (including Manchester) than that of Mary Barton 
yet Mrs Gaskell never acknowledged it in any way in print.
Merimée, She must also have seen or known about 
it at its first appearance since it came out in 
a Manchester paper.
"^^Both Miss Jewsbury and her friend Jane Carlyle were 
not fond of Unitarians according to Howe, pp.55-6.
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She published neither defence nor withdrawal in fiction 
or in essay. We know, indeed, that she was not a 
controversialist at heart and was deeply distressed by 
much of the criticism she had drawn on herself. It is, 
therefore, odd that she should in any way wish to 
reopen a controversy which had been closed for some 
years. Whatever Miss Dewsbury’s intentions might have 
been, comparing her book with North and South we are 
conscious of vast differences of interest and treatment. 
Not only is Mrs Gaskell so much more imaginative but 
she deals with the industrial scene more directly 
through her heroine and throughout her novel as a whole.
In Marian Withers, the main bearing upon it is through 
Withers himself. Marian is peripheral to it. Margaret 
Hale is a much more complex human being whose life is 
concerned with conflicts with others equally of flesh 
and blood. Her creator, unlike Miss Jewsbury, does not 
take the whole of the novel to shift her love from a 
worthless individual to one more worthy. The clarification 
of Margaret's emotional commitments is integral to her 
responses to her different environments (Harley St., 
Helstone and Milton) and the people she meets there; it 
is also at the heart of the chief concern of the book.
This recognition brings us back to the question of
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character which has all along been of considerable 
importance to Mrs Gaskell, It also suggests that the 
most important factors influencing her in the creation 
of North and South were those which had already arisen 
in the writing of all three of her previous books.
Cranford had revealed the importance of a sense of 
form in a way that had not been possible to her before. 
Apart from it, all her main writing had been concerned 
with social problems which had not only been criticised 
by others but which had led to enormous difficulties in 
imaginative realisation. With this next novel she 
returns to this familiar ground, the area on which she 
had embarked with Mary Barton, with a greater awareness 
of the need for an enhanced perspective. She realises 
that the author's commitment to a cause is not enough 
and that she must make the reader understand the situation 
she depicts by the subtlety of her presentation. In this 
respect, it is interesting to note the correspondences 
between Mary Barton and North and South. The three main 
characters, Mary Barton, John Barton and the two Carsons 
(who for practical purposes can be treated as one in 
their bearing upon the contemporary industrialist) are 
parallelled by Margaret Hale, Higgins and John Thornton. 
But there are differences brought about by Mrs Gaskell's 
deliberate attemot to create contexts in which to view
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them. Margaret is raised in the social world above 
Mary and made an outsider to whom Milton is startlingly 
new, as it might be to some readers; she has also 
heroine status from the beginning. Higgins becomes 
subsidiary but never does anything to forfeit his 
creator's sympathy; the unsympathetic actions are 
reserved for the wretched Boucher and because of her 
detachment from him (he is a very minor character), 
and his miserable circumstances (reminiscent of the 
Davenports), he, too, can be treated with tact.
Thornton is indeed a more sympathetic industrialist 
than his two predecessors and we learn much more about 
him than them. This is because he has taken on the role 
of hero vacated by Barton, in this case also vital to 
the novel's initial conception and introducing a new 
element in the work of the author. All three of these 
characters have a great deal of Mrs Gaskell's sympathy, 
but never all of it. She can see their limitations in 
their clashes and the unfortunate human consequences 
these can entail. Moreover, because Higgins is subsid­
iary, the centre of the novel shifts to the love interest 
present in the clash of the two most important personal­
ities of Margaret and Thornton. The problems of an 
industrial society in all their forms are not irrelevant
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here but they are raised in a different manner from 
Mary Barton. Mrs Gaskell is concerned primarily with 
the lives of her two main characters and the contrary 
influences which have shaped them. Consequently, 
nineteenth century capitalism which has been so dominant 
in the career of the self-made Thornton confronts us 
through him constantly. It confronts us also in a 
different way through Margaret who meets it for the first 
time and fumbles to cope with it and in addition brings 
in the contrary experiences of her own background. There 
is thus a subtle interplay of attitudes which in the 
first half of the novel propels it into a crisis that is 
effectually dramatised in the attack on Thornton’s mill. 
Important as Margaret is to us we are not only interested 
in the outcome for her; we have a counterbalancing concern 
for Thornton, Higgins and the anonymous group of strikers. 
This is a considerable advance on Mrs Gaskell’s earlier 
handling of similar material and comes about because of 
her more artful management of narrative.
The novel opens with Margaret Hale in Harley St. and 
for six chapters the author concentrates on acquainting 
us with her characteristics and prejudices in careful 
preparation for the shock she is to receive in Chapter VII 
when her family is obliged to move to Milton, Margaret,
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as the daughter of the Vicar of Helstone and of one 
of the wards of Sir John Beresford with her well-off 
relations in Harley St,, would seem to enjoy a secure 
position. In her own community she has the respect 
of the parishioners that is due to her father’s 
position there; she has charm and good looks and is 
able to captivate her cousin Edith’s brother-in-law, 
the rising barrister Mr Henry Lennox, The comparison 
with the alien environment of Milton with its rough 
ways and different sense of values, with the decline 
in her family's fortunes and the insecurity of 
position that it represents, would seem to be great.
So it is that many readers have felt that how Margaret 
copes with this gratuitous change in her life is Mrs 
Gaskell's main concern; so also have they emphasised a 
contrast of values and life styles as important in the 
novel. This view, however, not only overlooks the fact 
that as a presentation of contrasts the book is im­
balanced (by far the bulk of it deals with the North) 
but does not take account of the blemishes of the South 
that Mrs Gaskell is at pains to describe. Although the 
nursery in Harley St.arouses fondrremories of happy times 
Margaret has spent there as she helps Edith prepare for 
her wedding, there is yet the recollection that when she
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was a nine-year-old child arriving for the first time, 
having tea separate from her parents and denied even 
the outlet of a good cry for fear of disturbing her 
cousin, the experience was a distressing one. She 
felt cut off from all the familiar routine of Helstone.
For a nine-year-old this is a personal crisis even 
though it has been obscured by subsequent experience.
(Vol. I, pp. 6-7) She has also to live with her 
mother's dissatisfaction with Helstone because her 
husband has not achieved more exalted preferment within 
the church, "marring . . • the peace of home, by long 
hours of discontent." (Vol. I, p. 22) When Margaret 
arrives home her awareness of this is somewhat of a 
shock and its effects are heightened by even Dixon, 
the maid, thinking that her mistress lowered herself in 
marrying Mr Hale, and by Aunt Shaw, who is very conscious 
of having done well herself, sharing this feeling. More 
serious than either of these is the knowledge that 
Margaret's brother Frederick has been absent from home 
for many years and can never return because of some serious 
trouble with which he has been involved. Later in the novel 
his participation in a mutiny is clarified for us but at 
this point we are informed of the sorrow this has brought 
to all the family. Finally, it is while he is carrying 
out his pastoral duties that Mr Hale becomes subject to
:7i
"doubts" which cause him suddenly to vacate his living, 
to become a Dissenter and plunge his entire family into 
the uncertainties of their new situation. We are not 
informed of the precise nature of these "doubts", 
except that they apparently derive from his reading and 
thinking about the Divines deprived of their livings 
during the seventeenth century because they could not 
conform to the usages of the Church of England, and 
they never at any stage involve questions about the 
existence of the Deity, Nothing else is of importance. 
What really matters is that in this supposedly un­
troubled little world such notions can enter Mr Hale's 
head as necessitate his leaving it for good, so that 
whatever else may be said of the tenor of life there it 
must be emphasised that it does not provide any insulat­
ion against problems that are general in human life.
The crisis which necessitates departure originates 
there and moreover it is only the most major and 
startling of the crises that have affected the family, 
and particularly Margaret, to date; life, of necessity, 
has offered many other trials to be faced before this.
At the end of the book when Margaret returns to 
Helstone it proves to be not the ideal spot she had 
remembered. The dreadful superstition generally believed, 
and put into practice by one of the inhabitants in roast­
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ing a cat to compel the powers of darkness to fulfil 
her wishes, demonstrates that the place is less than 
perfect. But even the vicarage is not as she remembers 
it. The new minister'has a large family and has 
altered the place substantially to accommodate them.
The tone of his relations with his parishioners is 
different from her father’s as the new man is much more 
assertive and has narrower views (on the subject of 
drink, for instance). The real issue is not that 
Helstone proves not to be the paradise that at times 
she may have thought it in comparison to Milton, but 
that it, like people and all things, is subject to 
change. Even if it could achieve the impossible and 
remain the same in all other respects it would be 
irreparably different because her parents, so closely 
associated with her memory of it, are dead. Margaret 
has already felt some disorientation at leaving Milton, 
especially in finding herself out of accord with the 
luxurious gentility of Aunt Shaw and all her relations, 
a point which is not so much a judgement of their way 
of life as it is an indication of how far Margaret has 
grown away from it. Her returns show how she has been 
led to reject some of the assumptions of this world she 
has left and have helped her come to terms with what her
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ou/n assumptions are* Through the early scenes in the 
South and Margaret's contrasting sense of it later in 
the book Mrs Gaskell is able to highlight the kind of 
person her heroine begins by being and how she is 
altered by the experiences at Milton* In the early 
scenes we are informed of the personal calibre and 
prejudices which underlie her pride. Her strength is 
revealed by Mr Hale's telling her of his plans in the 
knowledge that she will be able to cope with what they 
mean while he hangs back from telling his wife because 
he fears the reaction. Margaret is the one with the 
capacity to inform her and the effect on her fully 
justifies Mr Hale's premonitions. (Vol. I, pp. 63-65)
This same inner power exerts itself as an ability to 
command Dixon when she ventures to be critical of her 
mistress's husband, Margaret makes it very plain that 
she has forgotten herself, summoning all the pride and 
dignity of -her own position to ram the message home,
(Vol. I, p. 69) It is here that we see another side of 
her personality and one which is to be quite as important 
in later developments in the book. She has such a keen 
sense of her position, a sense formed by her associations 
with people of such limited views as Aunt Shaw and her 
own mother, that her views of others can be distorted by 
ignorance and prejudice. When she contemptuously dis-
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misses the Gormans as "shoppy people" and is mildly 
rebuked by her mother she avers:
"Nol I call mine a very comprehensive taste; I 
like all people whose occupations have to do with 
land; I like soldiers and sailors, and the three 
learned professions, as they call them. I’m sure 
you don't want me to admire butchers and bakers, 
and candlestick-makers, do you, mamma?" (Vol. I. p.23)
It is a very special definition of "comprehensive"
which can afford to be so particular and one that calls
into question how Margaret sees herself in relation to
others. It also makes us ask what resources she has to
deal with the somewhat ironic change in her environment
to Milton where "shoppy people" hold sway.
John Thornton is as much a product of his environ­
ment as Margaret. His pride is as masterful as hers but 
it has different sources. He has no reverence for the 
values of an old and continuing way of life. He is 
committed to an aggressive new order of things which 
has enabled him to rise to impressive heights of 
prosperity by his own efforts after his starting from 
very humble beginnings. The prestige he enjoys is 
founded on that very commerce which Margaret finds so 
ugly. He despises the South without really understanding 
its ways just as she displays a similar ignorance of the 
North. Two such strongly made-up minds powerfully 
challenge one another and it is inevitable that they
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should clash. They do so from their very first meeting, 
establishing the dramatic tension of the novel in a way 
never before possible to Mrs Gaskell. At the first 
encounter:
She sat facing him and facing the light; her full beauty 
met his eye; her round white flexile throat rising out 
of the full, yet lithe figure; her lips, moving so 
slightly as she spoke, not breaking the cold serene 
look of her face with any variation from the one lovely 
haughty curve; her eyes, with their soft gloom, meeting 
his with quiet maiden freedom. He almost said to him­
self that he did not like her, before their conversation 
ended; he tried to compensate himself for the mortified 
feeling, that while he looked upon her with an admirat­
ion he could not repress, she looked at him with proud 
indifference, taking him, he thought, for what, in his 
irritation, he told himself he was —  a great rough 
fellow, with not a grace or a refinement about him.
Her quiet coldness of demeanour he interpreted into 
contemptuousness, and resented it in his heart to the 
pitch of almost inclining him to get up and go away, 
and have nothing more to do with these Hales, and their 
superciliousness. (Vol. I, p. 93)
Mr Thornton’s irritation arises from no specific action 
on Margaret’s part; indeed, she has met him with every 
intention of treating him with ’’civility” as one who 
has befriended her father and is doing the whole family 
a service. She is barely conscious of the impression 
she is making upon him yet Thornton’s reaction is very 
positive. This very civility he interprets as haughtiness 
and it is of a kind that makes him strangely self-conscious. 
It is an implied criticism of everything he stands for. 
Margaret’s reaction to him given to her parents when Mr 
Hale asks her to tell her mother what he is like, is much
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less marked. She claims hardly to know what he is like 
and makes the blunder of referring to him as a "trades­
man" with a tradesman's qualities. Her father tells 
her the term is not used in Milton but to Margaret 
there is no differentiation among manufacturers. She 
does not see Mr Thornton clearly because she has fitted 
him into a mental slot where people of his class can 
be characterised. She is very certain he is not a 
"gentleman" because her predisposition leads her to 
expect this is the case and it is a standard by which 
she needs to judge him. So, in many important respects, 
her impression of Thornton is vague and inaccurate. In 
one respect, however, it is far less so. She gives a 
distinct report of him as a physical entity and of some 
of the moral qualities that go with it —  his force and 
resolution, even though she is not totally approving and 
to a degree indifferent. It is a curiously mixed 
response and it parallels that of Thornbon to her in 
the passage quoted above. He has felt somewhat vexed, 
busy man as he is, by being kept waiting by the Hales 
and has had no other awareness of them except as people 
he is doing a favour to. It is this that makes her 
apparent attitude to him all the more irritating, yet 
it is accompanied by an acute awareness of her physical
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attributes. His response is thus a mixture of strong 
animal attraction and with it a glimpse of forceful 
personal qualities that inform it, as well as a 
repulsion by his interpretation of her character. 
Neither is seeing the other at all fully but each 
begins to be fascinated by the other.
As their acquaintance increases this initial 
misunderstanding intensifies. Their discussions 
about political economy and the ordering of life in 
general lead to disagreements in terms of the supposed 
qualities of the North as against those of the South.- 
Thornton picks out the energy and independence of the 
North, Margaret its dirtiness and the sufferings of 
the poor; she exalts the better lot of the poor in the 
South and their lessened sense of injustice while he 
dismisses its worn-out grooves of an aristocratic way 
of life. These opinions are in reality the obverse of 
one another. When Margaret tells him "You do not know 
the South, Mr. Thornton", and he replies "And may I 
say you do not know the North?" (Vol. I, p.122) they 
are making observations which have less validity with 
regard to two opposed ways of life than with two 
opposed personalities. Each is selective in what they
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mention, each is motivated by self-defence and rejection 
of something about the other. To talk in this way makes 
the differences more tangible and deepens the misunder­
standing. Each takes certain things for granted that to 
the other are foreign.* Thus when Mr Thornton offers her 
his hand on leaving and she merely bows he puts the 
worst possible interpretation on it as the result of 
pride and disagreeableness whereas she is not used to 
that kind of leave-taking (Vol. I, pp.128-9); she assumes 
that his nature is "tainted by his position as a Milton 
manufacturer" because they disagree about questions of 
political economy and her attitudes harden into dislike. 
(Vol. I, p. 132)
Margaret begins with little or no knowledge of Milton 
and her nostalgia gives her a proportionate sympathy for 
the aspirations of a Thornton. Her experience expands 
her understanding but sends it in different directions 
from his. He shares the conviction of any nineteenth 
century capitalist or owner of any property that he has 
the absolute right to do what he wishes with his own.
But his proud autocratic ways are stamped with his own 
personality. He is not just a stereotype of a class. 
Unlike many of his counterparts he has obeyed the fairly 
new law which restricts the amount of smoke that may be
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emitted from factory chimneys but he took the measures 
before the law was passed in order to make more 
economic use of his coal. He goes further and says 
that if the law had been passed before he made the 
requisite alterations he would have waited till he 
was informed against and prosecuted before he would 
have done so. This is characteristic of his fierce 
pride. He makes the change because it is in his 
economic interests yet if someone were to tell him to 
do so he would resist it, even though this would cost 
him dearly through defeat in the law courts and because 
letting the smoke belch out unhindered is inefficient. 
(Vol. I, p. 123) There is a cut off your nose to spite 
your face element in the fierceness of Thornton’s 
independence. His pride in it is a principle and 
adherence to that principle overcomes any other consider­
ation. He is contrasted in this with some of the other 
leading factory owners whom we do not actually meet but 
about whom we learn something from the reports of their 
dealings coming from Thornton and Higgins. Thus Thornton 
reports how one of the masters has tried to manoeuvre his 
men into striking so he will have an excuse to shut down 
his mill (Vol. I, p. 180); this could never happen with 
him. He reserves the right to treat his hands according 
to his will in economic matters and would dismiss them
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and close down if he so desired, whatever the consequence.
He sums up his attitude to Margaret:
"I choose to be the unquestioned and irresponsible 
master of my hands, during the hours that they labour 
for me. But those hours past, our relation ceases; and 
then comes in the same resnect for their independence 
that I myself exact." (Vol. I, p. 191)
His choice of words is significant. He will have no one 
go against him, he will brook no interference, yet this 
is indeed a situation which, taken to its limit, is in 
every sense "irresponsible". It is a basically untenable 
position and one in which the masters can readily find 
themselves if they embark on a collision course with 
their hands. It must be admitted that this is an over­
statement of his case provoked by the irritation of 
Margaret’s opposition, but, as we shall see, it does not 
overstate by much. It suggests a ruthless inhumanity 
which is not really true of Thornton but which can 
result from the logical extension of his ideas. In 
their immediately preceding conversation he has put to 
her several of his principles for dealing with his men.
One should be upright, not resorting to underhanded 
dodges such as that of Henderson already mentioned above, 
yet this is not so much a matter of simple honesty and 
justice as it is a rigid determination not to demean 
himself in his own eyes. One should take pride in 
ownership of capital and one should exert a benevolent
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despotism that treats the workers as little better than 
children for whom a wise parent knows best. In any 
case it is the undoubted and irresistable authority of 
the parent that appeals to Mr Thornton more than his 
discretion in making beneficent decisions. Rather 
than have his right to make decisions questioned he is 
prepared to endure suffering and even ruin to obtain 
the perverse satisfaction that those who resist are 
bringing ruin upon themselves.
John Thornton the capitalist is undoubtedly a 
noble figure, a man of honour and courage, but he is 
limited because governed by theories of labour and 
capital that take no account of what human beings are 
like. He wants to fit his workers into a grid pattern 
simply because he feels he is able to do so and the 
strength of human feeling which is brought out by his 
love for Margaret or even the everyday kindness which 
he first displayed in putting himself out to help the 
Hales when he did not even know them personally has no 
outlet. His attitude to his workers is thus not only 
impoverished but contains the seeds of needless 
disaster. Margaret, in her opposition to his views, 
is guided by no theory. Indeed, there is a basic 
simplicity, even muddleheadedness, with which she 
looks at the prdiematic relations of masters and men.
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Her outlook has been coloured by her conversations with 
Higgins and Bessy yet it is not at the level of 
argument (at this point she has heard very little from 
Higgins); it is much more a matter of aroused human 
sympathy at the plight of Bessy whose fatal tuberculosis 
has been contracted in the unhealthy conditions at the 
mill where she used to work. Like so many others her 
lungs have been damaged by the fluff in the atmosphere. 
Margaret has also been influenced by the poverty of the 
operatives, although the Higginses are relatively well- 
off compared to the Bouchers. At least Higgins and 
Mary, his other daughter, have work and only three 
mouths to feed. Boucher has an appalling struggle by 
his unaided efforts to keep a wife and several small 
children. We are not given as detailed an impression 
of what this means as we are in Mrs Gaskell’s first 
novel but we know enough to understand what arouses 
someone like Higgins. Later in North and South full 
understanding of Boucher’s predicament comes with the 
hopeless destitution of his family after his suicide 
brought on by Ms inability to cope with the problems 
with which he is beset. Higgins’ first large discussion 
of his views does not come till Vol. I, Chapter XVII, 
whereas Margaret’s confrontation with Thornton is in 
Chapter XV. This emphasises that Margaret’s arguments
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are based mostly on her own intuitive feeling. She 
offers first of all the fairly conventional argument 
of religion, that whereas there is no man-made law to 
inhibit masters in the use of their capital the Bible 
and Christian teachings generally impose certain 
obligations. Her appeal is more solid than imposing 
an irrelevant authority. It goes hand in hand with a 
sense of the inextricable human relations between the 
men who own capital and those who own labour. She 
goes further and destroys the analogy that Thornton 
has accepted of the parent-child relationship with 
her parable of the man of Nuremberg whose son met 
disaster because his moral education was neglected.
(Vol. I, p. 186) At a stroke she displays the incom­
pleteness of his theory because it neglects the moral 
aspect imposed by any human relationship and she drives 
him to bay; he can only rejoin with a reaffirmation of 
his principles which his inflexible pride will neither 
relinquish nor allow him to have questioned.
Higgins is the articulate spokesman of labour 
throughout the book and his longest pronouncements are 
made after the strike and the attack on Thornton’s mill. 
It is there that he provides the rationale of the Union. 
In Vol. I, Chapter XVII his attitude counterpoints that
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of Thornton and Margaret who as the ignorant Southerner 
who does not even know what a strike is becomes some­
what of a devil’s advocate to its cause. There is in 
his actions a certain amount of bewilderment. He does 
not understand the complicated issues underlying the 
interaction of labour and capital in the abstract (as 
he later makes clear to Mr Hale, he is not even sure 
what they are in the abstract and so could not under­
stand the book on the subject lent to him by Mr Hamper 
(Vol. II, pp. 36-7)) but at the practical level he is 
acutely aware; he cannot accept any theorising for a 
reduction in wages. He is also influenced by a feel­
ing of solidarity with others who, like Boucher, suffer 
much more than he by the actions of the masters and are 
less able to fend for themselves. In such a state of 
affairs support for the Union seems only logical. But 
he has a personal pride which is comparable to that of 
Thornton and Margaret. His pride is supported by a 
sense of injustice but also the need to affirm his own 
dignity as a man; to learn as he does from Margaret that 
people in the South never strike fills him with contempt. 
He has no respect for them even though Margaret tells 
him that if they struck they and the farmers would starve 
to death. He condemns them out of hand as spiritless and
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because of his own spirit he is able to commend 
Thornton as a worthy opponent. Yet even this attitude 
has its tragic limitation. He can only see Thornton 
as an opponent just as Thornton can only see people 
such as he as persons who should do his bidding without 
demur. It is this meeting of strong-willed people that 
makes some kind of confrontation inevitable.
This gathering of wills reaches its apotheosis in 
the attack on Thornton’s mill. From Higgins’ point of 
view it is a disaster. These same more wretched and 
less aware men whom in his pride he feels the need to 
help are overcome by desperation to an overt act of 
violence which destroys the effectiveness of the strike. 
Those same human passions which he sees it as the business 
of the Union to muster and control in a concerted attempt 
to assert the workers’ mutual interest prove unable to 
be so contained and under the misguided leadership of 
Boucher break out in an act of folly that is the ruination 
of all their hopes, Boucher himself is unable to cope 
with the consequences and kills himself. He is pursued 
by the vengeance of the masters who will no longer employ 
him and from whom he risks danger from the police (although 
Thornton refuses to prosecute, thinking, in a way which is 
quite consistent with his overall position, that the 
economic consequences for such people will be enough) and
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just as implacably by the.unforgiving displeasure of 
Higgins who threatens to give him up to the law (a 
threat more a manifestation of anger than a course 
he would actually carry out). For one so ordinary 
and frail this is too much and Boucher seeks the only 
way out that is left to him —  suicide. The yielding 
of his human frailty marks the end of Higgins' stand. 
For himself he would be prepared to hold out until the 
vengeance of the masters killed him; this is the only 
outcome of the adherence to his principles. But the 
very human solidarity he affirms will not allow him 
this. He assumes responsibility for Boucher's widow 
and children and cannot afford the luxury of martyrdom. 
Somehow he must cope. Somehow he must obtain the 
money necessary for their support and this means 
ultimately some sort of reconciliation to the prevail­
ing system of relations of labour and capital. He is 
able to muster his pride, not to beg work of Thornton, 
but virtually to demand it and, ironically, this proves 
to be the best possible appeal he could have made to 
one of such a temperament. After initially rejecting 
him coldly Thornton takes him on and enters into a new 
phase of business and human relations.
The siege of the mill has other more immediate
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consequences for Thornton and Margaret. His initial
response is as hard as his professions. He will defend
his rights and those who, through his exercise of them,
have some call on his protection, namely, the Irish
workers brought in to take the places of the strikers
and inadvertently the cause of the violence, and his
family and property. He will meet violence with
violence, intending to sit tight until the soldiers
arrive when he will be sure to pay it in kind and
to the letter. When one considers what this means
one realises that it is a bloodbath that he is
contemplating. He has no idea of any human claims
upon him and is about to commit the ultimate sin of
inhumanity by depriving several desperate people of
their lives and liberty. Margaret changes this by
getting him to go down and speak to them. She wants
him to take into account their needs as human beings
but ironically her appeal is not to his feeling for
them as she does but to the one thing in the circumstances
that is likely to prove effective —  his pride:
"Speak to your workmen as if they were human beings.
Speak to them kindly. Don’t let the soldiers come in and 
cut down poor creatures who are driven mad. I see one 
there who is. If you have any courage or noble quality 
in you, go out and speak to them, man to man." (Vol. I, 
p. 274).
The appeal is quixotic, well-motivated but arousing quite
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the wrong qualities in Thornton# He can only belabour 
his men with his dismissive contempt# The human response 
comes from Margaret who in the act of moving him is 
suddenly overwhelmed by the danger in which she has 
placed him. She can only repair this damage by offering 
her body as a shield, taking herself the stone that was 
meant for him. It is the horror of this as much as the 
imminence of the soldiery that has an effect on the 
crowd and gets them to disperse before a really ugly 
situation can occur. A further irony of the situation 
is that it is only then that Thornton can become aware 
of her sympathies and his own capacities for a human 
response be awakened. He becomes for the first time 
conscious of his love for her. That growing passion 
she has first aroused but which has been baffled by the 
difference of their assumptions and experience comes to 
the surface and he then loses sight of all that had 
previously been so important to him in a spontaneous 
acknowledgement of her importance to him. "Oh, my 
Margaret —  my Margaret! no one can tell what you are 
to me I" (Vol. I, p. 230) The meaning of her action is 
much less obvious to her. It is coloured by the 
confusion of trying to save the workmen from more 
suffering than can be avoided and a sense of responsibil­
ity for Thornton’s acting so immediately on her appeal.
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Her own regard for him is submerged. Because she is so 
generally concerned she is not made aware of specifically 
caring for him and she is thus unable to respond to his 
offer of marriage a little while after. Her own pride 
is reawakened. She remembers how they have differed so 
much in the past and is angry that he should interpret 
her actions as narrow regard for him instead of accept­
ing that they were prompted by feelings for others as 
well.
The attack on the mill epitomises Mrs Gaskell’s 
achievement in the first volume of the novel. It has 
occurred because of the counterpointing of forces which 
demand resolution. These forces exist within the 
society as a whole but more importantly they exist 
within the characters. These people are not only at 
the mercy of outside influences beyond their control 
like Ruth; they are also affected by their own 
temperaments which may be equally difficult for them 
to manage. It is the understanding which she displays 
of the dynamics of conflict which most sharply alerts 
us to the considerable advance the author has made in 
her understanding of character. She is not attempting 
to generalise here or to write a moral parable, as the 
over-simple structure of her first two novels had
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suggested was the case there. Because of her concentrat­
ion on conflict she is compelled to give the fullest 
possible definition to the stand taken by each of the 
participants. Their beliefs and their feelings, seen to 
be so closely connected, have to be clearly understood, 
so that the main characters stand out as individuals 
differentiated from one another with some subtlety. At 
the same time she is much nearer to the original object­
ive of her first two books of showing how the lives of 
individuals are affected by the social system under 
which they live. This had proved impossible where a 
central character was to register hardships and in­
justice and bind the novel together as a structure. In 
North and South, just as from the first we are given 
some perspective of the lives of Margaret and Thornton 
so that we understand their prejudices, we are also given 
an appreciation of the breadth of possible attitudes to 
society and to other persons, based upon varying experience. 
Mrs Gaskell can therefore view the problems of human life 
from a number of vantages and recognise that none is 
adequate alone. She abandons the idea of a solution for 
issues of such magnitude and seeks resolution in conflict.
At this point in the novel, as is right in the nature 
of the case, the resolution is minimal. The participants 
are too strongly motivated by a mixture of concerns, too
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little in control of themselves and therefore in­
sufficiently self-aware for this to be possible. In 
fact the novel has primarily demonstrated the 
necessity for violent interaction given the strength 
of feeling of the participants but that this will not 
always eliminate misunderstanding. The attack of the 
strikers means that the novel will take a new turn. It 
has revealed things to the characters that they might 
not otherwise have realised. Thornton now knows that 
he is in love with Margaret but, since she has had no 
reciprocal self-revelation, he has to suffer the 
mortification of having his suit rejected. That the 
relationship of masters and men cannot be allowed to 
continue as it has in the current economic and social 
situation is evident but how it can be changed is 
another matter. The second half of the novel demands 
an examination of the outcome of the tensions that 
remain after this partial resolution.
It is here that Mrs Gaskell’s touch becomes far 
less sure. The conception of the novel demands a 
working out of these issues by further development in 
the central characters and this she proves unable to 
do, at least in relation to Margaret and Thornton. She 
is much more successful with Thornton and Higgins. The
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latter faces the economic disaster that afflicted trade 
unionists in Mary Barton of being blackballed by 
employers. In that novel it is this that causes 
Barton’s tragedy. This is not to be repeated in 
Higgins. Thornton at first doubts his sincerity and 
advises him to leave Milton because he is too well-known 
for anyone to employ him but relents when impressed by 
his resolution despite all his privations shown by his 
determination to wait five hours to speak to the master. 
Thornton requires that he be a punctual and careful work­
man, causing no trouble at the mill. Higgins will give 
no less, though he claims the right to let his employer 
know if he feels he is not doing right by his men. But 
this is of no real consequence. Thornton has made his 
decision to employ the man even though it goes against 
all he has previously professed. He has responded to 
Higgins’ quality of human dignity. Through Higgins he 
learns more of the way in which the operatives live and 
is committed actively to their welfare. He is made 
aware of their independence when they reject his plan 
for what is in effect a works canteen to provide good 
cheap meals, coming up with one of their own which is 
the same in all essentials. He respects their wishes 
and occasionally joins them at meals by their request. 
Harmony prevails. It could be suggested that there is
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some question—begging on the author’s part here,
Thornton and Higgins have been prepared to talk to
one another and respect their points of view. This
assumes a good will which can achieve much for them
but leaves out others less upright than they, like
Henderson, Slickson or Hamper. It also embodies
a yearning towards reconciliation to which Mrs
Gaskell was always subject in depicting any conflict 
41
in her work. In answer it can be urged that she is 
faithful to the experience of Thornton in particular.
His new relationship with Higgins is a part of a
larger reorientation of his values. His self-
sufficient pride has been tempered by his human 
experience. The noble virtues he has advocated though 
necessary have not been sufficient as he has stated 
them. Mrs Gaskell presents their position not as the
solution but as a_ solution. She has developed from her
Mary Barton days to the extent that she no longer wishes 
to reform the world through fiction. She cannot draw 
Hamper and company into this because she has not 
41
It is true that a large body of contemporary 
opinion was in favour of finding some means 
of reconciling social antagonisms (eg.
Disraeli). But in Mrs Gaskell this desire 
affects other areas of conflict besides this 
one.
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depicted them fully. She has only used them to present 
contrary points of view and so extend our knowledge of 
the industrial scene. The Higgins-Thornton solution is 
really a very tentative matter arrived at through 
personal interaction. If there is any sense of a 
"model" for others it is only at this level —  that 
people must communicate and respect each other. She 
does not presume to say how this can be done through 
the Hampers of the world. It is possibly for this 
reason that she has been accused of becoming more 
reactionary with this novel, giving more to the masters' 
point of view than the operatives'. It is worth noting 
that many writers have been impressed with her handling 
of the theme of industrial relations in this novel. 
Patrick Brantlinger has written that
despite the degeneration of the strike in North and South 
into violence, Mrs. Gaskell's tale of industrial pride 
and prejudice contains the most sympathetic account of 
trade union action in early Victorian fiction.^2
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"The Case Against Trade Unions in Early Victorian 
Fiction", Victorian Studies, 13 (1969), 51. He 
argues from several novels that unions were 
generally seen as precursors of revolution and 
strikes believed to be futile because of the 
arguments of political economists. He makes the 
interesting point that novelists of the time 
rejected political economy as unfeeling and shallow 
while taking many of its ideas for granted, (See p.
50) He adds, "in North and South, Mrs, Gaskell does 
not clearly oppose the ideas of Mr, Thornton, which 
are mostly simplifications of political economy and 
the doctrines of free trade, but she does oppose the
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Mrs Gaskell is never subject to tte hysteria and host­
ility that trade unions usually provoked among her 
contemporaries. Even Dickens in his immediately 
preceding novel, Hard.Times, was less sympathetic than 
she. The change in North and South can be accounted 
for, not so much in terms of her altered beliefs, but 
her different approach to the novel. She realises that 
the novel is not an appropriate vehicle to promote 
social change and she is more in contact with the 
values which are involved in human relationships. These 
are her primary concern and so industrial society and 
Higgins take on a subsidiary role. Moreover, this is 
the last of her social or industrial novels. In her 
later work she is to move on to other areas of experience.
This widening of her concerns in the novel is already 
taking place with the delineation of the Margaret-Thornton 
relationship in North and South, The crisis at the mill 
which had momentarily brought them together has far 
greater impact in driving them apart because of Margaret's 
persisting prejudices. This is depicted convincingly by 
Mrs Gaskell because it arises from the immediately preced-
ruthlessness with which he applies them and 
the ruthlessness, in general, of free trade 
competition," (p. 51).
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ing drama. Thornton makes his offer. It appears only 
logical to him. The incident has made him appreciate 
his own true feelings and he cannot understand that 
hers may be different. Margaret replies passionately 
but with indignation and contempt that he should 
believe she thought more of his personal safety in his 
extremity than she would of anyone else similarly 
placed. She makes him stingingly aware that she thinks 
even his attempt to thank her is impertinent, let alone 
his taking it further and expressing his love. Her only 
regret when he has left her is that she has not been 
even more abusive towards him. This furious behaviour 
is in marked contrast to her earlier rejection of Henry 
Lennox’s proposal. There she had felt mainly grief that 
he should tamper with the friendship that existed between 
them and made every effort to restore it to its original 
footing without being unduly rough with him. (Vol. I. 
pp.39-42) Here, on the other hand, she wants to increase 
Thornton’s discomfiture and humiliation, Mrs Gaskell 
describes how "The tears of wounded pride fell hot and 
fast" (Vol. I, p. 304) and, after Thornton’s departure, 
her mounting horror as
the clear conviction dawned upon her, shined bright upon 
her, that he did love her; that he had loved her; that 
he would love. And she shrank and shuddered as under the
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fascination of some great power, repugnant to her whole 
previous life, (Uol, I, p, 307)
This reaction is clearly excessive. If she really felt 
as remotely superior to Thornton as she professes there 
would be no need to assert it in this hysterical manner. 
She needs to reject him so forcibly because he is able 
to touch her heart as Henry Lennox could not and this 
disturbs the way she sees "her whole previous life" (a 
key phrase here). What she achieves is a deflection of 
her true feeling for Mr Thornton; she cannot suppress 
it and its power is such that as a result of this 
encounter, until the end of the book, she ends any 
possibility of a direct emotional interchange between 
them (a situation exacerbated by the misunderstanding 
that arises later on). It is ironic that her perception 
of her position is false, that one so preoccupied with 
the need for truth, should so distort her relationship 
with Thornton.
The author’s dilemma is how to develop the perception 
of each other that the two characters now have. She 
needs to humble Margaret’s pride and reveal to her her 
real feelings for Thornton, at the same time testing his 
love for her. Because of the seriousness of the breach 
they are kept apart for the greater part of Volume II
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as they had never been in Volume I, This occurs because 
of the hostility between them; with the deaths of 
Margaret’s parents, there persists no further reason 
for her to remain at Milton so that they become separated 
by distance as well. The dynamics of the novel have here­
tofore been based on the interaction of the main characters 
but at this stage the author is deprived of this. There 
is no way in which she can, as she sees it, bring about 
the desired changes in Margaret through Thornton and so 
she is obliged to introduce complications from without, 
in the form of the brother Frederick who is wanted for 
mutiny. Their main purpose is in forcing Margaret to 
tell her lie and it has the desired effect of subjecting 
her to great stress, as it does Thornton also, but in a 
different manner from her. Each of them is separated 
further from one another and works out his position in 
isolation.
In Margaret’s case this is not without its irony.
She tells her lie about being with the man who pusheo 
Leonards over at the railway station wih the resulting 
humiliation of learning that Thornton has found out about 
it, although she has not revealed this to the enquiring 
police inspector. She suffers greatly when she 
remembers that her feeling of superiority to him springs
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from his being in "trade" and her prejudice that this 
is inherently dishonest (in such ways as passing off 
inferior goods or living on credit without capital 
backing; it is significant that near the end of the 
novel Thornton refuses to embark on a risky speculat­
ion with his brother-in-law because it involves the 
use of other people’s money even though it could be 
the means of saving his business and does in fact 
prove successful when the other man enters into it on 
his own). She is denied the luxury of even feeling 
gratitude, quite apart from expressing it, when she 
realises he has come between her and the disgrace of 
being caught out in perjury by the policeman just as 
she intervened physically to save him from the fury 
of the mob. The late arrival of a letter informs her 
that Frederick had been safely out of the country several 
hours before she told the falsehood designed to save him 
from pursuit, yet her greatest distress is not because 
she has been persuaded to tell an unnecessary lie so much 
as for the way she imagines Thornton must be regarding 
her,
Mr, Thornton, above all people, on whom she had looked 
down from her imaginary heights till now! She suddenly 
found herself at his feet, and was stranc^y distressed 
at her fall. She shrank from following out the premises 
to their conclusion, and so acknowledging to herself how 
much she valued his respect and good opinion. Whenever
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this idea presented itself to her at the end of a long 
avenue of thoughts, she turned away from following that 
path —  she would not believe in it, (Vol. II, p. 123).
It is his regard she most values. Later, when she tries 
to consider what effect her action would have on Edith,
Aunt Shaw, her father. Captain and Mr Lennox, and 
Frederick, and though she has the strongest desire for 
the letter’s good opinion even that pales to insignificance 
beside what Mr Thornton should think. The way in which 
she sees the lie is important here. It has been told with 
the very best of intentions: to save her brother from 
being caught and punished for his part in a deed which she 
feels is fully justified. She has, after all, committed 
a very minor fault in order that a greater wrong may be 
prevented. The irony that it was in the event unnecessary 
does not detract from the spirit in which it was done. 
Moreover, she has an almost obsessive sense of guilt that 
Thornton should see her as false whereas, while he is 
disappointed to find her not as frank as he had supposed, 
he is more concerned at what he thinks she is concealing: 
that she has a lover, that she has behaved very indiscreet­
ly by being found alone with him in public and this arouses 
a predominant feeling of jealousy. When she is so 
tormented that she has to reveal the whole business to 
Mr Bell his observations on lies are hardly in accord with
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her motivation. While lying is not a good trait on 
the whole, he maintains, there are lies and lies; "the 
father of lies" can sometimes prevail over weak human 
flesh so that it sometimes departs from the strict 
letter of the truth or human beings may through that 
very weakness do so themselves, but that does not put 
them beyond the pale of consideration. All are equally 
liable to fall and do from time to time. When he 
learns the precise nature of the lapse that has been 
bothering Margaret he goes so far to commend it as 
"right" and what he would have done himself in the 
circumstances. (Vol. II, p. 298) It is evident that 
the issue raised by the lie is different from that in 
Ruth. There an imposture was condemned because of its 
misleading a whole group of people. Here the only two 
people really touched are Margaret and Thornton; the 
lie has devastating consequences for their views of one 
another. An informed, right-thinking, moral outsider 
like Mr Bell thinks nothing of it. He does not sweep 
an important issue under the carpet to save Margaret's 
feelings; he judges the case on its merits. The first 
painful effect on her is to demolish the basis of the 
pride which had led her to reject Thornton and in this 
way it removes a far more serious falsehood. It removes
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the barriers she has erected to seeing him as he really 
is and makes her, for the first time, come to terms with 
him. She still makes a feeble effort to resist this, as 
the last few lines of the quotation above emphasise, but 
she can no longer carry this out. The crowning irony is 
that it is only by telling her lie that Margaret is able 
to discover the truth of her own feelings but in the very 
act of doing so she appears most remote from ever realis­
ing them. She'feels degraded in the opinion of the man 
she loves. She has betrayed her love by rejecting his 
reciprocal feeling to maintain false notions and she 
must appear to him as one unable to give trust and un­
worthy to receive it. As she achieves this self- 
realisation all communication with her lover appears at 
an end.
At this point the story is hurried to a conclusion.
Mr Hale dies suddenly and Margaret is taken in charge by 
Aunt Shaw who cannot abide Milton and insists she come 
and live in London again. The parting costs her a great 
deal. She no longer pines for the South. She is only 
too aware that Milton and all its associations have come 
to mean much to her; but there is nothing she can do. A 
chain of fortuitous occurrences is necessary to reunite 
her to Thornton after their separation is exacerbated by
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geography. Mr Bell dies, leaving Margaret a legacy 
just as Thornton, despite all his best efforts, is in 
serious difficulty. In the meantime mistaken notions 
are cleared up —  he knows why she told the lie and 
who Frederick is. Nothing intervenes to prevent their 
reunion which is arranged after they meet by chance at 
Aunt Shaw's and are brought together alone, in the last 
significantly brief chapter. Very little is said. There 
is instant and mutual recognition. Yet this ending 
remains notional. One knows it can happen because both 
have achieved a degree of self-knowledge and mutual 
understanding needed to do so. But it lacks the convict­
ion of the greatest moments of.the book, such as the drama 
of the attack on the mill or the interchanges between 
Thornton and Margaret leading up to it.
As we have seen, Mrs Gaskell was well aware of the 
lesser effectiveness of the book as it approached its 
close. She blamed Dickens and there was a certain amount 
of justice in this. She did need more space which he, for 
his own good reasons, was forced to deny her. She must 
have felt under incredible pressure to finish towards the 
end as time was running out as well as space and her 
ability to think clearly was impaired. In the rush to 
conclude, events in the last chapters came thick and fast.
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as she saw it, impairing her novel. When she tried to 
put right the damage for book publication she located 
the trouble in the last quarter of the book and in re­
writing she went back that far to try to capture the 
original mood in writing it. She had limited success, 
even though there were some technical improvements, 
such as the addition of the important discussion of her 
lie with Mr Bell and the separation of his death and Mr 
Hale's so that they do not occur almost simultaneously. 
This was because she was only tinkering with the problem. 
She had not fully recognised what it was.
If the book was to be rewritten she would have needed 
to do far more than recapture her original conception.
She had to recognise that the conception itself was at 
fault in the events of the second volume and take herself 
back that far to entirely recast the story. She had not 
had the opportunity to think it through, and to make good 
deficiencies, radical changes in that direction were 
needed. Lack of leisure because of serial publication 
accounts for this. Mrs Gaskell's insights into her work 
came slowly by trial and error. If she could have put 
the manuscript aside for a time and thought out at her 
leisure where she was going she would have had more chance 
of avoiding the errors she fell into. It was the lack of
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this opportunity, more than tiredness producing sloppy 
work, inability to revise sufficiently or lack of space, 
which had the greatest effect on the novel. Up to its 
first crisis. North and South works through the effect­
ive interaction of tensions within its chief 
participants. That crisis changes their relationships 
to one another and shifts the balance of conflict. Mrs 
Gaskell's greatest need is to realign them so that they 
may further interact and achieve a greater resolution 
at the conclusion of the novel. This she fails to do 
effectively. The industrial question which she handles 
with some tact in itself becomes defused as a source of 
tension as Thornton and Higgins find a remedy for their 
differences. Thornton has accepted the idea of marriage 
to Margaret and so is fundamentally altered in relation 
to her. Only she is much the same as she was so that 
the centre of conflict becomes internalised in her. This 
has great structural implications for a novel whose 
interest so far has depended on the varying antagonisms 
of these three characters. It does not mean that the 
novel need be sabotaged by this shift within it. There 
is no reason why the crisis should not have a more 
profound effect on some characters than on others. But 
the novelist needs to be more cognisant of the implicat-
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ions of this shift than proves the case with Mrs Gaskell. 
Instead of the conflict now localised in Margaret being 
maintained by the conditions of her nature and situation,
Mrs Gaskell resorts to a weak device to allow it to take 
a new turn. She introduces Frederick and his great 
danger in returning to see his dying m o t h e r . S h e  is 
unable to find sufficient drama in Margaret’s changed 
circumstances which, admittedly, provided a greater test 
of her powers as a novelist than had arisen in Volume I, 
and so tries to import some from the outside. Hence, 
there is the invention of Leonards, a very everyday 
Victorian stage villain busily trying to enmesh Dixon 
in his dastardly plots to expose Frederick with no good 
reason for supposing she would be prepared to do any 
such thing. The whole business of Dixon’s report of his 
sinister intentions, the struggle at the station and the 
manner of his death, is the rawest melodrama. For this 
reason the novel is thrown off-balance. Its cohesiveness 
had so far depended upon the delicate handling of character. 
Mrs Gaskell avoids the difficulty with which this has
^^Frederick’s part in the story has been foreshadowed 
from the beginning, but when she actually comes to 
write about him she uses him in an unsatisfactory 
way.
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faced her by introducing a new set of incidents and 
the fact that they are unconvincing only highlights 
her avoidance of the essential problem. It is for this 
reason that the lie, while having some ironic bearing 
on the relationship of hero and heroine, ultimately 
impedes the working out of the dynamics of their relation­
ship which in its beginning the novel has promised us.
Their fortunes become more and more divergent and the 
author is compelled to resort to an even more threadbare 
device in the form of Margaret's timely legacy from Mr 
Bell which allows her to save Thornton from the edge of 
ruin. So it is that their reconciliation in the climactic 
resolution of tensions within the characters becomes only 
the conventional happy ending.
The most frustrating feature of North and South is the 
sense in which it is denied the opportunity of becoming a 
truly great novel. One does not feel with it as with her 
first two novels that it misses out because of the author's 
misplaced idea of her function. In the first Volume she 
displays an impressive sureness in her grasp of the inter­
play of the feelings of her characters. She is considering 
alternatives with a greater sense of their possible out­
comes in the strike. Her failure in the second half is
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through her inability to carry the imaginative process 
through, once it has gone a certain distance. One who 
had previously relied so heavily on one character to 
determine the direction of her story proves in this 
instance unable to maintain it when she has to control 
it through Margaret. Extraneous incident weakens the 
novel. Nevertheless, North and South retains much that 
is outstanding and indicates the extent to which Mrs 
Gaskell has reorientated her approach to the novel form.
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THE LIFE OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE
Of all Mrs Gaskell’s works The Life of Charlotte Bronte 
is the one whose genesis and purpose would appear to be 
most easily understood. The story of how it came to be 
written is well-known. Soon after the death of Charlotte 
Bronte on 31 March 1855, speculation began about the 
details of her life in the remote parsonage on the York­
shire moors. One of these garbled, sensation-mongering 
accounts in Sharpe’s London Magazine for 3une 1855,^caught 
the eye of Charlotte’s life-long friend, Ellen Nussey, who 
wrote to Mr Nicholls on 6 Oune to express her indignation 
and to add that
I wish Mrs Gaskell, who is every way capable, would 
undertake a reply, and would give a sound castigation to 
the writer. Her personal acquaintance with Haworth, the 
Parsonage, and its inmates, fits her for the task, and if 
on other subjects she lacked information I would gladly 
supply her with facts sufficient to set aside much that is 
asserted, if you yourself are not provided with all the 
information that is needed on the subjects produced. Will 
you ask Mrs Gaskell to undertake this just and honourable 
defence? I think she would do it gladly. She valued dear 
Charlotte, and such an act of friendship, performed with 
her ability and power, could only add to the laurels she 
has already won,
Mr Nicholls’ reply five days later was that the whole 
matter would better be ignored because "Charlotte herself 
would have acted thus; and her character stands too high
^The article in question was "A Few Words About
’Jane Eyre'", 6, NS (1855), 339-42, See Appendix B,
2
Bronte Letters, vol, IV, p, 189,
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to be injured by the statements in a magazine of small 
circulation and little influence." Within a few days, 
however, the position had changed for on 16 June Mr 
Bronte himself wrote to Mrs Gaskell expressing alarm at 
the harm done to his dead daughter’s reputation by "a 
great many scribblers" and asking Mrs Gaskell to help 
put the position right.
You seem to me to be the best qualified for doing what 
I wish should be done. If, therefore, you will be so 
kind as to publish a long or short account of her life 
and works, just as you may deem expedient and proper,
Mr Nicholls and I will give you such information as 
you may require,^
Whether Mr Bronte would have thought of Mrs Gaskell to 
undertake this task without the prior prompting of Miss 
Nussey it is impossible to say. But she must of necessity 
have been among the first few choices he would have made. 
She was already a celebrated authoress in her own right 
and had become one of Charlotte’s firm friends towards the 
end of her life, a relationship that showed every sign of 
developing greater intimacy at the time of her death, 
Charlotte had some acquaintance with many of the prominent 
authors of the day and Mr Bronte could presumably have 
applied to any of them,^ but it would have been difficult
^Bronte Letters, vol, IV, p. 190,
^Bronte Letters, vol, IV, p. 190, Letter is misdated 
as 16 July,
^Harriet Martineau who was more used to writing non­
fiction than Mrs Gaskell is an example, though a
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to find anyone else with as ready a sympathy combined with 
a fair degree of actual knowledge as Mrs Gaskell,
The choice was apposite in another way too for Mrs 
Gaskell had been telling George Smith that she hoped at 
some future date to set down all she knew about her friend 
"and make the world . . . honour the woman as much as they 
have admired the writer."^ Two days after Mr Bronte's 
request she wrote to Smith with an enhanced sense of 
responsibility indicating that she had accepted his
7
invitation to the undertaking. The work would now be 
published in the immediate future, not at some vague • 
indefinite date when some of the chief participants might 
be dead or less susceptible to painful recollections than 
they would be soon after Miss Brontè's death. Moreover, 
since Mr Bronte and Mr Nicholls were specifically asking 
her to correct misapprehensions that were beginning to 
float around, the work was given a quasi-official im­
primatur by these custodians of her memory and it would 
have to be more than merely a tribute from one friend to 
another. It could be said, therefore, that Mrs Gaskell
coolness had developed between her and Miss Bronte 
because of her review of Villette in the Daily News, 
3 February 1853,2.
^May 31st [1855], Letters, No, 241, p, 345. See also 
June 4, [1855], Letters, No. 242, pp. 347-8,
^June 18. [1855], Letters, No. 245, pp. 349-50,
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had accepted the charge of writing an official biography 
in which would appear such facts as were known about 
Charlotte Bronte.
Yet it is at this apparently simple point that a whole 
host of problems arise about the work. First of all we 
must ask why Mrs Gaskell was so keen to write about 
Charlotte Bronte. She had never before this undertaken 
anything of the kind. Apart from a few short articles of 
no great merit on miscellaneous subjects that had interested 
her in one way or another but had not evoked any marked 
demonstration of her powers, she had previously confined 
herself to fiction. While it is true that Miss Bronte was 
also a novelist it is nonetheless also true that the 
writing of her life represented a departure from everything 
that Mrs Gaskell had previously done. Biography and novel- 
writing are quite different in kind and it is essential to 
know why Mrs Gaskell wished to make the change. The full 
implications of this question will be explored below.
A second issue also of the greatest importance is that 
for a work which was issued as a corrective this one has had 
the most extraordinary history. Before it came out early in 
1857 Mrs Gaskell, as was her custom, went abroad in order to 
avoid the reviews; as she pointed out to Smith she did not 
like seeing them, being"just the reverse of Miss Bronte"
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in this matter. At first the book was well received, as
the reviews published in April and Play would indicate,
but on 6 June Plrs Gaskell’s solicitors published a
retraction of certain statements to be found there,
referring to the character of a lady, in order to avoid
an action for libel. Naturally, those reviews published
after that date took account of this and produced much
adverse comment, particularly in view of the fact that
those copies of the second edition which were unsold had
to be withdrawn and were to be followed by an expurgated
third edition which made changes, not only with regard to
this matter, but to several others which had proved
contentious. Plrs Gaskell had indeed pulled "a nest of 
g
hornets" about her ears and, while her husband had coped 
with the first difficulties that had arisen in her absence, 
when she returned from Italy she faced several months of 
intense controversy from several quarters in the press, she 
was bombarded with insulting letters, especially from 
defenders of the Rev, William Carus Wilson whose son at one
^f? 11 February 1857], Letters, No. 344, p, 446, Miss 
Bronte always asked her publisher to send her reviews 
of her books, particularly the bad ones, as she felt 
that she could profit by them,
^See Bronte Letters, vol.IV, p, 198, for Mary Taylor’s 
prediction in a letter to Ellen Nussey of 19 April 
1856 that this would occur, (She uses the expression 
"wasp nest".) Plrs Gaskell refers to it in her letter 
to George Smith of 1? 11 February 1857], Letters,
No. 344, p, 446, before the storm broke.
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point also threatened an action, and while feeling 
constantly ill from all the mental and emotional strain 
was forced to rework the text at several points to 
satisfy the objections raised.
It was to be expected that a Life such as that of 
Miss Bronte, about whom romantic rumours were already 
extant and who was known to have emerged spectacularly 
from complete obscurity by dint of one of the most 
successful novels of the age, should have been anticipated 
with eager interest and widely noticed in print. The first 
reviews did little more than indicate to their readers 
some of the high points of the biography, praising it in 
general terms very complimentary to Mrs Gaskell about how 
well she had met these expectations.^^ A few of them went 
a little further. While conceding the interest with which 
the work had been anticipated The Saturday Review went on 
to explain why this was so. It was because of the peculiar 
quality of Miss Bronte's genius. The reviewer was 
surprised to find that there was no original of Mr 
Rochester and felt it all the more remarkable that "by the 
mere force of genius, a young woman did really apprehend a
^^See, for example. Athenaeum, 4 April 1857, 427-9; 
Economist, 15 (1857), 425-6; New Monthly Magazine,
110 (1857), 317-35; Spectator, 4 April 1857, 373-4;
Press, 4 April 1857, 339-41; Daily News, 4 April 1857,
2; Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, 24 (1857),^ 292-6, See 
also National Review, 5 (1857), 127-64 iby W.C. RoscoeJ, 
which, though later, remains sympathetic to Mrs Gaskell,
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phase of the human heart of a most complex and subtle 
kind." He would have liked some further consideration
of this genius but felt that there was no trace of its
workings, in the biography generally or in the quoted
letters. The writer’s true achievement was that "we
see the woman, not the authoress, in these annals of
Haworth parsonage; and as a woman, Charlotte Bronte
12
jTsicJ was in every way remarkable," Fraser’s Magazine 
was on the whole unremarkable, following mostly the 
general pattern of undemanding praise. It makes the 
interesting observation followed up by some of the 
reviewers a few months later that in Emily Bronte was
13
to be found "the most powerful of the Bronte family."
The Examiner took account of the considerable difficulties
that must have been faced by Mrs Gaskell in writing the
book and speculated about how much of the essential truth
had had to be omitted. It also observed a dangerous
precedent in Mrs Gaskell’s quoting so many private letters.
Although she invariably had the permission of the authors
(or executors in the case of Charlotte herself) the fact
that so many living persons were therein referred to could
^^4 April 1857, 313.
12
P. 314.
13
55 (1857), 574. The reviewer was John Skelton,
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bo taken as an invasion of privacy. But, it was added,
Mrs Gaskell had managed to avoid the worst of these
possible evils and the writer went on to join his voice
to the heady chorus of praise which was at this stage 
14
unanimous.
This unanimity only made the reaction more bitter 
with the publication of the retraction by Mrs Gaskell's 
solicitors in The Athenaeum and The Times of 6 June.
On the page following the retraction. The Athenaeum printed 
an indignant condemnation of Mrs Gaskell for her lack of 
care which was the stronger for following a quite long 
review in that paper published two months earlier that had 
given her work the highest commendation. It set the tone 
for much that was to follow:
The telling of an episodical and gratuitous tale so dismal 
as concerns the dead, so damaging to the living, could only 
be excused by the story of sin being severely, strictly 
true; and every one will long have cause to regret that due 
caution was not used to test representations not, it seems, 
to be justified. It is in the interest of letters that 
biographers should be deterred from rushing into print with 
mere impressions in place of proofs, however eager and 
sincere those impressions be. They may be slanders, and 
as such they may sting c r u e l l y , 15
The Westminster Review treated the whole matter in a spirit 
rather of sorrow than of anger, expressing the hope that the 
whole unfortunate business might be forgotten as quickly as
^^11 April 1857, 228-9,
^^6 June 1857, 727, The retraction was on p. 726.
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p o s s i b l e , The Christian Remembrancer^  ^acknowledged
the real merits of the book and the considerable impact
it had already made on the reading public; but it owned
that its faith in the biographer had received a permanent
shock. Nothing she said, it would seem, could be taken
at face value and to prove this it went on to make some
quite unjustifiable inferences of its own about the
situation of the family in Haworth parsonage e.g. to
criticise the refusal of the sisters to part with Tabby
after her accident as a "misplaced sense of duty" and to
condemn their attitude to Branwell in a like spirit. The
strongest strictures were reserved for the account of
Mrs Robinson; "Even if the strange revolting story could
have been proved in every particular, we should have felt
18
the impropriety of this gratuitous attack." The fact 
that nobody including this reviewer apparently felt this 
impropriety before 6 June demonstrates the alacrity with 
which the spirit of wisdom after the event had begun to
19
colour the outlook on Mrs Gaskell, The Edinburgh Review 
went further still. Charlotte Bronte's use of events and 
16.
12, NS (1857), 294-6.
106 (1857), 153-6. Reviewer Fitzjames Stephen.
1?34 (1857), 87-145.
P. 95.
19
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people from her own experience to provide material for 
her novels is condemned and made the occasion to commend 
Cowan Bridge school as an unfortunate sufferer because of 
it. But little time is wasted on discussing the book 
wherein this practice is revealed. Having found one 
whipping boy (or girl) the author then descends upon 
another. The main part of the review is given to a 
lengthy condemnation of Mrs Gaskell’s offence. The charge 
is made, and not for the last time in the history of the 
Life, that Mrs Gaskell has allowed the licence which she 
enjoys as a novelist to falsify her account of real people 
which is, presumably, the obverse of the charge against 
Miss Bronte. But in this case it is more serious because 
it involves the worst form of irresponsibility. It is a 
charge whose gravity needs to be borne in mind because it 
is sometimes upheld even by those who are more admiring of 
Mrs Gaskell than this reviewer felt himself disposed to be. 
The most castigatory review of all was that to be found in
on
Blackwood’s. Mrs Gaskell is accused of being "a social
nuisance", "a gossip and a gad-about", of gathering
"information of the Dame Quickly sort" and raking "together
21
all the scandal of the neighbourhood". Not only is she 
on
82 (1857), 77-94. Reviewer E.S. Dallas.
21
Pp. 77-8.
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condemned for her treatment of several persons in high 
life and outside the Bronte circle but also for laying 
bare "the skeletons of the Bronte [sic] family"^^ (it 
is interesting to contemplate how this was to be avoided 
in such a work if they existed) and to cap it all she is 
claimed to be seeking self—aggrandisement by giving undue 
prominence to herself and her family. After launching 
into an attack on woman writers in general the reviewer 
then recapitulates at great length the details of the 
biography, an invidious proceeding when we consider his 
strictures against the author. Criticism has here 
degenerated into petty spite and it is easy to see how 
the outcry against the book has produced a band-waggon 
effect. Mrs Gaskell has been caught with her guard down 
and every reviewer must with increasing emphasis dis­
associate himself from and vent his disapproval of her 
impropriety. In the process any other merits the book may 
have are not only lost sight of but become distorted as 
that purpose assumes paramount importance.
Since 1857 this belliger^t outlook has not disappeared 
in the consideration of Mrs Gaskell’s Life. In some respects 
it has deepened because, unlike her, most of those who have 
been so anxious to take her to task have had some axe to 
grind. This was certainly true of the three main controversies
78.
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(and the minor ones) which broke out at the time and it 
has continued in various forms to the present day. One 
cause of damage to Mrs Gaskell’s reputation has been that, 
while often concerning themselves to put right some wrong 
that she is said to have done some other person, writers 
have not troubled themselves to ensure that they are as 
scrupulous in their dealings with her. More often than 
not they have not been directly concerned with a careful 
analysis of the Life or an attempt to look at all that it 
has to say in context. They have usually been writing 
about one or more of the Brontes and so their reference to 
Mrs Gaskell has become fragmented and out of focus. This 
becomes extremely disconcerting when a recent work, concerned 
to bring out the problems that have beset Bronte studies for 
over a hundred years and, if not set them right, at any rate 
draw attention to the pitfalls, can find no more to say about 
Mrs Gaskell than this:
Finally Mrs Gaskell was not a professional scholar, trained 
to give an accurate transcription of documents or an objective 
appraisal of events, but a novelist in her own right; it is 
not too harsh to blame her for being the prime source of the 
fatal blurring of fiction and fact which has bedevilled Bronte 
studies ever since the publication of the first, soon to be 
hastily revised, edition of The Life of Charlotte Bronte.
Mrs Gaskell’s successors in the field of Bronte biography, 
many of them also novelists, have not altogether succeeded in 
eliminating the faults of subjectivity, inaccuracy, controversy 
and even prudery, which characterised the first Bronte 
biography.23
2^Tom Winnifrith, The Brontes and Their Background:
Romance and Reality (1973), p. 1.
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It is therefore necessary to examine these objections.
There are some minor errors of fact. For example,
Mrs Gaskell says that Mr Bronte and Maria Branwell were 
married on 29 December 1812 (Vol. I, p. 43), when they 
were really married on the 1 8 t h . S h e  takes Mr Bronte 
to task for not removing his two remaining daughters from 
Cowan Bridge immediately after the deaths of their elder 
sisters, when he in fact did so. The first of these will 
be seen to be unfortunate but of no great consequence; it 
could happen through inadvertence to the best of scholars 
without materially affecting his work. The second derives 
from Mr Bronte himself who, through lapse of memory, mis­
informed Mrs Gaskell. Admittedly she could have checked 
the school records as others have done but in view of the 
blame attached to her for not conferring with him about 
other more contentious examples of his personal conduct 
this criticism becomes less definite. It points out how 
Mrs Gaskell faced many of the difficulties with sources 
that have become proverbial with Bronte studies and that 
she did not create them all. In any case issues such as 
these (more could be cited) are of little account in a 
final estimate of the work.
^^Clement K. Shorter, Charlotte Bronte and Her Circle
(1896), pp. 33-4.
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There are the changes or omission of a few words or
phrases brought about by the delicate susceptibilities of
some of the participants. The two Carrs sisters were
upset by references to them as "wasteful" and there being
"plenty and even waste in the house, with young servants
and no mistress to see after them" (Vol. I, p. 49), so
much so that they obtained a testimonial from Mr Bronte
25
as to their reliable characters and the words were 
omitted in the third edition. But when all is said and 
done there is nothing harsh in the tone in which this is 
reported; Mrs Gaskell’s purpose is to show that Mr Bronte, 
while he denied his children meat, did not starve them and 
was not a mean man. It is also perfectly feasible that 
servants in their situation could have become more lax than 
otherwise, though equally possible they might not. The 
situation is not such as to reflect very strongly to their 
discredit either way. In the last chapter Mrs Gaskell 
alters a reference to a girl from her being "seduced" to 
"betrayed". (Vol. II, p. 326) It does not really make 
much difference but it does show the kind of hypersensitivity 
which beset Mrs Gaskell after publication and of which she 
was aware during the writing. It is also an instance where,
^^This is reproduced in Bronte Letters, vol. IV, p. 226.
26
This was altered for the third edition.
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if there is any prudery involved, it has been forced upon 
her. Those concerned are objecting to her tone essentially 
and it is hard to feel that they have much substance in 
their objections.
A more substantial objection to passages in the Life
is that raised by friends of the Rev. Patrick Bronte.
They reacted against his being represented as denying his
children meat, sawing the backs off chairs, cutting up his
wife’s silk gown and stuffing the hearth-rug into the fire
and watching it burn away, despite the overpowering odour,
(Vol. I, Chapter III) In a long letter to the Halifax
Examiner of 1 July 1857, William Dearden, a schoolmaster
who was also a friend of Branwell's, attacks Mrs Gaskell
for relying on an unreliable witness (a servant who was
remiss in her duties and bore a grudge against Mr Bronte
for dismissing her; Mrs Gaskell refers to her as a "good
old woman" (Vol. I, p. 48)) and quotes testimony, mainly
27
of Nancy Garrs, in refutation. Dearden’s case has some
merit. Mrs Gaskell was naive to rely on the unsupported
testimony of one person, however "good" she may have
appeared and when there were several other people to whom
she could refer. Some of the charges were evidently wrong. 
27
Clement K. Shorter reproduces this material in 
The Brontes: Life and Letters (1908), Vol. I, 
pp. 55-61.
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We not only have the testimony of Nancy to the children 
28
being given meat but of Emily herself in one of her 
29
birthday notes. Mr Bronte protested in a letter to
Mrs Gaskell about being said to have sawed backs of
chairs etc and implied she should change these things
in the next e d i t i o n . B u t  it is significant that when
the work first came out he wrote expressing his entire
satisfaction with it (apart from a few "trifling mistakes"
31
which are not felt important enough to itemize). It is
only later after the agitation of others, most notably
Dearden, that he feels constrained to ask Mrs Gaskell to
- 32
make changes. It could be, as his defenders make out, 
that Mr Bronte was simply good-natured and preferred at 
28 •*
Brontes: Life and Letters, Vol.I, p. 57.
29
On 24 November 1834, Emily writes, "we are going 
to have for Dinner Boiled Beef Turnips, potatoes 
and apple-pudding." Quoted by Winifred Gérin,
Anne Bronte (1959), p. 69.
30
Letter to Mrs Gaskell, 30 July 1857. See John Lock 
and W. T. Dixon, A Man of Sorrow: The Life, Letters 
and Times of the Rev. Patrick Bronte 1777-1861 (1965), 
p. 508,
31
Bronte Letters, Vol. IV, pp. 220-1. Letter was dated 
2 April 1857.
32
See Lock and Dixon, especially Chapters 28 and 29, 
for a modern defence that takes Mrs Gaskell severely 
to task. In order to repudiate her entirely, the 
authors have to go to great lengths to produce a 
portrait of long-suffering martyrdom, with an 
inevitable sense of strain and sentimentality.
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first to overlook Mrs Gaskell»s slanders while pained 
at their injustice; evidence of his kindliness to her is 
given in his asking Dearden and others of his friends not 
to attack her in order to defend his good name. But if 
he had made this conscious decision in the first place 
why should he change his mind later and ask for alterations?
It seems more likely that he was not struck by the oddities 
of his own behaviour as recorded until they were pointed out 
to him by others and that the reason is that, despite some 
distortion, there is also some truth in what is to be found 
there, Mr Bronte is prepared to admit that he is somewhat
33 _
eccentric. If we look more closely at the silk gown 
incident, we find that, according to Nancy Carrs, what 
really happened was that Mr Bronte objected to the sleeves 
on a print gown of his wife's and cut them off in her absence, 
the next day replacing it with a new silk gown, Mrs Bronte 
is represented as laughing over the whole i n c i d e n t . T h i s  
is not as alarming as the story in the Life because it is not 
so unmotivated; but surely it is unusual enough. All 
informants are agreed that he did mutilate one of his wife's 
gowns because he did not like it, rather than talking the 
33
Letter to Mrs Gaskell, 30 Duly 1857, See Lock and 
Dixon, p. 508,
^^Brontes: Life and Letters, vol. I, p, 58,
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matter over with her. She was given no option about 
replacing it and Mr Bronte bought the replacement to be 
in accord with his taste, Mr Bronte also appears to have 
liked firearms. Mrs Gaskell says he would throw up the 
window of a morning and discharge them at the church to 
the alarm of the neighbourhood. Despite disputes to the 
contrary, it seems likely that, fearing robbers, he would 
load up his gun during the night and empty it at the church 
in the morning as he would not be likely to hit anybody 
there and the weapon could not be left loaded all day.
Here again apparently insane behaviour is capable of some 
sort of explanation without entirely detracting from an 
eccentric picture, Mrs Gaskell's account is obviously 
somewhat misguided and credulous but her slight acquaint­
ance with Mr Bronte did not make her suspicious of its 
authenticity. Though wrong in details it is not altogether 
wrong and the general sense of a man with idiosyncrasies 
does not seem to be misplaced. The inaccuracies are un­
fortunate but not completely at variance with a true feeling 
for the man.
The next serious controversy was that concerning Cowan 
Bridge School, It began in the Daily News for 24 April 1857 
with an attack on Mrs Gaskell by W.W, Carus Wilson, son of 
the founder of the Clergy Daughters’ School, and raged for 
several months in the newspapers until Mr Nicholls* sally
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of 8 August in The Halifax Guardian, This was a notable
exchange, Mr Nicholls' first and only excursion into
print to defend his wife's good name, to which he
contributed a total of five letters, and which was later
expanded by the entry of Sarah Baldwin, a former pupil
of Cowan Bridge and Casterton (to which site the school
was later removed) who attended just after the departure
of the Brontes and rushed to the defence of Mr Wilson 
35
senior. The clergyman's son-in-law, the Rev, Henry
Shepheard, who was himself associated with Casterton
school in 1857, also joined the controversy and published
a thirty page pamphlet in "vindication of the Clergy
36
Daughters' School," At first everything that Mrs 
Gaskell claimed was denied and dismissed as necessarily 
inaccurate, coming as it did from the twenty years old 
recollections of Charlotte Bronte of a period when she 
was nine years old. Mrs Gaskell was taken to task for 
not correcting the impressions recorded in Dane Eyre, 
despite the fact that she was writing a biography and
not rewriting the novel. Her detractors were, of course,
35
The whole series of letters forms Appendix I of 
Bronte Letters, vol.IV, pp, 297-314,
36
A Vindication of the Cleroy Daughters' School and 
of the Rev. W. Carus Wilson from the Remarks in 
"The Life of Charlotte Bronte" (Kirkby Lonsdale 
and London, 1857),
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very worried that the good name of Casterton which was, 
by all accounts, a thriving institution in 1857 and 
very different from the Cowan Bridge of the biography, 
was being impugned, and, as well as wanting justice done 
to it might have feared that parents would take their 
girls away from the school if something was not done 
quickly to counteract the charges. There was also a 
desire to vindicate the Rev, Carus Wilson’s truly 
benevolent purposes. But what was not sufficiently taken 
into account in all of this was the very measured and 
careful tone Mrs Gaskell had adopted to set forth the 
circumstances; here, at any rate, she could not be 
accused of acting over-hastily. She is at pains to point 
out that her criticisms of the institution are directed 
towards the very first months of its history, as are the 
scenes in Dane Eyre (which are, after all, fiction based 
upon recollections, rather than a literal recording of what 
happened) and to concede that things seemed to have 
improved greatly. The deaths of her two elder sisters had 
an indelible effect on the feelings of Charlotte Bronte, as 
they did on her whole family, and it was incumbent upon her 
biographer to explain and account for this, Charlotte’s 
feelings would have had to be recorded, even if there were 
no basis in fact for her accusations against the school;
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but Mrs Gaskell did produce testimony at least as good as 
that of her detractors that the unfortunate state of 
affairs she describes did exist at the time about which 
she was writing. As Mr Nicholls wrote in his second 
reply to Wilson;
Let me, however, thank Mr Wilson for his last letter.
In his former statement all was perfection at Cowan Bridge, 
now we have the following points admitted: That ’during 
the spring of 1825 there prevailed a low fever, though not 
an alarming one* (what would alarm Mr W. if the illness of 
about forty girls failed to do so?); that ’the doctor 
rather scornfully’ condemned the girls’ food; that 
’thoughtless servants spoiled it’; that there were 
’privations’; that the schools were removed to a new site - 
from what cause Mr Wilson does not say.3?
Allowing for Mr Nicholls’ polemical bias and that there was 
considerably more of the controversy to come it must be 
conceded that the most essential facts have been admitted. 
This is as much as Mrs Gaskell claims against the school at 
that time, and, even taking account of the Bronte children’s 
weakened state of health occasioned by illness at home before 
they came and which Mrs Gaskell mentions, these conditions 
must be seen as making some adverse contribution to their 
condition. Some question is raised about the frankness of 
Mr Shepheard and the younger Wilson when it is realised that 
an action threatened by the latter did not materialise,
^“^ Halifax Guardian, 6 Dune 1857. See Bronte Letters, 
vol, IV, p, 302,
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presumably for lack of a case, and that the former would
not allow her access to the records of Cowan Bridge during 
39
revision which would presumably have been the best course
to adopt if he wanted her to find new material that would
support his case. Mrs Gaskell had no desire to blacken
the Rev, Carus Wilson's good name; indeed, she is at great
pains to accord him every credit for his good will and to
ascribe the unfortunate conditions that existed to the
teething problems of a new institution in the running of
which its founder was as yet inexperienced. The precise
details of the first few years of the school may well
continue to be subject to controversy but Mrs Gaskell’s
essential point, that all was not well in the running of
it, at least while the Brontes were there, would appear to 
40
be established. It is again worth noting how much more 
38
Mrs Gaskell mentions the action in writing to Smith,
Oune 5th (l857j. Letters, No. 350, p. 451.
^^Letter to George Smith, [? Early August 1857J, 
Letters, No. 365, pp. 462-3.
Charlotte's most recent biographer is mainly in 
agreement with her predecessor. See Winifred Gerin, 
Charlotte Bronte; The Evolution of Genius (1967), 
Chapter I. An insight into the difficulties that 
exist is provided by an exchange between Edith Weir 
and Dame Myra Curtis of the Bronte Society. Miss 
Weir discusses a document, purportedly the original 
prospectus of Cowan Bridge, whose authenticity Dame 
Myra denies. See Edith M. Weir, "Cowan Bridge; New 
Light from Old Documents", Transactions of the Bronte 
Society, 11 (1946), 16-28, and Dame Myra Curtis, 
"Cowan Bridge School; An Old Prospectus Re-examined",
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balanced is the view that she attempts to take than was 
possible for those who for more interested motives took 
issue with her.
The most damaging charge that has ever been laid 
against The Life of Charlotte Bronte is that relating to 
the downfall of Branwell Bronte and, in particular, the 
kind of relationship he enjoyed with Mrs Robinson, the 
mother of his pupil at Thorp Green. Mrs Gaskell accepted 
without question the story as told by Charlotte and 
believed also by the other members of the family, includ­
ing Mr Bronte. She attached all the blame to the woman 
for leading the young man on and then repudiating him 
when she grew tired of him; she also believed Branwell’s 
story about Mr Robinson's will excluding marriage between 
him and the widow if she wished to retain her inheritance 
after his death (the latter position has been clearly dis­
proved by reference to the will). It was this part of the 
book that occasioned massive revisions after the withdrawal 
of the second edition and the public apologies; the only 
reason Lady Scott (Mrs Robinson had remarried) did not go
to court is that she was persuaded that the whole sordid 
business would thereby achieve greater publicity and so
Transactions of the Bronte Society, 12 (1953), 
187-92.
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defeat the object of the action. What really happened
remains the most vexed question in the whole Bronte
story. The issue is clouded by lack of information or
documents as well as distortion, unreliable memory and
downright lies. It has even been claimed that there was
never anything at all in the situation and that the whole
thing was invented by Branwell after his dismissal from
Thorp Green to account for it, as he had years before
invented a story of having been waylaid on the way to
London to cover up his failure to make any headway as
an artist there. Other explanations which are perforce
speculative do not go quite that far but they are
unanimous in rejecting the story believed by the Brontes
41
and recorded by Mrs Gaskell. There is not a shred of 
evidence to support what she wrote and it is this one 
incident which has done her most damage, both at the time 
of publication and in all subsequent discussion. If this 
section had never been included or at least treated much
^^The literature on the subject of Branwell Bronte 
is extensive and the important works on which I 
have relied will be found in the bibliography. I 
have therefore not found it necessary to discuss 
the merits of the case in detail. The writer who 
believes Branwell made the whole business up is 
Daphne du Maurier in The Infernal World of Branwell 
Bronte (i960). See especially Chapters 13, 14,
15, 17.
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more circumspectly it is more than probable that her 
reputation would not have suffered to anything like the 
extent that it has. The other weaknesses or contentious 
issues would not have ranked as large as they often do 
if the book's real powers were allowed to emerge into 
the foreground. As it is they are given much greater 
prominence than they in fact deserve and become corrob­
orative testimony when the author is condemned for her 
major blunder. This issue, admittedly a very serious 
one, has been allowed to usurp most attention when Mrs 
Gaskell is mentioned and it remains of vital importance 
to find out why this is so and why she should have fallen 
into an error of such magnitude.
Mrs Gaskell has, first of all, a disposition to accept 
whatever the Brontes told her or believed, whether this be 
learned from Mr Bronte, from her own talks with Charlotte 
in the last years of the letter's life, from Charlotte's 
letters or from reports of her friends. Miss Nussey was 
a very firm believer in the seduction theory through 
Charlotte and would have impressed it upon the biographer.
To some extent, this is reasonable. Knowing the Brontes 
as she increasingly came to do she would realise that they 
were all (with the exception of Branwell as he deteriorated) 
the epitome of rectitude. They would not knowingly tell a
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lie or mislead anyone. What she fails to take account of 
is that if their information is false they cannot help 
giving an erroneous impression. This trust in the Brontes 
is on the whole not a bad thing for the biography. It 
means that great reliance can be placed on Charlotte's 
accounts of her states of feeling and of what she has 
done or witnessed; it contributes much to the sympathy 
and authenticity of the account. It is only on this 
occasion when so many variables are involved that Mrs 
Gaskell is led into serious trouble. Even if she had 
set out to check the matter more thoroughly it is doubt­
ful whether she could have come up with the whole truth. 
People were yet living though (servants, doctors, members 
of the family if any of them could have been induced to 
talk to her about the matter) who might have given her 
some inkling of the complexity of the issue. She may not 
therefore have come up with the whole truth but she could 
hardly have come up with less and her last resort, after 
setting out the Brontes' beliefs without commitment to 
them herself, could have been in reticence. But her 
proceeding is quite other than this. While shocked and 
distressed by the whole sordid tale she is strongly dis­
posed to believe every word of it. She tells the story 
mainly in Vol. I, Chapter XIII, with all the lurid
>35
embellishments Victorian melodrama can produce*
The story must be told. If i could, I would have 
avoided it; but not merely is it so well-known to many 
living as to be, in a manner, public property, but it is 
possible that, by revealing the misery, the gnawing, 
life-long misery, the degrading habits, the early death 
of her partner in guilt —  the acute and long-enduring 
agony of his family —  to the wretched woman, who not 
only survives, but passes about in the gay circles of 
London society, as a vivacious, well-dressed, flourish­
ing widow, there may be awakened in her some feelings of 
repentance. (Vol. I, pp. 316-17)
Although she maintains she will say all she has to say 
about this matter at once and not herself mention it 
again (she says that in future it will come up in 
Charlotte's words) she nevertheless returns to it in 
the account of Branwell's death in Vol. II, Chapter II.
"He diedl she lives still, —  in May Fair." (p. 78) It 
is only necessary to note the excited and indignant 
piling up of adjectives, the abrupt juxtapositions of 
opposites, to realise how Mrs Gaskell's outrage against 
the femme fatale she has created is running away with her. 
It is easier to imagine this staged or in a three volume 
novel of sensation than as something happening in real 
life. The point at which Mrs Gaskell loses control is 
worth considering.
Immediately prior to this she has been describing the 
great emotional crisis of Charlotte's life. There can be 
no doubt that she knew that Charlotte was in love with M. 
Heger and that this love was not reciprocated or indeed
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ev/en apprehended, except by Madame who became correspond­
ingly cooler to the English teacher and anxious she should 
go without creating a scene which would bring the whole 
matter into the open before her husband. Talking with 
Monsieur and seeing Charlotte’s letters to him from when 
she returned to England (they were only published in 1913) 
Mrs Gaskell cannot have failed to have been struck by the 
power and the hopelessness of her passion. It imposed 
upon her an obligation greater than she had anticipated 
for she was actually forced to a deliberate falsification 
of the memoir. She did not wish to damage Charlotte’s 
reputation by revealing the details of a hopeless love 
which could quite easily have been misinterpreted by her 
readers. Its revelation would have been a serious 
embarrassment to Mr Bronte, Mr Nicholls and M. Heger. 
Indeed, she shows at all times the greatest solicitude 
for M. Heger who had made information available on the 
understanding that he would not be associated with 
Charlotte in this way. Hence Mrs Gaskell becomes aware 
of the forces at work in Charlotte’s writing, particularly 
Villette. and becomes most anxious to see The Professor 
and if necessary edit it before it is published because of 
what it might reveal about the truth of the situation in 
Brussels. She is very relieved to learn that it is other—
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wise and her only reservation about publishing it is that 
it is indeed an early work and that it will add nothing 
to Charlotte Bronte's reputation.
In writing about Charlotte's Brussels experience Mrs 
Gaskell did not want to leave out her personal sufferings
since these had such an impact on her life. She simply
omits the real cause. The portrait of Charlotte, isolated 
and suffering, not wanting to stay where M. Heger is under 
such hopeless conditions and yet unable to tear herself 
away is very powerfully rendered. Certain things, most 
notably Charlotte's account of her confession to a priest, 
are left out but the overall impression is extremely moving. 
Charlotte poignantly confesses to feeling neglected by 
Madame and while this is not more marked in her case than
^^She writes to Smith fl August 1856]: "I can not tell
you how I should deprecate anything leading to the 
publication of those letters of M. Hegers. I have 
not seen the 'Professor' as yet, you must remember, 
so perhaps all my alarm on the subject of it may 
be idle and groundless; but I am afraid it relates 
to M; Heger, even more distinctly & exclusively 
than Villette does." Letters, No. 299, pp. 400-1,
On Augt 13, she writes; "I have read the Professor,
- I don't see the objections to its publication 
that I apprehended, - or at least only such, as 
the omissions of three or four short passages 
not altogether amounting to a page, - would do 
away with." She then adds that she does not 
think as highly of it as Kay-Shuttleworth, though 
it shows her later "promise". Letters, No. 301. 
p. 403.
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that of the other teachers she is more dependent than
they because unlike them she has no one else to whom
she can turn in Brussels. (Vol. I, pp. 300-1) Her
tormented feeling rises to the surface in her account
of parting from M. Heger when she significantly mentions
how much it "cost" her. It reads like the grateful
acknowledgement of a pupil for all the help given her
by her master but there is a strength in the language
which is excessive to the occasion. In the light of
our subsequent knowledge it is clear how much Charlotte
is keeping back. (Vol. I, p. 306) Mrs Gaskell is not 
P
able to suRlpess the whole story nor is it her intention 
to. Otherwise she would not have chosen some of these 
extracts or would have edited more severely and summarised 
at certain points. She simply wants to disguise the true 
position and so invents ways to account for Charlotte's 
distress. She is isolated from or at any rate does not 
get on with the pupils or the other teachers; she is a 
fierce Protestant who is revolted by the trappings of 
Popery around her and this brings her into conflict with 
Madame who is devote ; she is worried by her father’s 
increasing blindness and by the behaviour of her brother, 
even though the latter has to be brought forward by 
eighteen months in order to be useful in accounting for
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her difficulties. (Vol. I, Chapter XII) This last has 
to become the nub. Charlotte's position is evidently a 
serious emotional one and while the other issues might 
be annoying it is hardly to be expected that they would 
produce such a crisis as this, unless she were in some 
way unbalanced. Mrs Gaskell does not want us to feel 
that and so she makes the real family crisis of later on
bear the brunt of the responsibility. It is because she
has such ample proof of the power of love in the information 
about her subject which she must suppress that Mrs Gaskell 
can be so easily persuaded of its power over Branwell 
Bronte. In Charlotte's case it is a desperate unrequited 
passion for which no one is to blame but the consequences 
are nonetheless trying for her. In the case of the brother 
there is a ready-made scapegoat. All the blame for a
heinous trifling with affections whirh should never be
trifled with can be easily shifted onto Mrs Robinson. The 
real passion of Charlotte's life which she cannot fully 
express is shifted onto Branwell and his truly disreputable 
little affair can be blown up into a thwarted passion. Of 
course the transition could not work. It throws the two 
chapters out of balance. An incident which could otherwise 
have been hurried over is given undue prominence; Mrs 
Gaskell's response to what is real in Charlotte Bronte
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betrays her into shrill castigation of Mrs Robinson's
imagined wrongs. Yet it is because she is trying to
maintain the utmost fidelity to Charlotte that she is
betrayed into this error and it is fair to say that her
actual grasp of the sufferings Charlotte endured over
the whole period when she went back to Brussels the
second time and after her return to England is firm. It
fully justifies her statement of aims to Ellen Nussey:
I did so try to tell the truth, & I believe now I hit as 
near the truth as any one could do. And I weighed every 
line with all my whole power & heart, so that every line 
should go to it's Csic] great purpose of making her known 
& valued, as one who had gone through such a terrible life 
with a brave & faithful heart.^3
Looking over the major causes of dispute in the book ~ 
it is striking how much fidelity Mrs Gaskell displays 
towards her subject. Even though the Branwell business 
does her least credit it still does not depart from this 
observation. This is because of the dedication that the 
author felt towards her task and it is reflected in the 
great pains she took in the writing. Every place of major 
importance to Charlotte's life was visited and people on 
the spot were interviewed. Large quantities of documents 
were read and assessed (principally the Nussey letters) and 
their owners' reservations or restrictions noted and heeded. 
Despite her advantage of knowing Charlotte (though only in
^^^une 16th fl857] , Letters, No. 352, p. 454
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the last years of her life and not very intimately, so 
that her view was coloured by the sense of sorrow) and 
being in the field so soon after her death her difficulties 
were formidable and surmounted with singleminded integrity.
It is this latter quality in the whole morass of sharp 
practice and outright dishonesty that especially distinguishes 
Mrs Gaskell's work. As we have seen e l s e w h e r e , h e r  
desire was twofold; to enable us to appreciate the authoress 
by recounting the circumstances and environment in which her 
books were produced, but, even more, to let her readers 
understand and value her noble qualities as a woman. It is 
at the personal level that Charlotte Bronte has the most 
obvious literary consequences for Elizabeth Gaskell. The 
biographical form imposes upon her the obligation of making 
knowAthe facts of her subject's life. In addition, it is 
the main intention of Mr Bronte and Mr Nicholls in virtually 
commissioning the book that this should be done to correct 
erroneous-gossip and the biographer wishes to enlighten those 
who, believing Charlotte's novels to be coarse, think it 
necessarily follows that she was too. These circumstances 
help minimise her comments on the novels which are not 
discussed as works of art, and eliminate consideration of 
the creative process. In accepting the general view that
^^See Section I above, pp. 67-70.
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much of Charlotte's writing is coarse^^Mrs Gaskell becomes 
interested in displaying the personality behind the coarse­
ness to let the world contemplate the experiences of a woman 
not herself coarse which led her to include such incidents 
in her writing. Charlotte Bronte offers an absorbing study 
of character and endurance. As we have already noted 
previously, it had been very much the tendency of Mary 
Barton and Ruth that the author was attempting to find not 
only an environment which she could understand to write 
about or a theme which should express the moral earnestness 
which she M t  about life, but a central character with whom 
she could fully sympathise and who could provide the means 
of unifying her book. Miss Bronte provided this opportunity
as it had never arisen before. She was in effect a fully
46
satisfactory heroine. But the experience of writing 
Cranford and North and South had made her realise the 
inadequacy of this approach as she had attempted it in the 
novel. Although writing a biography was quite different
^^Mrs Gaskell concedes Miss Bronte's works as "strong 
even to coarseness" (Vol.II, p. 6),
^^Alan Shelston has drawn attention to some aspects of 
this, but he sees in it more dangers of distortion of 
the portrait of Charlotte than he can fully justify.
Any such problems are outweighed by the sympathetic 
understanding Mrs Gaskell brings to her task. See 
his Introduction to his edition of The Life of Charlotte 
Bronte (Harmondsworth, 1975), especially pp. 14-15,
25-26, 29.
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from writing a novel and invited concentration on its 
central character in a way which is not always appropriate 
in fiction, Mrs Gaskell's enhanced appreciation of the 
diversity of influences at work in human life affects the 
biography's structure. Thus though she is wanting to "tell 
the truth" in a most literal sense i.e. unfold the facts of 
a real person's life, she does not approach the task in a 
literal manner as she had tried to do in her first two 
novels. She is never content to merely describe it as it 
happened. She uses every means to dramatize Charlotte's 
story to heighten our appreciation of a living human being.
Despite her lack of comment on Miss Bronte's artistic 
achievement, the question of an influence on Mrs Gaskell 
arises here. Their friendship began in 1850, soon after 
her first novel, and lasted until the younger writer's death 
in 1855. Prior to that Mrs Gaskell had been baffled by the 
power of Jane Eyre as she was to be overwhelmed by the novels 
that followed it. For all her lack of realisation of the 
irrelevance of the charge of coarseness in Miss Bronte and 
the limitation in her reading that this shows, there can be 
no doubt that Mrs Gaskell responded to her artistic power. 
Besides being moved by her as a person, she could not fail 
to take account of the tenacity of her artistic convictions, 
as demonstrated in her writings, her conversation and her
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letters. We know that Mrs Gaskell intended to write 
some kind of memoir before she was asked by Mr Bronte.
We cannot know what shape it would have taken if he had 
not given her the great responsibility she accepted but 
in all probability it would have been more limited in 
scope and have emphasised her personal contact with Miss 
Bronte. Her desire to write about Charlotte would seem 
to emanate from the wish to pay tribute to her friend's 
good effect upon her. The two novelists were very different 
and it is not easy to locate specific influences of Miss 
Bronte's novels in any of Mrs Gaskell's, What seems more 
important to the latter is the way in which her friend 
helped her to think about the novel. As we have seen, her 
theorising was limited and eclectic. She had to learn 
mostly from her own practice which was often initiated from 
inadequate or mistaken ideas about the purport of fiction.
It would seem that Charlotte Bronte's example as a committed 
artist despite all the hardships of her life made the most 
immediate impression on Elizabeth Gaskell; hence the interest 
she took in the woman and the type of commitment to her that 
appears in the Life. The influence of her work and ideas as 
Mrs Gaskell understood them is less tangible but it seems to 
underlie the stance we see her adopting after 1859 of 
rejection of anyone's right to pry into her personal life 
and greater insistence that she be accepted or rejected for
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her art.
The strategy adopted in the Life was that, wherever 
possible, Charlotte Bronte should be allowed to reveal 
herself in her own words. Thus there is a preponderance 
of her letters as the biography progresses since most of 
them were written to Ellen Nussey and the two only made 
each other's acquaintance when they were in their early 
teens at Miss Wooler's school. Besides letters, we are 
granted limited insight into the juvenilia of which an 
account and some examples are given in Vol. I, Chapter V, 
and she quotes devoirs written for M. Heger. In this 
way a great deal of material was made available to 
readers for the first time through a process that 
represented the editing and selection from a considerable 
body. The effect was to thrust the subject of the Life 
as far as possible into the centre of attention and to 
efface the biographer. We are only aware of Mrs Gaskell 
as a personality when she ^ ves an account of their first 
meeting, of some of the impressions she formed and modified 
during their acquaintance and of subsequent encounters and 
interchange they enjoyed. This is as legitimately part of 
the story as any of the insights she gained from other 
informants and is not given any undue prominence. It is 
interesting that Mrs Gaskell's approach has been adopted
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by nearly every biographer who has succeeded her.
She is also aware of the romantic and colourful
appeal likely to be excercised by the remote locale in
which her story takes place. She is therefore at pains
to set down the physical appearance of the Haworth -
Keighley area, the characteristics of its people and some
idea of the historical background of the district before
saying anything about the Bronte family. This is not
only because it provides a dramatic and arresting opening
but also to emphasise the uniquecpality of Charlotte's
experience, something that would have been completely new
47
to most contemporary readers. By presenting the place 
as it would appear to an outsider just arriving she 
emphasises its strangeness and at the same time uses it 
as an opportunity to propel him into it by acquainting 
him with its most outstanding characteristics. She also 
strikes the note of first-hand authenticity which informs 
the whole work and is the key to the vividness of the 
portrait of Charlotte that emerges. Mrs Gaskell's method 
is not introspective or analytic. In the nature of the
Even this has been cause of complaint, as Mrs 
Gaskell learnt from Miss Nussey in a letter of 
16 April 1859. Yorkshiremen objected to being 
libelled by an outsider and especially a 
Lancastrian. See Clement K. Shorter, The Brontes; 
Life and Letters (1908), Vol. I, p. 12.
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case this was hardly to be expected. Her access to the 
inner workings of Charlotte's mind was limited but in any 
case its presentation was not an important part of her 
purpose. She wanted to give an accurate outline of the 
main facts of Charlotte's life as a rejoinder to those who 
were distorting it and to give a rounded portrait of her 
personality. The work is cumulative, A series of vignettes 
and particular insights is provided; in a pre-Freudian age 
no attempt is made at continuous psychological analysis.
Yet the effect is not static. The very cumulation 
enables us to see Charlotte in a variety of situations and 
respond to the complexity of her character. This is well- 
exemplified in Vol. I, Chapter VI, which tells of the 
girl's first arrival at Miss Wooler's school. It is at 
this point that Mrs Gaskell chooses to give a description 
of Charlotte's appearance and it is here for the first time 
that it really counts. Her life previously, apart from the 
brief interlude at Cowan Bridge when she was a great deal 
younger and not so aware of herself physically, had been 
spent in the seclusion of her own family. Her intercourse 
with others had been restricted to them and the villagers 
and her most intimate contacts had been with her brother 
and two sisters. Although her life would have appeared 
insufferably dull to an ill-informed observer it was in
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reality a time of intensive mental effort and endeavour, 
laying the foundation for her later writing life. Each 
of the Brontes was enabled to express that creative 
impulse that awakened early in them, to read widely if 
eclectically, and to lay the basis of a very solid . 
education# But at the same time they were not prepared 
for an understanding of the world at large into which 
they were to be suddenly propelled and which Charlotte 
would be the first to experience. Mrs Gaskell describes 
her ill-set features and the general plainness of her 
face, apart from her eyes which dominated it with an 
expression of intelligence. She continues;
I can well imagine that the grave serious composure, 
which, when I knew her, gave her face the dignity of an 
old Venetian portrait, was no acquisition of later years, 
but dated from that early age when she found herself in 
the position of an elder sister to motherless children.
But in a girl only just entered on her teens, such an 
expression would be called, (to use a country phrase) 
"old-fashioned"; and in 1831, the period of which I now 
write, we must think of her as a little, set, antiquated 
girl, very quiet in manners, and very quaint in dress; 
for, besides the influence exerted by her father's ideas 
concerning the simplicity of attire befitting the wife and 
daughters of a country clergyman (as evinced in his 
destruction of the coloured boots and silk gown), her aunt, 
on whom the duty of dressing her nieces principally 
devolved, had never been in society since she left Penzance, 
eight or nine years before, and the Penzance fashions of 
that day were still dear to her heart. (Vol. I, pp. 100-1)
From this we can immediately appreciate the awkward,
provincial manner she displayed to her schoolmates at Roe
Head. This was exacerbated by her extreme short-sightedness,
a feature mentioned by Mary Taylor whose description of the
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first impression she created is quoted a few pages later. 
(Vol. I, p.106) It is the contrast between Charlotte's 
marked intellectual abilities and her unprepossessing 
appearance that gives us such an important insight into 
her character. She is so aware of how she strikes others, 
at this time of life with that acuteness of perception 
which can only be felt by an adolescent girl among her 
peers, and this serves only to heighten her natural shyness, 
her suffering in the presence of strangers which was to 
persist throughout her life. Its significance is deepened 
by the fact that it is Mary Taylor's impressions of Charlotte 
on the occasion that are recorded. Mary and Ellen Nussey 
were the two lifelong friends Charlotte made while at 
school but of the two Mary was far the more intelligent, 
the only other girl at the school who could compare with 
Charlotte intellectually, but of a radical, dissenting 
background which was fiercely independent. The very vigour 
of her style, the forthrightness of her views, sets off the 
different character of Charlotte; her opinions are none the 
less strongly held, as Mary's account concedes, and they are 
quite opposite to her friend's but affirmed with a quieter 
and more diffident tenacity. It was important for her to 
succeed in the eyes of others. Mrs Gaskell tells us how 
Miss Wooler gave both Charlotte and Mary longer tasks than 
the rest and on one occasion it proved too much for the
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former who was thereby given a bad mark. The teacher
was induced to recall the mark when the deeply distressed
Charlotte burst into tears and her indignant schoolfellows,
whose respect for her abilities and liking for her
personality she had won, complained; it is significant,
though, of the difference between the two girls that
Mary's indignation lasted for some weeks after this.
(Vol. I, p. 113) In this incident we see displayed the
conscientiousness and deep sense of duty that were to
mark Charlotte Bronte, as well as her susceptibility to
the views of others. Her warm qualities as a person can
be seen in her effect on both teacher and pupils, while
Mary's devil-may-care attitude heightens this impression.
It is easy to understand the mixed emotions with which,
many years later, Charlotte insisted that her publishers
forward to her all the reviews of her new works and
especially the bad ones. Mrs Gaskell demonstrates that
shyness was a trait in all the Bronte girls, except Emily,
and was the product of their isolated background. She
remarks soon after describing Charlotte at school:
I distinguish reserve from shyness, because I imagine 
shyness would please, if it knew how; whereas, reserve 
is indifferent whether it pleases or not. Anne, like 
her eldest sister, was shy; Emily was reserved. (Vol. I, 
p. 133)
Charlotte appears as one actively involved with others, 
yet suffering acutely affecting handicaps in her dealings
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with them, and the knowledge thus gained carries through 
and informs later descriptions. Thus we can appreciate 
what it cost Charlotte to go out as a governess. She had 
no special aptitude for handling children just as she had 
none in handling any people. Going out among strangers 
with whom she had no special rapport and who had no 
particular appreciation of her difficulties (not to mention 
the sheer drudgery that the work involved) was terrible to 
her, but in her financial situation no other opening was 
available. The further step of going to Brussels to improve 
herself in languages so she could operate a school also 
displayed great courage. Through the eyes of the Hegers 
and of the Wheelwrights we are again given an insight into 
the great sense of isolation Charlotte suffered among 
strangers, a situation exacerbated by her dislike of the 
Belgian girls and their religion. Her position was bad 
enough when Emily was with her but in that great crisis of 
her life during her second visit to Brussels she had no one 
on whom to fall back. Her suffering and courage are 
evidenced by her insisting on coping with her pupils alone 
rather than having either of the Hegers present; her pupils 
were not always easy to manage and her independence in 
attempting to do so is all the stronger for our knowledge 
of what she had to overcome in overcoming them.
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A system of contrasts operates too when Mrs Gaskell 
is describing the Brontes' literary successes followed 
up sharply by the deaths of Branwell and his two sisters; 
this is in Vol. II, Chapters I — III, We have already 
seen much of the sadness, affliction and hardship that 
had been Charlotte's lot when suddenly she bursts into 
literary fruition. Mrs Gaskell quotes her own story of 
the discovery of her sisters' poems and the conception 
of the plan to submit them to a publisher. This, like 
the slightly later attempts to get the first three novels 
accepted, was attended with rebuffs and disappointments, 
but the same indomitable spirit shared by all the Brontes 
(except perhaps Branwell who dissipated all his endowments) 
came to their assistance. It is evident that the driving 
force in all their dealings is Charlotte, Her unworld­
liness is displayed in the way in which she simply crossed 
out the name of one publisher when the MSS of the novels 
were returned to the parsonage and wrote down the next one 
on the list, instead of rewrapping so that it would not be 
known that the package had already been refused; even more 
notable is the pleasure taken in W.S, Williams' kind note 
of refusal which nevertheless pointed out the considerable 
merits of The Professor and welcomed the prospect of a 
three volume novel from the same pen. Charlotte took more 
pleasure in this than in "some acceptances" (as Mrs Gaskell
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tells us; Charlotte uses the word "curt" in the original 
(Vol. II, PP# 24-5)) and this further demonstrates her 
need for warm relationships with others; more than literary 
success or fame she was desirous of succeeding in her 
personal dealings with others. At this stage of her 
account Mrs Gaskell is explicit in the distinction between 
Charlotte Bronte and Currer Bell
Henceforward Charlotte Bronte's existence becomes 
divided into two parallel currents —  her life as Currer 
Bell, the author; her life as Charlotte Bronte, the woman. 
There were separate duties belonging to each character —  
not opposing each other; not impossible, but difficult to 
be reconciled. (Vol. II, p. 49)
No doubt her own busy life wherein the duties of a wife 
and mother and of an author exerted pulls in contrary 
directions added conviction to the drawing of this 
distinction. But in Charlotte Bronte's case the distinct­
ion between the person who creates and the person who 
suffers was given the poignancy of tragedy. Mrs Gaskell 
is not concerned to make much of this distinction in terms 
of what it signifies about the act of creation. Her 
direction is otherwise. At the very moment in which 
Charlotte achieves her greatest artistic breakthrough with 
the one book that was universally acclaimed and made her 
reputation overnight she was also to suffer her greatest 
personal tragedy. In rapid succession her three relations 
are described being carried off, within a few months of 
one another. Even in this there is a distressing
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contrast —  the dissipated and desperate end of Branwell; 
the relentless will of Emily which brooked no interference 
from anyone until the end, to the great agony of all who 
loved her; and the peaceful, acquiescent death of Anne 
who, on the contrary, showed as much interest in the effect 
of her passing on others as on herself. By the end of the 
chapter in which her death has been described we have been 
directed towards the figure of Charlotte in almost complete 
isolation (apart from her equally stunned father). It is 
the effect of cumulation and contrast that makes this 
portrait so poignant. This woman who so needed others is 
deprived of all those who most matter; she who derived most 
joy from reading her work to her sisters and sharing their 
criticisms is deprived of them at the very time when the 
world is giving forth hard-won recognition. In Vol. II, 
Chapter V, Mrs Gaskell focuses on the figure of Miss Bronte, 
in the cold bleak winter of the year following the deaths, 
alone with an old father, advanced in years and set in his 
ways with whom she could not achieve the same degree of 
intimacy, for all her love of him, and with Tabby, eighty 
years of age and somewhat incapacitated.
The reader, who has even faintly pictured to himself 
her life at this time, —  the solitary days, —  the waking, 
watching nights, —  may imagine to what a sensitive pitch 
her nerves were strung, and how such a state was sure to 
affect her health, (Vol. II, p, 148)
It is indeed a sombre picture and one that deepens in the
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account of the remainder of her life. We see something 
of its effects in Shirley, begun before these tragedies, 
where the central character is said to be modelled on 
the beloved Emily and where the book loses its original 
direction when its composition is resumed; the sombreness 
also creeps in here. Certainly the only bright spot that 
remains to her is that afforded in the last eighteen 
months by her marriage and even that was to be blighted 
by sudden death. Mrs Gaskell quotes what are supposed to 
be her last words, a moving commentary on the sadness of a 
life in which full happiness could never be attained. "’Ohl* 
she whispered forth, 'I am not going to die, am I? He will 
not separate us, we have been so happy.'" (Vol. II, p.324) 
This is a sad comment from one who had told her biographer 
that "she was trying to school herself against ever 
anticipating any pleasure; that it was better to be brave 
and submit faithfully; that there was some good reason, 
which we should know in time, why sorrow and disappointment 
were to be the lot of some on earth." (Vol. II, p. 303)
Mrs Gaskell's critics have suggested that The Life of
48
Charlotte Bronte presents too dark a picture. It is
claimed that she is writing too close to the event and 
48
This originated with T. Wemyss Reid in Charlotte 
Bronte; A Monograph (1877),
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that her acquaintance with Charlotte when she had been 
altered by suffering led her to project into her 
earlier life that sadness and nervous debility which 
was so evident then. It is clearly true that the 
Charlotte Bronte who emerges is a tragic figure; but 
it is equally true that this sense of tragedy is 
communicated mainly by the later events of the life 
which are treated in greatest detail. There can be no 
disagreement as to the general purport of the events 
there described and that they left Miss Bronte strongly 
affected; they could hardly fail to do so. The life of 
Charlotte Bronte struck Mrs Gaskell, as it has those who 
have succeeded her, as a tragedy parallel to those found 
most frequently in literature and she structured her 
telling so as to bring this out most forcibly in the 
manner described. Although the worst was to come, early 
instances, like Cowan Bridge and the struggles to earn a 
livelihood by the uncongenial work of governess, were not 
without their effect. It is no doubt true that life in 
the parsonage was not uniformly dreary. Indeed, when 
appropriate allowances have been made, it could probably 
be said that all the Brontes had a reasonably happy child­
hood. They enjoyed their childhood games and writing. 
There were many hours spent on the moors, to which all 
were deeply attached, but none more than Emily. There was
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the love provided by Mr Bronte and Miss Branwell who 
both looked carefully after the children’s needs, as 
well as the griping and crotchety but loving Tabby. If 
she is most aware of the misfortunes that dogged the 
Brontes Mrs Gaskell does not omit to round out the 
picture. She lets us understand wdat resources in their 
lives enabled them to cope, just as certain qualities 
served to intensify later sufferings. It was because 
the family was so closely knit and interdependent that 
their loss later in life was such a blow to Charlotte; 
it was a solace in early life. The evident regard felt 
by all the children for Tabby is an indication of the 
warmth she contributed to their lives. Thus, in 
introducing her in Vol. I, Chapter V, Mrs Gaskell 
mentions how Charlotte would take the deaf old woman 
out on the moors with her years after she first came to 
the family, to keep her informed of the family’s concerns 
(Vol. I, pp. 81-2); even more moving is the hunger strike 
they embarked upon when Miss Branwell wanted to send her 
away after she broke her leg, as they insisted that since 
she had taken such care of them while they were young it 
was only right that they should tend her in her old age. 
(Vol. I, pp.178-82) This is also incidentally revealing 
of the strong moral sense that was marked in the Brontes.
In this connection the portrait of Emily is especially
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interesting# Mrs Gaskell had no great sympathy with or 
understanding of her, nor did she know her personally.
She affords only a few indirect glimpses of her, which 
is perfectly reasonable in a biography of her sister, 
but she gives a keen insight into the deep affection 
which subsisted between the sisters and the difference 
in their natures. Nowhere is Emily’s indomitable, wild 
spirit more evident than at the end of Vol. I, Chapter 
XII where we are told of her cauterization of a wound 
given her by a mad dog and the way she savagely beat 
Keeper in order to make him completely obedient. Mrs 
Gaskell draws a distinction between Charlotte’s love of 
animals which responded to their helplessness, while 
Emily’s feeling was more of a ’’passion" inspired by "the 
fierce, wild, intractability" of their nature, (Vol. I, 
p. 308) Even while it is evident which quality the 
biographer finds more congenial she does not do Emily 
any great .injustice and the comparison is illuminating 
of Charlotte’s very different nature. It also makes the 
more telling the strong bond that existed between the two 
sisters despite their differences. Other people might 
find Emily difficult to understand; they might find the 
account of her death appalling, even selfish in view of 
the unnecessary sufferings it inflicted on those who loved 
her. But the fact of that bond between the sisters is
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what emerges most strongly from the incident and helps 
our appreciation of the positive aspects of the life at 
Haworth*
Mrs Gaskell recounts the bantering way in which 
Charlotte received Martha's breathless intelligence about 
her mistress's having written two books and how they were 
being excitedly received at Haworth. Although she would 
appear to be rejecting any fuss being made we are assured 
that this was a typical Northern way of expressing pleasure 
(Vol. II, pp. 140-2); the genuine and natural effusiveness 
of the response is a tribute to the esteem in which the 
author was held and an insight into the community to which 
she was strongly attached. Contrary to the usual state 
of things (which had led to such unhappiness in her teach­
ing assignments) Charlotte developed great affection for 
Oulia Gaskell, the biographer’s youngest daughter. Her 
mother records her guest's great delight in the child's 
spontaneous wish to please her and make a fuss of her.
(Vol. II, p. 223) All of these instances to which many 
others could be added fill out the Life and make it more 
than a transcription of unrelieved gloom. They too are 
part of the pattern of incident and contrast out of which 
the work is built up. Mrs Gaskell makes every effort to 
give an insight into the totality of her subject’s 
experiences. In the end, however, she must make some
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effort to set down the overall tone of the life and she 
is more aware of the sombre note struck by great dis­
appointments and sufferings. Nothing that has been 
added to our knowledge subsequently, no later book which 
has appeared, has altered essentially the view she has 
taken.
Mrs Gaskell’s fitness for writing a biography has
been questioned on the grounds that it is incompatible
49
with the art of the novel. The case has never been 
closely argued but its general assumption is that the 
novelist works with his imagination wherein he is free 
to do as he likes with the products of hiw own brain, 
while the biographer is constrained by real life and 
fidelity to what actually happened. The conflict is more 
apparent than real. Although a novelist invents all that 
he writes about, his flights of fancy cannot be too 
fantastic; novels are read as making some relevant comment 
on real life and the writer is criticised if it is felt 
that he is falsifying human experience. Similarly, a 
biography is not just a chronology of a person’s life,
49
See May Sinclair, Introduction to The Life of Charlotte 
Bronte, Everyman’s Library (London and New York, 1908), 
pp. viii-ix. This is also claimed by some of the 
early reviewers as a jibe at the author’s libellous 
statements.
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Though the writer must be as accurate and as painstaking 
in research as possible his work will be improved if he 
has the imaginative rapport with his subject to recreate 
the personality he is writing about. It is a question 
of the balance struck and Mrs Gaskell brought obvious 
advantages to the task. She was an experienced writer 
albeit in another field and was so qualified for the 
demands made upon her. She had known Charlotte Bronte 
and felt deeply interested in her life and this sympathy 
informs the whole narrative. It is her strong sense of 
involvement with her subject that gives the book its 
overall tone. We know Charlotte as we never can from 
the works of authors who did not enjoy Mrs Gaskell’s 
closeness to her. More than one hundred years after 
the deaths of both women The Life of Charlotte Bronte 
remains an indispensable source of information. Its 
factual discrepancies are known and when they are taken 
into account its reliability is unquestioned. Mrs Gaskell 
for all the restrictions under which she laboured did not 
have the problems of dishonesty and falsification of 
documents which have beset us s i n c e . S h e  is a touch­
stone against which many questionable statements can be 
50
The nefarious dealings of T.3. Wise in this matter 
are well set forth by Winnifrith, Chapter II and 
Appendix A. Wise’s whole career (though with little 
reference to the Brontes) is detailed in Wilfred
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set. Moreover, she has proved very judicious in the 
quotation of documents. As has been pointed out a 
substantial part of the text consists of quotations 
or reproductions in full from Charlotte’s letters (and 
some other sources). Even with the substantial number 
of documents brought to light by Clement Shorter after 
his meeting with Mr Nicholls in Ireland^^ it is sig­
nificant that most of those regarded as important by 
Mrs Gaskell have a key place in later biographies.
Later discoveries, even when reliable, embellish, 
rather than displace, Mrs Gaskell’s selection.
The Life of Charlotte Bronte is unique in Mrs 
Gaskell’s work to this point in another way. It shares 
with everything she had written a great moral earnestness 
but in this case it was not directed towards the righting 
of some social wrong. Here she wishes to do justice to 
her friend, to make her sympathetically and truly known. 
Yet in this case that central purpose is not broadly 
incompatible with the artistic demands of the book. What 
she thinks she is doing and what she does do are not at 
variance. The result can be simply stated, the approach
Partington, Thomas 3, Wise in the Original Cloth; The 
Life and Record of the Forger of the Nineteenth- 
Century Pamphlets (1946)
Shorter published this in several books over a couple 
of decades. The most significant is The Brontes; Life
51
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is by no means over-complicated and yet it produces 
the author’s most single-minded work to date and one 
of the finest biographies in the language.
and Letters (1908).
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SYLVIA’S LOVERS
Almost seven years elapsed between The Life of Charlotte
Bronte and the publication of Sylvia’s Lovers in February
1863, This might lead us to think that Mrs Gaskell was
discouraged by the agitation occasioned by the biography
and that this dampened her creative effort. It is true
that her immediate reaction was to escape from the whole
business as soon as possible and she made the amendments
for the third edition quickly. She also initially
rejected the idea of ever writing another biography.^
Her desire to write, however, was unimpaired. When she
had got over the physical and emotional distress caused
by the Life she continued to write a succession of shorter
works. These were easier to write under her circumstances
and paid cash more immediately in terms of her needs.
Moreover, she began to plan Sylvia’s Lovers in late 1859
and the writing began with a burst of energy sometime
between December of that year and April in the following 
2
one. Publication was delayed by the unsteady pace of 
writing. Even the reaction against biography proved 
impermanent. As early as August 1857 she was contemplating 
the suggestion that she write the life of Sir George Seville, 
an eighteenth century Yorkshire gentleman, and only gave up
^As she told William Fairbairn, "for the future I 
intend to confine myself to lies (i.e. fiction). It 
is safer." [June 1B57J, Letters, No. 358, p. 458.
2
See below pp. 334-5
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the idea because of insufficient familiarity with 
politics. Within a few years she was researching, 
thinking about and had actually begun a study of Madame 
de Sevigne, a figure who had fascinated her for many
4
years. This was at the same time as she was writing 
her series of sketches of "French Life", a subject in 
which she had also long had an interest, but while they 
were eventually published in Fraser’s Magazine from 
April to 3une 1864, the Memoir was never completed. It 
is not clear why this should be but it was probably the 
pressure of other commitments that made it impossible 
for her to find sufficient time for extended, systematic 
research. In going back into history Mrs Gaskell would 
have avoided the complications that had marred her efforts 
on Charlotte Bronte’s behalf. Madame de Sevigne was not 
a contemporary (nor was Sir George Seville), she was not 
even English, and a work on a seventeenth century French­
woman, while it might provoke disagreement, could hardly 
be expected to disturb the "hornet’s nest" she had lately 
endured. Even so, her intention demonstrates how little 
her confidence in her powers had been shaken. Although
3
See Letters, Nos,365, 366 and 370,
4
She told ? Catherine Winkworth about having visited 
all the houses in Paris in which Madame de Sevigne 
lived and having seen M. Hachette who provided her 
with "all manner of introductions to the private 
part of public collections of MSS, books [f] portraits 
& C," (3uly 23 1861 [1862], Letters, No. 509b, p. 925).
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she may have made mistakes in the Life, she does not feel 
they are of such a magnitude as to disqualify her from 
attempting another biography. She is affirming her 
essential faith in what she had done on a previous 
occasion. Moreover, in this later period until her 
death it is not only true that her production of new 
works is unabated, but she brings out two novels and a 
novella that are among her finest achievements. (The 
other work is uneven but some of it is distinguished 
also. )
Mrs Gaskell had been through literary controversy 
before and though it had distressed it had not stopped 
her. This was the worst one that she would ever 
encounter but it did not occasion any faltering in her 
pursuit of her art. This is indicative of the stage 
she had reached in her development. Her earlier un­
sureness had been revealed in her imperfect grasp of 
the potential of the novel and her improvement had taken 
place from her ability to learn from her mistakes. The 
artistic success of the Life, which she could not have 
doubted, had arisen because of her greater mastery of 
the technique of writing and the insight into its
In March 1852 she informed Smith that she had 
written the beginning. (March 18th [? 1862], 
Letters, No. 501, p. 679).
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complexities that had accompanied this. With the Life, 
the influence that Charlotte Bronte had begun exerting 
many years before and which is revealed in the correspond­
ence of both women, achieved greatest coherence in artistic 
form. Moreover, Mrs Gaskell’s views received further 
clarification in the controversy over George Eliot's 
identity. The letter to Herbert Grey, so preoccupied with 
technique, also dates from this period,^ Henceforth, we 
have less information than ever about Mrs Gaskell’s views 
on her art from her correspondence, but we do have this 
greater sureness in the works themselves. The hard 
experience of over ten years of work had brought her a 
greater knowledge of her own powers, as it had let her 
understand some of the complexities of the novel* Her 
mastery of the form was by no means complete but her 
creativity was not to be deflected even by a setback such 
as resulted from the critical reaction to the improprieties 
of the Life.
The writing of Sylvia’s Lovers was a new departure for 
the author in that it was given an historical setting in 
the recent past. It involved her in some research, but the 
first idea seems to have come from a holiday she took in 
Yorkshire. Mrs Chadwick tells us that the germ of the work 
^This is discussed above pp. 85-9
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was a vacation spent by the author at Whitby on the 
coast, in the summer of 1859, though in fact she 
arrived there for a ten day sojourn on 31 October,^
Mrs Gaskell never made any secret of the fact that the
Monkshaven of the story was based upon that old monastic
7 8
and seaside town. Mrs Chadwick and others' have also
suggested that Mrs Gaskell did a considerable amount of 
research for this novel on the spot and among historical 
records in the British Museum and other places. While 
it is true that she did some we must be careful of 
exaggerating how much of the novel’s quality relies upon 
this kind of industry and bear in mind how far it was 
commensurate with her usual method of working. Her 
previous novels had involved some specialised knowledge of 
Manchester, the condition of the poor, the working of 
industry and the incidence of social problems like prost­
itution and seduction. There is no evidence that any of 
this material was the product of diligent research; on the
^E.A. Chadwick, Mrs. Gaskell; Haunts, Homes, and Stories 
(1910), p. 360. Mrs Chadwick makes the point that she 
is not certain whether Whitby gave the idea for a story
or the idea came first and Mrs Gaskell went there to
investigate its possibilities.
7
She freely admitted as much to Games Dixon. See November
14 [1863], Letters, No. 537, p. 717.
3
A.W. Ward and Thomas Seccombe, for example.
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contrary, while it is informed and humane, her early 
work makes no attempt to reveal information that she 
herself has culled. It is much more concerned to make 
available to readers as sympathetically as possible the 
fruits of Mrs Gaskell’s personal observation and 
experience as a minister’s wife in the North of England.
The biography was different but even there it is sig­
nificant that much of the writer's trouble resulted 
from hasty judgement, the exercise of intuition, a lack 
of practice in checking observation against other sources 
of information. It is hardly to be expected that Sylvia's 
Lovers should depart from a pattern already so well 
established. On her father’s side, Mrs Gaskell had several 
relations who were seafarers, and from her early youth she 
took an interest in the sea. Her brother was a sailor who 
disappeared while on a voyage but, unlike Charley Kinraid, 
he was never seen again. She was fond of hearing stories 
from all sources, especially old people reminiscing about 
the past and these no doubt included many with seafaring 
experiences. On a holiday at Ramsey in the Isle of Man 
she and her second daughter heard many tales of sea
adventure from an .old sailor who took them on rowing
g
expeditions around the i^nd. While at Whitby she spent 
9
See Thomas Seccombe, Introduction to Sylvia’s Lovers
(1910), p. xxvi.
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many hours talking to residents about the past; among
them were one of the oldest people in the town, Mr
George Corney,^^ and Mrs Huntrods who was closeted
day after day with Mrs Gaskell at 1 Abbey Terrace where 
11
she stayed. From such people she would have heard
tales of the press gang which operated in Whitby in the
early 1790s as well as accounts of the everyday life of
the town. She would already have known something of the
functioning of the press gang but such stories must have
stimulated her imagination and, if they did not provide
the initial impulse, must have given the intention of
writing a sea story a considerable impetus. At the time
she stayed there Whitby's importance as a whaling town
was in decline but there were still signs of its past
dependence on the industry and the tales she would have
heard could not fail to be enriched by its influence.
Whitby and its environs, as Mrs Gaskell has confessed,
furnished a ready made locale for her own inventions.
There was, for example, an old shop that had been used
12
by two Quaker brothers named Sanders. This was the
original of that kept by Gohn and Deremiah Foster in the
^^^Chadwick, p. 364.
^^Seccombe, p. xxviii.
12
Both Chadwick and Seccombe mention this, though 
Seccombe gives "Saunders", (p. xxx).
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novel. There was also a general correspondence between 
the topography of Monkshaven and Whitby. Sut we should 
be alerted to the fact that Mrs Gaskell writing about 
a fictional town, not.the real Whitby, by the fact that 
she changes its name. This allows her to manipulate 
details to suit the purposes of her story e.g. the 
Monkshaven press gang is active in 1796 whereas that at 
Whitby operated two and a half years before, Mrs Chadwick 
is at pains to identify every fictionalised place with a 
Whitby original but in this matter we should heed the 
warning Mrs Gaskell has given us;
You are quite right in supposing that Whitby was the place 
I meant by Monkshaven; but I was only there once for a 
fortnight, about four years ago, in such cloudy November 
weather that I might very easily be ignorant of the points 
of the compass if I did not look at a map; and I am afraid 
that I did not test my accuracy by so doing. I did not 
intend Haytersbank for any particular place, or if I had 
some faint recollection of a farm house like it, it must 
have been a place near Sunderland where I once stayed for 
a couple of nights. I had forgotten that there was such 
a town as Kirby Moorside until you named it.^^
Mrs Chadwick identifies Haytersbank with a farm at
Sandsend and she may be right. Mrs Gaskell's testimony
is vague and it is possible she was influenced by this
location without being aware of it. What is necessary is
to note her vagueness about the details of the location
and that, while it is a major source of her inspiration,
^^November 14 11863J, Letters, No. 537, pp. 717-18,
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she does not feel compelled to stick to it slavishly
and indeed transforms it without compunction to meet
14
the needs of her imagination.
The impression that Mrs Gaskell is relying largely 
on hearsay and observations of her own to provide a 
jumping-off point for her novel is confirmed when we 
examine her sources. They are not very numerous. She 
consulted Sir Charles Napier, who had been in command 
of the Channel fleet, and General Perronet Thompson, 
Peninsula officer and member for Hull who had vast 
knowledge of the coast, on matters relating to the 
press gang; while both these gentlemen had some 
professional connection with both navy and army and 
were very knowledgeable it is indicative that their 
word-of-mouth testimony should be sought as well as 
that in written records. Some reference was made to 
local annals and admiralty records on this matter but 
the germ of the "randyvowse", the attack on it, the 
14
Mrs Chadwick's whole book attempts to identify 
every place which Mrs Gaskell ever visited. As 
she says on p. 350; "It is most interesting to 
locate the places in her novels, for they have 
all an original somewhere, and not a few coincide 
with the places visited for rest or change." This 
assertion is simply not true. While Mrs Chadwick 
can often identify places of significance to the 
novels many of her assertions are quite wrong.
She makes no allowances for the workings of Mrs 
Gaskell's imaoination.
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ringleader and his fate (though not the character and 
antecedents of Daniel Robson which are purely Mrs 
Gaskell's invention) can be narrowed down to the Whitby 
riot of 1793 which was led by an old man named 
Atkinson who was subsequently hanged after trial at 
York Assizes;^^ the legal standing of the press gang, 
those who were absolved from their activities (but not 
always protected thereby under the rough and ready system 
that obtained) like specksioneers and a proportion of 
crews of merchantmen, and their relationship with 
authorities and residents of a locality could have been 
learnt from both oral and written sources. Young's 
History of Whitby^^qave a description of the town and 
its activities at the time written about, especially 
the activities and successes of the Greenland whalers.
His statistics show a steady increase in the number of 
whales taken over a fifty year period. "The whole number 
of whales brought to Whitby, in 50 years, from 1757 to 
1815, inclusive, amounts to 2761; of which number more 
than one half have been brought home within the last
1 7
14 years."" This increase in the importance of the trade
^^Ward in his Introduction to Volume VI of the 
Knutsford edition reproduces relevant documents.
See pp. xxiii-xxiv.
^^(Whitby, 1817).
^^Vol.II, p. 556.
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emphasises the tension created by the indiscriminate
pilferings of the press gang in 1793 and helps us to
understand the bitterness of a man like Daniel against
them and the impotent fury of Charley when he is taken
by the naval crew, quite illegally. It is notable,
though, that there is very little in Young that bears
directly on the gang's work. He mentions that till
1792 most ships went to Davis Straits but after that
date they nearly all went to Greenland; both places
18
are mentioned in the narrative, Charlton's History 
19
of Whitby, though an earlier work, was also standard 
and is mentioned by Young when he deals with Whitby 
notables. It was published in 1779 and so is too 
early to give any information relating to the period 
of the story. It does not say as much as Young about 
fishing but it does supply more background on the town 
and its history in the eighteenth century and was 
probably used by the author. Her third major source 
may have been the writings of the Rev. William Scoresby. 
In his youth he had himself been engaged in the Greenland 
fishery, rising to the rank of captain; his father, also
^®Uol.II, p. 565.
19
(York, 1779).
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William, had an even more notable career at sea before
him. In several books the Rev, Scoresby describes in
great detail some of his own experiences in the industry,
the implements used, methods of fishing, conditions to be
expected on the high seas, methods of extracting oil and 
20
whalebone. Moreover, he refers specifically to 
Whitby and its key role in the industry and on one
21
occasion mentions the work of both Charlton and Young.
His most interesting book in this connection is his
22
biography of his father whose career included the final
decade of the eighteenth century. The older Scoresby
was obviously a very enterprising man who rose rapidly
in his profession and among other things is reputed to
have invented the crow’s nest and ice-drill, and have
captured twenty-four whales in a single month. At one
stage in his career he was a speckioneer which office
his son, in a footnote, defines thus; "The title
’specksioneer’, derived from the Dutch, is applied to 
20
See An Account of the Arctic Regions, with a 
History and Description of the Northern Whale- 
Fishery (Edinburgh, 1820) and The Northern Whale- 
Fishery (1849). Scoresby wrote several other 
books on the sea but these are among the more 
relevant ones on this aspect,
21In An Account of the Arctic Renions, vol. II, 
pp. 125-30, where reference is made to Whitby,
^^Memorials of the Sea: My Father: Being Records 
of the Adventurous Life of the Late William 
Scoresby, Esc, of Whitby (1851),
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the officer who has special charge of the fishing
apparatus, and the conduct of the flensing operations
23
in the fishery. He is also a principal harpooner,"
The connection with Kinraid who, like Scoresby, was 
so valued by his employers is manifest, but it must be 
stated that Scoresby had a long and varied career with­
out being pressed, Mrs Gaskell may have read the 
account of his life and used some of the details there 
in depicting Kinraid but it would be going too far to 
say that the character is based on him. She must have 
found Scoresby’s adventurous career suggestive but only 
used a few aspects from it which suited ideas of her 
own and the demands of her story. When all of these 
documents have been examined it becomes clear that, 
while they evidently provided essential background 
information, very little is directly assimilated into 
the finished book. Whaling does not play the same role 
in Sylvia’s Lovers as it does in Moby Dick; Mrs Gaskell 
gets her details right but she does not provide many of 
them. They are not woven into the substance of the novel 
as they are with Melville. They are there to provide 
explanations and background to the complexities of the 
love story that are her chief concern. In a similar way 
there are no key passages in the sources which appear to 
23
Memorials of the Sea; My Father, p. 37.
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have deeply influenced Mrs Gaskell’s prose at any point 
in her novel, and we look in vain for suggestive 
correspondences and comparisons between the two.
Commentators on Sylvia’s Lovers who have had anything 
to say about its sources have generally confined themselves 
to making the obvious connections with Whitby. Two other 
features of the novel have been overlooked. They are the 
siege of Acre and the curious episode of St Sepulche, both 
in the third volume. The former offers the explanation of 
Mrs Gaskell’s otherwise abitrary shift of the press gang 
incident into the middle years of the decade. In terms 
of the action of the novel this enables Hepburn and 
Kinraid to be present together at an engagement that 
makes possible heroic action and, in particular, Philip’s 
rescue of his old enemy. The time span of the novel is 
about five years, in which time Sylvia grows from girl 
to woman; it should not be longer. By shifting from the 
early to middle years of the decade the two male 
protagonists are given an opportunity to participate in 
the Napoleonic wars that would otherwise be impossible 
and Acre is an apt meeting ground for sailors and 
marines. During the siege the town was blockaded by the 
French by land but the British had control of the sea and 
were able to supply Djezzar Pasha with goods and men,
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some of whom were marines. It was the fact that he 
could not cut the town off by sea as well as some 
hasty attempts to take it by land before siege equip­
ment and troops had arrived that finally defeated 
Napoleon here. Mrs Gaskell’s Chapter IX in Vol. Ill,
The Recognition, dealing with this incident, is accurate. 
She rewrites history to include Kinraid in Sir Sidney 
Smith’s actual escape from The Temple in 1798 (where 
he was confined by the French in 1796) and so gives 
Kinraid a patron to aid in his advancement; Kinraid is 
a lieutenant on board Smith’s Tigre at Acre in 1799, 
Hepburn is a marine on board one of the other ships.
It is again notable that she makes no attempt to describe 
the battle or the siege as a whole in detail; she selects 
the incident that bears upon her characters and disposes 
of it in one chapter. There is no mention anywhere of 
a specific work from which she obtained her knowledge of 
Acre but, with her interest in things French, she no 
doubt already had a good general knowledge of the events
and their importance and could have filled in the rest by
24
reference to any standard history.
Why it was chosen to make Philip a bedesman of St
^^A modern description of the events at Acre and a 
brief account of the principal participants, 
including Sir Sidney Smith, can be found in 3. 
Christopher Herold, Bonaparte in Eovot (1952),
Chapter IX, and, especially, pp. 280-304.
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Sepulchre is a more difficult problem with the novel.
His sojourn there before he reaches Monkshaven is quite 
arbitrary and does not add substantially to our 
appreciation of his character. The main reason for 
its inclusion appears to be to show the level of 
destitution to which the promising and industrious 
young shopman has been reduced; it contrasts with the 
final wretchedness of his death after his return to 
Monkshaven to which he is compelled by a desire to be 
near Sylvia even though it would be more comfortable 
for him not to. I have been unable to discover a 
direct source for this incident. It is true that various 
foundations from the middle ages for the poor, the 
destitute, orphans, old people and other deserving cases 
were transformed after the reformation into a form 
resembling that arrangement described in the novel. Mrs 
Gaskell would have been aware of some of these, especially 
as her own charitable work brought her into contact with 
all sorts of organisations with a like purpose. As one 
who was an admirer of Thackeray she must have seen The 
Newcomes which was issued in twenty four monthly parts 
from October 1853, and at the close of which the bankrupt 
Colonel Newcome ends his days as a pensioner of the 
hospital for old men attached to Grey Friars school. She 
may.also have seen The Warden which came out in 1855.
3S0
The Hiram’s Hospital described there was for old men,
not old soldiers, but the organisation is much the
same. From examples such as these Mrs Gaskell may well
25
have seized upon the idea for her own purposes.
Both Acre and St Sepulchre come from the contentious 
third volume and there is some doubt as to whether they 
were part of the original conception and hence of such 
original research as was done, Mrs Gaskell needed to 
take Philip away from Monkshaven for his penitential 
absolution before he could return for reconciliation.
Much of the material there does not have the imaginative 
intensity of what preceded it and she could have taken 
up both incidents rather hastily, without fully working 
them out. Her use of sources is interesting because they 
show her using history and locality loosely to provide a 
framework for her elucidation of the tangled love theme 
that is her main concern. The change in them parallels 
the troubles that beset her in the achievement of that 
purpose.
25
Mrs Gaskell expresses admiration for Trollope in 
a letter to George Smith, Deer 23. [ 1359], Letters, 
No. 451a, p..596. She is not, however, referring 
to The Warden, but a later novel in the Barchsster 
series, Framley Parsonage, then being published in 
Cornhill. She writes, "I extremely like & admire 
Framley Parsonage."
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The novelist’s dilemmas in the novel are reflected 
in the varied response of contemporary critics. The 
Westminster Review could spare only a few lines but 
they asserted that the tale was "very beautifully told". 
The Athenaeum praised it as a narrative of humble life, 
superior to any of her former works and found the 
heroine "charming". Its most surprising comment was that 
on Philip;
There is no fault to be found with him, except that he 
is detestable, Sylvia hates him, and the reader 
sympathizes with her heartily; and yet he never does 
anything but good, nor says anything but what is un­
exceptionable. He loves Sylvia with a remorseless 
pertinacity which affects the reader with a positive 
dread, it is so certain to tire down all opposition 
and wear out obstacles: of course he suffers a great 
deal, and the reader feels a malignant pleasure in 
every rebuff he receives.27
With these sentiments The Spectator reviewer would net
have agreed. After pointing out sadly that this novel was
not Cranford and condemning the heroine for being "hard,
selfish, and unforgiving", "as bad a specimen of womanhood
28
as we were ever asked to study, and most unreal besides" 
he then proceeds to rewrite the novel. His objection to 
Philip is not that he is detestable but rather that he is 
not enough of the stereotyped Victorian husband, laying
^®N3,23 (1863), 623.
^^28 February 1853, 291.
^®28 February 1853, 1699.
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down the law to his peccant wife. He demonstrates his 
unwillingness to understand what is written by remarks 
such as these:
As to Philip, husbands of his kind —  strong, patient, 
and tradesmanlike —  do not enlist because wives 
threaten to cast them off. The first natural emotion 
would have been simply one of insulted authority, 
followed, if the fit lasted, by a persistent devotion 
to business in solitude. Men of his class do not throw 
up all duties, and especially debts owing to a benefactor, 
because of an outburst of female t e m p e r . 25
His final charge is that the novel will not do because it
30
is unreal and exaggerated. The Saturday Review was
equally unfavourable and agreed that Mrs Gaskell had
failed to meet her own high standards. The chief objection
was that there was not much of a plot, especially in the
first two volumes which were taken up with too much tedious
description which "is, after all, the easiest part of [a
writer’s] c r a f t . S y l v i a  was not so much exaggerated,
as uninteresting. "The sketch of the shopwoman Hester
32
leaves a stronger impression." However, there was some 
improvement in the last of the three volumes. The Guardian
29
P. 1699.
30
4 April 1853, 446-7.
446.
447.
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liked the book as a whole but was especially impressed
by the later chapters because of the consequences for
himself of Philip's suppression of the truth about 
33
Kinraid. The Examiner compared it favourably to the
work of current authors in general but also singled out
the working of Fate in the shape of the press gang.^^
So much had the novel impressed it that a more detailed
second notice followed in which Mrs Gaskell's "poetical
35
conception" and depiction of character were praised.
Clearly, none of the reviewers could find much common
ground. Their attitudes are partial and idiosyncratic
but they nevertheless give some indication of the special
quality of this book. The Saturday Review, for example,
at least recognises that there is a distinct difference
between volumes one and two, and volume three, and he
notes the contrast between Sylvia and Hester. Like The
Guardian reviewer who liked it all but especially the
end, he gives an account of the book which is rather the
reverse of what could be expected from a modern reader.
The reviewers are disturbed by a complexity and challenge
in Mrs Gaskell's view of human relationships but they are
at a loss to give a sensible interpretation of it.
^^29 July 1863, 718-19.
^^28 March 1863, 197.
^^11 April 1863, 231-2.
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In a recent article, John McVeagh has argued that
the circumstances in which it was written had serious
36
consequences for Sylvia's Lovers. Using Mrs Gaskell's 
correspondence he has convincingly shown that the first 
quarter was written by May 1860, in a period of from 
one and a half to five months. It took another fifteen 
months before she got half way, and a further four 
before the second volume was finished (in December 1851). 
She did not take it up again till March and, after a 
holiday in September, rushed it to a conclusion. He 
claims that this was at the behest of her publishers who 
already had two volumes in print and were impatient for 
the third and that, moreover, she had an urgent request 
from Dickens to finish a story she had promised him 
(probably A Dark Night's Work) with which she wanted to 
comply without delay. Thus, for McVeagh, the difficulties 
with the work start much earlier than the third volume. He 
feels Volume I is joyful. Volume II is more sombre with 
troubles accumulating and different characters predominat­
ing so that by the third Volume Mrs Gaskell is faced with 
an almost hopeless quandary. She
has so darkened the story's tone in Volume Two that she is 
faced with the nearly impossible task of sustaining it and 
somehow merging it with the gaiety which characterized her
^^"The Making of 'Sylvia's Lovers'”, Modern Language 
Review, 65 (1970), 272-81.
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first volume, and which to some extent has to be re­
created or re-suggested when certain people come back 
to Monkshaven, without falsifying it in the process.3?
This account is suggestive and clearly sets out the great
difficulty Mrs Gaskell had in the writing. It parallels
the situation which transpired with North and South where
again the book was damaged at least in part because of
the growing pressure to which the author was subjected.
In both cases this is most evident in the last volume
but, as Mr McVeagh suggests, we have to look beyond that
local manifestation of breakdown to discover the reasons.
It is in giving reasons that he is less helpful. He
suggests Mrs Gaskell may herself have doubts about the
book but does not tell us what they could be —  why, for
example, she could begin with such evident enthusiasm and
stop so suddenly. He asserts a .tonal change in Volume II
and feels someone structurally important is lost with the
death of old Robson, but granted even the tenuous
connection with sources, his death through the Monkshaven
riot, modelled on that of old Atkinson, must have been
part of the original conception. Why did a problem with
tone set in so soon and was this indeed the reason Mrs
Gaskell could not go on? If she recognised something
wrong so early surely she could have paused to rethink
275.
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the direction the story was taking, sketch out for herself 
its implications and, if necessary, go back and rewrite. 
The argument that in Volume III she was ruled by Dickens' 
request and the demands of her publishers is convincing 
up to a point for it parallels the effects of the rush to 
finish North and South on that earlier novel. But with 
Sylvia's Lovers, though it might have been desirable to 
finish soon, the urgency was not as great. There was no 
absolute deadline to meet such as Household Words imposed 
and she could have held out, had she felt it was worth it, 
against George Smith and even more against Dickens. The 
most important question of Mrs Gaskell's imaginative 
perception in this novel, and its effect on its sporadic 
progress, procrastination followed by a desperate finale, 
has not been considered. This can only be done by 
examining how this novel is organised.
Sylvia's Lovers is different from all her other novels 
in that its first chapter is devoted to a description of 
the setting. The physical appearance of Monkshaven is 
given with its dependence on surrounding farms, but 
especially the importance of the trade in whales is 
stressed. Monkshaven is influenced by the sea to such an 
extent that
Somehow in this country sea thoughts followed the 
thinker far inland; whereas in most other parts of the 
island, at five miles from the ocean, he has all but
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forgotten the existence of such an element as salt 
water. (Vol. I, p. 8)
The sea is a source of livelihood but also of threat.
The possibility of invasion first occurring during 
the American war has led to the existence of press 
gangs which from time to time have roused the fear 
and hatred of the inhabitants and in their arbitrary 
depredations have been a threat to the trading life 
of the community. In the North, the gangs have led 
to various outbreaks of violence on the part of the 
populace. But there has been inconsistency of 
attitude too. While the ordinary men who do the 
kidnapping are despised as "varmint”, their superior 
officers like Lieutenant Atkinson command a grudging 
respect because of their bravery and dashing appearance 
and some of the local ladies consider the prospects of 
entrapping somebody like him for their unmarried 
daughters. Thus proximity to the sea colours the life 
of the inhabitants by allowing them to make a living 
but also in its threat of disruption of basic patterns 
of life. The Greenland trade and the glamorous 
specksioneers represent the one aspect and the press 
gang the other so that in this first chapter Mrs Gaskell 
establishes the underlying tension of this community 
which will influence the lives of every person in it.
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She makes of the setting an activa agent in the lives 
of the people who are there and the most active, 
disruptive element is the press-gang. The latter 
becomes a protagonist in the ensuing events before 
any of the characters, let alone the important ones, 
is introduced. Sylvia, whom we meet first, does not 
appear until Chapter II. In the earlier novels, where 
locale was of greatest importance (Mary Barton, North 
and South), we had learned about it through the 
introduction of characters. John Barton and his family 
are quickly brought into prominence at the opening of 
Mary Barton and our view of the social and physical 
background is arrived at through him. Similarly, in North 
and South, we begin with Margaret and the contrast of North 
and South, as we have seen, is really a juxtaposition of 
conflicting attitudes formed in the variant experiences of 
Margaret and Thornton. Only in The Life of Charlotte 
Bronte do we get a treatment of setting leading up to the 
introduction of character. Mrs Gaskell, from her study of 
the lives of the Brontes and her visits to Haworth, was 
impressed by the influence that their harsh and remote 
environment had had in the formation of their experience. 
Our sense of the Brontes is intimately involved with our 
appreciation of where they lived. It makes us feel the
309
nature of their trials when they were separated from it 
in Brussels (especially for Emily); it makes explicable 
how lost Charlotte and Anne were on their visit to 
London to vindicate themselves to George Smith. The use 
of the setting in Sylvia's Lovers goes beyond this.
While it too highlights something of the nature of 
Monkshaven people it also conveys the forces working 
upon them. To a degree it is an external force that is 
applied through the gang; but insofar as the members 
live among the people without being of them nor entirely 
antagonistic to them, this complicates the matter. The 
gang are Englishmen carrying out duties under the law 
for the defence of the realm; some of them even attain 
grudging admiration from the populace. Thus they provoke 
a mixture of feelings —  resentment, frustration of law- 
abiding men, fear, anger, awe. Their actions contribute 
substantially to the atmosphere of tension and lead 
directly to the outbreak of violence in Volume II which 
is organised by Daniel Robson.
The careful description of the setting puts into a 
different perspective the treatment of conflict in this 
book. In North and South conflict had been approached 
through the interaction of characters; in Sylvia's Lovers 
the characters are only introduced when the conditions of
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their lives productive of conflict have been established.
This is a considerable shift in Mrs Gaskell's technique
as a novelist. It shows how much less the achievement
of her novel depends on her attitude to a character or
even a group. Mr McVeagh makes the point that her
changing sense of the novel during composition appears
in the changes of title; from "The Specksioneer" to
3H
"Philip's Idol" to "Sylvia's Lovers". What is interest­
ing here is that each of the three main characters is 
featured in turn and how much difficulty the author has 
of conveying a sense of her novel through a title which 
emphasises character. The one actually used is the best 
in this in that it brings in all three characters, but it 
omits mention of a major influence upon them while 
stressing the importance of their interactions. Like 
North and South, the main action of Sylvia's Lovers 
occurs through a triumvirate: Sylvia, Philip and Kinraid; 
of these the first two attain most importance in the 
novel. Kinraid is not subsidiary in the sense that 
Higgins was in North and South, or Hester and Kester 
are in this novel, but he does not attain the complexity 
that Sylvia and Philip do. He is rather a second-ranking 
person, like Daniel Robson, who has a vital role to play
276.
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in the making of the book and features in several of 
its most important scenes but whose character is 
fairly simple, Mrs Gaskell has no great analytical 
interest in Kinraid or Daniel and, indeed, the former 
has less influence in determining the action than the 
latter.
This hierarchy of importance of the various characters 
is also indicative of the changed patterning of the book. 
Because she was concerned with working out the relation­
ship of two dominant characters in North and South Mrs 
Gaskell had encountered insoluble structural difficulties. 
The advancement of the novel had depended upon the 
dramatization of their interaction which she could net 
sustain. In this novel the pattern of relationships is 
extended with the working out of a complicated love 
triangle. This makes possible concentration on one or 
two characters at a time so that the nature of their 
conflicts may be understood. Impinging upon their 
personal problems are the depredations of the press gang; 
Charley is personally affected twice, first in his wound­
ing on board ship at the opening of the story and later, 
much more seriously, when he is kidnapped. Robson, in 
his especially pronounced hatred of the gang, brings 
about his own destruction and affects the lives of his
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family# This is most important for Sylvia and so for 
the love triangle. The effect on the novel is that 
its impetus comes from a number of different directions. 
Individual actions and the influence of events create 
incidents in which aspects of the conflict involved are 
manifested. They vary in intensity from the New Years 
party at the Corneys at which Sylvia's realisation of 
her love for Kinraid has differing effects on him and 
Philip, to the high drama of Daniel's leading the siege 
of the Randyvowse. Thus there is an accumulation and 
contrast of minor incidents as well as the more major 
ones. The novelist has greater freedom than in North 
and South to counterpoint character and incident because 
of the greater range of possibilities she has allowed 
herself.
From the point of view of character this assists 
the novelist's control in that it permits her to take 
more account of strengths and weaknesses without under­
mining her commitment to the exploration of their 
fortunes. In the pattern of contrasts that is its 
wider structure the serious imperfections to which all 
human beings are subject as well as their virtues become 
essential to the development of the story. Sylvia is 
thus the least "heroic" of Mrs Gaskell’s heroines to
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date in the account that is taken of her limitations, 
both of experience and outlook, from the very first 
pages in which she occurs. The context is the dramatic 
revelation of the depredations of the press gang, only 
talked about in Chapter I, which lead to the death of 
the sailor, Darley, when the frigate Aurora has attempted 
to impress members of the whaler Good Fortune. Members 
of the crew of the Resolution have also been kidnapped 
as they have come ashore. For the good of their country, 
the people of Monkshaven are in jeopardy of their lives 
or freedom, and this uncertainty is a reflection of the 
condition of individuals. Their attempts to achieve 
harmony between one another and within themselves are 
constantly frustrated by the contrarieties of their own 
nature. In Sylvia Robson these manifest themselves in 
the immaturity, impulsiveness and naivete of a young 
girl who is beginning to be released by her parents to 
determine her own destiny in the world. Her excitement 
at the prospect is demonstrated in her eagerness to buy 
her first cloak, much to the envy of the older Molly 
Corney who has only ever had hand-me-downs. She desires 
the youthful showiness of red duffle rather than grey, 
and the fact that, while she has been given her head to 
choose as she will, she knows that her choice is in
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opposition to her mother's wishes (her mother finding 
the grey more practical and serviceable) adds more 
zest to the purchase. This feeling is increased by 
the commonplace Molly's obvious sense that the choice 
is rather daring but the greatest boost to Sylvia's 
resolve is given in the shop when her cousin Philip 
urges the grey. This hardens her resolve more than 
anything else could have done and the manner in which 
she pursues it increases his vexation (though her own 
sense of guilt in the matter is shown by her ordering 
eight rather than the really necessary nine yards, in 
deference to her mother's feelings). The very presence 
of Philip whom we are meeting for the first time in the 
novel establishes their relationship. His arguments are 
steady and practical like his own nature and as such go 
against everything in Sylvia, arousing her instinctive 
opposition. She has no greater motive than his evident 
displeasure and this, in him, is the product not only 
of his being baulked by his young cousin but of his 
strong attraction to her while he cannot approve of 
everything she does. That Sylvia is less aware than he 
of the full emotional impact of their opposition is 
established by her earlier altercation with the more 
experienced Molly. A few years older than her friend
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Molly is much more aware of what is involved in getting 
a husband and what she in particular wants from one.
She is more experienced with tho opposite sex, seeks 
admiration which comes less readily to her than is to 
be the case with Sylvia, as we discover in the course 
of the novel, is not averse to suggesting to another 
female that she has a covert admirer (in this case her 
cousin, Kinraid, whom Sylvia naively accepts as her 
sweetheart) and is eventually to settle down to 
pedestrian bliss as the wife of Mr Brunton. That 
Sylvia invests the name of Kinraid with such romantic 
associations on the word of such a person as Molly is 
a tribute to her inexperience. It is also an indication 
of the depth of emotion that she possesses. She could 
never accept the tepid and vulger relationship enjoyed 
by Mrs Brunton; from the beginning the love relationship 
suggests to her the involvement of the most powerful 
forces in her being. Equally, while she does not under­
stand the feelings of her cousin, she does respond to 
them with an apparent perversity which is in fact a 
rejection. The relationship that develops between them 
is determined at the instinctive level that leads 
Sylvia to reject whatever he tries to do with her. His 
main project, undertaken with the approval of Bell 
Robson who wishes to create a liaison between the two.
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is to teach her reading and cyphering and a few 
elementary facts of geography. All she wants to do 
is learn about Greenland. The reason is to an extent 
obvious. She has met Charley Kinraid and she wants to 
know more about him and his ways; already, she has 
been overwhelmed by the romancticism of his occupation 
and by the heroic resistance he has offered to the 
Aurora. Her emotions have also been awakened by the 
mistaken belief of a love affair existing with Molly 
Corney, While her cousin is trying to interest her in 
learning she is in the process of falling in love with 
the specksioneer. But there is another reason besides 
this. She has this deeply-rooted antipathy to Philip 
which she cannot explain. She will only endure his 
attentions for the sake of her mother who has some 
learning, more than her illiterate husband, but not as 
much as she could have wished; the thread that keeps 
her at her 'studies is a combination of her mother's 
authority and her love for her. Yet in the end she 
will not learn because this would be submission to the 
will of the man whom, at the deepest level, she cannot 
accept.
The reasons why Sylvia rejects Philip are all 
suggested at their first encounter and like most
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aspects of the novel are worked out in contrasts. He 
is by no means particularly attractive, by virtue of 
his personal appearance, his pious and deliberate ways, 
or the nature of his calling. All of these are easily 
overshadowed by the dashing Charley, But even more 
striking is the fact that, in the end, there are no 
reasons. For a Molly Corney who is neither particularly 
intelligent nor emotionally percipient Philip's stolid 
qualities would present no obstacles if he displayed 
any interest in her; indeed, his evident rising in the 
world with its accompanying enhancement of prestige and 
wealth would be decided advantages. They are the factors 
which act on Hester Rose whose quiet piety and patience 
are displayed in the shop when she tries to improve 
matters by giving sensible reasons that Philip should 
urge the grey rather than the red cloak on his ccusin 
(interestingly enough, she does not earn his particular 
thanks by so doing). That she should be attracted to him 
is perfectly explicable. What is more interesting is 
that he never at any time returns her feeling. Indeed, 
he hardly notices her as a woman at all, except in terms 
of the most general friendship, as a colleague whom he 
respects and the estimable daughter of his landlady. He 
assumes, as the brothers Foster do also, that Hester 
would be well-matched with his fellow-shopman and later
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partner, William Coulson, who also is attracted to Hester. 
He makes an offer which is incomprehensibly (for him) 
rejected. Hester's feelings are all directed towards 
Philip and since he cannot return them she cannot marry, 
no matter how suitable the match may be in every other 
respect. The situation is similar with Philip. Though 
beloved of Hester who is temperamentally akin to him in 
many important ways and who would dedicate herself to 
being a good wife he cannot consider such an arrangement 
because he cannot love her. Basically, love itself is 
irrational and self-determining. Cnee a person falls 
in love with another that attraction cannot be denied 
whatever the recipient of such emotion may feel. It is 
only the Molly Corneys or William Coulsons (the latter 
is married to someone else within a year of his refusal 
by Hester) whose emotional life is impoverished who can 
so readily transfer their affections to someone with 
whom they can make a "sensible" marriage.
Daniel Robson, not renowned for perceptive remarks, 
makes a valid distinction when, contrasting himself and 
his daughter with his wife and nephew, he claims: "Thee 
an* me, lass, is Robsons —  oat-cake folk, while they's 
pie-crust." (Vol. I, p. 232) He means that they are
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more down to earth while the other two are inclined to 
give themselves airs. A more important difference is 
in the degree of self-awareness, they display. Philip's 
difficulty is that he is only too self-aware. He is 
not a man of action like Kinraid or Robson in his early 
days; he is a man of reflection and if there is a 
necessary element of the irrational in his passion for 
his cousin he is so used to contemplating his own 
actions that he cannot fail to be aware of his true 
feelings. He means to win her hand and her love.and 
it is the very directness of his assault which repels 
her. Nevertheless he would have her if he could in his 
own image but most of all he would have her. He is 
acutely sensitive to all of her actions and especially 
as they bear on himself. He is subject to erratic 
changes of mood from happiness to displeasure according 
to her whims. Though there is a deep subconscious 
resistance to him on her part the irony is that she is 
not consciously attempting to hurt him; she merely wants 
to repel his unwelcome advances but can forget what she 
has said almost immediately she does it, while it causes 
him to brood anxiously. He would have her educated (so 
he instructs her), discreet and modest (so he advises 
her gravely on her choice of cloak and takes seriously 
his position as cousin to watch over her welfare) and
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departures from the standards he imposes prove offensive
to his whole conception of religion and morality. If
anything, his knowledge of his passion impairs his
judgement of the immediate situation, causing him to
wildly over-react and distort its meaning. He dare not
face the consequences of his own emotions:
To Philip she was the only woman in the world; it was 
the one subject on which he dared not consider, for 
fear that both conscience and judgment should decide 
against him, and that he should be convinced against 
his will that she was an unfit mate for him, that she 
never would be his, and that it was waste of time and 
life to keep her shrined in the dearest sanctuary of 
his being, to the exclusion of all the serious and 
religious aims, which, in any other case, he would 
have been the first to acknowledge as the object he 
ought to pursue. For he had been brought up among the 
Quakers, and shared in their austere distrust of a 
self-seeking spirit; yeb what else but self-seeking 
was his passionate prayer, "Give me Sylvia, or else I 
die". (Vol. I, p. 226)
Sylvia has no such difficulty. As we have seen she 
is experiencing the youthful awakening of emotions 
she is not yet in a position to understand (unlike 
Daniel whose lack of insight into himself is a result 
of his unreflectivB complacency). At first she is 
attracted by the idea of Kinraid while being repelled 
by the fact of Philip but gradually the encounters she 
has with him in her parents' house and elsewhere awaken 
in her a powerful love for him.
In these early chapters the novelist delineates the
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basic antipathies that make a happy relationship between 
Philip and Sylvia impossible. This is done through 
contrasting them but also through acknowledgement of the 
irrationality of love. In the circumstances Sylvia can­
not love Philip yet, despite all the bad auspices, he 
cannot help loving her. The dangers of the situation 
are augmented by their passionate natures. Neither is 
perfect and neither is favoured by the author who 
attempts to understand their adverse situations with 
sympathy for both. She has concentrated on their 
personal misunderstandings and minor quarrels. The 
figure of Kinraid has attained increasing importance 
and we need to understand how the picture will change 
as he interacts with both Sylvia and Philip. It is 
this necessity that gives rise to the first significant 
crisis of the book at the Corneys* New Years celebration 
which occurs at the end of Volume I. Sylvia's feeling 
for Charley, first evoked by Molly Corney's romantic 
accounts of him and augmented by his visits to her home 
to talk to her father, evinces itself where they are 
brought together in their own right. His kindness in 
ameliorating her embarrassment when she spills tea 
down her dress after involuntarily starting back from 
him after catching his eye (he blames a cupboard handle 
for causing the accident (Vol. I, pp. 249-50)) is a sign
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of the effect he is having on her, but even more telling 
is the situation a few moments later when the party 
begins to play games. Sylvia has to kiss the candlestick 
i.e. Charley, since he is holding the candle or forfeit 
her ribbon. To his mortification and her own, she 
refuses. Ironically, this gives Philip momentary 
satisfaction: "Philip's spirits rose, and he yearned to
go to her and tell her how he approved of her conduct," 
(Vol. I, p. 257) What he does not recognise is the 
oddity of her conduct. The rest of the group joins 
heartily and without embarrassment into these games and 
it is her refusal which is noticed and offputting. In 
his joy at her apparent rejection of Kinraid whom he 
perceives as his chief rival he does not recognise this 
as the inverted tribute that it is to the reality of her 
feelings for him. The others are but playacting. Sylvia’s 
feeling is too serious and she cannot handle the situation 
in that way, withdrawing in tears. Philip does not notice 
her sudden withdrawl followed by Kinraid who presumably 
achieves his forfeit; his anger is aroused afterwards 
when he overhears the opinion of some people who noticed 
that this is the. case. (Vol. I, p. 251) At the time when 
he has felt most reassured Sylvia has gained a fuller 
insight into her love and communicated it to the
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experienced Kinraid, Tiiere is a further irony. As 
Sylvia departs full of the happiness of the evening and 
Philip is left behind Kinraid takes a resolution "that 
she and no other should be his wife" but "satisfied with 
the past, and pleasantly hopeful about the future, he 
found it easy to turn his attention to the next prettiest 
girl in the room," (Vol. I, p. 259) There is an ominous 
note here though it does not alter Kinraid's sincerity.
He has played the field and acquired a reputation as a 
ladies’ man. He has used all his considered skill to 
win her attention and to read the developments in her 
responses. It looks forward to the ease with which, 
after he discovers that Sylvia is married and lost to 
him, he is able to set himself up with a quite pretty 
young heiress who works out just as well, while for 
Sylvia, who only married Philip for her mother's sake 
and could never forget her early love, the revelation 
is cataclysmic. Compared to the other two main 
protagonists Charley is emotionally shallow.
The importance of this scene is in the counter­
pointing of the capacity for love of the characters that 
it demonstrates. Philip’s engagement is such that it 
impairs his ability to judge the situation accurately.
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He is forced to be an observer of a love which is rapidly 
approaching mutual acknowledgement and, though he wishes 
to deny that event, he is powerless to influence it. 
Sylvia acts out what we have seen developing in her 
throughout the volume. Of key significance is Charley.
He proves to be the good natured and forthright sailor 
that we have so far observed. He is capable of returning 
Sylvia’s love but is not so constituted that, like 
Philip, he can match it. We have already had a warning 
from William Coulson in his first bitter mention of his 
sister’s betrayal by Kinraid who kept her company for 
two years before abandoning her to another, thereby 
breaking her heart so she died six months afterwards; he 
claims the same fate met her successor. (Vol. I, p. 147) 
Soon after these events he repeats the information to 
Philip. (Vol. II, pp. 30-31) Charley’s past behaviour 
is the product not of an evil nature but of a limited 
one, different in quality from that of the other 
protagonists. Sylvia never hears of his previous 
falseness, but, as her indifference to her mother’s 
admonitory story of Nancy Hart^/ who was betrayed by 
her lover and died crazed by it (Vol. II, pp. 20-22), 
shows, it would probably not matter if she did. The 
fact of her love is what concerns her most and it gives
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her an unshakeatale faith in Charley, vindicated by events 
in that, after his fashion, Charley does prove true to 
her. In this incident Mrs Gaskell has drawn together the 
three main protagonists, contrasted their differing 
responses to the situation and underlined the tension 
that develops increasingly as their love matures. She 
gives us a drama of the emotions rather than of actions. 
It is indeed a crisis but of a kind which initiates 
further developments. It does not possess any finality 
in itself. She has not made the mistake of introducing 
an emotional climax too early.
The emotional complications affect the direction 
taken in the second volume. Sylvia and Charley’s pledge 
of mutual fidelity is the first important consequence but 
the ability to determine events is shifted to Philip for 
he is the only witness of the press gang’s overpowering 
of Kinraid. During the struggle, he retains his role of 
passive but involved observer, for there is not much he 
could do to help Kinraid physically even if he had the 
will. It is afterwards that he is compelled to choose 
what course of action to adopt. In doing so he is 
influenced by Coulson’s information which confirms his 
natural tendency to believe in Kinraid’s bad character. 
When one of the sailors tells him he will keep Kinraid
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away from dther women till he can return to his sweetheart 
Philip bursts out, "Yo’ll have yo’r hands full then."
(Vol. II, p. 82) He believes in Kinraid’s bad character, 
not only because the evidence is good, but because he 
wants to believe it. He is also in a position to achieve 
his ambitions in a wordly way for he has been taken into 
partnership by the Fosters and given an added sense of 
their trust by being sent on a special mission to London. 
But this is meaningless without the prospect of Sylvia 
to share it with him. Both these considerations influence 
his decision to conceal what he has seen. He reinforces 
it with two pieces of sophistry: one, that because 
Kinraid has not actually heard him say so he has given 
no promise to convey his message (we do not know what 
he said; we are only told that he "said something in­
articulately" (Vol. II, p. 81)), and the other that 
this is God's doing in answer to his prayers and that 
therefore he cannot be held responsible for carrying out 
the will of the Lord. It is not Philip’s way to act 
spontaneously. His feelings are powerful but they have 
to make some reference to his reason. They easily overcome 
it. Whatever excuses he may make to himself the decision 
about what he will ultimately do is his own. God has not 
answered his prayers unless he chooses to let Him. Given
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the state of his emotions- he is powerless to act in any 
other way in order to achieve his deepest desires.
Like its predecessor this is a most important scene 
because it is a turning point in the novel. It has 
immediate consequences for Kinraid but also for Philip 
and his case proves the more significant. His action 
thrust upon him by circumstances and his own emotional 
state is to have disastrous consequences for all three 
people whom it most touches. But the scene itself is 
transitional in the structure of the novel. We are 
aware of the wrongness of Philip’s decision but as yet 
we only learn the basis of it. Its consequences are to 
be revealed later. It contrasts with what has come 
before in that there Mrs Gaskell was showing the 
emotional commitments of the characters. In Philip’s 
decision we begin to see the effects of those commit­
ments in their lives. He takes the first important 
decision and in doing so has the greatest influence on 
ultimate happenings. But again the interest in the scene 
is not what it resolves but what it portends. Through 
Philip, because he is such an important character, Mrs 
Gaskell can determine the future configuration of her 
novel, but because other protagonists matter as much 
there is no danger of his actions proving too decisive. 
Once he has committed himself the impetus shifts from
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him to others —  firstly, Daniel Robson and the press 
gang and later to the returned Charley and Sylvia when 
they learn about Philip’s lie of omission.
The working out of these two instances is distinguished 
from the previous two in the conclusiveness of events 
described. The account of Daniel’s fortunes and its 
aftermath occupies most of the second volume, while the 
final confrontation of the three participants in the love 
theme occurs in the fourth chapter of the third volume.
This has the effect of directing the novel towards a 
denouement of its major themes. With the events leading 
up to the attack on the randyvowse the importance of the 
setting with which the novel had begun is again high­
lighted. The press gang has been intimately concerned 
with the tone of life in Monkshaven and has already had 
a major influence in the novel in carrying off Kinraid.
It is given prominence when its activities become more 
violent because of the actions of Daniel. Ominous 
warnings have been given in the obsession with the gang’s 
activities that has disturbed his equanimity, so much so 
that Bell asks Philip to avoid broaching the subject with 
him. He has been incensed against them by the revolt of 
the inhabitants of North Shields who had expelled the press 
gang with ignominy only to be subjected later to a system­
atic revenge wherein above two hundred and fifty of the
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inhabitants were kidnapped for naval service. When 
the gang gives a false fire alarm in Monkshaven to 
coax all her menfolk out together to fight the supposed 
blaze where large numbers of them can be taken it 
becomes too much for patience. Daniel suggests to his 
fellow townsmen that they, who outnumber the gang twenty 
to one should not thus have been imposed upon. This is 
enough to get them to organise to attack the randyvowse; 
a word from him also induces them to set it on fire. But 
it would be a mistake to assume that he is fully 
responsible or that he understands what he is doing.
His call to action merely articulates what the others had 
been feeling and the ensuing confrontation is quite 
beyond his control. Indeed he recognises his personal 
weakness and does not actively participate in the 
destruction. While the building is being gutted and 
the prisoners released he occupies himself with releas­
ing the inn’s terrified cow from danger. The nature of 
his actions is made clear by his meeting with Dick 
Simpson who like his master Hobbs has lost everything 
in the blaze; the pathos of his situation is enhanced 
by his having few worldly goods to begin with and his 
isolation from the community at large and his wealthy 
brother with whom he has quarelled. Beginning with 
impotent curses he greedily snatches the money which
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Robson offers to help him over his trials. Robson’s 
ire, like that of his comrades, is not directed at 
individuals; he bears neither Simpson nor Hobbs any 
personal ill will. But he does disapprove of their 
actions and feel it only right that they should suffer 
to make up for them. His response is that of a 
frustrated individual faced with the arbitrary actions 
of an anonymous authority. More than this, it represents 
the broader efforts of human beings to control their own 
destiny and to try to overcome those inexplicable forces 
in life which interfere with it. Yet his action is as 
blind as that anonymous force which it seeks to resist. 
Robson never does understand what he has done. He is 
self-deceived, at the mercy of his own whims which his 
wife and daughter rather encourage than curtail. He 
has a false image of himself as a shrewd observer of 
life whereas he, of all the persons in the book, is 
least equipped to deal with it. He is merely puzzled 
and angered by Philip’s concern at his action. To him 
it is so manifestly right that he cannot comprehend 
anyone’s questioning it; he remains this way till the 
last, the full r.'jrror of the consequences having to be 
borne by his family. It is significant that after he 
is arrested he never appears directly in the novel again.
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His subsequent career until he is hanged is reported 
mainly by Philip and those engaged in trying to save 
him while the conviction grows that this must be his 
fate, Robson is so subject to uncontrolled emotion 
without any ability to analyse his position that it is 
easy to imagine that he remains bewildered by his mis­
fortunes to the last. His unreflectiveness parallels 
Sylvia’s but it is more complete. He lacks the depth 
of personality and the capacity for growth in under­
standing her position that she displays. Though her 
emotions remain the strongest fact in her being there 
is a hardening of her attitudes, a readiness to 
confront her experiences, that is beyond Daniel’s 
comprehension. This is emphasised by their differing 
attitudes to Simpson, While Daniel could afford to be 
indulgent, Sylvia, on learning that he is dying in 
misery forsaken by others, shocks Philip by her 
implacable attitude to him;
"I tell thee my flesh and blood wasn’t made for 
forgiving and forgetting. Once for all, thou must take 
my word. When I love I love, and when I hate I hate; 
and him as has done harm to me, or to mine, I may keep 
fra’ striking or murdering, but I’ll niver forgive. I 
should be just a monster, fit to be shown at a fair, if 
I could forgive him as got feyther hanged." (Vol. II,
pp. 281-2).
Though she relents to the extent of feeling she will 
see Simpson if Philip asks her again (it is noteworthy
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that Mrs Gaskell points out that the impulse producing 
this change of heart derives from that part of her which 
most resembles her father) he does not do so because he 
is overwhelmed by the glimpse of the hardness that exists 
in her; Simpson dies alone. This is not to be the last 
time that Philip is shown her adamantine qualities.
Robson’s fate is of great importance in the novel 
both thematically and structurally. From the first point 
of view, we note that he is destroyed by the very same 
force which carries off Sylvia's fiance, demonstrating 
the pervasiveness of the threat offered by the press 
gang and the particularity of its effects on the lives 
of individuals, Sylvia suffers doubly because of it.
The gang is arbitrary in whom it selects and in its 
treatment of the law and thus makes intelligible the 
reactions of those it affects. It is not too fussy about 
interfering with the rights of those over whom it has no 
jurisdiction (like Kinraid) and it provokes the violent, 
extra-legal reaction of a man like Robson, The whole 
impression of arbitrariness is completed by the gang’s 
appeal to the magistrates to make an example of those 
who have been incited by its roug treatment of the law 
(as well as rough treatment within the law), and the 
invidious way they comply to deal with the opposition.
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As important is the revelation of the complexity of human 
emotions which complicates an already intricate situation. 
Philip believes Robson acted wrongly but is lilling to 
spare no effort in order to save him, both for regard for 
his uncle and aunt but above all for love of Sylvia.
Sylvia, through love of her parents, is driven to express 
undying hatred for those who have caused them suffering 
(which has been compounded by Bell, who was already in 
a weakened state from a recent bout of fever, losing her 
wits) and also is better disposed towards Philip for 
their sakes; she can even contemplate marrying him though 
she does not love him. Kester's dislike of Philip whom 
he feels Sylvia is favouring too much during their 
association as they strive to save Robson prompts him to 
accuse her of being faithless to Kinraid, The same 
bitterness she later expresses to Philip over Simpson’s 
treatment of her father is manifest here:
"Thou thinks so, does thou, that I’ve forgotten him? 
Thou’d better have a care o* thy tongue," (Vol. II, p,233).
This is all the more forceful for its being expressed in
so few words and for the tight-lipped, white countenance
with which it is uttered, Kester, appalled, later craves
forgiveness which is only conceded by virtue of his
privileged place in her affections. It is abundantly
obvious that he has trespassed on an issue which is out
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of his province and which is vitally important to her.
It prepares us for the reaction that Philip will later 
have to face. It also underlies the complex motives 
that Sylvia has for accepting him. It is partly 
gratitude but that is not the whole explanation. There 
is as well the absolute hopelessness that the love she 
still feels for Kinraid can ever find appropriate 
expression, as far as she knows he is dead.
In terms of the novel’s structure there is the 
important result of removing one of the great influences 
on its action. Through the press gang the setting has 
functioned as a significant protagonist, deepening the 
tension and affecting the courses of the lovers. In the 
feelings that it evokes in the inhabitants of Monkshaven 
and its bringing about of the destruction of Robson those 
tensions it has provoked result in a devastating reaction. 
Its implications for certain aspects of human life are 
worked out and it ceases to be a force in the book. This 
means that the novelist must concentrate more exclusively 
on the fates of the lovers since these have been the other 
source of the novel’s interest. At the level of the plot 
this is prepared for by making it possible for Sylvia and 
Philip to marry. There is the need to provide for her 
mother now that they must leave Haytersbank and Bell is
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increasingly unable to cope with the exigencies of 
daily living. There is a despairing passivity that 
makes Sylvia finally yield to Philip. He recognises 
that he is in a strong position in the kind of relation­
ship that his part in alleviating their late hardships 
has given him to the whole family but especially Sylvia.
He remains ardent and begins to press his suit, as he
39
had never felt able before. He has the advantage that 
his long-nurtured emotion is on the upsurge and seems 
to be within range of coming to fruition. She is with­
out hope in every sphere that most affects her and 
therefore less able to resist. His offer would seem as 
good as any which she could have at this time, consider­
ing that nothing can be adequate to make up for the losses 
she has endured. He can approach it as one whose life is 
opening on new horizons while she feels hers is at a 
standstill. Unlike the proposal of Kinraid which is 
rendered in a chapter^^that captures the total physical 
and emotional appeal that they exert on one another there
is no description of the moment in which Sylvia accepts 
39
He first broaches the subject at the height of 
the difficulty with Robson but she cannot cont­
emplate thoughts of love during the crisis. She 
does, however, express the need for him and open 
the way for a further suit, (Vol. II, p. 22B).
^^The Engagement (Vol.ll, Chapter II, pp. 24-42),
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Philip. It is given indirectly and not with any degree 
of certainty, though the question is more or less 
settled. She tells Kester, "I think I’m going to marry 
Philip." (Vol. II, p. 264) Because of the nature of 
the arrangement she feels the need to justify it to 
the hired man. Moreover, there is the sense that she 
has drifted into it by virtue of Philip’s importunate­
ness; her own will and feelings remain disengaged.
The interest of the novel moves towards the lovers 
after the marriage of Philip and Sylvia. Its tone is 
determined by the insufficiency of Philip’s love to 
make the new relationship work granted that his wife 
does not love him, Sylvia behaves dutifully to him but 
he chafes under his own impotence to fully win her over; 
the marriage deteriorates as he tries to find excuses 
for an emotional confrontation which she denies him in 
order to promote some meaningful interaction between 
them. These inadequacies are implicit in the nature of 
the triangular relationship described by the novelist up 
to the end of Volume I and it is the first part of 
Philip’s tragedy that even while he apparently has what 
he wants it should prove unworkable. But that it is 
only the first part is shown by Kinraid’s arrival which 
is necessary at this point of stalemate in the lives of
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husband and wife. The balance of the novel has so 
shifted that the full implications of Philip’s earlier 
wrong to Charley and Sylvia must now be faced and some 
resolution achieved, Charley’s return enacts the final 
break but it does not cause it. It simply makes Sylvia 
aware of the deep wrong that Philip has done her and 
gives her an issue for ending a hopeless situation 
which she otherwise lacked. This is a variation on the 
theme of the lie and its consequences which fascinated 
Mrs Gaskell throughout her writing career and which was 
of such importance in both Ruth and North and South,
Yet here the working out is much more subtle and far- 
reaching, Philip’s lie is firstly of omission and 
only secondly of commission; unlike Benson’s or 
Margaret Hale’s it is not in words but in actions. He 
has failed to make known to Sylvia or anyone the truth 
of Kinraid’s situation and he has then married a woman 
who is his whole life but who has no possibility of 
returning his love, Kinraid’s return only makes the 
futility of his behaviour obvious and puts a definite 
end to it, Sylvia’s reproach about the mistakenness 
of their marriage just before this had already shown 
that it is impossible to live a lie, not only because 
of the ever present danger of discovery in the sense
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represented by Kinraid’s revelation, but because it is 
at variance with the way things are. The whole scene 
is the climax of the novel in the finality it imposes 
on their lives and what it reveals about them in their 
interactions. Charley’s joy as he recognises Sylvia at 
Haytersbank, anticipating the fruition of all his hopes, 
is only exceeded by her unspeakable shock; she cannot 
react at all until she can confront Philip with the 
naval officer’s accusation of withheld knowledge, 
Charley’s reactions are immediate. He hurls one 
exclamation at Philip "Ohl you damned scoundrell" to 
be followed almost in the same breath by one of equal 
weight for Sylvia, ’’Ohl thou false heart!’’ (Vol. Ill, 
p, 70) He is only restrained from pulverising Philip 
with a blow by her presence and, when all else fails, 
tries to entice her away with him on the plea that her 
marriage is null because engineered by fraud (to which 
she almost yields in a fit of near-somnambulism). Of 
the three his reaction is the most superficial. This is 
not to doubt its sincerity. He feels wronged and he is 
in love with Sylvia but none of these things have any 
effect on his character. His exclamations have the 
immediacy of melodrama and they are undiscriminating; 
he can as readily make accusations against Sylvia as
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against Philip before the truth of the matter sinks in.
Both come too readily from his lips. This is in sharp 
contrast to Sylvia who does not commit herself to any 
point of view until she has been able to see Philip and 
when she does finally speak her mind her words are awe­
somely measured. His immediate reaction to Philip, his 
hair brained scheme of flight —  all fail to take into 
account the gravity of the situation which is so terrible 
because, as Sylvia finally realises, nothing can be done 
about it, Charley does not understand what is involved 
because his feelings have never been as deeply engaged as 
the other two. Certainly, Sylvia has had a powerful 
impact on him. He has remained faithful to her while he 
has betrayed others, much to Philip’s chagrin and this is 
a tribute to the power of her fascination which is felt 
by everyone in the book. But once the crisis is past 
Charley feels freed of Sylvia and is capable of marrying 
the first worthy match that comes along. He proceeds in 
his career untouched and with great success. He could 
be happy with anybody if he put his mind to it.
It is otherwise with Sylvia and Philip. The poignancy 
of the latter is revealed in his tragic sense of loss. He 
has sought the unattainable and is faced with the emptiness
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of life after the thwarting of his aspirations.^^ In our 
appreciation of the power of the love for which he has 
sacrificed everything we feel the inadequacy of Kinraid’s 
response to him. Sylvia’s conflict between her renewed 
love for her returned sailor, the sense of obligation she 
has incurred in marrying Philip and her recognition that 
it is not so easily eliminated as Kinraid would have it, 
and her responsibility for her child even if it is 
Philip’s as well, results in the most powerful statement 
in the book;
"Harki" said she, starting away from Kinraid, "baby 
is crying for me. His child —  yes, it is his child —
I’d forgotten that —  forgotten all. I’ll make my vow
now, lest I lose mysel’ again. I’ll niver forgive yon
man, nor live with him as his wife again. All that’s
done and ended. He’s spoilt my life, —  he’s spoilt 
it for as long as iver I live on this earth; but neither 
you nor him shall spoil my soul. It goes hard wi’ me, 
Charley, it does indeed. I’ll just give you one kiss —  
one little kiss —  and then, so help me God, I’ll niver 
see nor hear till —  no, not that, not that is needed —  
I’ll niver see —  sure that’s enough —  I’ll niver see 
yo’ again on this side heaven, so help me God! I'm 
bound and tied, but I’ve sworn my oath to him as well 
as yo*; there’s things I will do, and there’s things I 
won’t. Kiss me once more, God help me, he is gone!" 
(Vol. Ill, p. 74),
This has behind it all the bitterness of which we know 
Sylvia is capable from its earlier manifestations in the 
narrative as well as all the despair of her thwarted love
^^He finishes, after he becomes aware of Sylvia’s 
obduracy, with the simple telling statement ’’’I 
may die,’ he said, ’for my life is ended!’"
(Vol. Ill, p, 73),
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for Kinraid, The two become indistinguishable and 
together make the casting out of Philip seem in­
exorable, The pathos of her position is emphasised 
by her realising, in contrast to Kinraid, that there 
is nothing to be done and being torn between her 
desires and the obligations, not least of which is to 
her daughter, that her marriage has imposed upon her.
The tension reduces her at times almost to incoherence 
and our final impression at the end of the chapter of 
which these are the last words is of her terrible 
isolation, complementing that of Philip, The lives 
of all three are forced in different directions and 
can never be united again.
Sylvia’s Lovers, then, achieves two climaxes which 
occur within close proximity to one another. The counter- 
pointing which the novelist had adopted as her chief method 
is retained so that just as the reactions of the characters 
within this scene are in apposition, the outcome of the 
scene as a whole and of the attack on the randyvowse 
influence one another. In old Daniel Robson is embodied 
the natural human desire to take charge of one’s own 
destiny, to resist injustice and to create a society in 
which human beings may flourish with dignity. At the 
same time the means he chooses are among the least
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effective possible. His understanding of the situation 
is partial, deeply influenced by his feeling rather 
than his reason. It strikes the authorities as sub­
versive of the values they, like him, wish to uphold 
and so it seems necessary to make an example of him.
In the public domain the demands of coolness, common- 
sense and rationality are at war with the less 
controllable manifestations of passion. The society 
of Monkshaven is a wider projection of the nature of 
the human beings that constitute it and Daniel’s 
destruction by the society he challenges is followed 
by the last confrontation of the lovers, Philip’s 
mistake has been in trying to control the emotions by 
dubious means at the same time as he has been fully 
subject to them. In the apparition scene he is made 
to realise how far that is beyond his power. The in­
ability to manage their emotions leads to the tragic 
ruination of the lives of both Sylvia and Philip; it 
is because of his lesser sensitivity that the effect 
is less lasting with Charley, Both climaxes are 
necessary because of the diverse influences on human 
life with which the book has dealt. They do not rival 
one another; they augment and deepen the sense of 
tragedy that pervades the novel. Dust as the novelist’s
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full response in the novel has not been contingent on 
her attitude to one character but has varied with 
the circumstances in which the protagonists have found 
themselves at different times, so the depiction of each 
scene has taken account of only some of the influences 
at work in the book and cleared the way for the treat­
ment of others in the next. Thus the construction of 
the novel has involved the modulation of both character 
and incident with a degree of interdependence which Mrs 
Gaskell had never managed before.
In the understanding of this process at work we are 
placed in a position to appreciate why the third Volume 
is, on the whole, unsatisfactory. Both of the instances 
discussed have had such finality that afterwards the 
novel is virtually over. It has been tightly organised 
so that both of the climaxes needed to occur together.
There was no way of avoiding "The Apparition" once Daniel's 
fate was decided but this is not, as Mr McVeagh suggests, 
because he was of such use to Mrs Gaskell in management 
of aspects of the plot (like the meetings of Sylvia and 
Kinraid) but because of the whole patterning of the novel 
of which he is but one part. The book is founded on 
certain movements of character and incident, comparisons, 
contrasts, perspectives, which by their own inner logic
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demand a resolution when it occurs. The bulk of Volume III 
drags the novel on well beyond this point. Two of the 
protagonists are lost or diminished. The Monkshaven 
setting is deprived of its meaning; the press gang can be 
featured no more and so the remainder of the novel is 
arbitrarily moved to places as diverse as Acre and St 
Sepulchre, Charley forgets Sylvia, remarries and serves 
no other purpose than to be saved by Philip. The latter 
bears the burden of most of the book in expiation until 
his reconciliation with Sylvia which has a different tone 
from their relationships prior to that. The novelist has 
fundamentally changed direction so that a great deal of 
this section reads like useless padding.
His life now devoid of meaning Philip abandons his 
family, accepts the King's shilling, becomes a marine, 
is wounded at Acre, suffers deprivation and hardship 
until succoured at St Sepulchre, cannot stay away from 
his family, returns to Monkshaven where he lives as a 
beggar before dying reconciled in his wife's arms. There 
are some parallels with Kinraid. Bust as the latter was 
taken for the navy by a marauding gang Philip goes into 
the army through the person of one of many recruiting 
officers who unscrupulously plied those they met with 
drink and after getting them drunk gave them the shilling;
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there is, however, this difference, that Philip is not 
taken against his will but rather in the reckless fit 
of not caring what happens to him. There is also the 
irony that both he and Kinraid are wounded at Acre. 
Philip makes the noble gesture of saving his life which 
is an obvious expiation for the way in which he was 
instrumental in altering it and tacitly approved the 
general belief that he was dead. But whereas Kinraid 
achieves glory in battle and is advanced in the service 
none the worse for wear Philip is hideously and pain­
fully maimed by an accident behind his own lines. He 
is not permitted to share such glory; indeed, it is
his fate to spend most of the remainder of his life
42
in miserable anonymity. His last days are eked out
in the vicinity of his beloved who ironically suggests
that the Widow Dobson should turn him out when he is
stronger as a possibly dangerous old tramp. His final
expiation is in the saving of his daughter from drowning,
a gesture which causes his own demise but not before he
can ask his wife to forgive him for maltreating her; he
asks whether he will be forgiven by God for making her 
42
The name he adopts, Stephen Freeman, has interest­
ingly heavyhanded overtones of irony. This is most 
unusual in Mrs Gaskell who is, as a rule, notorious­
ly careless in her choice of names for characters, 
and is in this novel wher- . ;e have use of Betsy and 
Bessy Cornery, and a liberal employment of the 
surname Dawson.
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his "idol" (Vol. Ill, p. 272) and, with pious Christian 
platitudes on his lips, expires. Sylvia has, during his 
absence become aware of his virtues and the unchristian 
wickedness of her dismissal of him as she did. She also 
contrasts his faithfulness with Kinraid’s marriage some 
weeks after Philip's disappearance. She, too, is over­
come by a sense of sin and wonders if God will ever 
grant her the forgiveness she was prepared to deny her 
errant husband; she spends the rest of her time in 
widow's weeds trying to make up for her behaviour and 
dies not so very long afterwards.
This is unsatisfactory because Mrs Gaskell is with­
drawing from her own most powerful insights achieved, 
on the whole, with remarkable consistency. There had 
been some minor lapses. Thus, when the town is incensed 
against the press gang and the vigorous steps of the 
county magistrates in support of them, when she has 
herself exposed the intensity of feeling and the contrad­
ictions at any rate inherent in the whole business of a 
press gang Mrs Gaskell can come down on the side of the 
authorities as "quite justified" (Vol. II, p. 194) in 
the steps they took to deal with the matter. Momentarily, 
she shares the automatic response of the magistrates to 
threatened authority. Similarly, Sylvia is first im­
placably against the dying Simpson on her father's
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behalf and then thinks she would visit him if pressed 
further by Philip; this is an indication of Mrs 
Gaskell’s inability to face that hardness of heart 
which is consequent on the deepest emotions felt by 
Sylvia, The surest indication of the way in which 
her outlook could break down is given in the presence 
and treatment of religion in the tale, Philip's sense 
of offending God is consonant with his pious and 
reflective bent from the beginning. He has lived with 
Alice and Hester and been strongly influenced by the 
Quaker mentality. One of his concerns about Sylvia 
was that she was not sufficiently serious or concerned 
enough with spiritual matters. What is remarkable 
about him is the way in which his passion overcomes 
every other factor in his being. In his need to possess 
Sylvia any other consideration must fall into the back­
ground. Sylvia is conventionally Christian, not over- 
fond of going to Church but goes in a crisis like that 
when her father is in such danger. She is not one whose 
mentality runs readily to homilies. She is almost pagan 
in her devotion to her love and there is no doubt that it 
is the most compelling thing about her. To see her in the 
end begging Philip's forgiveness so that she may go to 
heaven is simply a betrayal of everything we have seen in 
her. It is significantly accompanied by her weighing up
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Kinraid's "falseness" against the "truth" of Philip's 
devotion and feeling she has made a horrible mistake in 
her choice, whereas the whole tenor of the book has been 
to demonstrate that essentially she had no choice. She 
has known all along that Philip has cared greatly for 
her but this could make no difference. She could not 
reciprocate; she loved someone else and whether he was 
as worthy a person or not is irrelevant. There the 
matter must end. Indeed, so much of the real tragedy 
of the book has consisted in Sylvia's ability to 
captivate everyone including those like Hester Rose who 
might at first have been inclined against her.
"Sylvia . . .  had always received more love from others 
than she knew what to do with", (Uol, III, p. 11) On 
the other hand, Philip is one who is best able to offer 
love rather than to inspire it in others. It is 
disastrous for both that the two qualities could not be 
happily combined.
The inadequacy of the novel's ending is also 
demonstrated by the role of the conventionally religious 
Alice and Hester. Like so much in the book they afford 
a revealing contrast. Both look backward to earlier 
phases in Mrs Gaskell's work. Old Alice has the same 
name as the character in Mary Barton and she is almost
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the same in every other way too. Conscious of her own 
righteousness she sees herself as one of the elect and 
so able to pass judgement and give unsolicited advice 
to others. When Philip awakes after his distressing 
evening at the Corneys for New Year Alice is annoyed 
with him for going "feasting" (Vol. I, p. 235) instead 
of attending meeting with the rest of the Godly; as he 
attempts to justify himself and moreover asserts that 
he will further visit the Robsons who are, after all, 
his relations, Alice tells him that "Them's Satan's 
words, tho' yo' spoke 'em, Philip." (Vol. I, p. 237) 
Alice's complacent sense of her own goodness is unable 
to comprehend the degree of anguish that Philip has 
been through nor can he make any attempt to explain to 
her his most private affairs. Her oversimplified 
account of human actions serves only to heighten the 
complexity of the predicament with which Philip is 
faced. Later in the book she carefully supervises the 
behaviour of young Bella to ensure that she does not 
waver from the path of righteousness and this is fitting 
enough; her way of thinking is best suited to the 
correction of children. At its best Old Alice's view 
of things seems simply Irrelevant to the behaviour of 
adults; at its worst, it can be understood as a reaction
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from her own experiences, Jeremiah Foster explains how 
his brother John was in love with her in early life but
she married a sailor named Jack Rose who was a profligate
who maltreated her until he went to an early death. She 
and the young Hester might not have survived without
John's help but as a result of all Alice has become the
stern figure known to Philip. (Vol. II, pp. 116-1?)
Since she has been unable to deal with the perplexities 
encountered in her own life she has derived this means
of repudiating the world.
Hester Rose is a pure version of Ruth whom she 
parallels in her humility, unassertiveness, piety, 
reliability and, above all, passivity. Though she loves 
Philip as deeply and hopelessly as he loves Sylvia she 
makes no attempt to even attract his attention, let 
alone embarking on his desperate course of trying to 
create love where none exists. Philip can say that "I
don't think Hester Rose has any thought of matrimony",
(Vol. II, p. 116), a view that for him is given support 
by her recent otherwise inexplicable rejection of the 
perfectly sensible match offered by William Coulson.
When Philip has married she offers the family her friend­
ship and becomes very intimate with Sylvia. She has 
already been of considerable help during the difficulty
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over Robson's trial, even to bearing meekly Sylvia's 
turning her away from her door on a rainy night before 
she understands the nature of the shopwoman's errand 
to help them in their trouble. It is significant that 
Sylvia would not accept an unjust rebuke mildly; she 
has a problem putting up with Philip's attempts to 
make her an attentive scholar even though she knows 
her mother is most anxious that she should be, Hester 
never tells of her love and suffers because she finds 
herself unworthy to bring them together at last when 
Sylvia finds out about Philip's dying condition before 
she can reveal his having sold his watch and bring Sylvia 
to him. With typical self-control she submits to God's 
will and finishes her days in charge of an alms-house 
for disabled soldiers and sailors. She seems very 
worthy but also rather uninteresting. Her love is no 
doubt extremely important to her, in a certain sense as 
deeply felt as the emotions of Philip and Sylvia. But 
it lacks the vitality that is so essential to them. The 
very fact that she can control it makes it seem im­
poverished in comparison with them and serves to deepen 
our sense of their tragedy.
The marring of Sylvia's Lovers arises not because of 
any failure to balance Volumes I and II but through the
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mistaken attempt to graft on the reconciliation motif.
It is partly technical in that Mrs Gaskell wanted to 
deliver a three volume novel when her material could 
best be organised in two. But it is not technical in 
the same sense as was the case with North and South.
The patterning of the novel is much more sophisticated 
and dominated by its inner logic. She is not defeated 
by a difficulty she cannot surmount in the construction 
of the work. She defeats herself by attempting to re­
shape her novel after its direction has already been 
determined. The mounting pressure in the latter stages 
of composition cannot have helped her to sort things 
out, as it had not during North and South, but her 
greatest problem was to fully commit herself to the 
tragic situation she was quite capable of depicting in 
this novel. No such complication arose with The Life of 
Charlotte Bronte because her wish to do Charlotte justice 
as a woman was inseparable from the awareness of her 
personal tragedy. But Elizabeth Gaskell drew back from 
her own tragic vision of human affairs. She was aware of 
suffering and her first impulse as a novelist had been 
the desire to do something about it. This desire prevails 
and prevents this novel from attaining the artistic power 
which her technical advance and seriousness of purpose 
might have promised was in her grasp.
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COUSIN PHILLIS
From November 1863 to February 1864, Cousin Phillis
was published in four monthly parts in The Cornhill
Magazine. According to Chappie and Pollard, it could be
the same story that Mrs Gaskell reports as temporarily
lost but which eventually made its way to London where
it would fetch £150,^ Their alternative suggestion that
she is speaking of 'Six Weeks in Heppenheim' is more
2
plausible since she writes of the loss in May 1862, and 
it is not until September of the following year that she 
first mentions Cousin Phillis as "begun for the Xmas
3
number of Household Words", though "not promised to them".
In this letter she does not seem certain of the eventual
length of the story but she realises it will not be a
full-length novel. In January 1854 she asks Smith when
he needs the end of the story to start printing from and
this would indicate that she was still in the process of
4
finishing .it even at that late date. Her reasons for
giving it to Smith rather than Dickens would seem to be
that she knew the former was more desperate for something
from her than the latter and, also, that she thought it was
^Note to No. 505, Letters, p. 683.
^l1 and 2 May 1862], Letters, No. 505, p. 683.
3
Septr 20th [1863], Letters, No. 532, p. 712.
^Jan. 1st [Ï864], Letters, No. 545, p. 724.
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of sufficient quality to go into the Cornhill. Mrs 
Gaskell was showing increasing solicitude over the 
fate of her better work, though she was prepared to 
allow Dickens to have some of her more routine prod­
uctions. Cousin Phillis was probably begun some time in 
August or early September 1363 and not finished until 
late December or early January, Its timing is of interest 
because it occurs so soon after the completion of Sylvia's 
Lovers and at the same stage that she is seeking a subject 
for a new novel, so soon to present itself in Wives and 
Daughters. In her last novel she is to return to that 
mine of recollections of Knutsford and rural Cheshire 
which had served her so well in Cranford, and the fact 
that it is already exercising her imagination in Cousin 
Phillis is worthy of note. But Cousin Phillis is more 
important in its bearing on the two novels it comes between 
because of its contribution to the author's approach to form.
The most common praise of the tale is that it is a 
perfect English idyll,^ Almost everyone who mentions it, 
however briefly, seems to use this term, but no one has
^See, for example, Arthur Pollard, Mrs. Gaskell;
Novelist and Biographer (Manchester, 1965), p.192;
Margaret Ganz, Elizabeth Gaskell: The Artist in 
Conflict (New York, 1969), p. 221; Margaret Lane, 
Introduction to Cousin Phillis and Other Tales,
Everyman's Library (London and New York, 1970),
p. Vi.
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been prepared to explain a description which all are 
agreed is apposite. The word is imprecise in its 
application. It does not suggest any particular form 
and can be used of either prose or poetry. It is 
interesting that it would appear to be an indication 
of the tone of the story which at the same time totally 
ignores its formal aspects. It emphasises the quiet, 
rural setting, the very clear sense of locality, which 
is part of the essence of the tale. Since so 
astonishingly little happens in terms of incident in a 
work of such length it is generally assumed that the 
evocation of the rural atmosphere is the most important 
element in its achievement. It would be merely perverse 
to deny that this mood of pastoral tranquility which has 
evoked such universal response is significant. But it has 
to be emphasised that this alone cannot account for the 
admiration of the tale as the gem of Mrs Gaskell*s 
collection. Though beautiful in its way this is after 
all a slight merit and when we examine the story in 
detail it becomes clear that there is much more at work 
here than the term "idyllic" suggests. There is some 
connection with thematic elements that have been 
important in her earlier work but there is also a care 
in construction which oives Mrs Gaskell a sustained sureness
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of control such as she had seldom enjoyed in her 
previous writings. Because of this she can take the 
slight aspects of a young girl's disappointment in her 
first love to create a work of remarkable force.
Cousin Phillis is an unusual length, too short for 
a novel but much longer than the average short story. 
Dickens might have objected to it in terms of the 
demands of-periodical publication (George Smith could 
afford to be more accommodating). It is in four 
movements that correspond to the four original monthly 
parts. Instead of finding piecemeal publication a bother 
as had been the case with North and South, Mrs Gaskell 
here utilises it to effect the final form. The reduced 
scope was an advantage in this and she did not have to 
worry about questions connected with subsequent publication 
as a separate volume.^ The work bears analogy with a 
symphony. Each section or movement has its own aspect to 
develop but all fit together to form a perfect, overall 
unity. The first part establishes the locality in time
^Like most of Mrs Gaskell's short stories Cousin 
Phillis was eventually printed in volume form as 
part of a collection (first published 1865). While 
this eventuality may have been at the back of her 
mind as she wrote these works, she would have been 
aware of the transient nature of many of them and 
when it came time to assemble a collection would 
have done what she could with what she had on hand, 
rather than attempting to make provision beforehand.
An instance of this is the invention of the frame-
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and introduces the three main characters (Paul Manning, 
Phillis and Holdsworth, though the last two, whose 
encounter will have such repercussions, do not meet till 
the next part). In the second, Holdsworth and Phillis 
begin their mutual infatuation which reaches its strongest 
development in the third, at which time it is immediately 
followed by the pain of separation. The crisis comes in 
the last part when Phillis learns that the separation is 
permanent and is faced with the prospect of finding some 
way of living with it. It is this basic structure, as 
much as anything, that accounts for the leisurely opening 
and subsequent progress of the story without any loss of 
relevance or tightness of organisation. Every detail is 
of importance.
The role of Paul Manning as narrator is a complex 
feature of this. At several points his actions have a 
significant effect on what happens. He is the agency 
through whom Holdsworth is introduced to the Hope Farm 
and he has greater insight at the time into the full 
extent of Holdsworth's impact on Phillis's emotions. (To 
her parents he is only a pleasant visitor and she still 
little more than a child.) Manning, in a subordinate
story for a heterogeneous collection of existing 
works that appeared together as Round the Sofa 
(1359).
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position as a young engineer, is involved, too, in his 
admiration for Holdsworth who, as a more experienced, 
older man, has seen something of the world. This limits 
his scope for action as he sees the situation develop 
but, through lack of experience, he is at first unable 
to appreciate its full implications, and in any case 
cannot control it. As their cousin, he has a clearly 
defined relationship to the Holmans but he has never 
previously met them and their ways are new (he is the 
son of a Birmingham man with a considerable understanding 
of machines and talent for inventing). Thus when he first 
encounters them they make him very welcome but he is not 
an integral part of their circle. He learns about how 
the farm is conducted and is interested in the way Cousin 
Holman can combine his duties there with his independent 
ministry. Apart from his newness to the home to which he 
comes in the first instance as an outsider, his youth 
places him in a position where he could hardly be an 
adviser to Phillis during her infatuation or take the 
older members of the family into his confidence to discuss 
what he sees. The first part of the story carefully 
defines for us Paul's character before he meets any of 
his relations and particularly Phillis. In this respect 
he is a change from Mary Smith whose creator had at first
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effaced her character, though it attained more prominence 
later on. Nevertheless, Mary remains reticent about her­
self throughout Cranford. It is essential to the method of 
Cousin Phillis that we be at home with the narrator before 
we are introduced to any of the other protagonists. It 
is through his awareness that the events will be revealed 
to us and Mrs Gaskell wants to stress his role as 
participant as a means of controlling our response and 
contributing to the overall shaping of the story.
Through Paul Mrs Gaskell carefully manages our initial 
impression of Phillis. We are conscious of his awkwardness 
as an uninvited guest in the invidious position of becoming 
intimate with people to whom he is a stranger and being 
accepted with marks of favour before he has achieved the 
ease of familiarity. Phillis is strange to him because 
he is unused to girls from an environment such as hers. He 
is impressed by her astonishing knowledge of authors he has 
never even heard of in languages like Latin and Italian 
which he does not understand while at the same time 
marvelling at her childish mode of dress. Their conversation 
causes some embarrassment because Phillis has no knowledge 
of the polite usages of the world and responds to his 
attempts to talk to her with a disconcerting bluntness. 
Neither has sufficient aplomb to bring off their encounter
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with ease, Paul has enough sense later to realise that 
their experience and differing outlooks on life make them 
unsuited to be lovers; this is why he can tell his father 
when the latter moots a possible marriage that they love 
each other like brother and sister. He has also revealed 
to us that Phillis has been so protected by her doting 
parents and has led such a secluded way of life that she 
is remarkably without knowledge of the outside world, for 
all her erudition. If Paul finds her difficult to deal 
with, she has more problems with him, and we acknowledge 
the threat to her well-being that the outside world can 
pose,
Paul's relationship to him also conditions our attitude 
to Holdsworth. Like Paul, he is a newcomer to this district 
brought there by his work on the new railway, but he has 
had experiences which are beyond the younger man's under­
standing. Paul looks up to and respects him, not realising 
the very ordinary capacity for emotional response that is 
his. The two have a greater affinity because of their 
background but Paul does not penetrate Holdsworth's person­
ality till it is too late. This makes it all the less 
likely that the guileless Phillis, influenced by a new 
emotion which gradually takes hold of her, should be able 
to understand him. Her response is immediate and genuine.
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but he is not capable of appreciating its quality. He 
does not mean her any harm but their attachment has a 
different meaning for him than for her. To her he is 
something exotic. She sympathises with him in his 
illness and is baffled by his foreign ways; the fact 
that having been in Italy he affects a foreign style of 
moustache and cut of hair. But there is more of him 
beyond her understanding than such matters as these.
He is a cosmopolitan in his manners, his way of speech, 
his attitudes, his feelings, which Phillis takes at 
their face value. Thus, his bantering baffles her 
utterly;
His tone of badinage (as the French call it) would 
have been palpable enough to any one accustomed to the 
world; but Phillis was not, and it distrssed or rather 
bewildered her. "Unchristian" had to her a very serious 
meaning; it was not a word to be used lightly; and though 
she did not exactly understand what wrong it was that 
she was accused of doing, she was evidently desirous to 
throw off the imputation. (Cornhill, 9 (1854), 53)
This occurs during the course of their friendship but the
off-putting tone is notable from the beginning. To him,
the use of a word like "unchristian" is only a manner of
speaking whereas to the sturdy minister's daughter it is
one of the most serious possible charges and, while she
cannot understand why she should deserve such an
admonition, being used to please in her own family, she
is anxious to do all she can to avoid meriting it. Her
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mind is so given to serious things being always treated 
seriously that it never occurs to her that a manner of 
speaking could be more important than its substance. The 
whole set of mores and usages of a world in which this 
is the case is a closed book to her. It is because of 
her serious-mindedness that Phillis is quickly captivated 
by Holdsworth's kindness and regard for her; he helps her 
with her Italian by explaining difficult words and 
substituting Manzoni for Dante; he sketches her picture; 
he shelters her when the group is caught in a downpour.
His easy access to the farm is instrumental in the 
recovery of his health and throws him and Phillis 
together. They are both aware of a feeling that is mutual 
but they assess it differently.
Paul can give no direct access to the thoughts of 
Phillis and Holdsworth, but he does allow us to understand 
the process that draws them together and the ways in which 
they are unsuited to one another. Holdsworth first informs 
him of his sudden opportunity to go to Canada and it is 
through communications between them that Paul begins to 
register first dissatisfaction and then alarm at the effect 
of Holdsworth's actions on Phillis. He is the first to see 
what has happened and is disturbed because of his powerless­
ness to reverse the situation as he begins to apprehend it. 
He is annoyed by the tone in which Holdsworth tells of his
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plans after a little while spent in Canada:
— "but I shall come back like a prince from Canada, and 
waken her to my love. I can’t help hoping that it won't 
be difficult, eh, Paul?"
This touch of coxcombry displeased me a little, and 
I made no answer. (Cornhill, 9 (1864), 58)
This coarseness of feeling makes Holdsworth's later
conduct, in being fairly quickly captivated by Lucille
Ventadour and then marrying her, only too credible. He
initially tells Paul, to the latter's distress, that
Lucille is rather like Phillis and her father's farm
like the Hope Farm. Paul is concerned because the equation
is too facile, but there is a sense in which what Holdsworth
says is absolutely right. His relationship to the Ventadours
as engineer with the nearby railway is just the same as it
was to the Holmans. The family is friendly, the daughter
pretty and, in short, a perfect wife. His nature is such
that he can make no great emotional commitment. He has a
ready amiableness and good feeling towards others, but it
goes no further than this. He does not understand their
deepest needs or emotions. It is quite conceivable that,
circumstances being different, he might have stayed on to
marry Phillis and make her a good husband according to his
lights. But he would not have been the kind of husband
she expects or have reciprocated her love in the same way.
Holdsworth has much in common with Charley Kinraid in the
ready but superficial quality of his passion; but Phillis
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is no Sylvia, and it is her reaction that occupies the 
climactic part of the tale.
The denouement takes the form it does because of the 
position occupied by Paul in the overall design. He is 
never the dispassionate observer, having a degree of 
involvement with both of the lovers, though for different 
reasons. His disappointment in Holdsworth is matched by 
his increasing concern for Phillis, whose sufferings 
during the absence are bottled up so that her family is 
unaware of their existence, though they are evident to 
Betty the maid as well as Paul. Paul has an effect upon 
her because of his own immaturity, that quality that has 
already so much influenced how he has come to terms with 
what has been going on between Holdsworth and Phillis.
The knowledge that he has necessitates that he handle 
matters carefully but he is so emotionally affected him­
self that he blurts out to Phillis that Holdswroth has 
been married in Canada. This only serves to intensify 
her distress as she understands that the separation which 
had been painful in itself has to be borne as a permanent 
loss. It would have been difficult enough for Paul to have 
softened the blow even had he known how to be tactful, but 
the suddenness of the revelation exacerbates Phillis's 
situation, making her inner turmoil more poignant and 
causing her position to affect her family.
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The reaction of the family when it learns what has 
gone on affords another dimension of Phillis's position.
They are brought In because Paul has been unable to 
shield her from full knowledge of her plight. They are 
disturbed by their inability to ease matters. His self- 
control frayed by worry about Phillis, Holman hastily 
dismisses Timothy Cooper whose incompetence, despite his 
struggling family, gets beyond him at this point; the 
platitudes about resignation proffered by Brother Robinson 
and other members of the church sorely try the minister in 
his suffering. He challenges Paul for having a greater 
part in the matter than is in fact justified but Paul's 
inability to know how to act does rightfully attach some 
blame to him. Ultimately, though, the minister's distress 
is in the knowledge that no one is to blame and nothing 
can be done. His own love, his greater ability to under­
stand the situation, are powerless to assuage the distress 
once it has been revealed to him. His attitudes are tested 
because he is bluntly informed that his little girl is no 
longer the infant he had persisted in thinking her, but 
this recognition comes too late to be of service. The final 
responsibility for her destiny now rests with Phillis herself. 
In the strictest sense, she and Holdsworth are unsuited to 
one another and while Holdsworth's behaviour expresses this, 
she is insufficiently mature to know it. She fights against
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it and causes hardship to herself and those around her. 
There is a kind of self-indulgence in her actions, perhaps 
inevitable in one who loves, a wilfulness, which makes a 
breakdown in health quite credible. From being a shy 
person who is unsure about expressing the full extent of 
her feelings to others, who does not feel in a position 
to pursue what is developing with Holdsworth, she becomes 
self-centred. Exasperation with her produces an outburst 
from Betty who has had shrewd insight into affairs in their 
later stages, along with Paul. She can express a no- 
nonsense approach which would be impossible to him with 
the detachment of a privileged servant. __
"Now, Phillisl" said she, coming up to the sofa; "we 
ha' done a ' we can for you, and th' doctors has done a' 
they can for you, and I think the Lord has done a ' He can 
for you, and more than you deserve, too, if you don't do 
something for yourself." (Cornhill, 9 (1864), 209)
There is a sense in which this rebuke is inappropriate to
the sensitivities involved, Phillis's difficulties have
arisen because of the reality of powerful feelings which
are new to her and are difficult for anyone to handle. It
is too much to expect that she can ever get over them
completely. But Betty understands that she cannot go on
like this, subdued by her disappointments. Only she can
effect her recovery and to do so she must make an effort
of will to overcome her passivity. The story ends with
her response to Betty's challenge, her summoning of that
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will which the reader knows will prove efficacious. She 
is being forced to take command of herself. Like all 
disappointments and emotional upheavals in life, Phillis's 
misfortune can be a means of assisting maturity, but only 
with her co-operation. When Phillis accepts Betty's 
challenge we can be safely assured that she is over the 
worst of it.
The tone and effectiveness of Cousin Phillis are the 
result of formal perfection on a reduced scale, Paul 
Manning provides Mrs Gaskell with the necessary detachment 
to assess the factors influencing the life of her heroine, 
as they exist within herself, her environment, and the 
essentially different impact of Holdsworth, The very 
imperfections of Paul's outlook highlight the difficulties 
of the lovers. We recognise that this episode is a stage 
in his maturity as well as Phillis's, By his failures he 
becomes aware of the delicacy of human relationships and of 
the limited ability of human beings to influence them as 
they could wish. In his own person he comes to realise how 
people are at the mercy of their emotions the more they 
become involved in a situation and that maturity means 
acquisition of both understanding and control. Yet even 
maturity may not be enough as the helplessness of Holman 
in really dealing with his daughter's problem shows; he 
strikes out blindly at Cooper and Manning because of it.
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Mrs Gaskell utilises the different levels of involvement 
and participation of all her characters to define their 
relationships. Her approach is through Paul Manning but 
her tone is not dependent upon identification with him.
On the contrary, the story takes the form it does from 
her ability to set out carefully his limitations and to 
observe their effects on others. She may observe 
through him but she also observes him. Coming as it does 
after Sylvia's Lovers with its formal imperfections, 
Cousin Phillis is indicative of the kind of control of 
which she is now capable. We must beware of arguing too 
strongly about its significance in Mrs Gaskell’s oeuvre 
since it is a novella, however good it may be, and much 
of its success is undoubtedly the result of economy 
imposed by this form as opposed to the novel. What it 
does point to is a marked development in the approach 
to character and how she could depict it in her work. It 
is in this respect that the story is very relevant, 
especially to her last novel.
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WIVES AND DAUGHTERS
The writing of Mrs Gaskell's last book was a 
considerable drain on her health. She had been anxious 
to begin a new work after Sylvia's Lovers and in Sept­
ember 1863^suggested a story to be called "The Two 
Mothers", as well as the long-projected "Life and Times 
of Madame de Sevigne", Seven months later she wrote
abandoning "The Two Mothers" "because I thought you did
2
not seem to like it fully"; instead she offered the out­
line of another story to which she could not as yet give 
a title (a suggestion from Smith would be welcomed) and 
which she thought would run to three volumes, though it 
was difficult to tell beforehand. What is outlined is 
substantially the relationship of Molly, Cynthia and 
Roger (who is here surnamed Newton). She mentions the 
contrast between the two girls' characters, their sisterly 
regard for one another though they are step-sisters, 
Cynthia's indifference to Roger while becoming engaged 
to him, Molly's unspoken love, Roger's voyage, Osborne's 
clandestine marriage because of his father's opposition, 
and the circumstance that Roger is both his confident and 
giver of financial aid; in fact, the basic ingredients of
^Septr 20th [l863] , Letters, No. 532, pp. 712-13.
^May 3rd [1864], Letters, No. 550, p. 731.
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the plot which involve the Hamleys, Cynthia and Molly 
are given with very little variation from their final 
form in the novel, (A notable difference is that in 
the letter it is claimed that the Squire is so dis­
appointed with the apparently promising Osborne at 
Cambridge that he "refuses to send Roger, & almost
3
denies him education"; in the novel Roger goes to 
Cambridge because the Squire wants both his sons to 
get the education he was denied, despite his wife's 
claims that in Roger's case it is fairly pointless as 
he will not distinguish himself). Not much is said 
about the Squire's character but, more interestingly 
than this, almost no reference is made to Mrs Gibson 
and the major role she is to play in the novel. The 
society of Hollingford and The Towers, and even Mr 
Gibson, are all largely passed over. Even so. Smith 
must have liked this more "fully" than her original 
suggestion because the first instalment of Wives and 
Daughters appeared in The Cornhill three months later, 
in August 1864, and the serial ran from then until 
Danuary 1866,
In view of the uncongenial experience of writing 
North and South it may seem surprising that Mrs Gaskell
3
Same letter, p. 732.
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should have agreed to serialise Wives and Daughters.^ 
Evidently the idea originated with Smith who had made 
an urgent request for a story, apparently so hard- 
pressed that he stated he would have to write one him­
self if she was not forthcoming. She considers the 
possibility of Cousin Phillis meeting the case but thinks 
it will be too short; her whole tone is obliging for she 
assures him "I should like to help you much as you are
5
at pinch". Her relationship with Smith, who was himself 
the most considerate of publishers, giving good terms and 
readily providing payments in advance to help his 
contributors, was extremely warm, and she must have been 
well-disposed towards helping him out in extremity. There 
was, however, a financial inducement as well. Soon after 
sending him her outline she asked for an advance of £100 
on Wives and Daughters in order to take Meta, about whose 
health she was concerned, into Switzerland for a holiday,^
Both A Dark Night's Work and My Lady Ludlow had been 
previously serialised, as Cousin Phillis would be, 
but none of these was the major undertaking that 
North and South had been or Wives and Daughters was 
to be.
^Septr 20th /1B63J, Letters, No, 532, p. 712.
^Ouly 25th fl864i Letters, No, 553, p. 736.
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At this time, also, she was engaged in purchasing the 
country house near Alton and had need of ready money.
By agreeing to Smith's terms she could get the business 
of publication under way without waiting till the book 
was finished and so speed up the financial transactions.
The undertaking has implications for her artistic position. 
In Sylvia's Lovers and Cousin Phillis she had achieved a 
high level and must have been aware of it. She had a 
greater appreciation than ever before of her powers as 
an artist and a consequent enthusiasm to express them 
which led to the formulation of many future projects.
Here was the opportunity to extend herself in yet another 
novel. With this confidence went some appreciation of 
where she had failed with Dickens and a willingness to 
take precautions to ensure that this was not repeated with 
Smith, She is therefore careful to consult him on the 
proposed story and abandons "The Two Mothers" when he is 
lukewarm. She works out fairly clearly (certainly in its 
main lines) what is to be Wives and Daughters, submits a 
brief outline to Smith and feels she can proceed when she 
gets his approval. There is no faltering at any point in 
its composition and this must have been because of the 
care taken with the liaison of author and publisher, and 
the former's certainty about the ultimate shape of the
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novel. Moreover, monthly publication would involve a 
longer time for writing with greater instalments and she 
was careful beforehand to find out from Smith how much of
7
her writing would be needed for one monthly number.
Nevertheless, writing began only a few months before
publication so that from the first there was much
physical strain to get through each section. No doubt
Smith's anxiety for the story as soon as possible induced
her to agree to his starting to print so quickly, even
though writing at pressure had never been beneficial to
her in the past. Thus, though it did not on this
occasion affect the artistic merit of the work to any
appreciable degree, the physical effort was tremendously
taxing from a very early stage. In February 1865 she
tells Smith "but ohl I am so tired of spinning my brain,
when I am feeling so far from strong!"^ In March, she
continued to write while on a visit to Madame Mohl at her
salon in Paris but suffered a breakdown which made her
g
unable to do anything for a fortnight. In May she has
"^ May 3rd ^1864], Letters, No. 550, p, 732,
^Febry 20 fl865]. Letters, No, 561, p, 746.
^Letter to Emily Shaen from Paris, 27 March, 1865], 
Letters, No, 564, p, 750, and letter to George Smith, 
[7 April 1865], Letters, No, 565, p, 751, See also 
M.C.M, Simpson, Letters and Recollections of Julius 
and Mary Mnhl (1887), p. 126.
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written the August number but has four more to go and 
wishes it were done.^^ The remainder of the references 
mention interference by headaches and illness which 
must have been an indication of her steady decline to 
her sudden death in November, before the last chapter 
(or perhaps last two) could be written,
To all intents and purposes Wives and Daughters
lacks little of any great importance. As Frederick
Greenwood, editor of the Cornhill, pointed out in his
"Concluding Remarks" which were appended to the last 
12
instalment in 1866 and have been included in almost 
every edition of the novel since, most of the action is 
complete and it only remains for Roger, now aware of 
the foolishness of his earlier infatuation for Cynthia, 
to come back from his second scientific expedition and 
marry Molly, Some critics have complained of the novel's 
length, especially towards the end when Mrs Gaskell's 
powers may well have been failing through physical
^^Letter to Anne Robson, [? 10 May 186^ Letters,
No. 570, p. 761,
^^See letter to George Smith/T? 23 August 1865],
Letters, No, 576, p, 766; letter to Marianne 
Gaskell, ^22 August 1865], Letters, No. 575a, 
p, 936; letter to Marianne Gaskell, [2 September 
18653, Letters, No, 582, pp. 772-3,
1^13 (1866), 11-15.
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decline; Thomas Seccombe felt the presence of "padding"
13
whose excision would have gratified him. On the
whole, however, critics both early and recent have been
conscious of the considerable achievement of the work.
In a review in The Nation, the young Henry Oames
afforded one of the most perceptive of the early
critiques. Ranking it among the few contemporary novels
that he believes "will outlast the duration of their
novelty and continue for years to come to be read and
14
relished for a higher order of merits" James praises
the skill Mrs Gaskell displays overall and gives a subtle
account of her "gen iu s".Whil e  feeling that Molly, as
heroine, commands much interest he finds Cynthia more
interesting with "the very delightful sense of the
mystery off^herjnature" and her "genius for fascination",^^
Her mother is second to her and if "^1]ess difficult
indeed to draw than the daughter, the very nicest art
was yet required to keep her from merging, in the reader’s
17
sight, into an amusing caricature." James finds the male 
13Preface to Wives and Daughters (1912), p, ix,
^^22 February 1856, 246. This was reprinted in James's 
Notes and Reviews (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1921), 
pp. 153-9.
^^Natlon. 22 February 1865, 247.
^®P. 247.
17
P. 247.
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characters rather less satisfactory, particularly Osborne
Hamley, but he concludes his review with a graceful and
judicious tribute to Mrs Gaskell's strengths as a novelist;
We have intimated that this scene is prosaic; but let not 
the reader take fright at the word. If an author can be 
powerful, delicate, humorous, pathetic, dramatic, within 
the strict limits of homely prose, we see no need of his 
"dropping into poetry", as Mr. Dickens says. It is Mrs. 
Gaskell's highest praise to have been all of this, and 
yet to have written "an everyday story" (as, if we 
mistake not, the original title of "Wives and Daughters" 
ran) in an everyday style.18
James was not the only one to remark the singular nature
of Mrs Gibson and her daughter. The Spectator saw them
jointly as "perhaps the most delicate artistic achievement 
19
in the book" while The Saturday Review in acknowledging 
both characters expressed a preference for Mrs Gibson as 
a more difficult achievement:
Her pretty, captivating, ill-disciplined girl, Cynthia, is 
less remarkable as a portrait, not because she is less 
truly painted, but because it is easier to invent talk 
and deeds for people of vigorous minds, whose defects are 
the result of an ill-disciplined childhood rather than 
inherent in their feeble nature.20
The Athenaeum was not unaware of the distinction of these 
two creations but it was impressed by Mrs Gaskell's overall 
powers of characterisation and gave a resume of the major 
figures; a slight dissatisfaction with Molly as being 
247.
^^17 March 1866, 300.
20
24 March 1866, 361.
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rather too admirable was expressed. The reviewer,
Henry Fothergill Chorley, takes note of the subtitle,
like James, and praises the story for its everyday 
21
qualities. Rather briefer notices in The Westminster
22 23
Review and The British Quarterly Review take a general
view, though both are aware of the advantages of the
work in characterisation. Both feel that it is one of
the most impressive novels among those current and,
indeed, for the Westminster "It is decidedly the greatest
24
novel since 'Romola'."
A further feature of the reviews was the wide range
of comparisons and possible influences they invoked.
Recurrent likenings were to Jane Austen and George Eliot,
"There has been no such story as this", stated The
Athenaeum, "since Miss Austen laid by the pencil with
which (as she modestly said) she was used to paint 
25
miniatures." The Spectator was in agreement about the
^^3 March 1866, 295-6. Identified as Chorley by Aina 
Rubenius and Marilyn Butler.
^^29, NS (1866), 587-8.
2^43 (1866), 579-80.
24
P. 587. This seems rather a backhanded compliment, 
but the reason for it is easier to understand 
when we realise that the reviewer was probably 
G.H. Lewes.
295.
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resemblance and located it specifically in Mr Gibson
and Mr Bennet of Pride and Prejudice, although it was
conceded that Mr Gibson was "a much less indolent and less
selfish man." On the whole it was felt that Mrs Gaskell
was a better writer than Miss Austen, a sentiment with
which The Saturday Review entirely accorded when it
concluded "She has neither the refinement nor the pathos 
27
of Mrs, Gaskell," George Eliot was treated more respect­
fully. The Westminster's invocation of Romola has already 
been mentioned. The Spectator felt that "even George
Eliot" might not be able to surpass Mrs Gaskell's portrait 
28
of the Squire, On the other hand. The Saturday Review
had to admit that George Eliot's characters "have a more
29
vigorous individuality than Mrs. Gaskell's." If these
were the major terms of reference there were several minor
ones as well. Both The Spectator and The Nation could see
affinities with Mrs Nickleby in Clare, though The Nation
was careful to draw a distinction while at the same time
30
seeing the relevance of Becky Sharp. Elsewhere, further
31
reference is made to Dickens and to Trollope. Finally, 
299.
2^P. 361.
^®P. 300.
29
P. 351.
30
Spectator, 17 March 1866,300; Nation, 22 February 
1866, 247.
31
Athenaeum, 3 March 1866, 296; Spectator, 17 March
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several writers see Wives and Daughters as its author's
best thing since Cranford, an observation which is by no
means gratuitous when one also points out that Mrs
Gaskell is imitating herself with the Miss Brownings who
so resemble Miss Jenkyns and Miss Matty though with
32
important differences. Discussion of Wives and Daughters
since its publication seems to have followed very much
these lines. All of these authors, and more, are referred
to and noted in passing right down to the present day. Thus
Christabel Coleridge sees Molly as "a younger sister of
Fanny Price" but while there is a parallel between the
situations of the two novels in Wives and Daughters "it is
33
lifted to a much higher level." The whole of A, Stanton 
Whitfield's chapter on the novel contains many allusions 
to writers already mentioned but includes others like 
Shakespeare and Spenser,Rosamond Lehmann adds Charlotte
1866, 301.
32
Both Spectator and Nation begin with references to 
Cranford, Athenaeum discusses the Miss Brownings 
and Miss Jenkynses,
33
"Molly Gibson" in Great Characters of Fiction, 
edited by M,E. Townsend (1893), p, 215,
^^Mrs Gaskell; Her Life and Work (1929), Chapter IX, 
pp, 178 and 180,
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Bronte to the number. What is remarkable in all of this 
is the lack of follow-up that each critic displays. The 
list of writers and works in English literature that Wives 
and Daughters is said to resemble in some way grows to be 
quite a large one. A reader can perhaps fairly easily see 
why some names are mentioned while some others may be more 
baffling (why Shakespeare, for example?). But the 
essential point is not whether each reference can be just­
ified so much as to notice that almost no attempt is made 
to justify any of them. It has become a generally accepted 
modus operandi in looking at this novel to begin by saying 
it is like Jane Austen, George Eliot or various other 
people but no demonstration in detail is ever given of the 
extent of the debt or similarity or any other quality that 
is being gestured towards. This is more readily excusable 
in the case of the early reviewers who, confronted with 
the work for the first time, had the difficulty of making 
its essential qualities available to their readers in a 
short space and so gratefully turned to writers who were 
known to help them out. They were feeling towards a 
literary context in which it could be placed and this is 
potentially helpful. Unfortunately, no progress has been 
made from this elementary stage in over one hundred years 
35
Introduction to Wives and Daughters, The Chiltern
Library (1948), p, 6.
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to the point where such comparisons have become positively 
misleading.
The dangers of this situation are more apparent where
the question of direct influence is raised. This was first
done, tentatively and in passing, by Henry Fothergill
Chorley in his Athenaeum review. He noted a coincidence
between Selma, Flora and St Orme in Fredrika Bremer's
story, A Diary, and Molly, Cynthia and Mr Preston, He
36
was careful to avoid a charge of plagiarism. Thomas
Seccombe in 1912 added the fact that the narrator of Miss
Bremer's work, Sophia, has a stepmother with whom she does
not get on terribly well who could correspond to Clare,
But, he adds, "The whole is incurably dowdy and unreal.
In reality the plot was suggested to the English novelist
by one of her own daughters in the Hôtel de Flandres at 
37Brussels," This scornful addendum does not dispose of 
the question of influence. If one of her daughters did 
indeed put the idea for the novel into her mother's head 
she may have herself got it originally from Miss Bremer, 
Moreover, Miss Rubenius has pointed out that Mrs Gaskell 
met Miss Bremer during her visit to England and had read 
some of her works, so that a perusal of A Diary is quite 
likely. Miss Rubenius also suggests some lesser simil-
^^3 March 1866, 295,
37
Preface to Wives and Daughters, p, xviii (Footnote).
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arities between parts of Wives and Daughters and other 
works of Miss Bremer such as The Home. She concludes
from her analysis that this book is among Mrs Gaskell's
38 39
least original productions. Tn a recent article,
Marilyn Butler has taken the question of Mrs Gaskell's
originality in Wives and Daughters a stage further. She
demonstrates there is more than coincidence between A
Diary and Wives and Daughters, that indeed Mrs Gaskell
has borrowed material; but, she adds, no originality was
ever claimed for the plot of Wives and Daughters, only for
its characterisation and above all the figure of Cynthia
Kirkpatrick. Mrs Butler then makes a detailed and original
comparison of Cynthia and Lady Cecilia Davenant in Maria
Edgeworth's Helen (1834), incidentally claiming that Miss
Bremer's book of 1843 owes some debt to it also. In Helen,
38
The Woman Question in Mrs. Gaskell's Life and Works 
(Upsala,1950). See Appendix II, pp. 260-78. Miss 
Rubenius mentions the visit as taking place in 1851 
(p. 261). Mrs Gaskell does not say so explicitly in 
her letters but her description of Miss Bremer in No.
105 offers confirmation.(Letters, p. 167) See also 
Nos. 102a (Letters, p. 843) and 103-4, (Letters, pp. 
163-6). A letter from Miss Bremer to Mrs Gaskell of 
19 October 1851 will be found in "Letters Addressed 
to Mrs Gaskell by Celebrated Contemporaries Now in 
the Possession of the John Rylands Library", edited 
by Ross D. Waller, Bulletin of the John Rylands 
Library,.19 (1935), 66-7.
39
"The Uniqueness of Cynthia Kirkpatrick: Elizabeth 
Gaskell's Wives and Daughters and Maria Edgeworth's 
Helen", Review of English Studies, 23, N3 (1972),
278-90.
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the affectionate relationship of the heroine and Lady
Cecilia does parallel that of Molly and Cynthia. Lady
Cecilia's regard for her friend does not prevent her
using her. When her own marriage is threatened by
the disclosure of some letters to a former lover,
D'Aubigny, she induces Helen to take the blame for
writing them and the last third of the novel concerns
the considerable suffering inflicted on Helen by this
deception from which Lady Cecilia consistently retreats
from extricating her. But Helen is only placed in this
position because of her unwillingness to have anyone
think ill of her, a weakness that Lady Davenant has
pointed out earlier. Mrs Butler stresses that the
strength of Helen is in this interaction of character
in which weaknesses of the heroine are revealed and
induce hardship. Miss Edgeworth is as opposed to lying
as Mrs Gaskell but she qualifies her condemnation by
suggesting that parents and others (like Lady Cecilia's
morally rigid husband) should not put other people in a
position which strains the truth. Mrs Gaskell borrows
from Miss Edgeworth but she does not fully understand
her material and therefore over simplifies it:
Molly's feelings for Cynthia and Cynthia's for Molly have 
actually curiously little meaning within the framework of 
Wives and Daughters. Mrs. Gaskell's interest does not
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lie in developing the relationship between them, but in 
contrasting their moral characters.^0
The question arises, why should it? The basis of Mrs
Butler’s attack is that Mrs Gaskell is really trying to
do the same sort of thing as Maria Edgeworth and failing
rather badly. Cynthia Kirkpatrick is not a unique
creation, except insofar as she is a cruder version of
Lady Cecilia. From an attack on Cynthia Mrs Butler
assails the whole novel:
Indeed, a further difficulty about Mrs. Gaskell's manner 
of handling her subject is that it has no coherence.
Because her interest in her inherited material extends 
only so far, there is no organic reason why some of it 
remains in the same novel.41
On the contrary it can be argued that Mrs Butler's interest, 
in Mrs Gaskell's inherited material is so great that she 
fails to see what the novelist could be doing with it and, 
in particular, that there is a considerable amount of non­
inherited material. She can make nothing of the creation 
of the Hollingford community which she admits is superior 
to anything in Helen. She feels it is not impinging "at a
really interesting level upon the moral drama of her central 
42
characters". Presumably we are to feel that the gratuitous 
nastiness of Lady Katrine towards Helen, patently there to 
make the heroine more uncomfortable, does. Because she sees
^°P. 286.
4^P. 287.
42
P. 288.
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Cynthia and Molly contrasted, Mrs Butler then forces 
simple contrasts between Mr Gibson and Clare, or 
Osborne and Roger (in the latter case Roger is to appear 
better than his brother because of the latter’s conceal­
ment of his marriage, but how this is supposed to work, 
considering Roger aids and abets Osborne, is not 
explained). Clearly, this is a very forced reading of 
the novel and it is brought about because of the great 
emphasis placed on one (admittedly important) aspect at 
the expense of the rest. Mrs Butler cannot account for 
at least two thirds of it which, after first attempting 
to dismiss perfunctorily, she ignores.
The issue here is not simply to belabour Mrs Butler 
for being wrong. Her article is a more detailed dis­
cussion of sources in Wives and Daughters than any since 
Miss Rubenius (who merely pointed out textual parallels 
with A Diary and other books without drawing many 
implications) and properly understood can aid assessment. 
It is significant the way in which she is wrong. She is 
criticising Mrs Gaskell for not doing what Miss Edgeworth 
is but one wonders what her verdict would have been if 
she had discovered that the two writers were doing almost 
exactly the same thing, her minimising of the sin of 
plagiarism notwithstanding. As we have seen. Miss 
Rubenius's discovery of parallels is enough for her to
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undervalue Mrs Gaskell's originality. She neglects to 
recognise how much of the greatest literature in English 
is the result of a mode which thrived on the conscious 
use of other people's plots; this is the case with 
Shakespeare and the Elizabethans, with Chaucer and his 
contemporaries. Though we have grown to expect less of 
this, to expect the novel to live up to its name in 
nearly every sense, there is no inherent reason why a 
novelist cannot gain material from all sorts of areas.
It is most important what is done with it and determining 
this necessitates consideration of the achievement of the 
novel as a whole. Mrs Butler is right to draw attention - 
to the different tone of A Diary and Wives and Daughters; 
in this respect no two books could be more dissimilar.
The claustrophobic, first person narrative of the Swede 
is very unlike the detached ease of the Englishwoman.
There are other differences as well. It is Sophia, not 
Selma, who has the stepmother and very little is done 
with the latter. She is not the important figure that 
Clare is. More is made of the relationship of Flora and 
Sophia than of Flora with Selma, though Selma gets the 
letters from- St Orme in a melodramatic scene. St Orme 
is a villain of the deepest die and this is hardly true 
of Mr Preston. These differences of incident are of
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course intimately connected with the difference of tone 
but it is the latter that needs to be emphasised, (it 
might also be mentioned how differently Miss Edgeworth 
handles the business of the letters from either Miss 
Bremer or Mrs Gaskell; we learn something of D'Aubigny's 
character from the novel but, as he is dead when it 
opens, he never appears). It is by an examination of 
tone too that the significance of the recurrent 
comparisons to Dane Austen and George Eliot is revealed. 
We know for a fact, from numerous letters, that Mrs 
Gaskell both read and admired George Eliot. The younger 
novelist frequently dealt with life in an isolated rural 
community such as is treated in Mrs Gaskell's novel; 
indeed Wives and Daughters and Middlemarch are set in 
roughly the same period, forty years or so before they 
were written. But it would be unwise to press the 
correspondence much further than this. Similarly, Mrs 
Gaskell probably knew the work of Dane Austen who is 
wholly concerned with such communities, though about 
twenty years at least before Wives and Daughters in time. 
But the fact that Miss Austen's persistent mode is irony 
sets her apart from Mrs Gaskell, although irony, mainly 
in the treatment of Clare makes an important appearance 
here; in a similar way George Eliot is distinguished by 
being such a thorough-going intellectual. The most that
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can be said is that the three novelists are recognisably
within a continuing tradition but each follows her own
way. Finally, there is one instance of handling of
sources for this novel on which we have definite
information. In her original outline of her plot for
George Smith Mrs Gaskell stipulates that Roger "is
tempted by a large offer to go round the world (like
Charles Darwin) as naturalist. If one looks at
Darwin's life in such documents as his Autobiography and
44
The Voyage of the Beagle we find certain general corres­
pondences between him and Roger. Darwin was not a very 
promising student and found a conventional classical 
education did little to meet' his needs or interests; un­
like Roger, though, he did not become a senior wrangler.
He set off on a voyage round the world, but for five, not 
three years, and he did not have a six months follow-up. 
Moreover, most of his work was done in South America and 
Australasia, not Africa, which is Roger's exclusive field. 
Clearly Roger is not Darwin. Darwin's life has simply 
provided a useful idea for separating lovers for a time 
and giving Roger the means of attaining distinction and a
^^Letters, No. 550, p. 732.
44
Darwin's own accounts may be found in The Life and 
Letters of Charles Darwin Including an Autobiograph­
ical Chapter, edited by Francis Darwin, (1837), Vol.
I, and Charles Robert Darwin, Narrative of the Survey­
ing Voyages of His Majesty's Ships Adventure and ceaqle
4G9
livelihood such as had not existed in English society 
before. It therefore gives a perspective on change, 
especially as his father has all the values of an 
eighteenth century squire. While knowing about Darwin 
Mrs Gaskell has not tried to reproduce him in Roger,
She has found in him a source of material which she is 
at liberty to change for her own purposes. In the same 
way she has adapted literary influences to create a 
novel which is entirely her own.
In determining what Mrs Gaskell is achieving in Wives 
and Daughters it is well to start with the significance 
of the title. Here, as elsewhere, there is an accepted 
orthodoxy. It is often felt that Mrs Gaskell, who always 
seems to have had trouble arriving at a suitable title 
for her books, more often than not settled for something 
rather pedestrian or frankly inapposite. This book, as 
we have seen above, was no exception as to difficulty; 
whether or not the author herself or George Smith in 
response to her pleas thought of a title is not known, 
but it is worth noting that, once decided, there seems 
to have been no dissatisfaction or series of changes 
before a final title could be arrived at (as had been
Between the Years 1326 and 1836, Describing Their 
Examination of the Southern Shores of South America, 
and the Beagle's Circumnavigation of the Glebe (1839), 
Vol. III.
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the case with North and South and Sylvia's Lovers), It 
is commonly argued that the title is not a very satis­
factory one as there is only one wife of any importance 
(Mrs Gibson), the other being Mrs Hamley who dies about 
a third of the way through; no objections are raised to 
the use of "Daughters" because of the two step-sisters,
Molly and Cynthia. It must be conceded, however, that 
even considered in this light "Wives and Daughters" is 
not an entirely inappropriate title, only slightly mis­
leading because it would seem to emphasise more than 
three characters. On the other hand, it is possible to 
see it as really quite a subtle choice. In the first -
place, it emphasises the crucial role that women are to 
play in the book. The male characters are either subsidiary 
or fairly conventional, or, even if neither of these, they 
are not initiators of action. It is the decisions and 
activities of the female characters which most often prove 
decisive. Secondly, though the plural "Wives" may be rather 
inappropriate to the beginning at which point, after all, 
Clare is still a widow, it gains in significance as the 
narrative progresses. By the end of the book Cynthia has 
had three offers of marriage before consenting to become 
Mrs Henderson and we know it is inevitable that Molly will 
be Mrs Roger Hamley. The whole question of who should be 
wives for his sons and in particular his heir, Osborne,
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has been the Squire’s obsession and this has complicated 
Osborne’s position with regard to his secret bride,
Aimee, Filial duty, the responsibilities of a wife and 
mother, the wider issue of how a woman should conduct 
herself, all are raised in the course of the novel, 
becoming vital to its substance and texture. Through 
them is realised the tone of the society of Hollingford,
A further significance of the title is the extent to 
which it highlights the role of Mrs Gibson, Molly has 
always been praised for the sweet little thing she un­
doubtedly is and her role as heroine, indeed as central 
character, must not be overlooked or undervalued; but it 
must be considered how far by herself she could sustain 
the interest of a novel of this length, Cynthia’s 
vivacity and her uniqueness in Mrs Gaskell’s work (which 
even Mrs Butler does not question; she is more concerned 
to refute Cynthia’s claims to uniqueness in English 
literature) are also a critical commonplace. There 
appears a general tendency to group Mrs Gibson with her 
daughter, to acknowledge her as a delightful incarnation 
of selfishness after Dane Austen (a sort of more active 
Lady Bertram with a touch of Mrs Norris) whose moral 
stupidity affords a good deal of amusement to the reader 
and a few trials for the Gibson household. Her importance
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so it is argued, is that she, even more than her 
daughter, is unusual in Mrs Gaskell's work in that, 
while she is not exactly an evil person, she is a 
morally weak one whose peccadilloes are suffered 
patiently without being subject to thorough 
condemnation.^^ While there is much truth in all of 
this it omits the key role Mrs Gibson occupies in the 
structure of the novel which is indicated in its title.
Clare Gibson gives us a main entry into the pattern­
ing of this novel, which is different from Sylvia's 
Lovers but owes much to the writing of that book. Where­
as there is a tight coherence necessitated by the treat­
ment of character, incident and theme in that earlier 
work. Wives and Daughters is remarkable for its wide- 
ranging looseness of structure, The worlds of the Squire, 
the Towers and Hollingford never come into direct contact 
and the chapters devoted to them develop at length in 
apparent isolation. At the centre of each are characters 
such as Squire Hamley, the Cumnor family and the Miss 
Brownings who, while their lives may impinge from time to
^^For Rosamond Lehmann, "she is one of the most 
devastating portraits of a stupid, vulgar, 
destructive woman ever drawn this side of wicked­
ness." See Introduction to Wives and Daughters,
The Chiltern Library (1948), p.14, A good discussion 
of both Mrs Gibson and Cynthia will be found in 
Margaret Ganz, Elizabeth Gaskell: The Artist in 
Conflict (New York, 1969), pp. 161-81.
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time, are generally separated by social distinctions. 
Through them we learn something of the feelings and 
aspirations of each group and Mrs Gaskell is able to 
contemplate the broad sweep of society within a 
limited provincial area; but the prospect of conflict 
on any scale through interaction of these characters is 
thereby prohibited. In Sylvia’s Lovers a small group of 
characters was brought into personal contact, moving 
the novel forward through high points of dramatic 
incident. This is not possible in Wives and Daughters 
which has a layer structure, reflecting the social 
divisions and the individuality of the fortunes of the 
characters which accompany them. The setting, rather 
like Cranford with many of the details filled out, 
provides the context in which social position can be 
understood, but it does not have the active influence 
on the outcome of character that was exerted by Monks- 
haven. It is an aspect of the continuity which underlies 
the stability of the community and contributes to the 
unity of feeling of the novel. All of the action takes 
place in this one area, emphasising how living together 
is of importance to people’s fortunes even if they are 
not all intimate. But the existence of a world outside 
is not neglected. Through Mrs Gibson and her daughter 
who are both new to Hollingford we are introduced to
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values not innate. These include the cosmopolitanism 
of the Continent and of London where Cynthia will at 
last live because her development has not fitted her 
to be the wife of a Squire’s second son in a rural 
community. Roger himself in upholding the new outlook 
of science which will also provide him with a respect­
able living such as previously would not have been 
available to one of his class illustrates that while 
change might be slow in a place like Hollingford there 
is nevertheless a world in which more rapid developments 
can affect even its inhabitants.
Thus Wives and Daughters can interest itself in the 
fortunes of a large range of people. Some, like Molly 
or the Squire, gain more attention than others, like the 
Miss Brownings or Lady Harriet, but this very breadth is 
such that it lends itself most readily to a leisurely 
development. Character and incident in Sylvia’s Lovers 
had been convergent, necessitating conflict; in Wives and 
Daughters they are more divergent so that while emotional 
crises and choices of action of great significance occur 
(as, for example, is the case with Molly, Cynthia and the 
Preston letters) there is not a cumulation of tension 
within the novel which directs it towards climaxes and 
dramatic resolutions. The two novels have in common the
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treatment of a few important characters in situations 
which affect them but there is the difference here that 
the effects of their actions do not necessarily have 
repercussions of like intensity elsewhere in the novel. 
Thus, though the Squire’s solicitude for the welfare of 
his family makes him discourage a connection with Molly 
and less than enthusiastic about Cynthia as a daughter- 
in-law, this does not cause major complications for 
either girl throughout the length of the novel; it 
affects his two sons more, so that the greatest damage 
is done to his intercourse with his immediate family. 
This difference in organisation reflects a further 
modification of Mrs Gaskell’s attitude to character. 
Molly Gibson is to be her heroine and Molly has some 
mobility between the worlds of the town, the Towers 
and Hamley. Through each she is subjected to diverse 
influences which affect her maturing from a nine-year- 
old girl to a young woman, ready to accept the love of 
Roger Hamley. For this reason it is necessary that we 
be given some understanding of the values of the people 
with whom she comes in contact and that requires that 
they achieve a fair degree of development in their own 
right. Besides knowing the effect they have on her we 
have much interest in them for their own sake. In the 
formation of her awareness Molly meets others whose
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characteristics in this respect are diverse. She 
actively participates in her own development but as 
is inevitable she makes mistakes and many of the 
novel’s complications arise from this. Others, like 
her father and the Squire, have also an active moral 
sense, attempting to influence their environment in 
causes they feel are right. We are interested in them 
for their effects on Molly but also for their degree of 
penetration into their predicaments and the adequacy of 
their responses. It is in comparison to them that the 
full significance of Clare Gibson emerges because she 
has a profound influence on both Molly and Cynthia and 
yet she is morally inert. She contrasts with Molly’s 
striving to live with a true appreciation of the values 
of others, just as she does with the greater moral dev­
elopment of almost every other character. But she is 
far more important than this. Though she lacks a sense 
of values she is not a passive character. She has 
ambitions for herself and those whom, in her own way, 
she loves, which are translated into behaviour that has 
wide repercussions. Her choices have most impact on her 
own immediate family and that of the Squire. Through her 
more than any other character Mrs Gaskell is able to 
demonstrate not only that there are varying degrees of 
moral awareness, but that moral choice itself is important
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because of its influence on the self and others. No 
one in this novel is perfect and what they think and 
do affects the tone of the community. It is because 
Mrs Gibson is so imperfect that she can highlight the 
need for a viable personal morality. She is the 
writer’s greatest individual discovery in this novel, 
a strong indicator of the degree of maturity at which 
her art has arrived. Through her a question of great 
concern, the meaning of personal morality, can be put 
most cogently. Her presence pervades the struggle for 
maturity of the heroine and puts it in perspective; it 
also provides a point of view on the foibles of others. 
Thus she, as well as the setting, contributes to the 
unity of tone whereby we contemplate the fortunes first 
of Molly but also of Cynthia, Mr Gibson, the Squire, 
Roger and Osborne. She enables Mrs Gaskell to define 
the moral context.
We have no way of knowing when the author decided 
to introduce Mrs Gibson into the story she first out­
lined to Smith, but we can be certain that this was the 
most important choice she made with regard to it. It is 
noteworthy that the germ of most of .the complications of 
the narrative is a part of the original conception, 
except those matters relating to Molly’s step-mother.
Her later inclusion is an indication of her technical
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consequence in the development of the book. She was 
never to be part of the central action and is really a 
subordinate character whose influence over the main 
events was considerably extended. This fact shows us 
how Mrs Gaskell has made deliberate use of her to 
control the development of the plot. This is the first 
use of such a character in this way that the author had 
made and as such emphasises that the true uniqueness of 
the book resides with Clare rather than with Cynthia.
Mrs Gaskell retains the interest in character with 
which she had begun her writing career but she has 
achieved sufficient command of the form of fiction to 
be much more responsive to the subtleties of human 
relationships. In Wives and Daughters she can deploy 
her sympathy over a wider range of persons than in any 
other novel and no individual receives "all" of it, as 
Gohn Barton had in the first instance. Clare Gibson, 
indeed, receives very little, yet she enables her 
creator to contemplate the various groups that the novel 
encompasses. Through her, too, we are made more fully
^^Mention of "Cynthia’s mother" is made in the 
outline originally submitted to Smith but there 
is no indication there of the vital role she will 
play in the completed novel. See Letters, No. 550, 
p. 732.
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aware of how misleading the stress of critics on the 
novelist’s sources and Mrs Butler’s account of the 
treatment of Cynthia, really are. It is not for her 
plot nor for any one character that Mrs Gaskell is 
notable or "unique" in this novel. Her achievement 
is rather in the range of her characterisation and the 
flexibility of her approach through Mrs Gibson who 
deserves singling out because of the way she indicates 
the extent of the author’s development since her earliest 
attempts at writing.
For this reason, characterisation in Wives and 
Daughters merits examination in some detail. Through it 
we have access to the ultimate achievement of Mrs 
Gaskell’s artistic practice. In particular, the role of 
Clare in directing our attention and containing our aware­
ness of the thematic concerns of the novel needs to be 
emphasised and will be dealt with first. This will be 
followed by a consideration of some of the other important 
characters and the degree of complexity with which they 
are presented.
Clare’s influence on the novel is established in its 
opening pages. When the child Molly is inadvertently 
left among strangers of exalted rank who terrify her 
because she does not know how to act with them, Clare is
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the only one she can rely on and she is at every point 
let down, except when helping her presents less trouble 
than leaving her alone. Molly does not understand the 
precise nature of Clare's betrayal but she does know 
about the helpless isolation she experiences while in 
this beautifully behaved lady's care. This underlies 
her later resistance to her father's projected marriage. 
In this incident our first meeting with the heroine 
involves her interaction with the woman who is to be 
her step-mother. Their different personal qualities are 
defined and we are prepared for the unfortunate negative 
influence Mrs Gibson is to exert when called upon to take 
responsibility. Clare fails in a crisis from want of 
essential activity on behalf of anyone but herself. The 
static relationship she maintains with others is 
established at the same time that the heroine’s virtues 
and some of her needs are introduced. It is a paradox 
that such a morally inert character's absence from the 
next hundred or so pages, in which we meet a major group 
of characters, the Hamleys, while Molly grows to 
adolescence and, unbeknown, suffers the dangers of Mr 
Coxe’s affections, accounts for the sense of nothing 
happening in the novel. What we learn there is of great 
import to subsequent events, in particular Mr Gibson's 
marriage to provide Molly with a mother’s protection
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from such dangers as that represented by Mr Coxe, yet 
prior to his actual proposal the novel appears to be 
bogged down. This in itself is an indication of how 
vital Mrs Gibson is to the book's development. The 
events described leading up to her entry into the 
Gibson household take on the appearance of a prelude 
to the main action. Her amorality has the capacity to 
initiate and influence events, just as Daniel Robson 
could stir his fellow-townsmen. But she differs from 
him in the detachment of her feelings, which lack depth. 
Her whole approach to life causes others to respond in 
some definite way and to assess their own positions. We 
see this in the novel's first really significant scene, 
that of the proposal, and in the events that this 
initiates.
The chapter in which Mr Gibson proposes to Clare is 
as lacking in romance as may be and bears the distinctive 
heading, "A C r i s i s " . H i s  reasons for wanting to make 
her again a wife are related to his love for his daughter 
and the need to give her protection from the likes of Mr 
Coxe. It is not love that draws him to Mrs Kirkpatrick 
so much as the feeling that she is an agreeable and still 
handsome woman who will provide an ideal mother for his
^^Vol.I, Chapter X.
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child. The question of sexual attraction is present in 
that Mr Gibson is not indifferent to her charms and we 
know that he is a man of a passionate nature who would 
appear to have had a quite extensive love-life before 
his marriage to Mary Pearson.
Oeannie was his first love; but her name had never been 
breathed in Hollingford. His wife —  good, pretty, 
sensible, and beloved as she had been —  was not his 
second; no, nor his third love. And now he was come to 
make a confidence about his second marriage, (Vol. I, 
p. 142)
But it is not this which tells with the middle-aged man 
so much as his desire to meet his responsibilities as a 
father, while fully living up to the new office of husband, 
Clare, on the other hand, also responds on the sexual level 
by acknowledging that her suitor is still handsome. The 
comedy of the scene arises from Mr Gibson's nervousness 
about her reaction balanced against her trepidation about 
whether he will in fact offer, culminating in the pathos 
of her hysterical outburst afterwards because "it was such 
a wonderful relief to feel that she need not struggle any 
more for a livelihood." (Vol. I, p. 105) For all her 
earlier talk about her poor fatherless girl nothing could 
be further from her mind than the responsibility to provide 
her with a father if she can. The "crisis" is brought 
about by Molly's reaction which estranges her from her 
father for a time. She is not in control of her emotions.
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nor in a position to understand them. The projected 
marriage challenges her maturity as it threatens that 
which has hitherto been the most important thing in her 
life: the relationship with her father. She sees it as an 
act of disloyalty to her dead mother, unaware that she was 
not her father's first love. The security of Molly's 
childish world is assailed by the demands of human 
relationships. It is only through the intervention of 
Roger Hamley that she is brought to an understanding of 
her father's needs and an awareness that her childlike 
view of their always being sufficient for one another is 
untenable. In accepting Mrs Kirkpatrick as her new mamma 
she lays the foundation for dealing with her own awakening . 
needs for the love of one of the opposite sex. The whole 
episode of the marriage involves a network of adjustments 
and responsibilities for the two Gibsons. It is attended 
with the underlying ironies that part of Molly's hostile 
reaction to Mrs Kirkpatrick as a possible mother arises 
from their childhood encounter, while Dr Gibson's 
attraction rests partly on the same basis. Against this 
is the utter simplicity with which Mrs Kirkpatrick, the 
other major participant, views it. She has no sense of 
responsibility towards others. She is exclusively concerned 
with her own welfare and is incapable of considering anything 
beyond this. By mere force of contrast, she enables Mrs
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Gaskell to render the complexity of the emotions of the 
two other characters. But, far more than this, she is 
the strongest influence on their behaviour while remain­
ing relatively untouched herself. This is the pattern 
of action on which Mrs Gaskell relies to establish the 
tone and development of a great deal of the ensuing 
events, Mrs Gaskell treats her with comic detachment 
and can thereby examine with intelligent control the 
engagement of the other characters with one another.
The author explores the implications of the new
Mrs Gibson's blithe immobility at various levels. She
makes clear that a person as amoral as this has a
disastrous influence. Thus Mr Gibson only becomes aware
of the consequences of his wife's notions of gentility
as he settles down to married life. The whole house is
disrupted as she redecorates it according to her taste,
and she manoeuvres Betty, the old servant, to be so
affronted as to give notice, enabling her place to be
taken by the more fashionable Maria, formerly of the
Towers. Even Mr Gibson's eating habits are interfered
with. He has enjoyed cheese but must cease to do so
because it is vulgar. The tone of this is amusing as is
evident when the doctor's chagrin barely voices itself:
He never allowed himself to put any regret into shape, 
even in his own mind; he repeatedly reminded himself of 
his wife's good qualities, and comforted himself by
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thinking they should work together better as time rolled 
on; but he was very angry at a bachelor great-uncle of 
Mr. Coxe's, who, after taking no notice of his red-headed 
nephew for years, suddenly sent for him, after the old 
man had partially recovered from a serious attack of ill­
ness, and appointed him his heir, on condition that his 
great-nephew remained with him during the rest of his 
life. (Vol. I, p. 178)
The doctor's grief that this could not have happened 
before his marriage knows no bounds and is a neatly 
satirical acknowledgement of his recognition of his 
mistake in marrying so hastily. But there are deeper 
effects of Mrs Gibson's insensitivity than these. She 
insists on redecorating Molly's room so that it will 
match Cynthia's; all its existing furnishings are to be 
shifted to the lumber room while the new materials will 
be fluffy and feminine as befits both Cynthia and herself. 
She is deaf to Molly's protests that, because they were 
her mother's things, her room as it is reminds her of her 
mother. Mrs Gibson assures her that she does not want 
people to accuse her of favouring her own daughter against 
her step-daughter. Indeed, throughout the book she prides 
herself on treating the two exactly alike. It is typical 
of her that she should be more concerned that other people 
might think that way, even though such thinking would be 
erroneous. For her appearances are everything. More 
importantly still, she is unaware that there might be 
times when the two girls need to be treated differently.
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They are dissimilar and so must have individual needs 
that merit consideration as they arise. This is one 
such occasion when true regard for Molly would have 
resulted in acceding to her wishes, even though she 
would thereby be distinguished from Cynthia. Mrs 
Gibson is also subject to irrational fits of pique.
There is a contrariety in her nature which makes her 
difficult to get on with, as well as a capacity to be 
put out by things which do not matter. When the Squire, 
after seeking Mr Gibson’s permission, asks Molly to 
come with him to tend his sick wife her step-mother 
forbids it on the ground of a previous engagement to 
meet some friends of her father’s, the Cockerells.
Molly is greatly distressed and the worried Squire 
irritated because he had hoped to do the best for his 
wife whose condition is serious. Her reasons are 
simply the need to assert her authority over Molly 
(who was .acting on impulsive good nature in not consult­
ing her, as well as her father’s permission) and a lack 
of respect for the Squire whose down-to-earth manners 
she finds rough and embarrassing. She has no regard for 
his genuine distress nor the effect on the patient of 
being deprived of Molly. It is an instance where her 
callousness could have disastrous effects upon somebody
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else and is in accord with her lack of understanding of 
Mr Gibson’s solicitude for the dying Mr Craven Smith, 
even though he does not "expect any legacy" (Vol. I, p. 
173) from the patient, or of Molly’s distaste for going 
to the Edwards’ party when Mrs Hamley may be dying.
Mrs Gaskell extends the consequences of Mrs Gibson’s 
actions by depicting the kind of activity it produces.
Her static disposition does not prevent her interfering 
in the lives of others. She wants her own way and is 
prepared to work diligently to get it. Her lack of 
intelligence and discrimination result in her not being 
remarkably subtle in how she goes about it, Cynthia 
usually having little trouble in penetrating her mother’s 
schemes, especially as her machinations are related to 
her attempts to find suitable husbands for both the girls. 
She has some degree of disinterestedness in this in that 
the hardships inflicted on her by the early demise of Mr 
Kirkpatrick have impressed upon her the need for a girl to 
marry well and to a healthy man whose early death is not 
likely to leave his wife suddenly stranded, and she has 
a perverted sense of a mother’s duty to find appropriate 
matches for her daughters. But even such true feeling 
as this occasions is vitiated by her lack of discrimination 
of the innate worth of possible suitors or understanding 
of the dispositions of her daughters, while the desire
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for a wealthy and socially gracious son-in-law has too 
great an influence on her behaviour. Osborne Hamley*s 
position as heir of Hamley as well as his appearance 
make him an immediately desirable prospect. He is to 
be encouraged with dinner invitations and charm to visit 
the Gibson household as often as possible so that he may 
be encouraged to fall in love with Cynthia. She sees 
nothing amiss in cultivating one brother while neglecting 
the other to the point of rudeness, especially when her 
plan misfires with Roger being the one who is captivated. 
Being a second son and not as polished or, apparently, 
clever as Osborne, Roger is utterly beyond her notice 
and she neither knows nor cares what his virtues of 
character may be. This preference is taken to absurdity 
when Mrs Gibson makes it perfectly clear to Roger that 
his presence is not wanted, either at the early hour at 
which he calls or at any time. Not only does she 
gratuitously hurt his feelings but she extends the 
affront by making him a messenger to his brother of the 
fact that the latter is welcome at any time, (Vol. I, 
pp. 317-22) This lack of concern for other people’s 
feelings and- unscrupulous willingness to manipulate them 
for her own ends is bad enough (it is also ironically 
self-defeating because Osborne is unavailable for the 
purpose for which Mrs Gibson wants to use him and in any
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case does not wish to enter a house in which his brother 
has been affronted) but the situation gets out of hand 
when her actions could impugn her husband’s reputation. 
Having overheard him and Dr Nicholls discussing the 
delicate state of Osborne’s health she does not scruple 
to use the information so that her treatment of Roger, 
the heir presumptive, is suddenly changed and a tentative 
and secret engagement between him and Cynthia entered 
into with the mother’s blessing before he goes away.
When she is sharply confronted by Mr Gibson over the 
enormity of what she has done she is frankly incapable 
of dealing with the matter. The idea of the sacredness 
of the confidence between physician and patient, the im­
propriety of her making use of information of this nature 
which she should never have in the first place, the 
necessity of Mr Gibson’s revealing all that has happened 
to the Squire —  all of this is beyond her. (Vol. II, pp. 
48-57) Without a grasp of the essential situation she 
attempts to make amends;
Mrs. Gibson, who felt that she had somehow lost her place 
in her husband’s favour, took it into her head that she 
could reinstate herself if she was successful in finding 
a good match for his daughter Molly. She knew that he had 
forbidden her to try for this end, as distinctly as words 
could express a meaning; but her own words so seldom did 
express her meaning, or if they did, she held her opinions 
so loosely, that she had no idea but that it was the same 
with other people. Accordingly she gave Mr, Coxe a very 
sweet and gracious welcome. (Vol. II, pp. 71-2)
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This, as well as the non-communication during her alter­
cation with her husband is very revealing of the nature 
of her actions. Not only is she totally irresponsible 
in dealing with important matters, not only is she 
superficial in her words and deeds, but she does not 
realise that it is possible to be any other way. Since 
the whole of her life is devoted to presenting what she 
understands as the best possible surface to the world 
she is unaware that there can be any substance beneath.
She is a morally dangerous woman because she really does not 
know the difference between right and wrong. There is a 
considerable irony in this. Mr Gibson had married this lady 
to provide protection and guidance for his daughter at a 
vulnerable age, a necessity brought to his attention by the 
puppy love of Mr Coxe. The result of the marriage is that 
his personal honour is affronted by her injudicious actions. 
Further, to make amends, Mrs Gibson proposes to encourage 
a relationship between Molly and that same Mr Coxe, now 
returned with a fortune to try again (although he is diverted 
to Cynthia by the latter*s manner and Molly’s rejection). 
Finally, her presence is unable to prevent serious aspersions 
being cast on Molly’s reputation in Hollingford with the 
spread of erroneous reports that she is having a secret 
liaison with Mr Preston. Indeed, Molly’s ordeal is a direct 
result of the marriage because it has put her in close
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proximity with Cynthia who is indirectly responsible 
for the accusations and because Mrs Gibson has not the 
character to afford either daughter the moral 
protection that she needs.
The various ways in which the presence of Mrs Gibson 
on the occasions so far mentioned affects the development 
of the plot are obvious. Her portrait is so well sustained 
and her actions so fully understood by her creator that 
she is interesting in her own right. Yet its effects are 
deepened in the presentation of her daughter, Cynthia. If 
she has a blighting influence on Molly in her direct dealings 
with her, her role in the formation of her natural daughter’s 
character has been even more disastrous, so that indirectly 
through Cynthia she has a further unfortunate impact on the 
heroine. In considering Cynthia we must not forget that 
she is her mother’s daughter and assess in that light the 
part that Mrs Gaskell has given her in the working out of 
the novel. Unlike Maria Edgeworth who accounts in a very 
simple way for Lady Cecilia’s actions through the neglect 
of Lady Davenant, Mrs Gaskell makes the major part of our 
understanding of Cynthia depend upon her relationship with 
her mother. She is thereby linked with the most important 
influence initiating the events of the novel and extends 
its ramifications. As she does with so much else Mrs 
Gibson provides the context in which Cynthia must be viewed.
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This process is rendered the more complex in the 
light of Miss Kirkpatrick’s considerable advantages: 
she is attractive (much more so than Molly), socially 
poised, intelligent. Moreover, she is well aware of 
her mother’s limitations, frankly admits no great 
affection for her, and uses this knowledge to manage 
her. Thus she wittily punctures her mother’s pretensions 
in a way sometimes shocking to Molly, as when she responds 
to Mrs Gibson’s excuse for the two girls not being allowed 
to visit Miss Browning that they are not out yet with ’’Till 
when we are invisible’’. (Vol. I, p. 238) She also sends up 
her mother’s transparent attempts to get Molly out of the 
way during one of Lady Harriet’s visits, Mrs Gibson being 
rather jealous of Lady Harriet’s partiality for her step­
daughter. (Vol. II, pp. 25-6) By judicious opposition or 
acquiescence she can often capitalise on her contrariety 
of nature to bring her mother round to what she wants. But 
Cynthia’s limitations appear when it is realised that while 
she can annoy or gull Mrs Gibson, she finally cannot 
defeat her. Unlike her mother, Cynthia is a shrewd judge 
of the real worth of others and is sufficiently introspect­
ive to have some appreciation of herself. She warms 
immediately to Molly because of the generous nature and 
good will she perceives in the other. She respects Mr 
Gibson because of his integrity and is most anxious to 
retain his good opinion. She has a true appreciation of
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Roger’s virtues, as she has learnt to know Mr Preston’s 
limitations. Indeed, a major reason why she enters into 
a secret engagement with the former is that she sees in 
the contrast between them a refuge from the latter’s un­
wanted attentions: "and I was not a stock or a stone that 
I could fail to be touched with his tender, unselfish 
love, so different to Mr. Preston’s", she tells Molly.
(Vol. II, p. 145) Yet while her feelings are genuine 
and her affection for Molly is greater than for anyone 
else (even her mother, as she informs the shocked girl 
(Vol. I, p. 221)), while she would not wilfully hurt her 
and up to a point will defend her from her mother’s’ 
selfishness and petty jealousies, there is a stage beyond 
which she cannot go. She has the intellectual detachment 
to perceive the behaviour appropriate to a given situation, 
but she lacks the qualities of character essential to carry 
them out. Because her mother has not given her natural 
affections the opportunity to develop normally, the 
desperate need for esteem is the strongest principle of 
her character. She has had nothing else to'hang onto and 
hence she is prepared to use Molly to retrieve her letters 
from Preston without regard for any of the consequences 
for her sister. She cannot face the exposure he threatens. 
She would be ruined in the eyes of all around her, 
particularly Mr Gibson, and her only resource is flight.
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Like her mother, she cannot cope with confrontation, 
either with Preston or with Mr Gibson (she is severely 
shaken by her two confrontations with the latter). But 
her reasons are different. It is not because she lacks 
the intellectual or moral insight to comprehend a direct 
challenge. On the contrary, she understands only too 
well the reasons why her writing of those letters would 
be condemned, the criticisms levelled at her for 
encouraging Mr Coxe to make her an offer through her 
manner towards him and, worst of all, sacrificing Molly’s 
good name for her own selfish motives. She knows that in 
these situations she has very little by which she can 
justify herself. Whatever the palliatives to the apparent 
blackness of her behaviour she cannot state them strongly 
because of her fundamental disbelief in her own worth. It 
is hard enough to voice her own unworthiness, her inability 
to form a deep relationship with others, the emptiness of 
her emotional life, her lifelong desperation at ever being 
able to turn to anyone because of the inadequacy of her 
mother (all of which she admits to Molly) without this con­
viction being shared and hurled back at her by people whom 
she admires. Cynthia lacks moral courage in adversity 
because she has so few personal resources with which to 
meet it. She builds up a network of superficial attachments 
but is only too aware of their fragility; unlike her mother
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she knows that something better exists in the world 
but, while she would prefer it, is incapable of attain­
ing it. This is the explanation of so much that she does 
and why we do not unreservedly condemn her. It is true 
that she is a flirt and three times a jilt (to Preston, 
Roger and, in a different way, Coxe), But there is a 
real sense in which this is beyond her control. The 
affair with Preston is the result of immaturity and not 
having a responsible adult to whom she can turn to help 
her deal with the situation. Though she does not love 
Roger she cannot turn him down because she has never 
been offered the regard of so worthy a man. It builds 
her confidence in view of the secret she holds but she 
is sufficiently honest with herself (as well as worried 
about Preston's reaction to an official announcement) 
not to want it published because she realises that her 
own response to Roger is not of the same order. It is a 
false position and must end, even if the abruptness of the 
decision is the result of Mr Gibson’s challenge to her 
integrity:
"I cannot bear to exculpate myself to Roger Hamley. I 
will not submit to his thinking less well of me than he 
has done, -- however foolish his judgment may have been.
I would rather never see him again, for these two reasons. 
And the truth is, I do not love him. I like him, I 
respect him; but I will not marry him." (Vol. II, p.223)
Her decision is an emotional escape, like her wild scheme
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of becoming a governess in Russia. She consents to become 
Mr Henderson’s wife instead, not for her mother’s reason 
that he is apparently a better match (the existence of 
the prior commitment to Roger had not bothered Mrs Gibson 
or made her less angry that Cynthia first discouraged his 
advances) but because he will be an adequate husband and 
will not demand of her a greater commitment than she can 
bestow. Her treatment of Mr Coxe is an indication of 
Cynthia’s real natural gifts and sad inability to control 
them. When she first meets her, Molly is impressed by her 
new sister’s exquisite taste in dress that sets off 
perfectly her innate accomplishments. She is so used to 
exciting admiration that she has "forgotten to care about 
it." (Vol. I, p. 219) Therefore when she is accused by 
Mr Gibson of trifling with Mr Coxe’s affections there is 
an element of genuine bewilderment in her reactions. She 
does not feel responsible when Mr Coxe’s lack of good 
sense ascribes more importance to what she does than she 
had meant, for she has only wanted his favourable opinion 
as she does everyone’s. Without fully knowing it she has 
transgressed the bounds of acceptable sociability because 
her own inadequacies make her unsure where they begin.
The dangers of her attractive personality as well as her 
sexuality are thereby emphasised. Cynthia’s personal 
tragedy is that she is a natural coquette, shallow, and 
a moral coward (all somewhat like her mother), but that
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she has a genuine desire to do good, to be highly regarded 
and have just grounds for being so. This she can never 
achieve because she is an emotional cripple, her innate 
good qualities dissipated through inadequate early train­
ing, She explains to Molly frequently how cut off from 
her mother she had been in childhood. (Vol. II, p. 109)
There is an element of self-justification in this but 
there is more of honest directness such as is in accord 
with Cynthia’s nature. Her circumstances have forced her 
to assess her strengths and weaknesses because there has 
been no one else to do it for her. Her character has been 
generated by her mother to the extent that she has in­
herited some dispositions from her which her mother has 
given full scope for development while at the same time 
her better qualities have been stunted. Although Cynthia 
has far greater intelligence and self-awareness she makes 
it only too clear that neither of these is enough.
The way in which both Cynthia and Mrs Gibson fit into 
the structure of Wives and Daughters can be illuminated by 
a further reference to Helen. As Mrs Butler points out, 
in any simple comparison Molly would come out ahead of
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Cynthia and more so than Helen would against Lady Cecilia. 
But Cynthia is also more self-aware than Lady Cecilia who, 
in this respect more akin to Mrs Gibson, has almost no self- 
^^Review of English Studies 23,N5 (1972), pp. 284-5.
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awareness at all. Mrs Gaskell and Maria Edgeworth differ 
in that, whereas Lady Cecilia’s disposition is represented 
as owing much to Lady Davenant’s lack of time to inculcate 
sound principles, Cynthia has not only been neglected and 
not fully appreciated by her mother but the latter has 
also been incapable of instilling principles in anyone. 
Seeking moral guidance desperately Cynthia has had no 
one to whom she could turn. Molly has had the security 
of a loving father and the ideal of a dead mother to 
reinforce and develop the good features of her character.
If the two girls are contrasted, this is an essential 
feature of the picture that emerges, and moreover there 
is the very potent contrast with Mrs Gibson. In 
appreciating how Mrs Gaskell’s approach has developed it 
is most revealing how far we sympathise with Cynthia in 
her predicament, while at the same time fully apprehend­
ing her serious weaknesses of character. In doing so, we 
acknowledge the debilitating influence of her mother at 
work here as it is in so much of the novel.
Thus we are brought back to Mrs Gibson’s part in the 
organisation of the novel. We can accept the moral in­
adequacies of Cynthia because we understand her mother’s 
unfortunate influence and also because the contrast between 
them heightens the displacement of the girl’s real virtues. 
She is such a powerful negative influence that we must take
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account of her in our assessment of most significant 
events, certainly insofar as she has any involvement 
with them. It is apparent, then, how far Mrs Gaskell 
is approaching her task through character, since so 
much depends on Clare, but she is not doing so in the 
simplistic manner of Mary Barton or Ruth. In many ways 
Clare is as unattractive a personage as she ever 
created so there is no possibility of identification 
on the part of author or reader. Nevertheless, she is 
not condemned out of hand, nor does the author feel it 
necessary to strike a distinctive attitude to her. On 
the contrary, she is treated with detachment and irony 
which never let us doubt the nature of her limitations 
or the author’s awareness of them. At the same time, 
because of her selfishness and stupidity, Mrs Gibson gives 
the appearance of being a very simple character because 
there is no possibility of her developing to any extent. 
Paradoxically, this is essential to the strength of the 
novel. Mrs Gaskell, as we have seen, explores fully the 
ramifications of her actions and it is in those that the 
complexities of the novel exist. For most of us life is 
not as simple as it is for Mrs Gibson and that is a part 
of Mrs Gaskell’s point. Moreover, since she has many of 
the characteristics of a subsidiary character although 
she has major influences throughout the fabric of the 
novel the question of pointing out to the reader limit­
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ations in her character which are obvious does not arise, 
Mrs Gaskell has taken a conscious decision to use Clare 
in numerous ways to initiate and control the action.
She needs to be circumscribed and appreciated as such by 
both author and reader. The author retains an interest 
in character and she provides a varied collection of 
personalities in this book. But she transcends the 
direct approach of her earlier works, making extensive 
use of one particular character to create the frame of 
reference in which the many subtle aspects of human 
experience may develop.
The productiveness of this approach can be seen in 
some of the features of the main characters, especially 
Molly, She is well-disposed and likeable, equipped to 
be the heroine. But she is not perfect. Although Mrs 
Gaskell evidently admires her and wants us to do so too, 
her virtues are not simply displayed for approval. Not 
only is she compared to Mrs Gibson and Cynthia but they 
challenge and influence her experience. Their presence 
(but especially her step-mother’s) points up the struggle 
for maturity which is Molly’s story, in the process of 
which she makes some major errors of judgement. It is 
our consciousness of her weaknesses which attracts us to 
Molly, as well as our knowledge of her greater strengths. 
What she possesses that is lacking in the other two women
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is a sounder moral sense and with it a capacity for growth 
which is the most important source of her power.
That, in meeting Molly, we "begin with the old rigmarole 
of childhood" (Vol. I, p. l) is not gratuitous. The novel 
is to make her the focus of its interest at a time when 
she will be tried by various crises which are of crucial 
importance in the life of any young girl. Finding herself 
alone at Cumnor Towers among strangers on their own ground 
who are mysterious and frightening by virtue of their rank, 
suddenly abandoned by her friends and in particular lacking 
her father who has always been the tower of strength on 
whom she could automatically rely proves to be a minor 
crisis for a girl her age. The inadequacies of Clare as 
a substitute we have already seen and that this looks 
forward to the greater crisis of her father's remarriage. 
Both of these events call into question the conditions of 
her existence that she has always taken for granted. 
Protected as she has been she has not recognised the sort 
of demands that will be made on her through life, that 
while happiness seems secure it is subject to change and 
must be constantly striven for. This is the burden of 
Roger's words of comfort given when he finds her in dis­
tress after her father's announcement cf his intentions; 
he attempts to take her out of her childish, egocentric 
point of view, to put herself in her father's position and
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acquire broader insight into her own affairs. (Vol. I,
pp. 114-17) In doing so he begins the process of
alteration by making her look at himself. Molly has
previously been influenced by Mrs Hamley’s pride in her
gifted son Osborne and her simultaneous downgrading of
her second-born’s abilities. She is predisposed to
defend Osborne because of the ideal created for her
by others even when his failure at Cambridge and the
disclosure of his large, unaccountable debts bring
great disappointment to both his parents. Without
knowing him she finds excuses of which his mother
complains, "Don’t you see, you only make him out weak,
instead of wicked?" (Vol, I, p, 104) and has been
inclined to criticise Roger who has only told the truth
about his brother on his arrival home:
Her unconscious fealty to Osborne was not in the least 
shaken by his having come to grief- at Cambridge, Only 
she was indignant —  with or without reason —  against 
Roger, who seemed to have brought the reality of bad 
news as an offering of first-fruits on his return home, 
(Vol, I, p, 83)
Molly’s response is loyal and well-intentioned but it is 
made on inadequate information. She has no first-hand 
experience of either brother and so is in no position to 
judge. Her first real encounter with Roger, therefore, 
has great significance because it is a check to her 
hastily-formed opinions. It lays the foundation of a
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relationship which begins by her being grateful for a 
kind of brotherly support and ends by growing into an 
adult passion which is returned. Roger’s progress is 
much the same and it is evident that hero and heroine 
are suited to one another in this. From fraternal 
regard and the diversion of what he is forced to admit 
as an immature infatuation with Cynthia he develops in 
his view of Molly from a position of respect for her 
virtues to knowledge, in the last chapter, that she 
alone is the one he wishes to make his wife. In the 
light of his treatment of herself and of his family 
Molly is converted from bare toleration of the dis­
regarded younger brother to being one of his warmest 
partisans. It is where his worth is being minimised 
by her step-mother that she becomes most spirited in 
opposition to the latter’s pretensions. Thus when the 
occupants of Hamley Hall are being discussed, Osborne 
approved and Roger written off as "loutish"
Molly was spiteful enough to have great pleasure 
in saying, —
"I think I’ve heard her/ Mrs Hamley’s] father was 
a Russian merchant, and imported tallow and hemp, Mr, 
Osborne Hamley is extremely like her," (Vol. I, p,182)
In view of the usual account of Molly as a perfect
creature it is worth noting, not only that she can be
"spiteful" but that she can indeed take "great pleasure"
in it. The malice is not directed against Osborne or
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his mother but the injustice done to Roger and 
demonstrates that Molly’s meek obedience is applicable 
only up to a point. A similar combative spirit is in 
evidence when Mrs Gibson complains unreasonably about 
her husband’s attendance on Mr Craven Smith; ’’’Mr. 
Craven Smith couldn’t put off his dying,’ said Molly, 
bluntly,’’ (Vol. I, p, 173) Unlike Cynthia, Molly is 
not a moral coward and it only seems natural to her 
that she should stand up for what is right. It is 
lack of understanding of the intricacies of the world 
that makes her methods seem sometimes inappropriate.
Through experience she begins to realise that she 
cares more for Roger than merely wishing to do him 
justice. She has warm natural feelings and they soon 
become deeply involved in a response to his virtues.
Her dilemma is that she is artless, that she has not 
been used to put herself forward and moreover that the 
whole experience of love of this kind is new to her.
She only begins to understand her own feelings in the 
light of Roger’s treatment by Cynthia, When she learns 
that the two are to be secretly engaged she is at first 
stunned and then gives way to a flood of tears. She 
convinces herself that this is because she fears he 
has gone without saying goodbye to one who had been
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loved by his mother and always treated as a sister. She 
does not realise the nature of her own love for him and 
such a reaction is an outlet for disappointment. Because 
of the strength of her own emotion she finds Cynthia’s 
less than enthusiastic acknowledgement of her attachment 
puzzling to say the least. She has an everyday notion 
that love is a powerful emotion and this Cynthia 
manifestly is not feeling, but the strength of her 
surprise comes from her expectation that Cynthia should 
feel something as great as she does herself; Cynthia is 
so impressed by her warmth that she sends Molly into a 
confusion of self-justification when she says "one might 
think" (Vol. II, p. 45) she cared for him herself, Molly 
is too ingenuous to feel anything as destructive as 
jealousy. Moreover, she has genuine regard for both 
Cynthia and Roger and is solicitous for their happiness, 
even if this means her own exclusion from Roger’s love.
She has nationally accepted Cynthia’s frank accounts of 
her own emotional emptiness but because of the readiness 
of her own feelings this really surpasses her comprehension. 
She does not understand that Cynthia’s professions of love 
for herself and Roger could be so radically different from 
her own. Finally, Cynthia’s extreme solicitude about 
keeping the whole relationship with Roger quiet leads 
Molly to express her complete bafflement about the
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matter.
The confusion within Molly which this triangular
situation evokes is trying enough for her. Even more
difficult is the severe test she has to endure because
of her loyalty to both. When she inadvertently stumbles
upon Cynthia and Mr Preston and is informed of his hold
over her her immediate reaction of volunteering to get
back the letters for the distraught Cynthia is the
result of a number of factors —  her distaste for Preston
on any account, which she knows is shared by others whom
she respects (like Lady Harriet), as well as her contempt
for the disreputableness of his actions; her love for
Cynthia and sorrow at this unhappiness; and, underlying
all, her distaste for Roger’s future wife being exposed
to ignominy. It is this last which gives its tone to
Molly’s impulsiveness, a characteristic to which she
has been subject throughout the book. Molly is seldom
fully in command of matters. Without being obtuse like
Mrs Gibson, she does not have enough intellectual
penetration of either a total situation or her own
engagement within it to understand the full meaning of
what she does. She just acts. It is bad enough that
Cynthia is being made unhappy by this impossible position, 
49 ’’I can’t understand you, Cynthia," she said at 
length.
"No; I daresay you can’t," said Cynthia . . .
"I am afraid —  I hope you never will." (Vol. II, 
pp. 122—3)
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but when she makes it clear that he must be hurt by a 
revelation of their contents, that his happiness will 
suffer by a lowering of his opinion of his future wife, 
Molly can only contemplate a way of getting back the 
letters. She takes risks which would otherwise be un­
forgivable, Not only does she see Mr Preston alone 
and promote the danger of exposure to uncharitable 
suspicions (as unfortunately happens because of the 
untimely arrival of Mr Sheepshanks) but she compounds 
the difficulty by giving him back the money Cynthia 
owes him in a shop, before all Hollingford. This 
would appear strange under other circumstances. Cynthia 
is leaving and can herself do nothing about returning it 
before she goes; since Molly has done so well in the 
affair she asks her to seek an opportunity of getting 
the money to him. It would seem logical for Molly who 
has already done so much to stick by her own suggestion 
that her father be asked to intervene on that account or 
Cynthia herself do it later on, except that she has this 
great desire to have the matter completed with despatch 
so that nothing remains to complicate Roger’s future 
relations with Cynthia. She thereby exposes herself to 
the unkind assumptions of the gossips of Hollingford, 
compelled to bear in passive helplessness their snubs 
to her personally and their jibes at her good name. This
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is the harder to endure in the person of Miss Browning 
who has always been her friend since she was a little 
girl (Miss Browning has, significantly, had a high 
regard for the first Mrs Gibson); in the performance 
of a generous act Molly has to put up with universal 
ignominy from those who had formerly been her friends.
The significance of Molly’s sufferings is extended 
by our sense of the Hollingford community. It is not 
only at the personal level that she is beset, for if 
the loss of Miss Browning’s regard is a real one, the 
disapproval of one as empty-headed as Mrs Goodenough is 
in itself of no great moment, and good-natured Miss 
Phoebe Browning, while sensitive to all the arguments 
urged against Molly, conspicuously takes her part at 
social gatherings and tries to ease the misery of her 
isolation. What Molly feels for the first time is 
alienation from the society with which she has hitherto 
been at one; moreover, when Miss Browning brings the 
matter to Mr Gibson’s attention, she has to face her 
father’s suspicion and then his distress when she cannot 
confess to him the whole truth about what has happened. 
This is some distance from the nine-year-old girl of 
Chapter I whose whole world consisted of all these people, 
She has now reached a point where her truth to her
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experience has led them to cast her off. In the absence 
of Cynthia or Roger or anyone else to whom she can turn 
her isolation is complete. The forces which now oppose 
her have been the source of her strengths. She has 
always been a part of the network of reinforcing relation­
ships that is Hollingford. It is within this structure, 
of a kind that Cynthia with her greater gifts has been 
denied, that her character has been formed. It has enabled 
her to display the great strength that neither Cynthia nor 
her mother possesses: the capacity for growth, for coming 
to terms with herself, for a maturity that involves harmony 
with others and between the intellectual and emotional 
aspects of her nature. This is the worst challenge to her 
personal integrity that she is offered in the book.
The main criticism that can be made of Molly here is 
that she is let off too lightly. It is fair enough that 
Mr Gibson should be hard upon Cynthia when he learns the 
true facts of the matter and that Cynthia should take 
the steps she does to end the arrangements between herself 
and Roger. This is only a first admission of something 
unsuitable from the start which pales decidedly beside 
what Molly has been prepared to sacrifice for others. Lady 
Harriet’s intervention, however, publicly befriending 
Molly, and then her protracted illness brought about by
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her long assistance at Hamley Hall after Osborne’s death 
and the arrival of Aimee with his son which leads to 
great concern for her welfare on the part of the town, 
is too fortuitous. The full exploration of the develop­
ment of Molly’s character is forestalled and the way is 
smoothed for the Squire’s acceptance of her as a future 
daughter-in-law when Roger should become aware of his 
true.feelings for Molly as she is about hers in relation 
to him. There is validity in Lady Harriet’s preparedness 
to take this step (which costs her nothing) to help one 
of whom she has always been fond; it is an avowal of the 
kind of affection that Molly’s worth has always promoted 
in people of some depth themselves like Lady Harriet, the 
Squire and Mrs Hamley, or even of less depth like Cynthia, 
But it is impossible to escape the belief that the latter 
part of the book is an evasion of the final phase of 
Molly’s development. Opposition just disappears. She 
does not .overcome it.
Nevertheless, Molly demonstrates, on the whole, the 
strength of Mrs Gaskell’s art in Wives and Daughters. 
Though having many of her attributes, Molly is never 
allowed to become the merely pedestrian heroine. Not 
only does she remain lively, but she faces moral dilemmas 
that test her integrity, her sensitivity to others, and
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her ability to achieve happiness, Mrs Gaskell is able 
to sustain a suitable distance from her while affording 
a great deal of sympathetic engagement and there can be 
no question as to the essential role of the step-mother 
in this process.
The writer’s remaining major example of characteris­
ation is also a major contribution to the book. Squire 
Hamley has few direct dealings with Mrs Gibson but her 
machinations affect him as they do everyone in the novel. 
Moreover, the values he embodies provide an effective 
counterbalance to the influence of her step-mother on 
Molly. He is very much a part of the novelist’s explor­
ation of the potential of human beings for determining 
their lives and it is necessary to take some account of 
his contribution to the fabric of the novel. His change 
of heart to recommend Molly to Roger as a possible wife 
is quite a reversal, but it is perfectly in harmony with 
what we know of the Squire. His views have been governed 
by his pride in his long ancestry which is so far the 
superior of the Cumnors who, though more wealthy and power­
ful in the county, are, as he sees them, 3ohnny-come- 
latelys. The fact that they are Whigs confirms his Tory 
principles and his sense of himself as an eighteenth 
century s q u i r e . H e  is made the more old-fashioned as
^^This only develops later. As the first instalment
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this is the only way he can resist the pretensions of 
these Whigs to command higher respect than he does him­
self, Hence it becomes very important to him that 
Osborne, his first born, should live up to his promise 
and distinguish himself at university. Even more 
desirable is it that both boys should, while marrying 
to please themselves a great deal, manage to please him 
a little, for if it loses its pedigree the not overly 
wealthy family loses all its claims to dignity. His 
problems emerge from his passionate nature disturbing 
his family relationships and sadly making more difficult 
the goals he is set on achieving. His feelings are 
genuine, but absolutely beyond his control and often 
contradictory. They flare up and cause havoc in his 
family life. Mrs Hamley is fully aware of this and is 
more successful than anyone in managing him (especially 
in view of his love for her) but with her death his 
impulses are given free reign.
Bust before his wife’s death he is bitter against 
Osborne for shortening her life, blaming her disappoint­
ment in him for her fading away:
in The Cornhill, and Vol. I, p. 2, of the first 
edition, show, Mrs Gaskell originally intended 
the Cumnors to be Tories. Discrepancies were 
corrected in later editions.
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"She might have" (some word Molly could not hear —  she 
though it sounded like "lingered") "but for that. I 
can't forgive him; I cannot." (Vol. I, p. 198)
Mingled here is a good deal of the Squire's intemperance
with his tendency to say more than he really means in
the heat of the moment. Without knowledge of the full
circumstances Osborne is held responsible for failing to
meet his parents’ expectations of him. He becomes
virtually a murderer and from being the apple of his
father's eye he suffers withdrawal of love; this is
extended to the bafflement of the servants when he
insists on having the Burgundy with the yellow seal in
the absence of Osborne whereas previously the whole'
management of the house had been subject to meeting his
every whim. (Vol. I, p. 85) The death of Mrs Hamley
produces an estrangement between the two and for some
time Osborne is in considerable disgrace. The Squire is
insufficiently introspective to disentangle his own
motivations. It may be true that Osborne's results
have had a deleterious effect on his mother's health but
she has been a semi-invalid for some time and it is not
something he has intended. If his father only knew it
his son's emotional life has been in turmoil because of
his secret marriage to a person of whom he knows his
father would never approve, and in this light the Squire
bears as much responsibility for Mrs Hamley's fate (insofar
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as anyone is to blame) as Osborne. What the Squire fails 
to realise is that he is trying to find a scapegoat for 
something he cannot control. He cannot bear his own 
impotence and takes it out on Osborne whom in reality he 
has not ceased to love, but this very reaction, promoting 
family discord at a time of crisis, makes the sorrow of 
all of them the greater. The same tendency to irrational 
behaviour is exhibited in his treatment of the innocent 
Roger and Mr Gibson. Roger is invited to the Towers by 
Lord Hollingford to meet a French scientist and because 
the two of them share mutual scientific interests. The 
Squire first objects because he thinks Osborne is wanted 
and this is a slight against himself, at a time when the 
election is coming up. When Osborne convinces him it is 
Roger who is wanted he transfers the slight to his elder 
son and in any case objects to his meeting a Frenchman.
As a result, Roger is forced to decline an invitation 
which cou.ld be beneficial to his career because he neither 
wishes to vex his father nor visit a house where he claims 
to have been slighted. Afterwards the old man is taken 
aback because Roger has declined, admitting that if any 
slighting has occurred it is on his part. But the damage 
has been done and Roger has been denied this favourable 
opportunity, (Vol. I, pp. 304-10) Similarly, when Mr 
Gibson behaves honourably by him and informs him of the
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engagement between Roger and Cynthia of which he has 
hitherto been ignorant, the Squire affronts him by 
pettish suspicions that he may have encouraged the 
match against the father's expressed wishes, Molly's 
account of Osborne's secret marriage is greeted by the 
outburst "How do I know she was his wife?" (Vol. II, 
p. 235) even though that puts either Molly or Osborne 
in a bad light. Usually the Squire can be brought 
round afterwards to see reason but not before he must 
take the full consequences of his actions. This is 
most telling on him in the case of Osborne with whom 
relations deteriorate as the letter's health declines. 
Osborne cannot exchange confidences cf any kind with 
his father, especially on the subject which is closest 
to his heart. So he dies without discussing the subject 
or effecting an overall reconciliation between them, 
until the shock of his death opens the Squire's eyes to 
the intensity of his love for his son and the bitterness 
of his disappointed hopes. He is delighted when he 
learns he has a grandson whom he wishes to be called 
Osborne, though blind to the natural feelings of the 
mother whom he thinks he can pack off out of the way 
when she recovers her strength. It is the same conflict 
between his old-fashioned sense of what is proper and 
the natural inclinations of those around him. At times
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the Squire can achieve equilibrium between the two as 
when he sits quietly with Roger and enjoys a pipe; both 
men take great pleasure in the evening, their affection 
for one another finding a simple expression which 
requires neither action nor articulation. (Vol. I, pp. 
266-8) It is in these two latter facets that the Squire 
is most liable to disaster. His whole pattern of 
behaviour contrasts with Mrs Gibson or Cynthia. He has 
stronger affectionate impulses but he does not have the 
clear insight into himself of the latter. His very 
strength of passion causes him and others unnecessary 
hardship because he is unable to come to terms with it.
He is as conscious of social position as Mrs Gibson with 
more justice and less pretension. He is able to recognise 
the value of others as individuals, as is the case with 
Molly whom he can finally welcome as a possible daughter- 
in-law. But he has the greatest difficulty in reconciling 
the two apd for all his sterling qualities he always runs 
the risk of placing his own happiness and that of others 
in jeopardy.
It is the achievement of Wives and Daughters that it 
is able to place a wide range of human experience in 
perspective. Only partly does it work through contrasting 
ways of being; far more important is its delineation of 
the contexts of personal interaction. The fates of its
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characters are decided at many levels —  the social, 
temperamental, emotional and intellectual. The 
possibilities of human response are evoked and inter­
act with a degree of detachment and understanding 
unique in Mrs Gaskell. This is the result of the 
deepening of her understanding of the form of the 
novel, a growing confidence and technical expertise 
which accompanies this, and a fuller recognition of 
its artistic potential.
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III CONCLUSION
The equipment that Elizabeth Gaskell brought to the 
art of* fiction was limited. She was an intelligent 
observer whose first impulse to write was the outcome of 
a desire to inform her readers about the way of life of 
various deprived groups in society (like Northern urban 
artisans and fallen women), to picture them so that their 
specific problems and frailties as well as their humanity 
would be understood, and, implicit^, to move readers to 
want to alter the conditions which were bringing about 
undeserved hardships. She chose to do this in a novel not 
only because she possessed some flair for writing narrative 
but because she was not presenting systematically observed 
data about which she could argue a case so much as her own 
responses to what she had observed. By writing about a 
representative of a class who was the product of her own 
brain she could be less detached than in a formal essay 
and convey more of the feeling for the situation that she 
was really after; she could also make this accessible to a 
wider range of people than might be prepared to tackle an 
essay. Her sympathy was imaginative and the novel gave it 
scope to create. Her greatest limitation was that she had 
not sufficiently pondered the consequences of her decision 
and her aims. Her ideas were of the very simplest and were 
mainly in terms of truth to the experience, so that her 
earliest discussion of her work centres on her material.
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She had not recognised that being imaginatively faithful 
to her experience involves far more than getting the facts 
right since there is so much in a novel which is not 
factual* Her subsequent literary history shows an 
increase in technical mastery of the novel after failure 
which comes with an expanding awareness that a novel is a 
literary form which must be appreciated as such if the 
novelist's experience is to be communicated to her 
readers. There is more control as the novelist learns 
that her readers' reactions will be governed not only by 
any inherent qualities her subject may possess but far 
more by the way she directs their attention to it. Her 
work is more confident and artistically satisfying as she 
concentrates on how she can most move her readers. The 
formal aspect becomes more complex as the writer attempts 
to exploit more actively the many aspects that make up a 
novel and this is particularly notable in the way the 
later novels are organised. At the same time, her sense 
of purpose changes or at least becomes more definite. Any 
attempt to reform the world through her writing is 
abandoned for control of her readers' feelings instead. 
This means that the subject matter itself alters in the 
later works as the author becomes capable of conveying a 
broader response to her experience.
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Mrs Gaskell was not an innovator. Her development as 
a novelist did not come from her ability to sum up the 
potential of the novel and embody it in a workable theory. 
As we have seen, her theoretical position was minimal 
indeed to start with. Her statements about her art 
become more sophisticated as time goes on and her letter 
to Herbert Grey which is her most extended discussion of 
form shows how far her ideas about the matter had developed 
by the time it was written. But we never feel that the 
shape of Mrs Gaskell's fiction is greatly influenced by 
much thought about it in abstraction. The most important 
determinant of what she comes to believe is her own 
practice. She learns and adapts through a process of 
trial and error. It is this inadequate theoretical frame­
work which accounts for the failures of her first two 
novels and her steady progress from these results from her 
understanding of her mistakes. But because the practice 
itself is -the greatest influence on what she will do next, 
her articulated theory is always behind her current 
practical achievements. Practice determines theory much
more than the other way around so that there is a constant
discarding of-original, over-simple ideas as the novelist 
arrives at a more elaborate framework in which to create. 
Thus it is that the statements she makes about her theoret­
ical position become so few after 1860. She has arrived
at a sense of her integrity as an artist. She feels it is
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her responsibility to articulate her experience as 
coherently and honestly as possible within her works.
Her readers have a right to this and she will give them 
no less. But they need no access to her personal life 
or any justification from her for what she has done.
Her communication with them is in the work itself which 
it is up to them to evaluate. The work has attained 
such primacy over theory that the latter disappears, a 
situation which is an extension of the position relative 
to one another that they had always had.
That Elizabeth Gaskell could function so well as a 
novelist and develop into a more accomplished creative 
artist during her career without ever elaborating many 
ideas about fiction requires some comment. It is not 
fortuitous because it occurs only as a result of her 
striving to improve herself and her ability to learn from 
her mistakes. It also shows much about the age in which 
she lived. She began writing at a time when there was 
not much critical writing about the novel in existence.
She was not sufficiently original to develop her own ideas 
in isolation and so it is not surprising that such ideas 
as she had were not remarkable. Greater artists than she 
like Dickens, George Eliot and the Brontes, had a far more
advanced sense cf the importance of form and of their own
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artistic abilities; George Eliot also made contributions 
to periodicals, mainly reviews, which showed the extent 
to which she had thought about fiction before she ever 
wrote any herself. This is why they are great artists. 
All of them came into prominence or were more prominent 
during the writing life of Mrs Gaskell and there was 
also much creative activity from other celebrated 
contemporaries such as Thackeray, Trollope and many 
lesser lights. By their example they showed something 
of the possibilities of the novel from which Mrs 
Gaskell could learn. They also introduced her to 
developing ideas about the form in essays and discussion 
which she had with some, of them, as did the reviewers in 
whose pages so much that was valuable in the thought 
about fiction at the time transpired. Charlotte Bronte, 
George Eliot and, to a lesser extent, Charles Dickens, 
had the greatest impact on Mrs Gaskell in this respect 
that we know of, as did some of the controversies 
aroused by her own works in reviews. But she was also 
involved in a total literary environment in which the 
novel was coming into its own, in which it was embarking 
on the greatest period in English that it had ever known. 
This meant that, without possessing great strengths as an 
original thinker about the novel in herself, she could
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benefit in her own practice from a milieu in which great 
innovations were happening at every level. Her individual 
talents could develop through her own discoveries and the 
creative environment in which they were made.
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APPENDIX A 
A NOTE ON MRS GASKELL’S STYLE
The foregoing pages have had little to say about
Mrs Gaskell’s style. This is not because it is felt
to be unimportant but rather that it is not there
that her general development as a writer is most
easily located. She has little to say about it in
her letters but one of her utterances is indicative:
If you but think eagerly of your story till you see 
it in action, words, good simple strong words, will 
come, —  just as if you saw an accident in the street 
that impressed you strongly you would describe it 
forcibly.1
This seems to reflect strongly Mrs Gaskell’s own 
position. Once she could imagine the situations and 
incidents she was going to depict, she had less trouble 
in finding the words to describe them. The real 
difficulty arose in determining what would be the 
scenes which would go into her story and this in turn 
was a matter of the direction in which she wanted it to 
go. The major decisions were being made in terms of 
the overall pattern of the novel and Mrs Gaskell seems 
to have separated them from her use of language in the 
writing. Unlike some novelists, she does not see the
^Letters, No. 420, p. 542.
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evolution of her books in terms of an elaboration or 
building up through the subtle interplay of words (as 
Dickens or Games do, for example). She strives for 
a simplicity of language which contributes to a 
characteristic understatement which can be found at 
moments in the works of varying moods and significance 
in the total effect. As a result, the writing can 
seem curiously muted and it is hard to pick out 
individual passages of key significance which so 
embody the central concerns of the novel at a given 
point that they can fruitfully be discussed in terms 
of the passage. Another of her comments makes evident 
that she consciously strove for simplicity:
Cut your epithets short. Find one, whenever you 
can, that will do in the place of two. Of two words 
choose the simplest,2
The effect of this can be seen in a passage from 
North and South. It occurs in Volume II, Chapter X, 
after Thornton’s advice persuades the policeman to 
drop the investigation into the death of Leonards, 
but Margaret seems to be a liar.
She threw herself, dressed as she was, upon her 
bed. She was too much exhausted to think. Half-an 
hour or more elapsed before the cramped nature of her
2
See Note 1 above.
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position, and the chilliness, supervening upon great 
fatigue, had the power to rouse her numbed faculties. 
Then she began to recall, to combine, to wonder. The 
first idea that presented itself to her was, that all 
this sickening alarm on Frederick's behalf was over; 
that the strain was past. The next was a wish to 
remember every word of the Inspector’s which related 
to Mr. Thornton. When had he seen him? What had he 
said? What had Mr. Thornton done? What were the 
exact words of his note? And until she could 
recollect, even to the placing or omitting an article, 
the very expressions which he had used in the note, 
her mind refused to go on with its progress. But the 
next conviction she came to was clear enough; —  Mr. 
Thornton had seen her close to Outwood station on the 
fatal Thursday night, and had been told of her denial 
that she was there. She stood as a liar in his eyes. 
She was a liar. But she had no thought of penitence 
before God; nothing but chaos and night surrounded 
the one lurid fact that, in Mr. Thornton’s eyes, she 
was degraded. She cared not to think, even to her­
self, of how much of excuse she might plead. That 
had nothing to do with Mr. Thornton; she never 
dreamed that he, or any one else, could find cause 
for suspicion in what was so natural as her accompany­
ing her brother; but what was really false and wrong 
was known to him, and he had a right to judge her.
"Oh, Frederick! Frederick!" she cried, "what have I 
not sacrificed for you!" Even when she fell asleep 
her thoughts were compelled to travel the same circle, 
only with exaggerated and monstrous circumstances of 
pain. (pp. 121-2)
It is an important moment for Margaret. She who has 
always felt a strong personal pride and has tended to 
be superior to Thornton is humiliated. Their whole 
relationship is placed on a different footing. The 
passage emphasises the impact of the new information 
upon her, the facts as she sees them, her assessment, 
till the climax is the realisation that "She stood as
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a liar in his sight. She was a liar," Two key in­
sights are placed together here: that she seems to 
him to be a liar and the demolishing admission that 
he is right. The follow-up makes it all the clearer 
that it is not the sense of some absolute wrong 
which disturbs her but the effect that it is having 
on him. The factors operating are her sense of her 
abasement which makes her plaintively refer to 
Frederick, and, implicitly, her own undetermined 
feeling for Thornton, which she has not stopped to 
sort out and which really gives the situation its 
poignancy for her. This is elaborated in the succeed­
ing paragraph with Margaret's distress to be at 
Thornton's feet which is compounded soon afterwards 
with the arrival of the letter showing Frederick was 
already safe and the lie was unnecessary. The quoted 
passage deals with issues of importance to the 
chastening of Margaret and the clarification of her 
feelings for Thornton. It gives an aspect of that 
separation of the hero and heroine which is to be 
awkwardly surmounted by the conclusion. We feel 
how trying Margaret's ordeal is and are prepared for
how much worse it is to be. But we also feel how 
far she is at the mercy of circumstances. The arrival
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of Frederick’s letter puts a different complexion on 
this, ironically showing that it was unnecessary. The 
police Inspector’s interviews have been the events 
initiating her discomfort. But the feelings portrayed 
in the passage have been relatively simple, Margaret 
senses a reversal of roles that complicates her 
relationship with Thornton and suffers in consequence 
but the novel then moves in another direction as new 
facts come to light. The passage as a whole is only 
one aspect of the movement and patterning of the novel. 
It gives us essential information and helps make 
intelligible subsequent events, but it does not 
provide any of the impetus for the developments that 
follow. The language used is simple, as Mrs Haskell 
states should be the case, and a major reason this is 
so is that the function served by individual units of 
writing in the total scheme is simple also.
This is an instance of great psychological import 
for a central character which affects her thinking 
and emotions at a critical period. The same method, 
however, can be noticed at other points and in 
different novels. Towards the end of Vol.I, Chapter 
XXIII of Wives and Daughters, Squire Hamley and Roger 
smoke a pipe together. The Squire is put out with
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Osborne and is pleased that his second son should want 
to spend an evening with him, but too proud to ask for 
such a favour or to admit how much it gratifies him.
He feels rejected and isolated and it is a comfort that 
Roger can show him such spontaneous affection. He 
contrasts the expectations of family and school for 
his two lads with the outcome of their careers at 
Cambridge, his disappointment in Osborne being balanced 
by his unspoken pride in Roger. At the end of their 
dialogue.
When they rose to go to bed his father said to Roger, —
"Well, we've had a pleasant evening —  at least, I 
have. But perhaps you haven't: for I'm but poor company 
now, I know."
"I don't know when I've passed a happier evening, 
father," said Roger. And he spoke truly, though he did 
not trouble himself to find out the cause of his 
happiness, (p. 258)
The Squire's unhappiness, his knowledge of his own 
difficult personality and his distrust of his two sons 
because pf his disappointment, as well as his yearning 
for them, are all present here. They attain a warm, 
unaffected response from Roger whose affection for his 
father is genuine. What the two have said at any point 
has been minimal and has only touched lightly upon the 
issues most moving the Squire. Much of their time has 
been spent in silence, enjoying one another's company.
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The total passage (pp. 255-3) conveys so much about 
the two men and their response to one another simply 
because it is deliberately understated. It is 
perfectly right that they should be depicted in this 
way, but it is also the method that comes most 
readily to Mrs Gaskell,
It is not often that we are given a set piece of
especially marked tension designed to build up a
powerful effect. One of the closest approximations
to this occurs in Cranford where the ladies are in a
flutter because of the robberies in the district and
they confide some of their secret fears,
I owned that my pet apprehension was eyes —  eyes 
looking at me, and watching me, glittering out from 
some dull flat wooden surface; and that if I dared 
to go up to my looking-glass when I was panic- 
stricken, I should certainly turn it round, with its 
back towards me, for fear of seeing eyes behind me 
looking out of the darkness. I saw Miss Matty nerving 
herself up for a confession; and at last out it came. 
She owned that, ever since she had been a girl, she 
had dreaded being caught by her last leg, just as she 
was getting into bed, by some one concealed under the 
bed. She said, when she was younger and more active, 
she used to take a flying leap from a distance, and 
so bring both her legs up safely into bed at once; 
but that this had always annoyed Deborah, who piqued 
herself upon getting into bed gracefully, and she had 
given it up in consequence. But now the old terror 
would often .come over her, especially since Miss 
Pole's house had been attacked (we had got quits to 
believe in the fact of the attack having taken place), 
and yet it was very unpleasant to think of looking 
under a bed, and seeing a man concealed, with a great
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fierce face staring out at you; so she had bethought 
herself of something —  perhaps I had noticed that 
she had told Martha to buy her a penny ball, such 
as children play with —  and now she rolled this ball 
under the bed every night; if it came out on the other 
side, well and good; if not, she always took care to 
have her hand on the bell-rope, and meant to call 
out Gohn and Harry, just as if she expected men- 
servants to answer her ring. (pp. 196-7)
This affords us a glimpse of the psychological fears 
which underlie the actions of the ladies during the 
panic, just as it bears upon the imbalance in the 
town without enough men and the sorts of adjustments 
the ladies have had to make in order to survive. But 
after all it is only a glimpse and it is only 
remarkable in Mrs Gaskell, In other writers, the 
rendering of subrational fears achieves much more 
intensity than this and though the passage gives us 
some insight into the real concern that is rife in the 
town, it is most remarkable because it is so unusual. 
There is nothing comparable elsewhere in the book, nor 
is there much like it elsewhere in Mrs Gaskell, We 
notice it particularly because it touches on stronger 
reaches than usual but it is contained by its context 
and very soon after the reasons for the fear are dis­
pelled, We know it can exist and that it indicates 
depths in the human psyche which cannot be ignored 
even in Cranford, But it does not operate much beyond
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the passage in which it occurs. Again the novelist 
moves it in other directions through the development 
of her narrative.
The passages referred to so far have been chosen 
more or less at random because Mrs Gaskell's writing 
does not run naturally to set pieces. The sense of 
a total context counts with her more than with most 
writers and in the understanding of her art it is the 
working out of this context rather than the single 
instances that occur there that is of greatest 
importance. It is for this reason that though there 
are marked changes in her work from her.earlier to 
her later books, it cannot be said that her style 
itself alters greatly. She is not like Henry Games 
with an earlier and later period in this respect. 
Simplicity remains in the handling of local detail 
and, even when there are lapses as when the author 
explicitly moralises about the events in hand, one 
does not feel that the investigation of the reasons 
can be fruitfully confined to the specific manifest­
ation of breakdown. In Mrs Gaskell we have always 
to be aware of the general scheme of things and though 
style is an indispensable part of that it can only 
indicate, at a local level, certain tendencies in
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the novel as a whole. The elements of the novel are 
larger than the units of language that compose it.
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APPENDIX B
ELIZABETH GASKELL AND "A FEW WORDS ABOUT 'BANE EYRE'"
Number 77 of The Letters of Mrs Gaskell^is a quotation
from "A F eu Words About 'Bane Eyre'", the article in
2
Sharpe's London Magazine that prompted Ellen Nussey to 
urge Mr Bronte to have an accurate biography of Charlotte 
written and to suggest Mrs Gaskell as the person most 
competent to do it. Acting on the advice of Mr B.G. Sharps, 
who tentatively includes the passage as a "Contribution" by
3
Mrs Gaskall in his bibliography, the editors took this 
course because they agreed with him that the "verbal echoes 
of other passages in which Mrs Gaskell describes Charlotte 
Bronte are strong enough,"^ Their decision would seem to be 
justified by a glance at Letter 75 to Catherine Winkworth 
which is headed Sunday Evng f25 August IBSO] ^  where the 
correspondence between the two texts is indeed great. In 
describing Charlotte, Letter 75 reads
soft brown hair not so dark as mine; eyes (very good and 
expressive looking straight & open at you) of the same
^See Letters, p. 127.
^6, NS (1855), 339-42.
3
In his Mrs. Gaskell's Observation and Invention: A 
Study of Her Now-Biooraphic Works (Fontwell,1970),p,627.
4
Letters, footnote 2, p. 127.
^Letters, pp. 123-6.
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colour, a reddish face; large mouth & many teeth gone: 
altogether plain ; the forehead square, broad, and rather 
overhanging^
while in Letter 77 we find
soft lightish brown hair, eyes of the same tint, looking 
straight at you, and very good and expressive; a reddish 
complexion, a wide mouth —  altogether plain, the fore­
head square, broad, and rather overhanging.7
Letter 77 could come from a separate letter now lost or,
so close is the wording, it could be a rewriting of 75
with some of the less flattering details left out (e.g.
Charlotte’s toothlessness) and a few other items known
to the writer included to fill out the picture. In the
Magazine, 77 is introduced as the words of "a lady, who
y 8
afterwards became intimate with Miss Bronte /sicj ". On 
this basis. Chappie, Pollard and Sharps have identified 
the lady as Mrs Gaskell and the editors have apparently 
used the date of 75 to ascribe /~C. 25 August 1850^ to 
77. It must be assumed that the magazine writer at least 
knew Mrs Gaskell but Richard Gilbertson has gone further. 
In a letter to The Times Literary Supplement in which he 
quotes a passage from Sharpe’s descriptive of Haworth 
parsonage he concludes with these words:
^Letters, p. 123.
7
Letters, p. 127.
g
Sharpe’s, p. 342.
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The whole article runs to some 2,500 words and must, 
surely, be by Mrs. Gaskell (who else?), whose The Life  ^
of Charlotte Bronte did not appear until two years later.
It would appear, then, that an examination of the author­
ship of the article, and Mrs Gaskell’s part in it, is 
warranted.
Sharpe’s opens with a description of the sensation 
caused by the first publication of Bane Eyre, the 
speculation that arose over the identity of Currer Bell, 
the discovery that it was indeed a woman who was 
responsible and that woman was Charlotte Bronte. The 
writer then proceeds to tell what she knows about 
Charlotte to dispel the mystery that has "in some degree 
enshrouded her. She imagines that
the following particulars, obtained from a private and 
we believe authentic source, though we do not pledge 
ourselves to their accuracy, may not prove unacceptable 
to our readers.
What follows is the sketch of Miss Bronte given by Mrs 
Gaskell in the second part of Letter 75. They are not 
always word for word the same, though they are more often 
than not. The article expands a little and makes the style 
more formal than in the letter, but it retains the essential 
details (even when inaccurate as they frequently are and as
^28 Bune 1963, 477.
^^Sharoe’s, p. 340.
^^Sharoe’s, p. 341.
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Miss Nussey noticed) and the two are so close that it 
is obvious that one is a rewriting of the other. For 
example, Mrs Gaskell writes:
(’At 19 I should have been thankful for an allowance of 
Id a week. I asked my father, but he said What did 
women want with money’). So at 19 she advertised & got 
a teacher’s place in a school, —  (where she did not say, 
only said it was preferable to the governess’s place she 
got afterwards but she saved up enough to pay for her 
journey to a school in Brussels. She had never been out 
of Yorkshire before; & was so frightened when she got to 
London —  she took a cab, it was night and drove down to 
the Tower Stairs, & got a boat & went to the Ostend packet, 
and they refused to take her in; but at last they did.12
In the article we read:
’’At nineteen,’’ continued Charlotte, ’’I should have been 
thankful for a penny a-week. I asked my father; but he 
said, ’What do women want with money?” ' She was yet only 
nineteen when she advertized for and obtained a situation 
as teacher in a school: not finding it turn cut as she 
had hoped, she waited until she had saved money enough to 
pay her passage to Brussels, where she had secured a 
position as school-teacher —  she started alone, never 
having previously quitted Yorkshire. When she arrived in 
London it was night; she became alarmed, and, not knowing 
where to go, and fearing to trust herself with strangers, 
she took a cab, drove to the Tower stairs, hired a boat, 
and was conveyed to the Ostend packet. At first, the 
officer in command refused to take her on board till the 
next morning, but on learning her desolate situation 
recalled his prohibition.13
Despite the confirmation this gives of Mrs Gaskell’s 
association with the writer of the article implied by
Sharps, Chappie and Pollard, I believe it is impossible
12
Letters, p. 125.
^^Sharoe’s, p. 341.
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she could have written it herself.
There is, first of all, one error in the article 
that she could not have made: the reference to 
Charlotte’s marriage to "Mr. Nicol, her father’s 
c u r a t e " . I t  could be argued that this is a printing 
error, caused by the magazine’s not allowing the author 
to correct proofs before publication. Nevertheless, it 
is indicative of the slapdash approach which would have 
disturbed Mrs Gaskell in matters associated with her 
fidend.
Secondly, the magazine writer twice says that the
information comes from a private s o u r c e . W h y  could
she not honestly admit her own knowledge if she was in
fact Mrs Gaskell? Why should she be ashamed to avow a
connection with someone whom she greatly admired? It
could be urged that she wished to prevent Charlotte’s
family and friends from guessing her identity as they
might object to her publishing gossip about Charlotte
so soon after her death, but this is to make Mrs Gaskell,
the most tactful and considerate of people, guilty of
mean action. Moreover, since these first impressions
were recorded Mrs Gaskell had got to know Charlotte better, 
14
Sharpe’s, p. 342.
^^Sharpe’s, pp. 341 and 342.
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had visited Haworth, and could pledge herself to the 
accuracy of some of what she wrote with more confidence 
than the magazine writer is prepared to do; she could 
also have rejected some inaccurate statements. In fact, 
the close reliance of the article on the letter is one 
of the surest indications that Mrs Gaskell could not 
have written both. The journalist is obviously someone 
who has very little other knowledge of her subject, such 
as Mrs Gaskell had from her experience and records for 
us so movingly in the Life ; when she departs from her 
text, she has much less to say because her own knowledge 
is so hazy.
Thirdly, there is Mrs Gaskell’s reaction when she
learnt of Charlotte’s death. She wrote to Bohn Greenwood,
who had informed her of the event, on 4 April to express
her deep shock since she had not realised her friend was
ill.^^ She asked him for "EVERY particular" of what happened
and on 12 April she thanked him for his response and
sincerely sympathised with the distress of Mr Bronte and 
17
Mr Nicholls. In two further letters she asked for
information about Miss Bronte and was evidently still
18
feeling the effects of the shock. She asked Greenwood
^^Letters, No, 232, pp. 335-6.
'^^ Letters, No. 233, pp. 336-7.
^^Letters, Nos. 238 (May 5th [1855] ) and 239 ( [After 
5 May 1855] ), pp. 342-4.
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for further information about Mr and Mrs Nicholls that 
he had of his own knowledge, but assured him "that any
19
thing you wish me to keep secret, shall not be revealed,"
She showed both compassion and discretion, as well as an
understandable desire to learn more about the friend whom
she had not seen for some months and whose personal
circumstances, especially prior to her death, moved her.
It was not until two months after Charlotte’s death, on
31 May, that she wrote to Smith expressing the notion she
would like to write what she knew about Charlotte, but
"it may be years hence" when "no one is living whom such
20
a publication would hurt." This was written only a few 
days before the appearance of the offending article and 
it would be the grossest hypocrisy on Mrs Gaskell’s part 
to express these sentiments to Smith when that was in the 
press if it were her doing.
Who, then, could have written the article? The most 
likely candidate must be Catherine Winkworth, to whom 
Letter 75 was originally addressed. Most of her information 
about Charlotte came from Mrs Gaskell, the latter being the 
best written source she possessed, and she also met her 
through Mrs Gaskell. One of her letters to her sister Emma 
19
Letters, p. 343,
90
Letters, No. 241, p. 345.
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survives in which she reports a discussion with Charlotte
21
just before her marriage to Mr Nichools; Charlotte wrote
her a letter from Cork a few weeks later during her honey- 
22
moon. These letters indicate that Catherine knew something 
of Charlotte’s circumstances just before she died, in which 
case the misspelling by Sharpe’s of the name ’’Nicol" would 
have to be accounted for by the carelessness of the 
magazine. There is every likelihood that her knowledge of 
Charlotte’s home and earlier life would have been very 
limited. Charlotte was too shy to talk much about herself 
and, though she found out more during their acquaintance,
Mrs Gaskell’s own knowledge of Miss Bronte during her life 
was far from complete, necessitating much diligence on her 
part so she could write the biography. Catherine’s would 
owe even more to hearsay, which is what the article in 
Sharpe’s is fundamentally. Catherine was a writer herself 
who published several translations from German, so the 
idea of her making a contribution to a magazine is not un­
likely. She would not have been restrained by the delicacy 
imposed by Mrs Gaskell’s greater friendship with the deceased 
21
Written May 8th, 1854. It is reproduced by Margaret
3. Shaen in Memorials of Two Sisters (1908), pp.
111-15.
22
Shaen, pp. 115-17. The letter was written July
30th, 1854.
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and she might have felt she had exercised adequate
discretion in not revealing Mrs Gaskell’s name as her
source. She must also have been content that she was
not disclosing family secrets that could damage the
Brontes; she was merely indulging the appetite of her
readers to know something of a prominent woman, now she
was dead, and could see no harm in the practice. The
only questionable aspect of her doing so is that she
must have made use of Mrs Gaskell’s letter without her
knowledge for she would probably have been unwilling to
23
have it used in this way in the circumstances. Catherine 
may have felt the letter was her property and she could 
use it as she wished or, more probably, that the matter 
was such that Mrs Gaskell would have no objections and it 
was not worthwhile to bother her about such a trivial 
business. The only alternative to this view is that 
Catherine freely allowed the letter to circulate and did 
not herself object to someone else making use of it, or 
that it fell into someone else’s hands in an accidental 
fashion and they had even fewer scruples about consulting 
its author or recipient before publishing its contents. 
These contingencies seem less likely than the first. In
23Mrs Gaskell had no reason to love Sharoe’s or 
to want to assist an article to be published 
there, in view of the severe drubbing over 
Ruth it had given her just two years before.
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any event, the situation gives rise to the irony that 
Elizabeth Gaskell was called upon by Miss Nussey, Mr 
Bronte and Mr Nicholls to write her biography as a 
corrective'to mistaken gossip which, in this instance, 
had its origins with herself*
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